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Abstract
In research-oriented domains, e.g., the medical domain, new or emerging
knowledge is permanently created through research and scientific discourse.
This fact is, e.g., reflected by a permanent increase in scientific publications
over the years. This overall increase and permanent creation of new knowl-
edge make it hard for domain experts to find the right and relevant recent
knowledge for a given task. In the medical domain, this could be the use of
emerging knowledge in medical argumentation use cases, e.g., for or against
a particular therapy. Supporting medical argumentation through textual evi-
dence, in general, is the aim of the DFG-funded project RecomRatio, to which
this thesis relates to. Hence, this work intends to make emerging knowledge
in large medical document corpora available for evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation use cases. Therefore, it utilizes methods from the computer
science subdomains of Information Retrieval, Natural Language Processing
and Named Entity Recognition, Machine Learning, and Argumentation Min-
ing to support evidence-based medical argumentation. The thesis introduces
the motivation and challenges as addressed above, the research method, the
research goal, research questions and objectives, and an outline of the thesis.

The second chapter covers state-of-the-art research of the relevant fields in
science and technology, i.e., Informational Behaviour and Information Re-
trieval, Vocabularies and Corpora, Machine Learning, Evaluation Method-
ologies, Natural Language Processing, Emerging Entities, and Argumenta-
tion Mining. Comparing state-of-the-art in these fields and the research ob-
jectives, the remaining research challenges are identified. These will be ad-
dressed in the following chapters.

Chapter conceptual design starts with different quantitative and qualita-
tive studies that reveal the relevance of emerging knowledge in medical In-
formation Retrieval and medical argumentation. Based on these insights, an
innovative system is designed that integrates and adapts state-of-the-art ap-
proaches from Information Retrieval, Natural Language Processing, Machine
Learning, and Argumentation Mining. The system’s core contribution is the
design of a hybrid approach combining Natural Language Processing with
Machine Learning on corpus-related features to extract emerging knowledge.
In the system design, three real-world applications are conceptually designed
that will be used for evaluation. In the following chapter, the conceptual
system design is implemented prototypically using different technologies, i.e.,
Apache Solr (Java-based) and Python with the frameworks spaCy and Scis-
pacy, sckikit-learn, and Keras/TensorFlow.
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The following evaluation covers the technical evaluation of the emerging
knowledge extraction using a specifically designed evaluation strategy. Fur-
thermore, a user-based evaluation of the system’s usefulness and usability is
conducted. Also, an expert interview on the argumentation support’s out-
come utilizing emerging knowledge is conducted. Overall, the evaluation
concludes that the prototypical system is technically capable of extracting
and utilizing emerging knowledge from medical document corpora using
the hybrid approach of Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning
on corpus related features. The user evaluation and the expert interview re-
veal that the system also fulfills users’ requirements regarding the support
of emerging knowledge for medical Information Retrieval and argumenta-
tion. Hence, the conceptual design and the prototype could be used as an
initial step for a real-world system. The thesis finishes with a summary of
the contributions and an outline of future work.
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Kurzfassung
In forschungsorientierten Bereichen, wie zum Beispiel der Medizin, wird
permanent neues oder emergentes Wissen durch wissenschaftliche Forschung
und wissenschaftlichen Diskurs erzeugt. Das spiegelt sich zum Beispiel
darin wider, dass die Anzahl wissenschaftlicher Publikationen über die Jahre
massiv anwächst. Dieser Anstieg von wissenschaftlichen Publikationen und
die permanente Erzeugung von neuem Wissen bringt für Domänenexperten
die Herausforderung mit sich, das richtige und relevante Wissen für eine
bestimmte Aufgabe zu finden und anzuwenden. Ein Beispiel aus dem medi-
zinischen Bereich ist die Verwendung von emergentem Wissen zur Unter-
stützung medizinischer Argumentationen, zum Beispiel für oder gegen eine
bestimmte Therapie. Die Unterstützung von medizinischer Argumentation
im Allgemeinen durch textbasierte Evidenz ist das Ziel des DFG geförderten
Projektes RecomRatio, an welches diese Arbeit angelehnt ist. Somit ist das
Hauptziel dieser Arbeit, emergentes Wissen – repräsentiert durch emer-
gente Eigennamen (emerging Named Entities) aus großen medizinischen Lit-
eraturkorpora zu extrahieren und es zur Unterstützung von Anwendungs-
fällen im Rahmen medizinischer Argumentation verfügbar zu machen. Dazu
werden in dieser Arbeit Methoden aus verschiedenen Bereichen der Infor-
matik angewendet. Dabei handelt es sich in erster Linie um die Bereiche
Information Retrieval, Natural Language Processing, Named Entity Recog-
nition, maschinelles Lernen und Argumentation Mining 1.

Dazu wird im ersten Kapitel zunächst auf die zuvor geschilderten Her-
ausforderungen hingeführt und daraus die Motivation der Arbeit abgeleitet.
Weiterhin wird die Forschungsmethodik, das übergeordnete Forschungsziel,
die Forschungsfragen und die damit verknüpften Forschungsteilziele her-
ausgearbeitet. Basierend darauf wird die Struktur der weiteren Arbeit
abgeleitet.

Das zweite Kapitel umfasst einen Überblick über den aktuellen Stand von
Wissenschaft und Technik in den Bereichen Informational Behavior, Informa-
tion Retrieval, Vokabulare und Textkorpora, maschinelles Lernen, Evalua-
tionsmethoden, Natural Language Processing, Emerging Entities und Argu-
mentation Mining 2. Dieser Analyse des Standes von Wissenschaft und Tech-
nik werden die Forschungsteilziele gegenübergestellt und die verbleibenden

1Für die genannten Technologien existieren teilweise keine gebräuchlichen und eingängi-
gen deutschen Übersetzungen. Daher wird hier die englische Form gewählt.

2dto.
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Herausforderungen der Arbeit identifiziert, die in den folgenden Kapiteln
adressiert werden.

Das dritte Kapitel umfasst das konzeptuelle Design einer Lösung. Es
beginnt mit vier verschiedenen quantitativen und qualitativen Vorstudien.
Im Rahmen dieser Vorstudien wird die Relevanz von emergentem Wissen
für medizinisches Information Retrieval und medizinische Argumentation
gezeigt. Auf Basis dieser Vorstudien wird ein innovatives Systemdesign
hergeleitet, welches aktuelle Erkenntnisse aus Wissenschaft und Technik
adaptiert und in einem Gesamtsystem integriert. Dies umfasst Ansätze und
Technologien aus den Bereichen Information Retrieval, Natural Language
Processing, Machine Learning, und Argumentation Mining. Ein Haupt-
beitrag des Systems ist das Design eines hybriden Ansatzes in welchem
Natural Language Processing und Machine Learning auf Basis sprachlicher
und zeitlicher Eigenschaften genutzt werden, um damit emergentes Wissen
aus medizinischen Literatur Corpora zu extrahieren und dieses für nachge-
lagerte Information Retrieval und Argument Retrieval Verfahren nutzbar zu
machen. Im Rahmen des Systemdesigns werden weiterhin verschiedene An-
wendungsfälle konzeptuell entworfen, die im Weiteren für die prototypische
Implementierung und die Evaluation verwendet werden.

Im folgenden Kapitel wird dieses Design prototypisch implementiert.
Dabei werden verschiedene Technologien, wie zum Beispiel Apache Solr
(Java-basiert), Python mit den Frameworks spaCy und Scispacy, sckikit-
learn, sowie Keras/TensorFlow eingesetzt.

Die sich anschließende Evaluation umfasst dabei zunächst die technische
Evaluation der Extraktion von emergentem Wissen / emergenten Eigenna-
men mithilfe einer eigens entworfenen Evaluationsstrategie.

Neben der technischen Evaluation wird eine Nutzerstudie zur Be-
nutzungsfreundlichkeit und zur allgemeinen Nützlichkeit des Systems
durchgeführt. Weiterhin wird ein Interview mit einem medizinischen Ex-
perten durchgeführt, um die Argumentationsunterstützung mithilfe von
emergentem Wissen durch das entworfene und implementierte System zu
evaluieren.

Insgesamt führen diese verschiedenen Evaluationen zu der Erkenntnis,
dass das entworfene und prototypische umgesetzte System technisch in
der Lage ist, emergentes Wissen aus medizinischen Literaturkorpora zu ex-
trahieren und dieses im Rahmen von Argumentationsunterstützung und In-
formation Retrieval für medizinische Fachexperten nutzbar zu machen. Die
Nutzerstudie und das Experteninterview zeigen weiterhin, dass auch die
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Anforderungen der Nutzer hinsichtlich Argumentationsunterstützung und
Information Retrieval durch emergentes Wissen erfüllt werden. Insgesamt
wird somit gezeigt, dass der Systementwurf und die prototypische Imple-
mentierung als Basis für ein entsprechendes Produktivsystem genutzt wer-
den könnten.

Die Arbeit schließt mit einer zusammenfassenden Darstellung und Be-
wertung der erreichten Forschungsteilziele, einer Zusammenfassung der
Beiträge der Arbeit zum wissenschaftlichen Diskurs und einem Ausblick auf
zukünftige Forschungsarbeiten, die sich an dieser Arbeit anschließen kön-
nten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis addresses the challenges of increasing scientific knowledge and
information (Information Explosion) in the medical domain and the resulting
Information Overload for medical experts. It outlines a scientific-technical
solution based on Information Retrieval (IR), NER (NER), and Machine
Learning (ML) to handle certain aspects of these challenges. First, the fol-
lowing sections introduce the mentioned concepts. They show how Infor-
mation Explosion and Information Overload are a challenge in the domain
of medicine, which generic approaches exist to deal with it, and which is the
resulting approach and outline of the work.

Today’s times are called the Information Age with manifold implications
on the economy, politics, and society [Cas97, pp. 6]. While there are uncon-
tradicted advantages of the Information Age and through the extensive use
of Information Technology (IT) (e.g., the ubiquitous access to scientific data
and worldwide scientific collaboration [Woo+10, pp. 4]), there also exist ma-
jor challenges. One of them is the Information Explosion. One finds several
perceptions in literature: [Alv+03] refer to the increasing amount of digital
user-related data like emails, files, and information on the web. [Swe01, pp.
1] discusses the aspect of Information Explosion concerning generic personal
data collected on individuals. A similar challenge for the medical field is
the increase of personal medical data through the Electronic Health Record
(EHR) [BM05]. Besides these concepts that refer to the increase of personal
or user-related data of individuals, another common and established defi-
nition of Information Explosion covers the increasing amount of scientific
data, publications, and references and is known across several scientific dis-
ciplines, e.g. [AV03; MSB10], including the medical domain (e.g., [Hut89]).
[AV03, p. 15] also refer to Information Explosion in science as “knowledge
explosion”. A problem, strongly connected to Information Explosion, is In-
formation Overload. According to [BR09, p. 3], “there is no single accepted
definition of Information Overload” . Although [BR09] negate a single common
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definition, they explain Information Overload: “The term [Information Over-
load] is usually taken to represent a state of affairs where an individual’s efficiency
in using the information in their work is hampered by the amount of relevant, and
potentially useful, information available to them. The information must be of some
potential value, or it could simply be ignored, and it must be accessible” [BHC99,
p. 249]. [Wil95] investigated the implications for Information Overload in
research and development. He argues that Information Overload leads by
different reasons to “nonuse” of information. Based on a previous review of
other studies (e.g., [Wil93]), he concludes that one form of nonuse of infor-
mation“[f]inding information that would have made a difference in one’s work, but
finding it too late for it to make a difference”. Therefore, he assesses it as “evi-
dence of inefficiency and hence of irrationality” [Wil95, p. 46]. While [BHC99]
and [Wil95] refer to information, [AV03] refers to knowledge.

To bridge the gap between information and knowledge, this thesis uses
a concept of [Kuh89]. [Kuh89] distinguishes “the concept of information from
the concept of knowledge in such a way that information is the subset of knowl-
edge which is needed by but not available to a specific person in a concrete situation
to solve a problem” [Kuh89, p. 32]. However, [Kuh89] does not specify why
information is not available (e.g., nonuse as explained by [Wil95]). So, this
thesis is based on the concept of knowledge as “Information [..] as knowl-
edge in action” [Kuh89, p. 32], which the author calls “pragmatic primacy of
information work” [Kuh89, p. 32]. For information work and information
systems design, [Kuh89, p. 32], concludes that “Information work is primar-
ily the transformation of knowledge into information, taking into account contin-
gencies such as time, cost, social environment, cognitive ability, and organizational
goals. In the future, we must construct information systems that take the pragmatic
primacy of information work seriously”. This thesis follows the understanding
of [Kuh89]. Hence, the thesis sees the developed concepts as technological
ways to transfer knowledge into action. First, experts create knowledge, e.g.,
for publication in a medical document corpus. Later this knowledge can be
used in evidence-based and precision medicine by extracting and providing
information that fulfills the medical expert users’ information needs. An-
other question that is relevant to this thesis is how knowledge is created.
To describe this, [Non91] introduced a knowledge model that distinguishes
between two forms of knowledge, tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge
[Non91]. “Explicit knowledge is formal and systematic. For this reason, it can
be easily communicated and shared, in product specifications or scientific formulas
or a computer program” [Non91, p. 98] while in contrast, “[t]acit knowledge is
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highly personal. It is hard to formalize and, therefore, difficult to communicate to
others. [...] Tacit knowledge consists partly of technical skills- the kind of informal,
hard-to-pin-down skills captured in the term ’know-how’ ” [Non91, p. 98]. A con-
cept that extends the paradigm of tacit and explicit knowledge is emergent
knowledge (or emerging knowledge) that arises through knowledge-based
processes (e.g., big-data analysis [Kau16, p. 6]). Although to the thesis’ au-
thor’s best knowledge, there exists no overall generic definition for emerg-
ing knowledge, an explanation from [NA11] from an organizational point of
view extends the considerations from [NT95] and reflects the understanding
of this thesis. They argue that “emergent knowledge [is a] a third category of or-
ganizational knowledge in addition to the existing tacit and explicit knowledge that
needs to be considered when designing [Knowledge Management Systems]” [NA11,
p. 424]. They identify the main difference of emergent organizational knowl-
edge compared to explicit and tacit knowledge that it “is different from tacit
and explicit knowledge such that the management of tacit and explicit knowledge
can be planned and predicted. On the other hand, emergent knowledge arises sud-
denly and unexpectedly and it cannot be planned and predicted.” [NA11, p. 425].

Although these considerations refer to emergent organizational knowl-
edge in the thesis’ understanding, the tenor can be transferred to the med-
ical domain. As shown e.g., by [Hut89], in the medical domain, research
permanently creates new knowledge. To determine the nomenclature an
initial literature research in MEDLINE/PubMed1 shows that in the medi-
cal domain the nomenclature “emerging knowledge” is more common com-
pared to “emergent knowledge” (9 hits for “emergent knowledge” vs. 528 hits
for “emerging knowledge” on PubMed on 10/03/2019). Hence, this thesis will
refer to the terminology of “emerging knowledge”. MEDLINE/PubMed’s liter-
ature review shows no formal, explicit definitions for emerging knowledge
in the medical domain. However, the articles, titles, and abstracts indicate
a common understanding that emerging knowledge refers to new knowl-
edge recently created through medical research. Examples for article titles
are “Emerging Knowledge from Genome Sequencing of Crop Species” [Bar+12] or
“Emerging knowledge of regulatory roles of D-amino acids in bacteria” [Cav+11].

At the University of Hagen in the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer
Science at the Chair of Multimedia and Internet Applications (German: Fer-
nUniversität in Hagen, Fakultät für Mathematik und Informatik, Lehrge-
biet Multimedia- und Internetanwendungen, FUH) and its associated Re-
search Research Institute for Telecommunications and Cooperation (German:

1https://PubMed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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Forschungsinstitut für Telekommunikation und Kooperation, FTK) exist dif-
ferent projects that address the challenges of Information Explosion and In-
formation Overload in professional use cases and communities.

For example, the Horizons 2020 (H2020) project Metaplat [Vu+19] aims
at providing hardware and software infrastructure for knowledge manage-
ment for genomic researchers. MetaPlat supports to manage large amounts
of data and knowledge that come with genomic research. MetaPlat is built on
the Knowledge Management Ecosystem Portal (KM-EP ([Vu+19])) technol-
ogy. Its main component is a Content and Knowledge Management Subsys-
tem (CKMS). The CKMS consists of a Metagenomic Content and Knowledge
Classification Service and a Metagenomic Asset Management and Packaging
Service. Furthermore, Metaplat has a Metagenomic Digital Library Service
that contains documentation and publication on genomic research. A core
component is a taxonomy management component ("Taxonomy Manager")
that allows dynamic taxonomy management and classification for genomic
and scientific content taxonomies.

RAGE [SHH15] (Realising an Applied Gaming Ecosystem) is another
H2020 project that aims at supporting the European applied gaming indus-
try with a collaborative platform called the RAGE Ecosystem. Within the
RAGE Ecosystem, so-called “technology assets”, e.g., software libraries for ap-
plied gaming development, are made available. RAGE comprises supporting
portal technologies like a Digital Library (DL), a Media Archive (MA), and a
Learning Management System (LMS). DL and MA intend to provide the pos-
sibility to “deposit software or references to software as well as multimedia resources
and documentation. The software repository will also contain cross-references into
a digital library and a multimedia archive and vice versa”. For classification and
access to assets within the DL and MA of the RAGE Ecosystem, the develop-
ment of a taxonomy is part of the project [RAG15].

Another H2020 project is SenseCare [Don+18]. It aims at providing a sys-
tem “that uses affective computing [(AC)] methodology to capture, analyze, and
store information on emotional outputs in the aim of providing effective tools for
caregivers and medical professionals to provide more holistic care to people with de-
mentia”. AC is “computing that relates to, arises from, or influences emotions.
Models are suggested for computer recognition of human emotion, and new appli-
cations are presented for computer-assisted learning, perceptual IR, arts and enter-
tainment, and human health and interaction” [Pic00, p. 1]. Like in MetaPlat and
RAGE, there exists also a digital library and a media archive, e.g., for record-
ings and publications on AC related research in SenseCare.
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The projects above demonstrate that an understanding of the relation of
information and knowledge and sufficient knowledge management is re-
quired to deal with the challenges of Information Overload and Information
Explosion.

While the former considerations address the computer and information
science perspective, in the following, two trends are introduced that guide
this thesis from a medical perspective. These are the trends of Precision
Medicine [Sci11; CV15] and Evidence-Based Medicine [Sac+96]. These trends are
somehow contradictory to the trends of Information Explosion and Informa-
tion Overload. [Rob+17] state that “[f]or many complex diseases, there is no ’one
size fits all’ solutions for patients with a particular diagnosis. The proper treatment
for a patient depends upon genetic, environmental, and lifestyle choices. The ability
to personalize treatment in a scientifically rigorous manner based on these factors is
the hallmark of the emerging’ precision medicine’ paradigm” [Rob+17, p. 1]. From
a data perspective, the challenges regarding precision medicine are similar.
[Sci11, p. 7] states that “realizing the full promise of precision medicine, whose
goal is to provide the best available care for each individual, requires that researchers
and health-care providers have access to vary large sets of health and disease-related
data linked to individual patients”. In their thousandfold referenced standard
article [Sac+96] define evidence-based medicine: “Evidence-based medicine is
the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making de-
cisions about the care of individual patients. The practice of evidence-based medicine
means integrating individual medical expertise with the best available external med-
ical evidence from systematic research” [Sac+96, Abstract]. This definition shows
two significant aspects that this thesis addresses: The claim to have the “best
available external medical evidence” and the demand for focusing the “individual
patient”.

The considerations above about recent trends in science, engineering,
computer science, and medicine lead to the motivation and the problem
statement of this thesis, introduced in the following two sections.

1.1 Motivation

FTK conducts several projects in the medical domain, e.g., SenseCare and
MetaPlat as introduced above. Another FTK project is the DFG supported
Recommendation Rationalisation (RecomRatio) [Bie17; Con17], to which this
thesis is related to. RecomRatio aims to support expert health professionals
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during informed decision-making processes (e.g., recommending a particu-
lar diagnosis/therapy) by providing evidence-based on textual arguments
in the medical literature. From a technology perspective, RecomRatio aims
to develop “a computational approach that collects evidence from relevant corpora
and makes the evidence for or against specific alternatives explicit in a knowledge
base. To this end, we will develop novel information extraction technology to ex-
tract supporting or attacking evidence for certain alternatives from unstructured
sources, in particular publications” [Con17, p. 7]. Within this evidence, emerg-
ing knowledge plays a crucial role. Experts in research-oriented domains,
e.g., medicine, need the latest recent knowledge to obtain cutting-edge ev-
idence supporting their decisions and recommendations. Hence, related to
RecomRatio, this thesis intends to make emerging knowledge available for
IR supporting medical argumentation, e.g., by recognizing and visualizing
emerging knowledge in IR use cases related to medical literature. Another
use case is utilizing emerging knowledge as a ranking/filtering criterion for
retrieving arguments to provide the most recent medical knowledge for ar-
gumentation. Although the concept of RecomRatio could be applied to all
professional domains in which informed decision making is crucial (e.g.,
technology development, crisis management), the practical use case of Re-
comRatio is within the medical domain. RecomRatio’s focus in the medical
domain leads to the thesis’ author’s personal motivation. After reading “The
Emperor of all Maladies” [Muk11], in 2012, this thesis’ author recognized that
he probably would have become a clinical or research oncologist if he had al-
ready read that book as a student. The combination of cutting-edge research
and a significant impact on individuals and society truly inspired the thesis’
author to think about engaging in oncology research voluntarily. However,
after obtaining his Master’s Degree, he read the book when he already had
become a computer scientist. As he knew from [Muk11], oncology, like many
other subdomains of modern medicine (e.g., neurodegenerative diseases), re-
quires interdisciplinary research among clinicians and non-clinicians. Hence,
the idea of voluntary supporting oncology research through his profession
as a computer scientist grew and became more precise. Finally, after initial
research related to RAGE, this thesis (now related to RecomRatio) gives its
author the possibility to bring his computer science knowledge into medical
research for oncology and beyond. So, Siddhartha Mukherjee’s book was a
significant inspiration to that extent (like many others more, as public book
reviews reveal).
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1.2 Problem Statement: Information Explosion

and Emerging Knowledge in the Medical Do-

main

In medicine for more than 40 years, the challenge of Information Explosion
has been discussed in several works that propose technical and organiza-
tional solutions to handle the challenge [Jab71; Hut89; Moo89; Arn92]. And
also today, taking a first brief statistical look on a new medical document
corpus still confirms the phenomenon of Information Explosion regarding
scientific publications in the medical domain as introduced before, [NEH20,
p. 30]:

Between 1970 and 2019, the number of citations added to
MEDLINE grew from 219.337 entries per year to 1.406.789,
based on our corpus index statistic derived from our experi-
mental corpora. This essentially means that the yearly growth
rate increased by a factor of 6.4 within 50 years.

Figure 1.1 envisions the growth of MEDLINE/PubMed and in addition
the PubMed Open Access Subset2 (PMC OA) between 1970 and 2019.

In addition, own analysis of the thesis’ author reveal that also vocabular-
ies are changing over time (published in [Naw+19, p. 2860]):

Besides a growing of medical literature, there is also a growth
of medical vocabularies like MeSH, which grew by 12,226 en-
tries within ten years from 2007 till 2016 (on ’descriptor’
level). Each of these new entries typically is a name for a
new medical entity or represents at least a new name for an
existing entity. Thus for Entity Retrieval in the medical do-
main, the identification of new entities and their names (as a
textual representation) that arise through research and scien-
tific discourse represents an ever-increasing challenge within
a fast-growing document corpus.

The US National Library of Medicine that maintains MeSH is aware of
this challenge and provides a formal process for users to suggest new terms
(representing entities) to add to the MeSH vocabulary [Med20j]. However,

2https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/openftlist/
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FIGURE 1.1: Documents Added to MEDLINE/PubMed Base-
line 2018 between 1970 and 2019 based on Own Statistical Anal-
ysis of SOLR Indexed Corpus [NEH21, Fig. 1], (see Section 4.1)

own analysis (for details refer to 3.2) shows that these entities often already
exist in the literature for years before being added to the MeSH vocabulary.
Within the resulting time gap, they can not be utilized to support evidence-
based medical argumentation.

However, finding the required individual and best available evidence in
the medical Information Explosion comes with challenges as addressed by
[HW15]. They argue that “the scale and pace of new evidence makes it difficult
for clinicians and researchers to acquire and assimilate that evidence” [HW15, p.
317]. Furthermore, medical guidelines for evidence-based medicine “can be-
come out-of-date quite quickly” [HW15, p. 318]. That may lead to the challenge
that “[d]ecision makers are thus faced with the problem of assimilating and process-
ing guidelines in combination with large amounts of newly available evidence which
may warrant recommendations that conflict with, and so suggest revisions to, those
recommendations provided by the guidelines” [HW15, p. 318]. They come to the
conclusion“that there is a need for knowledge aggregation technologies for making
evidence-based recommendations based on large repositories of complex, rapidly ex-
panding, incomplete and inconsistent evidence” [HW15, p. 319]. RecomRatio is
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“related to the paradigm of eivdence-based medicince” [Con17, p. 1]. Hence, it
aims to “collect[..] evidence from relevant corpora and make[..] the evidence for
or against certain alternatives explicit” [Con17, p. 7]. Therefore, it addresess
the aspects identified by [HW15]. To support medical argumentation and
let decision makers “knowing the pros and cons for each option is crucial to sup-
port informed and transparent decision making” [Con17, p. 7]. One key aspect
addressed in the considerations of [HW15] is how to cope with the increas-
ing amount of new evidence. Hence, combining the aims of RecomRatio
and the findings of [HW15] as introduced above leads to the conclusion that
related to RecomRatio for sufficient argumentation support, the identifica-
tion of emerging knowledge plays a crucial role, i.e., to identify arguments
that cover the most recent medical knowledge. Evidence-based medicine
is also tackled by the yearly Text Retrieval Conference (TREC), which ad-
dresses the challenges for retrieving documents for medical decision sup-
port in the “medical Decision Support Tracks” in the years 2014 – 2016 [SVH14;
Rob+16]. Coming to precision medicine TREC addresses the challenges with
the “Precision Medicine Track” in the years 2017 and 2018 [Rob+17; Ins18] .
The challenge of the track is to retrieve biomedical abstracts (from MED-
LINE/PubMed) and medical trials based on synthetic descriptions of indi-
vidual cases of cancer (description of the disease, relevant genetic variants,
and demographic information such as age and sex) [Ins18]. The new ap-
proaches (evidence-based and precision) in medicine show successes: For
several variants of cancer, recent statistic studies on the European level show
that there is an overall falling level of mortality to observe [Neg+16; Car+17;
Car+18]. The authors of the studies argue that this is – besides others – a
result of improved management and therapy. These examples show that bet-
ter treatment – precise and evidence-based – leads to a better outcome for
patients’ survival rates both on individual and on a statistical level. There-
fore, supporting evidence-based and precision medicine (e.g., through com-
puter science) may be lifesaving. Regarding precision medicine, the National
Academy of Sciences reflects this understanding[Sci11], as it demands a “new
taxonomy” and “a network of disease”. Both concepts should be able to “incor-
porat[e] newly emerging disease information” [Sci11], which shows that there is
insight for a need to work with emerging information in the medical domain.
In the context of that work [Sci11] secondary literature also refers to “emerg-
ing knowledge” [MND12].
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1.3 Overall Research Goal

The sections above showed a stress field in the medical domain: On the one
hand, there is an increasing amount of scientific publications and medical
data coming together with the challenges of Information Explosion and In-
formation Overload. On the other hand, there are trends towards evidence-
based and precision medicine that require access to individual, precise,
and most recent medical, scientific knowledge to find the best therapy and
achieve patients’ best outcomes. To achieve this goal, medical argumentation
support for informed decision making plays a crucial role. To identify med-
ical argumentation based on emerging knowledge, the automated and early
identification of emerging knowledge is an open, intensifying challenge due
to medicine’s fast scientific progress. [Kau16] argues that “knowledge that big
data analytics generates emerges from the interaction of data scientists and end-users
with existing data sets and analysis results.” Hence, to support this interaction
and thus make the emerging knowledge available, the overall research goal
of this thesis is described as follows:

The goal of this work is to develop a system to make emerging knowledge in the
medical domain available for medical argumentation use cases of medical experts in
evidence-based and precision medicine.

1.4 Research Questions

Based on the research goal four main research questions (RQs) were identi-
fied, which address the different aspects, that are introduced in the sections
before.

RQ (1) How is knowledge and emerging knowledge represented in medical literature,
medical vocabularies, and how do they relate to medical expert users informa-
tion needs in context of evidence-based medical argumentation?

The RQ investigates how knowledge and emerging knowledge is repre-
sented in medical document collections in medical and scientific discourse,
and medical research. The aim is to show the use of emerging knowledge
in several research settings so that its recognition and extraction can bring
additional value for medical use cases – especially for evidence-based and
precision medicine. The RQ addresses different perspectives of emerging
knowledge in the medical domain. The first perspective covers medical doc-
ument corpora. It aims at showing evidence that emerging knowledge is
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used in the medical literature. The second perspective is the single medical
expert users’ perspective, particularly the extent that emerging knowledge
is utilized in medical IR use cases and how it expresses expert users’ infor-
mation needs. The third perspective is the medical expert users’ community
information needs.

RQ (2) How can emerging knowledge in medical literature be modeled, recognized and
utilized for evidence-based medical argumentation?

Based on the statistical and qualitative insights from RQ (1), the second
RQ aims to design a formal model of emerging knowledge and its textual
and temporal features in a medical document corpus. The RQ investigates
which scientific and technological approaches can detect and utilize emerg-
ing knowledge in medical document corpora based on the formal textual and
temporal model.

RQ (3) What are the use cases for emerging knowledge in evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation?

The intention of this RQ is to combine the results from RQ (1) and RQ (2) with
the requirements of RecomRatio which is our reference project for evidence-
based medical argumentation. The intended outcome is to obtain use case
definitions for the utilization of emerging knowledge in the argumentation
use cases of RecomRatio.

RQ (4) How is the design of a system that detects and utilizes emerging knowledge in
medical literature for evidence-based medical argumentation?

This RQ covers the system design based on the formal modeling emerging
knowledge, the use cases, and the selected technological approaches in RQ
(1), RQ (2), and RQ (3). The aim is to design a system capable of recogniz-
ing emerging knowledge and utilizing them for medical (argumentation) use
cases.

RQ (5) How can a system be prototypically implemented to recognize and utilize
emerging knowledge in medical literature for evidence-based medical argumen-
tation and how do different implementation approaches compare?

This RQ covers a proof-of-concept implementation of the emerging knowl-
edge model RQ (3) and the system design of RQ (4). Based on the proof-
of-concept implementations, different evaluations are conducted. To de-

rive concrete research objectives from these research questions, a research
methodology is required. Hence, in the following, the research methodology
of [NCP90] is introduced that will be used in the remainder of this thesis.
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1.5 Research Methodology

To achieve the research goal and answer the RQs, a framework for develop-
ing information systems introduced by [NCP90] is used.

FIGURE 1.2: Research Framework by [NCP90, Figure 2]

The framework of [NCP90] is shown in Figure 1.2. The intention of their
integrated approach is “to keep pace with technological innovation and organiza-
tional acceptance”. For research in this thesis, both aspects are relevant: The re-
search focuses on innovative technologies and their use in an organizational
context in medical communities and organizations. Hence, the approach of
[NCP90] is the methodical framework of choice for this thesis.

The approach consists of four phases, which [NCP90, p. 94]:

1. “Theory Building”: This phase comprises “the development of new ideas
and concepts and construction of conceptual frameworks, new methods, or
models”

2. “Experimentation”: This phase “includes research strategies such as labora-
tory and field experiments, as well as computer and experimental simulations”

3. “Observation”: This phase “includes [...] case studies, field studies and sam-
ple surveys”.

4. “Systems Development”: This phase again consists of five phases which
are “concept design, constructing the architecture of the system, prototyping,
product development, and technology transfer”
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In the now following section, the research methodology, as introduced, is
applied to the research questions to derive the research objectives.

1.6 Research Objectives

Each RQ leads to a subset of research objectives (ROs) that support answer-
ing the RQ and reaching the overall research goal by providing concrete and
measurable ROs. To obtain the ROs, on each RQ, the framework of [NCP90]
is applied. As Figure 1.2 shows, the phases of the [NCP90] are not linear
aligned but show a 4 : 4 network graph. For each RQ first, all four phases of
the framework are examined to identify the respective ROs. Secondly, depen-
dencies between the ROs are identified. Thirdly this leads to a clustering of
ROs leading to the research approach introduced in Section 1.7. The clusters
finally determine the outline of the research and this thesis, which is shown
in Section 1.8.

To provide answers for RQ (1) tasks of the Observe phase of the framework
of [NCP90] are used. In this thesis, that includes the tasks of field studies
and sample surveys. According to [NCP90, p. 95] the observation phase is
applied “to formulate specific hypotheses, or to arrive at generalizations that help
focus later investigations”. These aims reflect what RQ (1) intends within this
thesis: To get a first general impression about the use of emerging knowledge
in the medical domain. To that extent, for RQ (1) there is no reasonable use
of the other three phases from [NCP90]. Although literature research is not
mentioned explicitly by [NCP90], RO (1.1) and RO (1.1) are assigned to the
observation phase, as in the understanding of this thesis literature research
is a particular variation of observation.

Following these perspectives and intentions, the following ROs are de-
rived from RQ (1):

RO (1.1) Literature review of existing concepts that represent users’ information needs
and strategies to satisfy them. (Phase: Observation, literature research)

This RO covers a literature review to identify existing concepts that explain
how users’ information needs arise. It identifies general strategies to handle
and satisfy information needs. It provides a general solution approach that
is the base for further research of this thesis.

RO (1.2) Literature review of existing concepts to represent knowledge and emerging
knowledge in (medical) literature and terminology. (Phase: Observation,
literature research)
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This RO covers a literature review to identify existing concepts that represent
knowledge and emerging knowledge. The intended outcome is an overview
of these concepts and a discussion to which extent they can be used in the
medical domain.

RO (1.3) Literature review and analysis of medical vocabularies and corpora their con-
textual and temporal structure of and their handling of emerging knowledge.
(Phase: Observation, literature research, field study)

This RO aims to identify relevant medical vocabularies that can be used
as a reference for this thesis research through literature study. Furthermore,
this RO intends to figure out how emerging knowledge finds its way into
medical vocabularies. To that extent, an analysis of the temporal structure of
medical vocabularies and corpora is conducted aiming at the question when
new knowledge is added to the vocabularies/corpora. A second aim is to fig-
ure out how new entries representing emerging knowledge are added to the
medical vocabularies in terms of decision and curation procedures. A third
aim is to investigate which new knowledge finds the way into the medical
vocabularies (content perspective).

RO (1.4) Literature review of concepts that represent arguments and argumentation.
(Phase: Observation, literature research)

This RO aims to introduce formal, linguistic, and technological representa-
tions of arguments and argumentation. These concepts are required beneath
knowledge and emerging knowledge, as argumentation is the third con-
ceptual pillar of this work, as introduced above, related to evidence-based
medicine.

RO (1.5) Log Analysis of a query log of a medical digital library (phase: Observation,
field study)

This RO covers a semi-automatic statistical analysis of a million-entry query
log of a medical digital library focusing on the use and the incidence of
emerging knowledge within this query log. The aim is to investigate how
users’ information needs are related to emerging knowledge. A literature re-
view of earlier works on medical query log-analysis supplements the statistic
investigation.

RO (1.6) Quantitative and temporal analysis of emerging knowledge in a medical doc-
ument corpus and in medical argumentation (phase: Observation, field
study)
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While RO (1.3) refers to the users’ perspective, RO (1.4) is intended to figure
out to which extent emerging knowledge is used in medical literature on the
content side of a medical digital library. The quantitative analysis particularly
covers the numerical distributions of emerging knowledge within document
corpora. In addition to the quantitative aspects, this RO covers the temporal
distribution of emerging knowledge within the document corpus to identify
temporal constraints and parameters for the design of the automatic detec-
tion approaches. Furhtermore, to address the aspect of argumentation sup-
port, this RO covers also the incidence of emerging knowledge in medical
argumentation.

RO (1.7) Expert interview on the search behavior and the use of emerging knowledge for
IR use cases. (phase: Observation, sample survey)

In addition to RO (1.1), RO (1.2) and RO (1.3) an expert interview is con-
ducted to reflect the insights gained through the literature review and the
statistical analysis against real-world experience from a medical research ex-
pert. The focus of the RQ (2) is the modeling of emerging knowledge. Hence,

from the framework of [NCP90] in a first row the Theory Building phase is
addressed. According to [NCP90] this phase “includes the development of new
ideas and concepts and construction of conceptual frameworks [...] or models (e.g.,
mathematical [...] and data models” [NCP90, p. 94]. These examples illustrate,
what is mainly intended with RQ (2) and Therefore, belong to the Theory
Building phase of the framework of [NCP90]. The Theory Building phase has
“emphasis on generality” and so “the outcome of theory building often display[s]
limited practical relevance to the target domain” [NCP90, p. 95]. They argue that
theory building “contributes to the body of knowledge in a but produces nothing
(no system) that takes advantage of this new knowledge” [NCP90, p. 95]. Hence,
the respective the RO (2.1) and RO (2.2), and RO (2.3) focus on this gener-
ality by providing a descriptive analysis of emerging knowledge. So, they
do not provide concrete system design or implementation aspects. Besides
modeling emerging knowledge RQ (2) contains a reference to “automated de-
tection” of emerging knowledge. Hence, before modeling emerging knowl-
edge a state-of-the-art technology research is neccessary to identify relevant
technologies. Overall this leads to the following ROs:

RO (2.1) Formal definition of concepts that represent emerging knowledge for evidence-
based medical use cases. (phase: Theory Building, construction of concep-
tual frameworks)
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Based on the literature review of RO (1.1) the intended outcome of this RO
is a set of formal definitions of concepts that 1.) represent emerging knowl-
edge in medical literature and 2.) can be detected automatically to be utilized
for evidence-based medical argumentation.

RO (2.2) Discussion, identification of relevant scientific approaches and technologies for
the detection and utilization of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical
argumentation. (phase: Observation, literature research)

Based on a literature review, different scientific and technological ap-
proaches (including their implementation) are identified and discussed for
the automated detection of emerging knowledge in medical literature to sup-
port evidence-based medical argumentation. The intended outcome is an
overview of the state-of-the-art of science and technology in the relevant
fields and identifying remaining challenges concerning this thesis’ research
goal and research questions.

RO (2.3) Formal modeling of features that represent emerging knowledge in a medical
document corpus - Feature Engineering and Feature Selection. (phase: The-
ory Building, data modeling)

Based on the formal definition of emerging knowledge concepts of RO
(2.1) and the statistical insights, relevant parameters are identified, and a
model of emerging knowledge concepts within medical literature is created.
The created model must fit the generic input requirements of the different
technological approaches discussed in RO (2.2).

To obtain answers for RQ (3) from the framework of [NCP90] two phases
are applied, which are observation (through literature research in the Re-
comRatio project definition) for RO (3.1) and systems design for RO (3.2).
Similar to [NCP90], in the understanding of this thesis the development and
construction of new use cases from observations belongs to the “concept de-
sign” stage of the “system design” phase [NCP90]. In contrast to the “theory
building” phase, the outcomes of the “systems design” phase are more con-
crete. Furthermore, they leave the level of generality of the theory building
phase: “Concept design is adaption and amalgamation of technological and theoretic
advances into potentially practical applications” [NCP90]. These considerations
lead to the following three ROs:

RO (3.1) Identification of the use cases that require emerging knowledge for evidence-
based medical argumentation. (phase: Observation, literature research)
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This RO is identifying use cases that require emerging knowledge to support
evidence-based medical argumentation. The RO is achieved through obser-
vation of requirements from the RecomRatio project documentation and the
transformation of general information seeking strategies derived in RO (1.1)
into use cases.

RO (3.2) Development of the system related use cases of the system (phase: Systems
Design, concept design)

This RO provides the development of use cases from the technical systems’
administration perspective. The use cases of this RO are independent of the
underlying medical end user-related (as introduced before, RO (3.1) and RO
(3.2)) but instead addresses, e.g., the management of the data (documents,
vocabulary) and technological resources. As the terminology of RQ (4) im-

plies, the focus is on the system design. Hence, from the framework of
[NCP90] in a first row, the stages of the systems development phase are applied.
According to [NCP90, p. 95], systems development consists of five stages that
cover architecture and design and the later prototypical implementation of a
system. For this RQ Therefore, two stages are relevant and the “construct-
ing the architecture of the system” and “prototyping” [NCP90, p. 95]. The stage
“concept design” has been already applied in RO (3.2). The remaining stages
“product development” and “technology transfer” are not covered in this thesis,
as this would be the development of a (commercial) product, what is behind
the scope of this academic work. Hence, to answer the RQ the following ROs
are conducted:

RO (4.1) Overall Design a System for the automated detection and utilization of emerg-
ing knowledge in medical literature to support evidence-based medical argu-
mentation. (phase: Systems Development, constructing the architecture
of the system)

This RO provides a technology-independent model of the overall system ar-
chitecture, including all relevant components and sub-components.

RO (4.2) Design of the information and data model based on the formal modeling.
(phase: Systems Development, constructing the architecture of the sys-
tem)

This RO covers the technology-independent design of the information model
and all relevant data entities identified during the theory-building phase.
The RO will include, e.g., the representation of the formal numerical model
of emerging knowledge, the modeling of corpora and vocabularies.
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RO (4.3) Design of all necessary sub-components and their algorithms of an system
for the automated detection of emerging knowledge in medical literature to
support evidence-based medical argumentation. (phase: Systems Develop-
ment, constructing the architecture of the system)

Based on the overall system design of RO (4.1) the sub components are de-
signed. These include e.g., pipelines that utilize the developed approaches.

RO (4.4) Design user interfaces for the use cases.

This RO covers the user interfaces’ design for the use cases developed in RO
(3.1), and RO (3.2). The RO includes the conceptual design of a user interface
concept and the graphical design of the graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and
alternative visualizations.

All research objectives within RQ (5) belong to the phase of “experimen-
tation” according to [NCP90], namely to “field experiments”. As stated by
[NCP90], the major aim of this RQ is “the validation of the underlying theories”.
In this work “[e]xperimental designs are guided and facilitated” as postulated by
[NCP90]. Hence, the ROs for this RQ cover the experimental design based
on the outcomes of the RQs above and the setup of the experimental system,
the implementation of the experiments, and the assessment of the results.
According to [NCP90] the interpretation and assessment of the results are
explicitly part of the “experimentation” phase: “Results from experimentation
may be used to refine theories and improve systems” [NCP90, p. 95].

RO (5.1) Set up of an experimental environment that prototypically implements the
system design of RO (4.3) and supports the evaluation strategy of RO (5.1)
(phase Experimentation, field experiments)

This RO covers the prototypical implementation of the above system de-
sign and its integration into an existing knowledge management framework
that is part of the RecomRatio project (Knowledge-Management Educational
Portal, (KM-EP)). The prototypical implementation only covers the systems
perspective of our approach, e.g., interfaces and integration. The proof-of-
concept implementation also covers the technological core (i.e., algorithms
and approaches for the automated detection of emerging knowledge).

The sub-components of RO (4.3) are implemented using a state-of-the-
art programming language. This RO includes selecting relevant platforms,
technologies, and frameworks that support the sub-components’ prototypi-
cal implementation. The prototypical implementation allows performing all
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evaluation experiments as defined before and export and archive evaluation
results for documentation purposes.

RO (5.2) design of a technical evaluation strategy and relevant evaluation parameters to
compare the performance of different algorithmic approaches for the extraction
and utilization of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical use cases.
(phase Experimentation, field experiments)

Based on the use case requirements, the available test and training cor-
pora, the vocabulary list, and the statistical observations, an evaluation strat-
egy is designed. Based on the evaluation strategy and the characteristics
of the compared technological approaches, relevant evaluation parameters
are identified that can be used throughout the evaluation implementation.
Evaluation parameters include the algorithms’ evaluation and system per-
formance (working load, e.g., speed and memory usage). The strategy and
the parameters lead to the required experimental setup.

RO (5.3) Implementation of a detailed evaluation to compare several approaches for the
extraction of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical use cases. (phase
Experimentation, field experiments)

The implemented experimental setup is used to perform the evaluations,
as defined in RO (5.2). The results compare the different approaches regard-
ing their ability to detect and utilize emerging knowledge for evidence-based
medical argumentation. The result sets lead to a detailed assessment and rec-
ommendation of approaches for the automated detection of emerging knowl-
edge for evidence-based medical argumentation.

RO (5.4) User-based evaluation of the system regarding the utilization of emerging
knowledge for evidence-based medical use cases. (phase Experimentation,
field experiments)

Based on the user-related use-cases of a user-based evaluation of the system
is conducted. The intended outcome is a quantitative evaluation of the sys-
tem’s usability

RO (5.5) Expert-based evaluation of the support of evidence-based medical argumenta-
tion through emerging knowledge. (phase Experimentation, field experi-
ments)

An expert interview is conducted to evaluate the support of evidence-based
medical argumentation through emerging knowledge derived and visual-
ized by the proof-of-concept system implementation.
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Although the ROs have been derived using the methodology of [NCP90],
they are not yet aligned linearly according to this methodology. Hence, in
the following, the research approach is introduced, that clusters the ROs ac-
cording to their interdependencies to align them along with the four phases
of the methodology of [NCP90].

1.7 Research Approach

In the research approach, the ROs, as introduced above, are clustered accord-
ing to the methodology of [NCP90] and the interdependencies between the
ROs. The first cluster refers to the phase “Observation” and covers RO (1.1),
RO (1.2), RO (2.2), and RO (3.1). Within the observation phase, these ROs
are related to literature research, and hence they do not have any interdepen-
dencies. The following three ROs also belong to the observation phase but
use different field study methods and hence form an own cluster: RO (1.3),
RO (1.4), and RO (1.5) are the ROs that belong to the preparatory studies of
this thesis. Based on the insights from the literature review and the prepara-
tory studies, the next cluster covers the Theory Building phase, as it contains
the ROs that model emerging knowledge within this thesis. The cluster in-
cludes RO (2.1) and RO (2.3). The now following cluster is related to the
Systems Building phase. It requires input from all previous clusters, i.e., state-
of-the-art technology and science overview, textual and temporal properties
of emerging knowledge within the project, and formal modeling of emerg-
ing knowledge. All these inputs are required to design a system that uses
state-of-the-art technology and adapts it according to this thesis’ formal and
practical requirements. It includes the design and development of the use
cases for the system and the system design itself. Hence, it includes RO (3.2),
RO (4.1), RO (4.2),RO (4.3), and RO (4.4). All remaining research objectives
(RO (5.1), RO (5.2),RO (5.3),RO (5.4), and RO (5.5)) cover experiments that
evaluate the designed system and hence refer to the Experiment phase. They
form the final cluster along the research methodology of [NCP90].

This thesis’ research approach is strictly derived from the research
methodology and the interdependencies between the different ROs. In the
following, the research approach is transferred to a standard scientific struc-
ture that outlines this thesis.
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1.8 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis structure follows a common academic approach, which covers the
following six chapters:

1.) The first chapter (Introduction and Motivation) includes the introduc-
tion, which covers the motivation, the problem statement, the research
methodology, the research goal, the research questions, the research ob-
jectives and research approach. The first chapter finishes with an out-
line of the thesis.

2.) The second chapter provides an overview of the relevant state-of-the-
art in Science and Technology. Hence, it covers the RO (2.1) from the
observation phase of [NCP90]. The chapter finishes with a detailed dis-
cussion of the state-of-the-art compared to the challenges and problem
statement to identify remaining challenges and contribution fields. The
second chapter provides state-of-the-art for the following chapters and,
therefore, all research methodology phases.

3.) The third chapter includes the Conceptual Modeling and Design and con-
sists of three parts.

Based on the formal definitions and state-of-the-art, formal models of
numerical indicators representing emerging knowledge (RO (2.1)) are
developed. The third chapter also covers the Preparatory Studies. These
start with a detailed statistical analysis and addresses RO (1.1) to RO
(1.3) from RQ (1) within the observation phase. The second chapter also
includes an expert study from RO (1.4). In the second part of chapter
three, all ROs of the (RQ (3)) are addressed. These include the defini-
tion of the different use cases supporting evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation and developing an information and data model, followed
by a detailed discussion of feature engineering and feature selection
(RO (2.2)). The resulting system’s design is introduced based on the
use cases, the information and data model, and the formal modeling of
emerging knowledge. The design is addressed by the RO (3.1) to RO
(3.2) from RQ (3).

4.) The fourth chapter Prototypical Implementation covers the RO (5.1) of the
systems development phase and gives a detailed overview of all rel-
evant aspects of the prototypical implementation of the system as ad-
dressed in the associated RO. It is based on the design developed in the
chapter before
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5.) The fifth chapter Evaluation covers the experimentation phase. It ad-
dresses the design and implementation of the evaluation strategy RO
(5.2) and the analysis of the evaluation results (RO (5.3)). It covers
the user-based evaluation of the visualization RO (5.4) and the expert-
based evaluation of the evidence-based argumentation support RO
(5.5). It also includes the final assessment and recommendation of a
feasible eNER approach.

6.) The sixth chapter Summary of Contribution and Outlook gives an
overview of the results gained in all phases of the research method-
ology. It also emphasizes the contributions of this thesis, including ref-
erencing them in the scientific literature. It gives an overview of the
author’s academic advising and gives an outlook towards possible fu-
ture directions to follow-up on this thesis.

This chapter has introduced the problems of Information Overload and
Information Explosion in the medical domain. The project RecomRatio has
been introduced, and the need to utilize emerging knowledge for evidence-
based medical argumentation has been introduced. Based on these chal-
lenges, the research goal has been derived, leading to five research ques-
tions. Using the methodology of [NCP90], the research objectives have been
derived from the research questions. The research objectives have been clus-
tered and aligned according to their interdependencies and the research ap-
proach’s research methodology. The clustered research objectives finally lead
to the outline of this thesis. Hence, following this outline in the next chapter,
an overview of the state-of-the-art in science and technology is given.
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Chapter 2

State-of-the-Art in Science and
Technology

This chapter gives an overview of relevant state-of-the-art in science and
technology. All sections refer to the observation phase of [NCP90]. The chap-
ter’s content is derived from RO (1.1), RO (1.2), RO (1.3), RO (1.4), and RO
(2.2) as follows.

Section 2.1 refers to RO (1.1) and gives a general overview of the topics
Anomalous State of Knowledge, Informational Behavior, Information Needs,
and introduces IR as baseline approaches of this thesis. In Section 2.2 med-
ical vocabularies and corpora are reviewed as a part of RO (1.3). Further-
more, Section 2.2 addresses RO (1.2). Following the considerations of Section
2.1 Named Entities and Entity Retrieval are introduced as concepts that rep-
resent and utilize knowledge and emerging knowledge in general. Section
2.3 gives an overview of the recent state-of-the-art machine learning tech-
niques. It also refers to RO (2.2). As modern Natural Language Processing
and Emerging Entity Recognition rely on recent Machine Learning technol-
ogy, this topic is introduced on a general level at that point in this thesis. The
aim is to provide a general overview and an understanding of the different
neural and non-neural based approaches.

Section 2.5 also refers to RO (2.2) as it introduces Natural Language Pro-
cessing as a baseline scientific and technology approach to identify textual
knowledge. In the following Section 2.6, Emerging Entities are introduced as
a concept to represent emerging knowledge as specified by RO (1.2). Further-
more, it refers to RO (2.2) as it also introduces relevant technologies for the
identification and extraction of Emerging Entities. The scientific and tech-
nological approaches in Section 2.6 are built on ML and NLP, as introduced
in the sections before. Finally, Section 2.7 refers to RO (1.4) as it introduces
formal, linguistic, and technological representations of arguments and argu-
mentation. Furthermore, it also relates to RO (2.2) as it introduces scientific
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approaches and technologies for the extraction of arguments and argumen-
tation.

2.1 Informational Behaviour and Information Re-

trieval

This section refers to RO (1.1) and gives a general overview of the topics
Anomalous State of Knowledge, Informational Behavior, Information Needs,
and introduces IR as baseline approaches of this thesis. Furthermore, con-
cerning IR, this section refers to the identification of relevant state-of-the-art
technologies.

2.1.1 Informational Behaviour

This section introduces the Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK) hypothesis,
leading to Informational Behavior and the resulting information-seeking strate-
gies. [BOB82, p. 62] introduces the ASK as follows: “The ASK hypothesis is that
an information need arises from a recognized anomaly in the user’s state of knowl-
edge concerning some topic or situation and that, in general, the user is unable to
specify precisely what is needed to resolve that anomaly.” In the context of IR
[MRS08, p. 5] define the information need as follows: “An information need
is the topic about which the user desires to know more, and is differentiated from a
query, which is what the user conveys to the computer in an attempt to communicate
the information need”. This thesis argues that the ASK is a notable challenge in
domains characterized by a large amount of domain-specific knowledge or a
large amount of emerging domain-specific knowledge. Both aspects hinder
the users to precisely specify their information needs and hence leading to
the ASK. For the medical domain, both aspects apply. The enormous amount
and the increase of knowledge (see Section 3.2) make it probable that the ASK
hypothesis often applies to expert medical users when using domain-specific
Information Retrieval Systems (IRS), e.g., in the context of evidence-based
medical argumentation. To overcome the ASK in general [BOB82] propose a
general paradigm, that is still the basis of many recent IR systems: “Thus, for
the purposes of IR, it is more suitable to attempt to describe that ASK, than to ask the
user to specify her/his need as a request to the system” [BOB82, p. 62]. This implic-
itly describes users’ interaction with an IRS by trying to formulate the ASK
and can be characterized as “Information Behavior”. Commonly Information
Behavior is understood as “the currently preferred term used to describe the many
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ways in which human beings interact with information, in particular, the ways in
which people seek and utilize information” [Bat10, p. 2078]. According to [Bat10,
p. 2078], Information Behavior covers the aspects of “how people interact with
information, how and when they seek information, and what uses they make of it”.
In contrast [Bat10, p. 2078] identifies “the act of searching itself ” as an impor-
tant research topic. Hence, several information searching (e.g. [Bat79; Bat79])
and information seeking strategies (e.g. [Mar89]) have been researched. In a
study [Mar89, p. 64] identified that “User strategies were heuristic in that they
were highly interactive rather than planned”. [Mar89, p. 58] identifies differenti-
ated between two general searching approaches, “Lookup” (i.e. using terms in
the search interface), and “Examine” (i.e. showing titles and text). [Bat89] also
argue that IR systems besides traditional keyword-based IR have to support
browsing oriented search through appropriate interfaces (“Berrypicking”), as
this “ is much closer to the real behavior of information searchers than the traditional
model of IR”.

FIGURE 2.1: Modes of Information Seeking [Bat02]

Based on prior research [Bat02] describes a general model of information
seeking that is envisioned in Figure 2.1. The model includes two dimensions,
whereas the first dimension distinguishes between“active” and “passive” in-
formation seeking while the second dimension covers“directed” and “undi-
rected” searching. The distinction between directed and undirected indicates
“whether an individual seeks particular information that can be specified to some de-
gree, or is more or less randomly exposing themselves to information” [Bat10]. The
distinction between active and passive determines “ whether the individual does
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anything actively to acquire information, or is passively available to absorb informa-
tion, but does not seek it out” [Bat02]. Following these dimensions this leads to
the four modes of information seeking [Bat02]:

• (Direct) Searching is described as “active attempts to answer questions or
develop understanding around a particular question or topic area” [Bat02].

• Monitoring is characterized as to “maintain a back-of-the-mind alertness
for things that interest us, and for answers to questions we have” [Bat02].

• Browsing is characterized as the opposite of monitoring. While brows-
ing the users do not follow specific information need or interest “but
actively expose [themselves] to possibly novel information” [Bat02].

• Being Aware is the undirected and passive way of obtaining informa-
tion but [Bat02] argues that “gives us 80 percent of all we know”.

For[Bat02], this leads to the conclusion that“It can be said that monitoring
and directed searching are ways we find information that we know we need to know,
and browsing and being aware are ways we find information that we do not know we
need to know.” Hence, according to this conclusion, the utilization of browsing
may indicate an ASK.

2.1.2 Information Retrieval

The tasks of searching and browsing as introduced above are elements of In-
formation Retrieval (IR) [Rij79], as defined by [MRS08]: “Information Retrieval
(IR) is finding material (usually documents) of an unstructured nature (usually text)
that satisfies an information need from within large collections (usually stored on
computers)” [MRS08, p. 1]. Following the above explanation, active modes of
information seeking include the use of IR as the users have to actively utilize
IRS. So from the IR perspective, both active modes of information seeking
(i.e., searching and browsing) can be supported through IRS, e.g., as shown
in the study referenced above [Mar89]. To support these two active modes of
information seeking the interaction between users and IRS includes various
activities. One group of activities is the “User Interaction”, that includes“query
input”,“query transformation”, and results output [Cro+10, pp. 23]. A form of
results output that supports browsing is “facted search” or “faceted browsing”
[Cro+10, p. 228]. IRS system activities cover “Text Transformation” [Cro+10,
pp. 19], “Index Creation” [Cro+10, pp. 22], and “Ranking” [Cro+10, pp. 25].
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All of these activities (both, user, or system related) primarily rely on tex-
tual data in form of words that are transformed into “terms” to be utilized
in search engines [Cro+10, pp. 75]. Not all terms have the same level of
semantic content, e.g., stopwords (e.g. the, a) have a low level of semantic
content and thus are filtered during stopping [Cro+10, p. 92]. In contrast
Named Entities are “a word or sequence of words that [are] used to refer to some-
thing of interest in a particular application” [Cro+10, p. 115]. Hence, compared
to other Information Extraction methods, “NER has been used most often in
search applications” [Cro+10, p. 115]. In searching oriented IR Named Enti-
ties and NER is used in context of query processing (e.g. [Guo+09; Du+10;
ALP12], and for the task of Entity Retrieval (e.g. [PC07; Bal17]). To support
browsing Named Entities can be utilized as “facets [...], whereas others may be
used as part of browsing the search results” [Cro+10, p. 116].

Following these considerations on Named Entities, this thesis argues that
Named Entities are essential elements that represent knowledge in a do-
main, and therefore, they can be utilized in an IRS system to overcome ASK
of medical users by supporting both general information-seeking strategies
(i.e., searching and browsing). Hence, Named Entities and their recognition
are introduced in Section 2.2.1. In the understanding of this thesis, emerging
knowledge is even more prone to leading to ASK. This hypothesis is conclu-
sive because the user can not specify information needs about concepts that
are that new that the user may even not know that it already exists. So, an-
other important concept that is also introduced in the remainder of this chap-
ter is the concept of emerging entities representing emerging knowledge.

This section refers to research question one. While in section one, IR was
introduced from the use-case perspective regarding satisfying users’ infor-
mation needs, the focus of this section is on the technical aspects of IR. First
of all, a basic overview of IR and IR systems is given, including their architec-
tural components and basic technical concepts. Secondly, this section focuses
on selected aspects of IR, which are particularly relevant for this thesis. Ex-
amples are entity retrieval, novelty retrieval, and evaluation of IR systems as
well as combining methods from IR and natural language processing.

2.1.3 IR Systems - Search Engines

Based on the concept of IR [Cro+10, p. 6] define search engines as follows:
“A search engine is the practical application of IR techniques to large-scale text col-
lections.” Besides the “web search [as the] by far [...] most common application
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involving information retrieval” [Cro+10, p. 3], there exist more specific ap-
proaches that utilize IR methods, like enterprise search, institutional search,
and domain-specific search [MRS08]. While the use case of web-search today
is well-known by nearly everyone, there exist several domain-specific appli-
cations for IR, e.g., patent retrieval [Mak+03]. Domain-specific IR is known
for decades in the medical domain. Already in 1971, [Jab71] discussed the
use of IR to handle medical information needs [Jab71]. MEDLINE (and later,
together with PubMed) is an example of a medical literature search system
that already started in the 1970s [Cro+10, p. 7]. Today, many recent works on
IR (such as [Cro+10]) refer to [Rij79] as the foundation of modern IR [Cro+10,
p. 11]. [Rij79] already proposed an IR system that consists of three major
components which are “Input”, “Processor”, and “Output”. In this concept,
the Input component consists of the queries and documents, the processor is
the entity in which the retrieval process is performed and the output com-
ponent presents the retrieval results to the users. Recent IR systems follow
this structure basically but have a more differentiated architecture in all of
the three functions as defined by [Rij79].

FIGURE 2.2: IRS Indexing Process from [Cro+10, Fig. 2.1]

[Cro+10, pp. 14] distinguished two major functions of an IR system,
which are the indexing process and the query process. According to them,
the indexing process consists of three major components, which are text
acquisition, text transformation, and index creation. Figure 2.2 gives an
overview of the indexing process component as defined by [Cro+10, pp.
14]. The second major function is the query process, which again consists of
three components, which are user interaction ranking and evaluation. Figure
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2.3 gives an overview of these three components. For the task of index cre-
ation[MRS08] outline an approach, which is similar to that one of [Cro+10].
The approach of [MRS08, pp. 1 ] consists of the four following steps:

1. “Collect the documents to be indexed.”

2. “Tokenized the text.”

3. “Do linguistic preprocessing of tokens.”

4. “Index the documents that each term occurs in.”

FIGURE 2.3: IRS Query Process from [Cro+10, Fig. 2.2]

Based on the aforementioned insights, our state-of-the-art research covers
selected publications from the fields of NER, IR, and ER. Furthermore, we
illustrate ML approaches and related work from the field of emerging topic
detection and for using IR as a NER method.

2.1.4 Indexing

A central concept within modern IR is the inverted index [MRS08, p. 6]
[Cro+10, pp. 131]. Within the inverted index all indexed documents are
inverted. Thus, each term of the indexded documents is stored within the
index. To each indexed term a list of relevant data is assigned, the index
“posting” [Cro+10, p. 132]. In each posting one finds a part that refers to
the document or the location of the term, that is called “Pointer” [Cro+10, p.
132]. Besides pointers, the index data can contain different other information,
e.g. the count of the term in the corpus, or the its position in the document
[Cro+10, pp. 133]. The following example from [Cro+10, pp. 133] illustrates,
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TABLE 2.1: Inverted Index Based on [Cro+10, Fig. 5.4] Includ-
ing Sentence and Count

term sentence:count term sentence:count

and 1:1 only 2:1
aquarium 3:1 pigmented 4:1
are 3:1, 4:1 popular 3:1
around 1:1 refer 2:1
as 2:1 referred 2:1
both 1:1 requiring 2:1
bright 3:1 salt 1:1, 4:1
coloration 3:1, 4:1 saltwater 2:1
derives 4:1 species 1:1
due 3:1 term 2:1
environments 1:1 the 1:1, 2:1
fish 1:2, 2:3, 3:2, 4:2 their 3:1
fishkeepers 2:1 this 4:1
found 1:1 those 2:1
fresh 2:1 to 2:2, 3:1
freshwater 1:1, 4:1 tropical 1:1, 2:2, 3:1
from 4:1 typically 4:1
generally 4:1 use 2:1
in 1:1, 4:1 water 1:1, 2:1, 4:1
include 1:1 while 4:1
including 1:1 with 2:1
iridescence 4:1 world 1:1
marine 2:1
often 2:1, 3:1

how an inverted index works. Given the following sentences S1..S4 from the
Wikipedia entry for “tropical fish” according to [Cro+10, Tab. 5.1]:

• S1 “Tropical fish include fish found in tropical environments around the world,
including both freshwater and saltwater species.”

• S2 “Fishkeepers often use the term tropical fish to refer only those requiring
freshwater, with saltwater tropical fish refers to as marine fish.”

• S3 “Tropical fish are popular aquarium fish, due to their often bright col-
oration.”

• S4 “In freshwater fish, this coloration typically derived from iridescence, while
salt water fish are generally pigmented.”

The index has an alphabetical order. Inverted indexes must not be or-
dered, but may use other means finding an entry, e.g., using a hash-table
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[Cro+10, p. 132]. For each term in the sentences S1..S4 an index entry is cre-
ated. Each index entry contains a list of tuples that encode the number of
the sentence in which the term occurs and the term’s count in that sentence.
Inversed indexes may represent document fields, which are sections of documents
that carry some kind of semantic meaning [Cro+10, p. 139]. Common examples
for fields in inversed indexes are title, content, or author. Fields allow the
IR users to specify where in the document to search for (e.g., author=’John
Smith’). Furthermore, fields are used implicitly through the IR system, e.g.,
through preferring documents in the result set, that have a query match in
their titles [Cro+10, p. 139].

2.1.5 Best Match, Exact Match, and Ranking Algorithms

To support the information strategy of seeking as introduced above, the cal-
culation and ranking of the result set on a given user query is a crucial step in
the information-seeking process. To calculate result sets for a given query in
IR, there exist to different paradigms, i.e., exact-match and best-match. For
exact-match retrieval, “documents are retrieved if they exactly match the query
specification, and otherwise are not retrieved” [Cro+10, p. 238]. In contrast, “a
best-match query is to find the objects in the file [...] that are closest to a given tar-
get” [SW90, p. 140]. In the following, selected algorithms for exact-match and
best-match are introduced. Although, in practice, there exist several other al-
gorithms for calculation and ranking of resultsets, the approaches introduced
here are chosen as they are well documented, widely used in academia, and
usable in practice, i.e., through implementation in open source IR frame-
works.

“The Boolean retrieval model is a model for IR in which we can pose any query
which is in the form of a Boolean expression of terms, that is, in which terms are
combined with the operators AND, OR, and NOT. The model views each docu-
ment as just a set of words. ” [MRS08, p. 4] Boolean retrieval (also called
exact-match retrieval) models were used in early IR systems and are still in
use today [Cro+10, p. 239]. The main characteristic of boolean retrieval is
that documents are only retrieved if they exactly match the boolean query
specification. Boolean retrieval does not provide any form of ranking, as it
assumes all retrieved documents as relevant for a query (binary relevance)
[Cro+10, p. 239]. Hence, the outcome of a boolean query may be TRUE
or FALSE, and the query is constructed using boolean operators (AND, OR,
NOT). While predictability, explainability, and computational efficiency are
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the major advantages of boolean retrieval, its main disadvantage is the lack
of a sophisticated ranking algorithm and that the effectiveness depends on
the users’ ability to formulate precise queries [Cro+10, p. 239].

A model that overcomes limitations of boolean retrieval is the vector
space model. The vector space model is researched since the 1960s and is still
(2010) used in IR research [Cro+10, p. 241] and practical IR, e.g., it is used in
the open-source library Apache Lucene (see Section 2.1.7). In the vector space
model documents and queries are part of a t-dimensional vector space, with
t being the number of indexed terms and a document Di represented by a
vector of index terms [Cro+10, p. 242]:

Di = (di1, di2, . . . , dit) (2.1)

dij is the weight of the jth term. Similarly, a query Q with the query term
weights q1 . . . qt is defined as follows:

Qi = q1, q2, . . . , qt) (2.2)

That way, the relevance of a term for a document is reflected through
its weight. A common approach to calculate the weight is the use of tf.idf
weighting [Cro+10, p. 245].

[Cro+10, p. 245] introduce a normalized form to calculate the term fre-
quency t fik of a term k in a document Di with fik being the number of occur-
rences of k in Di:

t fik =
fik

∑t
j=1 fij

(2.3)

Furthermore [Cro+10, p. 246] define the inverse document frequency
(id f ) of a term t in document corpus with size N and a document frequecy
d ft as follows:

id fk = log
N
nk

(2.4)

Finally, t f .id f is the multiplication of t f and id f . [MRS08] define t f .id f
similar, using other nomenclature and not applying normalization for t f .

Then, a document collection with n documents and t terms can be de-
scribed as the following matrix [Cro+10, p. 242]
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Term1 Term2 . . . Termt

Doc1 d11 d12 . . . d1t

Doc2 d21 d22 . . . d2t
...

...
Docn dn1 dn2 . . . dnt

Figure 2.4 displays a graphical representation of two documents and a
query in a 3-dimensional term vector space.

FIGURE 2.4: Vector Representation of Documents and Queries
in a 3-dimensional Vector Space [Cro+10, Fig. 7.2]

Finally, in a vector space model the ranking criterion is the similarity mea-
sure between a query and documents within the vector space. The most suc-
cessfull similarity measure is the cosine relation [Cro+10, p. 243]:

Cosine(Di, Q) =
∑t

j=1 dij · qj√
∑t

j=1 dij2 ·∑t
j=1 qj2

(2.5)

Probabilistic retrieval models are the dominant paradigm today [Cro+10,
p. 247]. Basically, they rely on the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) as
published by [Rob77, p. 295] “If a reference retrieval system’s response to each
request is a ranking of the documents in the collections in order of decreasing prob-
ability of usefulness to the user who submitted the request, where the probabilities
are estimated as accurately as possible on the basis of whatever data has been made
available to the system for this purpose, then the overall effectiveness of the system to
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its users will be the best that is obtainable on the basis of that data.” However, the
PRP remains generic, as it does not explain, “how to calculate or estimate the
probability of relevance” [Cro+10, p. 248]. A generic way to calculate the prob-
ability P that a document D is relevant R, is the use of a Bayes’ rule [TTT07,
p. 241], leading to the following equation [Cro+10, p. 250]:

P(D|R)
D|NR

>
P(NR)
P(R)

(2.6)

A document D is relevant if the equation is true. P(D|R)
D|NR is called the “likelihood

ratio” [Cro+10, p. 250]. P(R), and P(NR) are the a priori probabilities that
any document is relevant / non relevant.

While the former subsection introduced generic aspects of probabilis-
tic ranking models, in this subsection, an implementation of a probabilistic
model is introduced. BM25 is a probabilistic ranking algorithm that has been
developed in stages over 30 years [Rob+17] and which was finally introduced
by [Rob+94] at the TREC-3 [Rob+94]. Another nomenclature is Okapi BM25,
referring to the Okapi System of [Rob+94]. [Cro+10, p. 254] describe the
“most common form” of the BM25 scoring function as follows:

∑
iεQ

log
ri+0.5

R−ri+0.5
ni−ri+0.5

N−ni−R+ri+0.5

· (k1 + 1) fi

K + fi
· (k2 + 1)q fi

k2 + q fi
(2.7)

with i as a query term of the query Q, N as the total number of documents
in the collection, R as the number of relevant documents for a given query, ri

as the number of relevant documents for the term i and ni as the number of
all documents containing the term i, fi as the frequency of i in the document
and q fi as the frequency of i in the query.

A topic model that “models documents as a mixture of topics” [Cro+10, p.
292] is Latent Dirichlet Allocation and is introduced in the following. “Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus. The basic
idea is that documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where
each topic is characterized by a distribution over words ” [BNJ03, p. 996].

[Cro+10, p. 293] describe the formal LDA process for generating a docu-
ment as follows:

1. “For each document D, pick a multinomial distribution ΘD from a Direchlet
distribution with parameter a”

2. “For each word position in document D:”
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TABLE 2.2: Latent Topics and Highest Probabilty Terms [BNJ03,
p. 1009]

Arts Budgets Children Education

NEW MILLION CHILDREN SCHOOL
FILM TAX WOMEN STUDENTS
SHOW PROGRAM PEOPLE SCHOOLS
MUSIC BUDGET CHILD EDUCATION
MOVIE BILLION YEARS TEACHERS
PLAY FEDERAL FAMILIES HIGH
MUSICAL YEAR WORK PUBLIC
BEST SPENDING PARENTS TEACHER
ACTOR NEW SAYS BENNETT
FIRST STATE FAMILY MANIGAT
YORK PLAN WELFARE NAMPHY
OPERA MONEY MEN STATE
THEATER PROGRAMS PERCENT PRESIDENT
ACTRESS GOVERNMENT CARE ELEMENTARY
LOVE CONGRESS LIFE HAITI

• “Pick a topic z from the multinomial distribution ΘD”

• “Choose a word w from P(w|z, β)”, a multinomial probability condi-
tioned on the topic z with parameter β.

The language model probability for the words in a document than can be
calculated as follows [Cro+10, p. 293]:

Plda(w|D) = P(w|ΘD, β) = ∑
z

P(w|z, β)P(z|ΘD) (2.8)

Inference and parameter estimation is described in detail in [BNJ03, pp.
1002]. Based on 16.000 documents from the TREC AP corpus [BNJ03] applied
a 100 topic LDA model. Table 2.2 shows the top words from four resulting
multinomial distributions p(w|z). The topics (first table row) are the under-
lying latent topics and have been named and assigned by the authors to the
table.

The table shows how LDA can be utilized to identify clusters of terms
that lead to latent topics, which may be something new and yet unseen.
Hence, LDA can be used for the task of Novelty Detection [BNJ03, p. 993].
While there exist other specialized tasks of IR that are not discussed here
(e.g., patent retrieval, social retrieval), novelty retrieval is introduced be-
cause it similar to this thesis, also handles novel information within search
results, yet following a completely different approach. An IR task that also
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deals with the retrieval of new (or novel) material is the task of “Novelty Re-
trieval” that already has been introduced in 2003 in the TREC “Novelty Track”
[SDVC06]. The track’s task is the following: “given a topic and an ordered set of
relevant documents segmented into sentences, return sentences that are both relevant
to the topic and novel given what has already been seen” [SDVC06] To that extent
“novelty” refers to sentences within the result set that contains new material
compared to sentences already presented in the ranked result set [AWB03,
p. 314]. [Cla+08] introduce a framework to evaluate novelty within ranked
result sets.

2.1.6 Interactive IR and Faceted Search

Besides searching, as a second information strategy browsing has been intro-
duced above. A further development of browsing that is strongly related to
it is interactive IR. [Mar06, p. 43] explains interactive IR as follows: “Rather
than viewing the search problem as matching queries and documents for the pur-
pose of ranking, interactive IR views the search problem from the vantage of an
active human with information needs, information skills, powerful digital library
resources situated in global and locally connected communities—all of which evolve
over time.” This is also referred to as “exploratory search” [Mar06]. To support
interactive/exploratory search, there exists the concept of faceted search that
is introduced in the following. “Faceted Search is an exploratory search mecha-
nism, which provides an iterative way to refine search results by a faceted taxonomy
” [ZZF13, p. 42]. According to [ZZF13, pp. 42] faceted search includes the
following key components:

• “Facet”: According to [ZZF13] the concept of facets has been introduced
by S.R. Ranganathan “to to describe the multidimensional properties of doc-
uments”. In one of his works Ranganathan uses facets to classify a med-
ical library [Ran45, pp. 75]. [PD91, p. 89] argue that “Faceted classi-
fication is synthetic. Classes are assembled by selecting predefined keywords
from faceted lists.” Facets generally consist of terms that represent an
attribute or a category [ZZF13, p. 42].

• “Faceted Taxonomy” [Tzi07, p. 337] describe a faceted taxonomy as “a set
of taxonomies each describing the application domain from a different (prefer-
ably orthogonal) point of view”.
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• “Faceted Search” is also known as faceted navigation or faceted brows-
ing. It is an “interactive, heuristic, and progressive refinement search
paradigm” [ZZF13, p. 43].

Today, faceted search plays a major role in several retrieval based applica-
tions, like web search and product search (e.g. amazon). PubMed also pro-
vides a faceted search functionality as displayed in Figure 2.5.

FIGURE 2.5: Faceted Search in PubMed (Excerpt)

The figure envisions, that PubMed provides the facets text availability, arti-
cle attribute, and article type. For each facet there are different facet values (e.g.
) defined, that can be selected through a facet filter. Recent Search Engine
Frameworks like Solr and Elastic Search (see Section 2.1.7) support faceted
search.

2.1.7 IR Technologies

In this subsection, selected recent IR related technology frameworks are in-
troduced. The criteria for selection were the broad implementation of search-
ing and ranking algorithms and paradigms as introduced above, open-source
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availability, robustness and maturity, and broad use in academia and indus-
try.

“Apache LuceneTM is a high-performance, full-featured text search engine li-
brary written entirely in Java ” [Fou20a]. Apache Lucene is Open Source.
Through an API, it provides the main functionalities of search engines, as
introduced above, i.e., indexing and search/ranking algorithms. Regarding
indexing it aims at “Scalable, High Performance Indexing” [Fou20a] with small
RAM requirements and an index size of approx. 20% - 30% of the indexed
text. It supports a variety of different query types, e.g., phrase queries, wild-
card queries, proximity queries, range queries [Fou20a]. Further features of
Lucene are searching and sorting by fields (e.g., title, author), faceting, high-
lighting, joins, and result-grouping. It includes two state-of-the-art ranking
models, i.e., Okapi BM 25 (see Section 2.1.5) and the Vector Space Model (see
Section 2.1.5) [Fou20a].

Apache Solr is a complete search engine application build on Apache
Lucene. It is provided as open-source software. Solr provides the full-text
search capabilities provided by Lucene, i.e., different query types and rank-
ing algorithms. It supports querying and indexing in different formats, e.g.,
JSON, XML, CSV, or HTTP (binary). Solr ships with a web-based administra-
tion interface (see figure 2.6 and allows cloud-based deployment. It provides
an extensible plugin architecture. Solr has a strong focus and tradition in
textual IR.

FIGURE 2.6: Solr Admin Panel

In recent versions Solr uses BM25 as default ranking (“similarity”) [Pro18,
p. 178]. Earlier versions of Solr use the cosine based vector space model for
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ranking [GP14, pp. 65]. For ranking, Solr supports boosting of terms and
fields [Pro18, pp. 438]. That means that boosted terms or terms that are
found in boosted fields receive a higher ranking score value compared to
non-boosted terms and fields. Solr supports faceted search [GP14, p. 250].

Besides Apache Solr, Elasticsearch is the second major player in the field
of open source IR frameworks. It is introduced in the following. Today, Elas-
tic Search is the most used open-source search engine (e.g. Google Trend
[Tre20]) Similar to Solr, Elastic Search provides the search functionality pro-
vided by Lucene, i.e., Elastic search is open source, but commercial. It pro-
vides a wide range of APIs, including RESTFul APIs and JSON. Furthermore,
there are several clients available, e.g., Java REST client, Java API, JavaScript
API, Python API, etc. A key feature of ElasticSearch is the scalability and
deployment of large instances through clustering and high availability. Elas-
tic search is part of the ELK stack, i.e., an ecosystem that combines different
data-driven applications, e.g., search (Elasticsearch), visualization (Kibana),
and data pipeline management (Logstash). The near-real-time processing of
large amounts of dynamic data (e.g., Network or system monitoring logs) is
the main feature of ElasticSearch and the ELK stack as well as the deploy-
ment in large real-world production infrastructures.

2.1.8 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

This section has derived and outlined the major topics for now following
state-of-the-art research. Starting with the anomalous state of knowledge
paradigm and the concept of informational behavior, this section has intro-
duced information-seeking strategies, i.e., mainly searching and browsing,
followed by a discussion on information needs. Furthermore, IR and IR Sys-
tems have been introduced, and the utilization of Named Entities within
them has been explained. This is followed by a description of the general
IR systems architecture, i.e., the general design of the search engine. How-
ever, this search engine design is generic and does not focus on medical use
cases for the retrieval of arguments in the remainder of this thesis; it serves
as a blueprint for the general system design.

However, implementations of these algorithms (e.g., Lucene/Solr) pro-
vide the possibility to use certain terms and indexing fields to influence
(‘boost’) the ranking results. This leads to the conclusion that the adaption of
the standard query/ranking mechanisms is constructive in order to consider
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emerging knowledge supporting medical argumentation as a ranking boost-
ing criterion. A similar approach applies to the concept of faceted search that
has been introduced afterward. For faceted search terms are entities that rep-
resent emerging knowledge supporting medical argumentation that may be
used as facets or faceted filters. So, both generic IR concepts, i.e., ranking and
faceted search, may be supported by emerging knowledge. However, emerg-
ing knowledge must be made available in a form that can be processed by the
ranking, faceted search algorithms, e.g., in the form of terms.

The final part of this section has introduced different IR frameworks,
which are discussed in the following. Today, there exist several blogs dis-
cussing the choice between Solr and Elasticsearch, e.g., [Log16]. From the
perspective of this thesis, the IR features of the search engines are similar, as
both are built on the same IR library, i.e., Lucene (see Section 2.1.7). Some
blogs argue that Solr’s strength is retrieval on textual contents, while the
focus of ElasticSearch with the (ELK-Stack) is on data analysis and visual-
ization. For this thesis, both systems would fulfill all generic requirements
and would be useable for the prototypical implementation. However, none
of both systems natively supports the tasks of emerging Entity Recognition
and emerging Named Entity Retrieval. Therefore, customizing in both cases
is necessary. As this thesis is related to the RecomRatio project of FTK, it also
uses FTK’s technical platform KM-EP (see section 4.3.3). KM-EP is built on
Solr technology (this decision was made 5-6 years ago, when Elastic Search
was not yet that mature as today 1). Hence, for the remainder of this thesis,
Solr will be used to ensure interoperability and potential for full integration
with KM-EP.

Regarding RO (1.1), the relevant concepts have been explained and intro-
duced. Named Entities and eNEs have been identified as elements that repre-
sent knowledge and emerging knowledge in the context of IR use cases. Re-
garding RO (1.1), there remains no open challenge, as the observations in this
section fully cover the objective. Concerning RO (2.2), IR has been identified
as one relevant technology to utilize knowledge to fulfill users’ information
needs. However, at this point in the discussion, this is limited to generic use
cases. Ranking has been introduced as a core concept of IR. With BM 25, there
exists an algorithm that allows “boosting” of terms. At this point, emerging
knowledge could be used to boost the most recent documents within the
ranking. However, to the best of this thesis author’s knowledge, there ex-
ists no out-of-the-box approach that utilizes emerging knowledge for ranking

1Personal communication with KM-EP developer July 8 2020
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boosting. So, one aspect of a remaining challenge is the adaption of the rank-
ing mechanisms to utilize emerging knowledge for boosting. Furthermore,
faceted search has been introduced as a technology that combines searching
and browsing and hence addresses the two main information-seeking strate-
gies. Again, the inclusion of emerging knowledge into faceted search is a
remaining challenge. So, in the remainder of this thesis, the use of IR in med-
ical contexts and with regards to emerging knowledge and emerging entities
has to be considered before finally identifying a remaining challenge. So, in
Section 2.2.1, the combination of named entities and IR is discussed (Entity
Retrieval), and section discusses a system for medical entity retrieval.

The insights from this section lead to the conclusion that Named Entities
and their combination with IR (in a medical context) are essential to design
a system for the extraction of knowledge and emerging knowledge in the
context of evidence-based medical argumentation. Hence, in the following
section, the general concept of Named Entities is introduced.

2.2 Vocabularies and Corpora

This section addresses RO (1.2). Following the considerations of Section 2.1
Named Entities and Entity Retrieval are introduced as concepts that repre-
sent and utilize knowledge and emerging knowledge in general and in the
medical domain.

Furthermore, in this section, an overview of medical vocabularies and
corpora is given. Although this thesis follows a general approach, the focus
is on the medical domain (following RecomRatio).

2.2.1 Named Entities and Entity Retrieval

This section introduces Named Entities (NEs) and their Recognitions (NER)
and illustrates how NEs represent knowledge in text about objects / entities
(i.e. their rigid designators as introduced by [Kri81].

“Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a sub-task of Natural Language Processing
(NLP)[NS07]. Earlier works also refer to Named Entity Recognition and Classifi-
cation (NERC) [NS07]. Traditional approaches are based on local textual features
(e.g. Part of Speech, characters) and use regular expressions [NS07] or sequenced
based learning models such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [ZS02] or Condi-
tional Random Fields CRF [LMP01; AW03]” [Naw+19, p. 2861]. Recent suc-
cessful approaches of NER use techniques of Machine Learning, which basic
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concepts were already introduced 60 years ago [A. 59]. While in his early
work [A. 59, p. 211] argues “that work, now done by people, which is quite triv-
ial in its demands on the intellect but does, nevertheless, involve some learning”.
Recent Machine Learning approaches include more complex tasks, includ-
ing NER [Yao+13; CN15; Lam+16] NER based on Machine Learning is a base
technology that will be investigated in great detail and further developed
throughout this thesis. Recent Unsupervised methods as Bidirectional En-
coder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [Dev+19] for general tasks
and BioBERT [Lee+19] for medical language tasks have led to impressive
performance results. These methods are introduced in detail in Section 2.5.

Before explaining the involved technologies outlined above, it is first nec-
essary to understand the idea of NER from a conceptual point of view. [NS07]
postulate that the “Named” of “NER” only refers to those entities for which
one or several rigid designators (as defined by [Kri81] [Kri81]) exist. “Rigid
designators include proper names as well as certain natural kind terms like biolog-
ical species and substances. There is a general agreement in the NERC community
about the inclusion of temporal expressions and some numerical expressions such as
amounts of money and other types of units” [NS07]. Like the concept of rigid
designators mentioned above, in The Oxford Dictionary of English Gram-
mar [ACW14] emphasize that proper nouns refer to a “unique” entity, such
as “person, place, animal, etc” [ACW14].

According to [ACW14], the terms proper noun and (proper) name are of-
ten interchangeable. They state that names may be phrase-like units (e.g.,
United States) while proper nouns are single words (e.g., England). As the
concept of rigid designators as defined by [Kri81] is often too strict for prac-
tical use in NER, in practice, the definition of NE is loosened [NS07]. They
give an example of rigid and non-rigid designators using names of months:
While June 2016 is a rigid designator, June is not, as the latter may refer to
the month June in an arbitrary year. In the domain of computer science, the
term Named Entity finally was introduced during the Message Understand-
ing Conference 6 (MUC-6) by [GB96] in the context of the “‘named entity’
task, which involves identifying the names of all the people, organizations, and geo-
graphic locations in a text” [GB96]. They introduced the ENAMEX-tag (“entity
name expression”) to flag names of people and organizations. In addition to
the previously cited article, the ENAMEX specific guidelines of MUC-6 also
cover the flagging of the location’s names [Gri95]. Besides ENAMEX [GB96]
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introduce the NUMEX-tag (“numerical expression”) for currency and per-
centages [GB96]. In the multiply referenced NER evaluation task CONLL-
2003, the ENAMEX definition of named entities from MUC-6 again is con-
firmed: “Named entities are phrases that contain the names of persons, organiza-
tions, and locations” [SM03]. While earlier works on NER refer to the tradi-
tional ENAMEX definition, actual definitions cover a broader range of se-
mantic classes. For example, [SN04] argue that “7 or 8 kinds of NE are not
broad enough to cover general applications” [SN04, p. 1977]. Based on this find-
ing, they propose a hierarchy of about general 200 NE categories taken from
a manual analysis of web and newspaper sources. Their hierarchy, for ex-
ample, contains NE categories such as “company”, “disease” or “product”. Be-
sides the classes from ENAMEX and NUMEX and the very general hierarchy
of [SN04], there exist several domains in which more specific NE categories
are in use. So, for years biomedical Information Extraction has become an
important application for domain-specific NER, which is characterized by a
much wider range of relevant NE categories compared to ENAMEX [JM09].
Table 2.3 shows examples of biomedical Named Entities. To structure named
entities in the medical sector, there exist multiple vocabularies that contain
generic or specialized named entities from the medical domain. Examples
for generic medical vocabularies are Medical Subject Headings (MeSH, see
Section 2.2.3), specialized vocabularies comprise, e.g., the Code on Dental
Procedures and Nomenclature (CDT)2. The Unified Medical Language Sys-
tem (UMLS, see Section 2.2.3)3 Metathesaurus provides a collection of more
than 200 vocabularies from the medical domain.

Although Named Entities are important representations of knowledge in
texts, the task of NER per se is not sufficient to utilize them and bring that
knowledge to action. For example, a medical text document with annota-
tions produced by a NER system may only hardly be usable by a medical
expert during medical argumentation. Hence, for this dissertation, the task
of NER must be combined with other techniques to utilize the knowledge
represented by NEs for medical argumentation.

As introduced earlier, one approach to handle Information Explosion and
Information Overload is the use of IR. So following the prior argumentation,
combining NER and IR should be a way to ensure the utilization of NEs for
users, e.g., medical experts.

“Combining IR and NER has been introduced as Named Entity Retrieval among

2https://www.ada.org/en/publications/cdt
3https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/knowledge_sources/metathesaurus/index.html
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TABLE 2.3: Biomedical Named Entities: Semantic Classes and
Examples [JM09]

Semantic Class Example

Cell lines T98G, HeLa cell, Chinese hamster ovary
cells, CHO cells

Cell types Primary T lymphocytes, natural killer cells,
NK cells

Chemicals Citric acid, 1,2-diiodopentane, C
Drugs Dyclosporin A, CDDP
Genes / proteins White, HSP60, protein kinase C, L23A
Malignancies Carcinoma, breast neoplasms
Medical / medical concepts Amytrophic lateralclerosis
Mouse strains LAFT, AKR
Mutations C10T, Ala64 Gly
Populations Judo group

others [...] [PC07] who propose an IR approach, which is based on the proximity
between the text of a document and the entities” [Naw+19, p. 2861]. [PC07, p.
1] argue that “retrieving named entities is different from retrieving documents is
that the items to be retrieved – persons, locations, organizations – are only indirectly
described by documents throughout the collection.” Furthermore, “[a]nother com-
mon use case for NER in IR is the task of entity linking and retrieval, which aims at
satisfying users’ information needs by providing actual entities instead of documents
that mention them [MBO13; BSDV11a; Bal17]” [Naw+19, p. 2861]. Comparing
the definitions of and it becomes clear that named entity retrieval and entity
retrieval are used largely synonymously. As in recent literature, the nomen-
clature of entity retrieval seems to be more common, it is used throughout
this thesis. Even [PC07, p. 6] use this nomenclature once in the article (“our
kernel-based entity retrieval model”). “To support ER, several approaches aim at de-
tecting NEs in queries, which are referred to as NER in Query (NERQ) [Guo+09;
Du+10]”[Naw+19, p. 2861]. In [PF14; Cor+14; Cuc14] “multiple approaches
for entity recognition and disambiguation have been presented that utilize external
knowledge sources (e.g. Wikipedia, Freebase). In the medical sector, the Mesh on
Demand tool [Dan14] represents a practical implementation of a system that com-
bines IR and NER for medical Entity Retrieval use cases” [Naw+19, p. 2861].
Foley et al. [FSA18] propose to understand NER as an IR/search task that
addresses the challenge of missing training material. They present a study,
how to transform textual features derived from CRF-based NER and hand-
crafted rules into search queries. In their approach, the search engine returns
tokens instead of documents that belong to a NE class, and they collect users’
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feedback on the result sets.
As addressed in the above referenced TREC tracks (both domain-specific

and generic ones), traditional search engines generally focus on finding doc-
uments that fulfill users’ information needs. In contrast, the task of named
entity retrieval “is different from retrieving documents [...] that the items to be
retrieved – persons, locations, organizations – are only indirectly described by docu-
ments throughout the collection” [PC07, p.731]. The work of [PC07] refers to the
2005 TREC enterprise track, which contains an expert search task. That task is
intended to find experts on a given topic specified by a query [CVS05]. Later
the TREC series included the entity track which was specialized on Named
Entity Retrieval[BSDV11a; BSDV11b].[BSDV11a] speak about “entity oriented
search tasks” which “are better answered by returning specific objects instead of just
any type of documents” [BSDV11a]. According to [Bal17] for the task of named
entity retrieval (and linking) “entities are not necessarily directly represented as
retrievable units but need to be recognized and identified through occurrences in
documents” [Bal17].

In addition to entity retrieval [MBO13] define “entity linking” as a process
“where phrases—consisting of a single term or sequence of terms— are automatically
linked to entries in a knowledge base” [MBO13]. They see entity linking as a
facilitator for “advanced searching and browsing in various domains and contexts
[. . . ] to anchor textual resources in background knowledge”.

For medical IR use cases, Entity Retrieval plays a role, too. Query log
analysis [Her+07] on PubMed shows that more than 50 percent of the ana-
lyzed queries refer to entities that are represented by a domain-specific vo-
cabulary (Medical Subject Headings, (MeSH)4). That is strong evidence that
the medical domain is eligible for entity retrieval. For example, for imple-
mentation of entity retrieval and linking in the medical domain, there ex-
ists the MeSH on Demand tool5, provided by the U.S. National Library of
Medicine. Besides providing relevant documents, the tool identifies medical
entities in the users’ query and links them to terms (as textual representa-
tions of entities) of the MeSH vocabulary. In this case, the MeSH vocabulary
is the background knowledge in which textual resources are anchored, as
proposed by [MBO13]. Following the link on the identified entity provides
additional meta-information on the entity (“Descriptor”). The system identi-
fies additional entities that are relevant regarding the user’s query. Also, the
connected search engine provides access to articles that refer to the identified

4https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html
5https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/MeSHonDemand
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entities. This example shows that entity retrieval and linking in the medi-
cal domain today go far beyond the persons, locations, and organizations as
initially proposed by [PC07]. It also shows how entity retrieval and “tradi-
tional” document-based retrieval are used together within one application.
Listing 1 shows an example for a result set given by MeSH on Demand on
the query “Aspirin”.

1 -- MeSH Terms --
2 Aspirin
3

4 -- Relevant MeSH Terms --
5 Platelet Aggregation Inhibitors
6 Blood Platelets
7

8 -- MEDLINE/PubMed Similar Citations --
9 10383561: Comparison of antiplatelet activity of microencapsulated aspirin

162.5 Mg (Caspac XL), with enteric coated aspirin 75 mg and 150 mg in
patients with atherosclerosis.

↪→

↪→

10 13679808: Differential effects of aspirin and misoprostol on
15-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid generation by leukocytes from
aspirin-sensitive asthmatic patients.

↪→

↪→

11 [...]
12

13 -- Input Text --
14 Aspirin

LISTING 1: MeSH on Demand Output

2.2.2 Named Entities in Medical Vocabularies

A controlled medical vocabulary is “a crucial component of medical information
management which represents information in a way that enables computers to use
it meaningfully” [Cim+90, p. 175]. Thereby, a vocabulary “must be more than
a simple list of terms” [Cim+89, p. 513]. Instead, according to [Cim+90, p.
175] medical vocabularies short provide “consistent views and explicit relation-
ships among terms”. Today, there exist several different medical vocabularies,
which are either broad and generic (e.g., MeSH) or specific for a medical
subdomain (e.g., the Code on Dental Procedures and Nomenclature (CDT)6).

6https://www.ada.org/en/publications/cdt
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UMLS is an approach to harmonize these different vocabularies in one com-
mon metathesaurus. So, in this section, medical document corpora and vo-
cabularies are introduced. So, while the former subsection has addressed
Named Entities in general, Section 2.2 discusses the role of Named Entities
in the medical domain and hence also refers to RO (1.2). Furthermore, it ad-
dresses RO (1.3) and introduces medical vocabularies and document corpora
that will be used in the remainder of this thesis. It furthermore discusses the
role of Named Entities in medical vocabularies and applications. There is a
common understanding of the biomedical NLP/NER community that con-
trolled biomedical vocabularies are a collection of biomedical named entities.
E.g., [Zha08, p. 1] state that “Biomedical named-entity recognition (BM-NER) 1,
sometimes referred to as biomedical concept identification or concept mapping, is a
key step in biomedical language processing: terms (either single words or multiple
words) of interest are identified and mapped to a predefined set of semantic cate-
gories.” These predefined categories are provided by medical vocabularies,
as will be exemplarily shown below. Furthermore, [Zha08, p. 2] also indicate
that “There are two major research directions in BM-NER: finding gene, protein,
and related biological or genetic terms, as well as finding disease, drug names, and
other medical terms”. In the understanding of this thesis, this broad definition
covers all kinds of biomedical terms that are part of biomedical vocabularies.
This is also reflected by MetaMap “ a widely used NER tool that identifies con-
cepts from the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus in text” [DFRA17,
p. 841]. Within UMLS, the concept name is defined as follows “A string chosen
to represent the concept as a whole. The name is selected from the atoms belong-
ing to the concept according to a simple priority list (the term whose source/term
type is highest on the list is chosen, with a special procedure for choosing between
two source/term type values that are identical.) The priority list may be altered by
users as they wish, thus changing the concept names” [Med16]. Following this
definition, in the understanding of this thesis, the concept name is a rigid
designator for the underlying concept and hence an NE. UMLS, as will be
shown below, is a metathesaurus consisting of a variety of underlying med-
ical vocabularies, including MeSH. Hence, the general assumptions that en-
tries in UMLS refer to named entities, as shown before, can be transferred to
the underlying vocabularies, too. Hence, for this thesis, these considerations
on biomedical NEs, their recognition, and mapping leads to the conclusion
that controlled medical vocabularies consist of biomedical Named Entities.
Three of them (MeSH, UMLS, SNOMED CT) are introduced and discussed
in the following.
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2.2.3 Vocabularies and Corpora, Technologies and

Ressources

“The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH®) thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary pro-
duced by the National Library of Medicine and used for indexing, cataloging, and
searching for biomedical and health-related information and documents” [Med20d].
The MeSH files used in this dissertation have been downloaded from the
official MeSH FTP-server 7 and are dated to 20/02/2020. For MeSH, the con-
sidered year range is limited to the range between 1970 and 2019 to avoid
artifacts by single “historical outliners” and incomplete data in 2020. In fact,
as will be shown below, there nearly do not exist entries added to the recent
MeSH edition before 1974. According to [Med19c], MeSH consists of three
basic types of records, which are Descriptors, Qualifiers, and Supplementary
Records and which are described in the following sections.

The Descriptor record type “plays a central role in MeSH vocabulary”
[Med19c]. Descriptors are organized (with the exception of Class 3 Descrip-
tors, see below) in a numbered tree structure. MeSH Descriptors are orga-
nized into three classes [Med19c]:

1. Class 1 Descriptors – Main Headings are used to index citations in
MEDLINE/PubMed. They are searchable in MEDLINE/PubMed and
indicate the subject of the indexed article. Descriptors are normally
updated annually, but a higher update frequency is possible.

2. Class 2 Descriptors – Publication Characteristics refer to the type of
indexed publication. “They may include Publication Components, such as
Charts; Publication Formats, such as Editorial; and Study Characteristics,
such as Clinical Trial. ” [Med19c]

3. Class 3 Descriptors – Check Tags do not appear in the MeSH tree. They
are deprecated and have been transferred to Class 1 Descriptors. Only
two Class 3 Descriptors remain, i.e., “Male” and “Female”.

4. Class 4 Descriptors – Geographics are used to characterize the phys-
ical location, e.g., continents, regions, countries, states, and other geo-
graphic subdivisions.

MeSH qualifiers are subheadings that are used in addition to Descriptors
[Med19c]. They are subheadings to generically group citations. Qualifiers

7ftp://nlmpubs.nlm.nih.gov/online/mesh/MESH_FILES/xmlmesh/
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can be used in three different formats, e.g., as a tree structure. Table 2.4 gives
an example of MeSH qualifiers, including their Scope Notes, that give guid-
ance on the qualifier’s use.
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TABLE 2.4: Examples of MeSH Qualifiers (4 out of 78) [Med19b]

Name Abbr. Short Scope Notes

Abnormalities AB ABNORM Used with organs for con-
genital defects producing
changes in the morphology
of the organ. It is used
also for abnormalities in
animals.

Administration Dosage AD ADMIN Used with drugs for dosage
forms, routes of adminis-
tration, frequency and du-
ration of administration,
quantity of medication, and
the effects of these factors.

Adverse Effects AE ADV EFF Used with drugs, chemi-
cals, or biological agents in
accepted dosage - or with
physical agents or manu-
factured products in nor-
mal usage - when intended
for diagnostic, therapeutic,
prophylactic, or anesthetic
purposes. It is also used for
adverse effects or compli-
cations of diagnostic, ther-
apeutic, prophylactic, anes-
thetic, surgical, or other
procedures.

Agonists AG AGON Used with chemicals,
drugs, and endogenous
substances to indicate
substances or agents that
have affinity for a receptor
and intrinsic activity at that
receptor. (From Textbook
of Pharmacology, 1991,
p.16)
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As qualifiers do not refer directly to eNEs according to our definition,
they are not used in the experiments of this thesis.

This section is a paraphrasation of the official MeSH documentation on
MeSH Record types [Med19c]. Supplementary Records are also called Sup-
plementary Chemical Records (SCR). They are used to index chemicals,
drugs and rare diseases. They are not organised in a tree structure, but
are linked to one or more MeSH Descriptors (see section below). Similar
to MeSH Descriptors there exist several classes of SCR:

1. Class 1 Supplementary Records - Chemicals “are dedicated to chemicals
and are primarily heading mapped to the D tree descriptors ” [Med19c]

2. Class 2 Supplementary Records - Protocols contain Chemotherapy
Protocols.

3. Class 3 Supplementary Records - Diseases “are dedicated to diseases and
are primarily heading mapped to the C tree descriptors and anatomical head-
ings found in the A tree ” [Med19c].

4. Class 4 Supplementary Records - Organisms (new for 2018 MeSH)
are dedicated to organisms (e.g., viruses) and are primarily heading
mapped to the B tree organism descriptors.

MeSH Descriptors are organized in a tree structure consisting of 16 cate-
gories. These categories are Anatomy [A], Organisms [B], Diseases [C], Chemi-
cals and Drugs [D], Analytical, Diagnostic and Therapeutic Techniques, and Equip-
ment [E], Psychiatry and Psychology [F], Phenomena and Processes [G], Disciplines
and Occupations [H], Anthropology, Education, Sociology, and Social Phenomena
[I], Technology, Industry, and Agriculture [J], Humanities [K], Information Science
[L], Named Groups [M], Health Care [N], Publication Characteristics [V], Geo-
graphicals [Z] In each category there exist subcategories. “Within each subcate-
gory, descriptors are arrayed hierarchically from most general to most specific in up
to thirteen hierarchical levels” [Med19c]. Figure 2.7 shows the tree mapping for
the Descriptor Bortezomib in the MeSH tree browser8.

It turns out that a Descriptor may be mapped to different positions in the
MeSH tree.

Table 2.5 shows the absolute counts of items for Descriptors and Supple-
mentary Records following the threefold structure based on an own analysis
on the production MeSH XML files. It becomes clear that the number of Sup-
plementary Records is a multiple of the numbers of Descriptors, although

8https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D000069286
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the factors differ between the three categories “Records”, “Concepts,” and
“Terms”.

TABLE 2.5: MeSH Statistic 1970 - 2019

Descriptor Records Supplementary Records

Records 29,636 268,059
Concepts 58,005 342,875
Terms 121,524 628,953

This section describes the temporal analysis of the MeSH vocabulary to
investigate the temporal characteristics of MeSH for later use in the task of
eNER. To get a general overview of the temporal structure of MeSH, the first
analysis shows the number of vocabulary entries added to MeSH per year
between 1969 and 2918. Figure 4 shows the temporal distribution of MeSH
entries on the descriptor record level. While there is an eye-catching peak in
1999 (>10.000) throughout the other years, the yearly growth rate is below
1.500 entries per year. In the following, Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the tem-
poral distributions of MeSH entries on the descriptor concept and descriptor
term level. Due to the structure of MeSH that defines a 1:n relation between
descriptor records and concepts, respectively terms, the absolute numbers of
entries are higher compared to Figure 4.

All temporal distributions of MeSH entries show an anomaly in 1999 as in
this year, multiple amounts of descriptors, concepts, and terms compared to
other years have been added to the vocabulary. NLM help desk explains this
with a software migration in 1999 that lead to the loss of temporal informa-
tion for a number of records so that 1-1-1999 is a “pseudo date”9. In fact, this
means that temporal information of MeSH entries of 1999 or older has been
irrecoverably destroyed. For this dissertation, the temporal anomaly in 1999
leads to the consequence of discarding the MeSH entries of 1999 or earlier for
further analysis.

Hence, the next more detailed step of the temporal analysis only covers
the years 2000 to 2018. Figure 7 shows the temporal distributions of MeSH
entries added to the vocabulary between 2000 to 2018. It becomes clear that
there is a constant growth of the vocabulary on record, concept, and term
level throughout the examined time range. While there is a relatively narrow

9Confirmed in an E-Mail from NLM support to the author of this thesis dated 9-6-2019:
“1-1-1999 is a pseudo date - we migrated software that year but do not capture to actual creation
years for a number of records.”.
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correlation between descriptor records and descriptor concepts, the number
of terms predominantly is higher by multiple factors, although there are ex-
ceptions e.g., in 2000.

“The Unifieed Medical Language System [...]10 is a repository of biomedical vo-
cabularies developed by the US National Library of Medicine” [Bod04]. Its main
goal is to to address two challegens of the biomedical domain, that result
from the large number of controlled biomedical vocabularies. These chal-
leges are “s the variety of ways the same concepts are expressed in different machine-
readable sources and by different people [.. and the ..] distribution of useful infor-
mation among many disparate databases and systems” [LHM93]. Hence, UMLS
integrates several controlled vocabularies from the biomedical domain in a
Metathesarus, as shown in Figure 2.9. UMLS follows “Terminology integration
principles” [Bod04, p. D269] as follows. In UMLS the core entity is a “concept”.
Each concept is a cluster of synonymous terms. Between concepts within
UMLS there exist different types of relationsships forming a graph among
the concepts. The relationsships are inherited from the source vocabulary or
manually created by the UMLS’ editors [Bod04, p. D269]. The authors of
UMLS argue that “Its scope is broader and its granularity finer than that of any of
its source vocabularies” [Bod04, p. D267] Besides the Metathesaurus, UMLS in-
cludes several additional ressources and tools, e.g., the Semantic Network for
categorizing concpets, the SPECIALIST lexicon, and a tool for customizing
the Metathesaurus (MetamorphoSys). At the time of writing UMLS contained
4,281,184 concepts, represented by 15,479,756 concept names (AUIs). UMLS
integrates 156 sources (i.e. vocabularies) [Med20h].

SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms)
is a “multilingual clinical healthcare terminology” [Int20]. It covers diagnosis,
clinical findings, diagnostic procedures, observables, and also concepts as
body structures, organisms, substances, pharmaceutical products, physical
objects, physical forces, specimens. SNOMED CT is also based on concepts.
At the time of writing, SNOMED CT covers 352,567 concepts. For each con-
cept, it includes descriptions that map different synonyms to a concept. Each
concept is uniquely identified by a a concept ID and a Fully Specified Name
(FSN), i.e., “represents a unique, unambiguous description of a concept’s mean-
ing ” [Int20] SNOMED is primarily designed to be used in electronic health
records, e.g., within a software supporting clinical health care processes.
[Lee+13] provides an overview of existing SNOMED CT implementations in
2013. These include the use, e.g., in medical consult letters in palliative care,

10https://uts.nlm.nih.gov/home.html
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and Patient summary, problem lists, and allergies in personal health records.
SNOMED CT is provided through different licensing models. However, it is
not public domain.

“MEDLINE is the U.S. National Library of Medicine® (NLM) premier bibli-
ographic database that contains more than 26 million references to journal articles
in life sciences with a concentration on biomedicine” [Med20e]. The records are
indexed with MeSH. Most of the journals for MEDLINE are selected by rec-
ommendations of the Literature Selection Technical Review Committee (LSTRC)
consisting of external experts. MEDLINE comprises the following features
[Med20e]:

• MEDLINE includes documents published in 1966 to present and fur-
thermore contains historical documents (OLDMEDLINE).

• At the time of writing, it covers 5.200 worldwide journals in about 40
languages.

• With the exception of two-week maintenance in November, citations
are added daily.

• “The subject scope of MEDLINE is biomedicine and health, broadly defined
to encompass those areas of the life sciences, behavioral sciences, chemical sci-
ences, and bioengineering needed by health professionals and others engaged
in basic research and clinical care, public health, health policy development,
or related educational activities. MEDLINE also covers life sciences vital to
biomedical practitioners, researchers, and educators, including aspects of biol-
ogy, environmental science, marine biology, plant and animal science, as well
as biophysics and chemistry ” [Med20e].

• MEDLINE contains “a list of citations (including authors, title, source, and
often an abstract)” [Med20e].

MEDLINE is the largest source for PubMed, a “a free resource support-
ing the search and retrieval of peer-reviewed biomedical and life sciences litera-
ture” [Med19e]. In addition to MEDLINE, PubMed comprises other sources,
e.g., PubMed Central (PMC). Hence, it covers more than 30 million citations.
However, it does not contain the articles’ full text (even if freely available). If
a link to a full text is available via the publishers’ website or PMC, PubMed
provides this link to the users.

The terminology MEDLINE/PubMed is often used synonymously when
talking about MEDLINE articles. In the remainder of this thesis, MEDLINE
will be used, unless the PubMed search engine is explicitly referenced.
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MEDLINE articles are provided in different formats. When using the bulk
download or the API, MEDLINE is provided through XML files, specified by
a Document Type Definition (DTD) [Med20a].

Listing 2 shows an excerpt of a MEDLINE XML of a recent article
([Gua+20]).
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1 <PMID Version="1">32109013</PMID>
2 <DateCompleted>
3 <Year>2020</Year>
4 <Month>05</Month>
5 <Day>05</Day>
6 </DateCompleted>
7 <DateRevised>
8 <Year>2020</Year>
9 <Month>07</Month>

10 <Day>28</Day>
11 </DateRevised>
12 <Article PubModel="Print-Electronic">
13 <Journal>
14 <ISSN IssnType="Electronic">1533-4406</ISSN>
15 <JournalIssue CitedMedium="Internet">
16 <Volume>382</Volume>
17 <Issue>18</Issue>
18 <PubDate>
19 <Year>2020</Year>
20 <Month>04</Month>
21 <Day>30</Day>
22 </PubDate>
23 </JournalIssue>
24 <Title>The New England journal of medicine</Title>
25 <ISOAbbreviation>N. Engl. J. Med.</ISOAbbreviation>
26 </Journal>
27 <ArticleTitle>Clinical Characteristics of Coronavirus Disease 2019

in China.</ArticleTitle>↪→

28 <Pagination>
29 <MEDLINEPgn>1708-1720</MEDLINEPgn>
30 </Pagination>
31 <ELocationID EIdType="doi"

ValidYN="Y">10.1056/NEJMoa2002032</ELocationID>↪→

32 <Abstract>
33 <AbstractText Label="BACKGROUND">Since December 2019, when

coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) emerged in Wuhan city
[..].</AbstractText>

↪→

↪→

34 [..]
35 </Abstract>
36 <AuthorList CompleteYN="Y">
37 <Author ValidYN="Y">
38 <LastName>Guan</LastName>
39 <ForeName>Wei-Jie</ForeName>
40 [..]

LISTING 2: Excerpt of MEDLINE/PubMed XML File for Recent
Article ([Gua+20])
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The excerpt already shows that the MEDLINE XML structure is detailed
and complex. The recent DTD contains 138 Element definitions, 41 of them
having attribute lists.

The same article shown via the PubMed web interface is displayed in
Figure 2.10.

Each year MEDLINE/PubMed provides a Baseline download that is a
snapshot of MEDLINE at a defined data at the end of the year. I.e., the MED-
LINE/PubMed Baseline 2020 is a snapshot dated to December 2019. Although
announced, at the time of writing this thesis (28/07/2020), there is no statistic
of the Baseline 2020 released yet [Med20b]. For 2019 the baseline contained
29.138.916 articles.

In addition to MEDLINE/PubMed, PubMed Central (PMC) also provides
access to free full-text articles [Med20g]. PMC stores and archives articles
in the XML based Standardized Markup for Journal Articles: Journal Article
Tag Suite (NISO JATS) [Ins20]. Within the fiscal year 2019 PMC contained
5,725,819 articles [Med20g]. Within PMC there exists the PMC Open Access
Subset (PMC OA) that includes articles that “are made available under a Creative
Commons11 or similar license that generally allows more liberal redistribution and
reuse than a traditional copyrighted work” [Med19d]. PMC OA distinguishes
between articles that may be used commercially and those who do not allow
commercial use. Articles of the PMC OA are provided via FTP or an API.
Formats for downloading include PDF, Plain Text, and NISO JATS XML.

ClinicalTrials.gov (CT) is a public database that contains international
medical studies and their results. The records of the studies contain a sum-
mary of the study protocol, including the purpose, recruitment status, and
eligibility criteria [Med15]. CT started in 2000 and contains 347,165 studies
(July 29, 2020). Studies can be either searched via a search or an advanced
search. The standard search allows the users to specify the “Condition or Dis-
ease”, “other terms”, and “country”. In contrast, Advanced Search allows the
users to specifiy up to 26 ranking and filtering criteria, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.11.

In addition to the access via the search engine web-interface, CT provides
a download of studies via a HTTP-based API. The following API URL exam-
ple requests three studies on the topic cancer:

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results/download\_fields?cond=

cancer\&down\_count=3\&down\_fmt=plain\&down\_chunk=2

11https://creativecommons.org
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and returns a plain text set containing the search results (i.e., links and
metadata, but not the studies itself). In addition, via the API, also complete
study records may be requested as XML files. Listing 3 illustrates an XML
result of a study.
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1 <clinical_study>
2 <!-- This xml conforms to an XML Schema at:
3 https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/html/images/info/public.xsd -->
4 <required_header>
5 <download_date>ClinicalTrials.gov processed this data on January 31,

2020</download_date>↪→

6 <link_text>Link to the current ClinicalTrials.gov record.</link_text>
7 <url>https://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT03478891</url>
8 </required_header>
9 <id_info>

10 <org_study_id>180069</org_study_id>
11 <secondary_id>18-I-0069</secondary_id>
12 <nct_id>NCT03478891</nct_id>
13 </id_info>
14 <brief_title>Safety and Pharmacokinetics of a Human Monoclonal Antibody,

VRC-EBOMAB092-00-AB (MAb114), Administered Intravenously to Healthy
Adults</brief_title>

↪→

↪→

15 <official_title>VRC 608: A Phase I, Open-Label, Dose-Escalation Study of
the Safety and Pharmacokinetics of a Human Monoclonal Antibody,
VRC-EBOMAB092-00-AB (MAb114), Administered Intravenously to Healthy
Adults</official_title>

↪→

↪→

↪→

16 <sponsors>
17 <lead_sponsor>
18 <agency>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID)</agency>↪→

19 <agency_class>NIH</agency_class>
20 </lead_sponsor>
21 <collaborator>
22 <agency>The Emmes Company, LLC</agency>
23 <agency_class>Industry</agency_class>
24 </collaborator>
25 </sponsors>
26 <source>National Institutes of Health Clinical Center (CC)</source>
27 <oversight_info>
28 <has_dmc>No</has_dmc>
29 <is_fda_regulated_drug>Yes</is_fda_regulated_drug>
30 <is_fda_regulated_device>No</is_fda_regulated_device>
31 </oversight_info>
32 <brief_summary>
33 <textblock>
34 Background:Ebola is a virus that has infected and killed people mostly

in West Africa. [..]↪→

LISTING 3: Example XML Output of a CT Study ([AaIDN18])
(excerpt)
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Similar to MEDLINE/PubMed, it becomes clear that the study is encoded
in a complex XML structure with high granularity. The XML files of CT are
specified in XML Schema12. The specification includes 27 simpleType and 75
complexType entries. Besides API access, CT provides a bulk download of
all studies in XML format in a single zip file.

2.2.4 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section Named Entities have been introduced as representations of
knowledge about objects (rigid designators). A brief overview of the general
NLP task of NER was given, and technical NER approaches were mentioned,
including rule-based and machine learning approaches. Combining IR and
NER (Entity Retrieval) was briefly introduced to utilize knowledge repre-
sented by NEs. Finally, an adaption of NEs for the representation of emerg-
ing knowledge in the form of EEs was given. These considerations about
NEs and the lead to the following structure of the remainder of this chapter
as introduced above.

The previous sections have discussed the topics of IR and Named Entities
on a general level. As the related project, RecomRatio is in the medical do-
main in the following, the role of Named Entities within the medical domain
was discussed, and related vocabularies and document corpora as sources of
knowledge and emerging knowledge represented by Named Entities were
introduced. Furthermore, this section has shown that for the recognition of
Named Entities, a wide range of technical Natural Language Processing ap-
proaches is available. Hence, these are discussed in a separate section. This
section has introduced the “traditional” approach towards Named Entities,
i.e., those that represent knowledge, but not emerging knowledge. Hence,
an additional concept has been introduced and discussed, i.e., the concept
of Emerging Entities. This thesis argues that retrieving emerging knowledge
objects/entities is necessary to fulfill IR system users’ information needs with
respect to emerging knowledge. Furthermore, to support the modification of
ranking and faceted search as introduced before requires exactly the retrieval
of entities that represent emerging knowledge. The traditional concept of
entity retrieval and linking, as introduced above, requires that the link enti-
ties already present in a knowledge base. This may not apply for emerging
knowledge objects because they may not be present in a knowledge base. So,
to that extent, the concept of emerging entity retrieval has to be modified,

12http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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and entities representing emerging knowledge have to be provided by other
means, e.g., through algorithmic detection in the text corpora, which will be
discussed in the remainder of this thesis.

In this section three medical vocabularies have been introduced, i.e.,
MeSH, UMLS, and SNOMED. SNOMED is clearly designed for the use of
EHR based clinical applications. Although these applications also support
evidence-based medicine, their focus is on clinical care but not on litera-
ture research. Furthermore, SNOMED is not public domain, and Therefore,
potentially not available for everyone who wants to reproduce the experi-
ments of this thesis. While SNOMED focused on a more narrow use case of
clinical care, UMLS aims in the opposite direction. It contains a broad and
very fine granularity that holds a complex representation of relations. This
general advantage of UMLS, from the perspective of this thesis, is seen as
a disadvantage. For consistent analysis of textual and temporal properties
and training of the NLP / ML resources, a vocabulary is needed that is in-
ternally consistent regarding naming conventions and the use of temporal
properties. Although within UMLS, these relationships are consistent, from
an outside perspective, they add a layer of complexity to the problem that is
not the scope of this work (i.e., the relationship between source vocabularies
and synonym detection.) Hence, to reduce complexity, the use of UMLS is
refused for this thesis. MeSH, in contrast to the perspective of this thesis,
covers a lot of useful features. It is public domain and, therefore, available
for everyone who wants to. MeSH is widely used in the clinical literature, as
it is used for indexing the largest and most widely used corpus of medical
documents, i.e., MEDLINE/PubMed. MeSH has a long-ranging history, and
its records include detailed temporal properties (however limited due to the
"1999 anomaly", see above). With MeSH, Supplementary Records includes a
broad and recent range of terms covering. These considerations lead to the
conclusion that MeSH is the vocabulary of choice for the remainder of this
thesis. Although in the remainder of this thesis, MeSH is used, the design
of the system has to consider the fact that there are different vocabularies for
different medical communities. Hence, it has two provide an interface that
allows plugging in different vocabularies for training the emerging knowl-
edge extraction system.

Coming to biomedical corpora, three of them have been introduced, i.e.,
MEDLINE/PubMed, PMC (OA), and ClinicalTrials. The corpora differ re-
garding their size, their depth, and their focus. MEDLINE/PubMed is by far
the largest of the three corpora with a long history. However, it is limited to
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title and partly abstract. In contrast, PMC is smaller by multiple factors but
contains the full text. In the Open Access Subsets, these are even fully avail-
able for research purposes. The smallest of the corpora introduced in this
section is ClinicalTrials.gov. Its methodological scope is also limited (i.e., to
clinical trials). However, clinical trials play a crucial role in evidence-based
medicine. Due to the different scopes (content and structure) of the corpora
from the perspective of this thesis, all three of them are worth undergoing a
deeper investigation and hence will be considered and compared in the re-
mainder of this thesis. As shown above, each of the three corpora provides its
contents in its own (partly standardized) format. For a system design aiming
at utilizing all of them, this shows the need for an adequate data model archi-
tecture to integrate all of them in a common system for emerging knowledge
extraction.

The considerations in this section lead to the following topics discussed in
the remainder of the thesis: vocabularies and corpora are a source for knowl-
edge and emerging knowledge, respectively, named entities and emerging
entities in specific domains. The following sections focus on technologi-
cal approaches to recognize and utilize emerging knowledge for evidence-
based medical argumentation. For each field of technology, initially, an
overview of existing models, approaches, and algorithms are given. This
is followed by an introduction of recent frameworks and libraries that im-
plement these approaches. For the recognition and utilization of emerging
knowledge/Emerging Entities/Named Entities, three general technological
approaches have been identified: ML, IR, and NLP. As the focus of this thesis
is on emerging knowledge/entities, the topic of emerging entity recognition
is discussed in a separate section. Furthermore, following the overall aim of
RecomRatio, i.e., supporting medical argumentation, in Section 2.7, the topic
of Argumentation Mining and existing frameworks are introduced.

In the previous sections, different concepts have been introduced: IR
to satisfy users’ information needs in general, named Entities to represent
knowledge in the context of IR and Entity Retrieval. Medical document
corpora have been introduced as a source that contains a large amount of
emerging knowledge. Furthermore, the role of Named Entities in the med-
ical domain has been discussed. Still, following the motivation of Recom-
Ratio to automatically support evidence-based medical argumentation with
emerging knowledge, relevant concepts have to be introduced. First of all,
the automatic recognition of named entities as representations of knowledge
has to be discussed. Hence, in the following, the relevant scientific fields of
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Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing are introduced. Fur-
thermore, the concept of Emerging Entities and their automatic recognition
will be introduced after building upon NER, Natural Language Processing,
and Machine Learning.

2.3 Machine Learning

This section gives an overview of the recent state-of-the-art in ML techniques.
It also refers to RO (2.2). As modern NLP and Emerging Entity Recognition
heavily relies on recent Machine Learning technology, this topic is introduced
on a general level at this point in this thesis. The aim is to provide a general
overview and an understanding of the different neural and non-neural based
approaches.

Following the practical research focus of this thesis, this section also fo-
cuses on practical aspects of the different machine learning approaches and
discusses theoretical aspects only as far as necessary. Machine learning meth-
ods can be used for a variety of different tasks, such as, e.g., classification,
regression, or clustering []. In the context of this thesis, machine learning
is used for the classification of eNEs based on non-textual features (extend-
ing textual NER approaches as introduced before). Hence, in the following
error selection of recent machine learning-based classification algorithms is
introduced, which will be used in the remainder of this thesis.

2.3.1 Classification and Regression

ML has two tasks which are mainly used, i.e., Classification and Regression
[Gé17, p. 8]. “In machine learning, classification refers to a predictive modeling
problem where a class label is predicted for a given example of input data ” [Bro20].
A common example (e.g. [Gé17, p. 8], [Bro20]) for a classification task is the
classification of emails in SPAM and NO-SPAM. [Bro20] distinguishes and
explains four types of classification as follows:

• “Binary Classification” is a classification task with two class labels (e.g.
SPAM/NOSPAM, see above) [Bro20].

• “Multi-Class Classification” is a classification task with more than two
class labels, e.g., Optical Character Recognition [Bro20].

• “Multi-Label Classification” is a classification task with two or more class
labels of which one or more can be predicted for each sample [Bro20].
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An example given by [Bro20] is the classification of objects in photos if
there are multiple objects in one photo.

• “Imbalanced Classification” is a classification task in which the class la-
bels (e.g. SPAM / NOSPAM) are unequally distributed. An example is
the binary task of fraud detection, in which the predominant number
of samples is benign, but a very small number of fraudulent samples
must be detected properly [Bro20].

Besides classification, the second common ML task is regression. While
classification is the prediction of a discrete class label, regression refers to the
prediction of a continuous quantity [Bro17].

[Bro17] explains the following four conditions for regression:

1. “A regression problem requires the prediction of a quantity.”

2. “A regression can have real valued or discrete input variables.”

3. “A problem with multiple input variables is often called a multivariate regres-
sion problem.”

4. “A regression problem where input variables are ordered by time is called a
time series forecasting problem.”

2.3.2 Supervised and Unsupervised Learning

This section gives an introduction to four general approaches for ML, i.e.,
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and
reinforcement learning.

Supervised Learning is “by far the most common case” [Cho18, p. 94]. Su-
pervised Learning uses a set of examples consisting of input data and known
targets, so-called annotations [Cho18, p. 94]. This is often referred to as a
training set or gold-standard. Often these annotations are created by human
experts of a domain, e.g., language or medicine. Classification and regres-
sion are typical tasks for supervised learning, as both are usually trained by
known examples [Gé17, p. 8].

In contrast, unsupervised learning does not require any annotated train-
ing material, so that the system learns from unannotated material [Gé17, p.
10]. Traditional fields for unsupervised learning include clustering, data vi-
sualization, and dimensionality reduction [Gé17, p. 10]. Recent approaches
to Natural Language Processing (e.g., BERT (see Section 2.5.11) use unsuper-
vised learning.
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Semisupervised learning, most of the times are a combination of unsuper-
vised and supervised algorithms, e.g., an unsupervised clustering in combi-
nation with manually labeling the clusters for further supervised learning
[Gé17, p. 13]

Reinforcement Learning is introduced for the sake of completeness. It is
an agent-based learning system that can observe environments and learn to
perform actions. Based on the actions the system can get rewards or penal-
ties and tries to maximize the reward over time [Gé17, p. 13]. Reinforcement
learning is still a research area and has particularly proven successful in gam-
ing (e.g., AlphaGo) [Gé17, p. 14].

2.3.3 Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a geometrical machine learning method
and were initially introduced as “Support Vector Networks” by [CV95b]. The
basic concept is unchanged since its introduction and is based on the idea that
“input vectors are non-linearly mapped to a very highimension feature space. In this
feature space a linear decision surface is constructed. Special properties of the deci-
sion surface ensures high generalization ability of the learning machine” [CV95b].

Figure 2.12 shows “[an] example of a separable problem in a 2 dimensional
space. The support vectors, marked with grey squares, define the margin of largest
separation between the two classes” [CV95a, p. 275].

Support Vector networks / machines can be used for classification tasks
with constructing the hyperplane that divides the classes from the training
samples as outlined by [CV95b, pp. 277].

[SS04] also introduce the use of SVM for regression problems.

2.3.4 Decision Trees

Decision Trees (DT) are a tree based ML approach. To explain this approach,
Figure 2.13 illustrates a generic DT (with artificial data) created as a prototype
for a binary classification task within this thesis.

The figure envisions a DT classification on an artificial data set consisting
of two classes 1 and 0. The DT works as follows [Gé17, pp. 169] Using the
CART alogrithm (see below) for each tree layer during training the DT deter-
mines a feature (e.g. X[1]) and a threshold (e.g. ≤ 0.671 to decide whether
an input belongs to a certain class or not (True or False. This is repeated until
the depth of the DT is reached as specified during training or a gini = 0 is
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reached. “a node is ‘pure’ (gini=0) if all training instances it applies to belong to
the same class” [Gé17, p. 169].

The Gini impurity is defined as follows [Gé17, p. 169]:

Gi = 1−
n

∑
k=1

pi,k
2 (2.9)

pi,k is the ratio of class k instances among the training intances in the ith

node.
The Classification And Regression Tree (CART) algorithm is used to train

DTs. It provides a cost function to determine the decision parameters k (the
feature) and tk (threshold) for each node. Equation 2.10 illustrates the CART
cost function from [Gé17, p. 171].

J(k, tk) =
mle f t

m
Gle f t +

mright

m
Gright

where =

Gle f t/right measures the impurity of the left/right subset,

mle f t/right is the number of instances in the left/right subset.

(2.10)

DTs are the basis of ensemble methods, e.g., Gradient Boosting Trees and
Random Forests [Gé17, p. 167], as will be introduced in the following sub-
sections.

2.3.5 Ensemble Methods

“The goal of ensemble methods is to combine the predictions of several base estimators
built with a given learning algorithm in order to improve generalizability/robustness
over a single estimator” [lea20d]. [Gé17, pp. 181] distinguishes between the
following two ways to combine multiple predictors in an ensemble:

• “Bagging and Pasting”: This technique is also known as “averaging”
[lea20d]. In this approach, for each predictor, the same training algo-
rithm is used and each of the predictors is trained on different random
subsets of the training set [Gé17, p. 185]. A sampling of the training
set with replacement is called bagging [Bre96], while sampling without
replacement is referred to as pasting [Bre99]. The ensemble aggregates
the results of the different predictors through an aggregation function,
e.g., the statistical model to compute the ensemble’s classification result
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[Gé17, p. 185]. An Example of averaging ensemble methods is Random
Forests that are introduced below.

• “Boosting”: In contrast to bagging and pasting, in which the different
predictors are independent, for boosting the predictors work sequen-
tially, i.e., a predictor tries to “correct its predecessor” [Gé17, pp. 191].
The overall aim is to combine several weak predictors to a more “pow-
erfull ensemble” [lea20d]. Examples for boosting ensemble methods are
AdaBoost [Gé17, pp. 192] and Gradient Boosting [Gé17, pp. 195]. Both
are also introduced below.

In the following subsections, the above-mentioned state-of-the-art ensemble
methods are introduced.

2.3.6 Random Forests

Random Forests (RF) have been introduced by [Bre01] as “Random forests are
a combination of tree predictors such that each tree depends on the values of a ran-
dom vector sampled independently and with the same distribution for all trees in the
forest” [Bre01]. [Bre01, p. 6] gives the following formal definition of an RF:

A random forest is a classifier consisting of a collection of tree-
structured classifiers {h(x, Θk), k = 1, ...} where the {Θk}
are independent identically distributed random vectors and
each tree casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input
x.

RFs aims at reducing the variance of the resulting forest estimator compared
to the variance of the corresponding tree classifiers, which may be high
[lea20f]. Hence, RFs do not overfit [Bre01], which is a major advantage of
them compared to other methods.

2.3.7 Ada Boost

AdaBoost (AB) is a boosting algorithm was introduced 1997 by [FS97] and
which can be used for “a great assortment of learning problems” [FS97]. They ar-
gue that AB can be used for “’boosting’, i.e., for converting a ’weak’ PAC learning
algorithm that performs just slightly better than random guessing into one with ar-
bitrarily high accuracy” [FS97]. AB is intended to combine the results of weak
learners in a sequence to create a more powerful predictor as explained in
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[lea20c]: Within the sequence, each predictor (with the exception of the first
base predictor) is trained on modified data from its predecessor. To modify
the data of the predecessor for each training sample, a weight w1, w2, ...wn is
applied. The initial weight for each sample is wi =

1
n . At each step, the train-

ing weights are modified depending on the previous step. Those samples
which are correctly classified in the previous step get a lower w compared
to the samples that were incorrectly classified [lea20c]. This way the “hard
cases” [Gé17] are more focused during training.

2.3.8 Gradient Tree Boosting

Gradient Tree Boosting, or Gradient Boosting Regression Trees (GBRT), is
another ensemble method that implements the boosting paradigm. It was
introduced in 1999 by [Fri99]. Similar to AdaBoost and Random Forests, it
primarily works on decision trees [Gé17]. The basic concept of GBRTs is that
the method tries to fit the new predictor to the residual errors of the previ-
ous one [Gé17, p. 195]. GBRT is an additive model that finds an ensemble
classifier F that works as follows [lea20g]:

F(x) =
M

∑
m=1

γmhm(x) (2.11)

with h(m) as basic predictors, that refer to the “weak learners”, i.e., single
predictors with low performance.

Fm(x) = Fm−1(x) + γmhm(x) (2.12)

hm = arg min
m

n

∑
i=1

L(yi, Fm−1(xi) + h(xi)) (2.13)

With an initial and problem-specific F0, GBRT tries to minimize the loss
function L for newly added predictors (trees) hm for the given previous ex-
ample Fm−1 [lea20g].

The scikit-learn implementation of GBRT contains the following loss func-
tions for the GBRT classifictaion [lea20g]:

• “Binomial deviance [...]: The negative binomial log-likelihood loss function for
binary classification”

• “Multinomial deviance[...]: The negative multinomial log-likelihood loss func-
tion for multi-class classification with [...] mutually exclusive classes.”
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• “Exponential loss [...]: The same loss function as AdaBoostClassifier. Less
robust to mislabeled examples than ’[Multinomial] deviance’; can only be used
for binary classification.”

For the experiments in this thesis, binomial deviance and exponential loss
are relevant as they can be used for binary classification.

2.3.9 Neural Networks - Multi-Layer Perceptron

In modern Machine-Learning and Natural Language Processing Applica-
tions, neural architectures play a crucial role (e.g., see Sections ). Hence,
this subsection gives a basic introduction to Neural Network Architectures
and on a common variant of them, the Multi-Layer Perceptron. The basic
building block of neural network architectures is a Neutron called the Lin-
ear Threshold Unit (LTU), as shown in Figure 2.14 and that goes back to the
initial concept of a Perceptron of [Ros58].

“The LTU computes a weighted sum of its inputs (z = w1x1 + w2x2 + . . . +
wnx=wT · x), then applies a step function to that sum and outputs the result
hw(x) = step(z) = step(wT · x)” [Gé17, p. 257]. The most common step
function in Perceptrons is the heaviside function [Gé17, p. 258] as shown in
Equation 2.14:

heaviside(z) =

0 z < 0

1 z ≥ 1
(2.14)

Besides LTUs there exist other Neutrons that are used in neural network ar-
chitectures [Gé17, p. 258]. These are the bias neutron that outputs 1 all the
time and the input neutron that output exactly their input (passthrough).

Combining LTUs in at least three layers and with input and bias neutrons
leads to a Multi-Layer-Perceptron (MLP) as shown in Figure 2.15.

MLPs consist of an input layer, at least a hidden layer on and output layer,
and are called Deep Neural Networks if they have two or more hidden lay-
ers [Gé17, p. 261]. For example, the MLP shown in Figure 2.15 calculates
three output values (e.g. classification features) based on two input variables
x1 and x2. To use an MLP for Machine Learning tasks, it has to be trained
before to adjust the weights on all inputs in the MLP. For training MLP the
“Backpropagation Algorithm” [RHW85] has been introduced. [Gé17, pp. 261]
explain the Backpropagation Algorithm as follows:“For each training instance,
the algorithm feeds it to the network and computes the output of every neuron in
each consecutive layer ([..]forward pass[..]). Then it measures the network’s output
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error (i.e., the difference between the desired output and the actual output of the net-
work), and it computes how much each neuron in the last hidden layer contributed
to each output neuron’s error. It then proceeds to measure how much of these error
contributions came from each neuron in the previously hidden layer - and so on until
the algorithm reaches the input layer. This reverse pass efficiently measures the error
gradient across all the connection weights in the network by propagating the error
gradient backward in the network. [..] The last step [..] is a Gradient Descent step
on all the connections weights in the network, using the error gradients measured
earlier.”

As the heaviside function is not optimal for the Backpropagation Algo-
rithm, the following functions are proposed to be used in MLPs [Gé17, p.
262]:

• The logistic function σ(z) = 1
1+exp−z

• The hyperbolic tangent function tanh(z) = 2σ(2z)− 1

• The ReLU function ReLU(z) = max(0, z)

2.3.10 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

Convolutional Neural Networks have shown impressive performance in vi-
sual tasks, e.g., image search, self-driving cars, but have also proven success-
ful in NLP [Gé17, p. 355]. “The most important building block of a CNN is the
convolutional layer” [Gé17, p. 355]. While [Gé17] focuses on visual tasks, here
their description of the convolutional layer is generalized: Neurons in the
first convolutional layer are only connected to a selection of features from
the input layer (the receptive field). In turn, each neuron of the second con-
volutional layer is only connected to a small subset of outputs of the first
convolutional layer. “This architecture allows the network to concentrate on low-
level features in the first hidden layer and assemble them into higher-level features in
the next hidden layer, and so on” [Gé17, p. 357] Besides the convolutional lay-
ers in CNNs, there exists a pooling layer that aims at subsampling its input
data. The pooling layer again is only connected to a subset of outputs in the
previous layer. However, in the pooling layer, there are no neuron weights,
but the neuron aggregate the inputs with a function, e.g., maximum or mean
[Gé17, pp. 365]. As an example for CNNs in language related tasks, Figure
2.16 shows a sentence model based on CNNs and introduced by [Hu+14].
The input takes an embedding of words (see Section 2.5.8) “in the sentence
aligned sequentially, and summarize the meaning of a sentence through layers of
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convolution and pooling, until reaching a fixed length vectorial representation in the
final layer.” [Hu+14, p. 2043]

2.3.11 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

MLP and CNN are “feedforward neural networks” [Gé17, p. 382] with activa-
tions flowing from the input layer through the hidden layers to the ouptut
layer. In addition, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) sents its output back
to its input as shown in Figure 2.17 This architecture allows recurrent neurons
to process sequential data, e.g. a time series and process the input x(t) and
the output of the previous step yt−1 [Gé17, p. 382]. Through this architecture
the the neuron has “a form of memory” and is called a “memory cell”, or “cell”
[Gé17, p. 384]. Besides time series RNNs can be powerfully utilized to pro-
cess other kind of sequential data, e.g. sequential text data in NLP [Mik+11].
In their basic form as described above, RNNs have problems processing long
(time) sequences. A problem is that they are relatively slow to train due to
the “vanishing/exploding gradients problem” [Gé17, p. 402]. Another problem
is that the memory of earlier inputs gradually fades away. Some informa-
tion is lost after each time step as information is not fully passed through
the neurons but processed through the activation function [Gé17, p. 402]. In
the following, the concept of Long Short Term Memories is introduced that
addresses these challenges.

2.3.12 Long Short Term Memories (LSTM)

Long Short Term Memories (LSTM) [HS97] “have become the state-of-the-art
models for a variety of machine learning problems ” [Gre+16, p. 2222]. They
overcome the problems of simple RNNs (as introduced above). “The central
idea behind the LSTM architecture is a memory cell, which can maintain its state
over time, and nonlinear gating units, which regulate the information flow into and
out of the cell ” [Gre+16, p. 2222]. Figure 2.18 shows a shematic overview of a
recent LSTM architecture ([Gre+16] call it the “vanilla LSTM”).

It becomes clear that there exist four inputs, each of them accepting the
input state and the for the recurrent state. At each input, the input state
and the recurrent state are added and processed by a gate function that is
sigmoid, or tanh. Through different internal connections (“Peepholes”) and
connections, the input states and recurrent states are computed to finally get
an output state and a recurrent state. The different gate functions (e.g., the
“Forget” gate) and additions and multiplications are designed that way that
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a part of the information (that the LSTM identifies as short-term information)
is “forgotten” while information with long-term relevance for the sequence
is preserved in the recurrent state and given back to the cell in the following
time step. A variant of LSTMs is the gated recurrent unit (GRU) [Cho+14]. A
GRU is a simplified variant of the LSTM that does not use peephole connec-
tions and output activations. Instead, the input and forget gate is connected
to an update gate. Recurrent connections from the GRU’s output gate only
connect back to the GRU block input [Gre+16, p. 2224]. In their comparative
study [Gre+16, pp. 2226] argue that GRU’s perform “reasonably well” despite
the reduced architectural complexity.

2.3.13 Feature Scaling

Feature Scaling is a transformation to prepare data for use in ML applica-
tions. It is required if the different numerical features have different scales
[Gé17, p. 66]. An example could be one feature that represents a document
count (example range 0 - 1,000,000), and the second feature is a publication
year (example range 2010 - 2020). There exist different approaches for feature
scaling. A common approach is a standardization, as explained in [Gé17, p.
66]: “First, it subtracts the mean value [..] and then divides by the variance so
that the resulting distribution has unit variance”. In contrast, min-max scaling
(or normalization) is explained as follows [Gé17, p. 66]: “values are shifted and
rescaled so that they end up ranging from 0 to 1 [..] by subtracting the min value
and dividing by the max minus the min.”

2.3.14 Class Imbalance Handling

In this subsection, the problem of class imbalance is introduced. Three gen-
eral approaches are explained to handle class imbalance. For each general
approach, one implementation is described in detail that will be used in the
remainder of this thesis. The Class Imbalance Problems is defined as follows:
“Data are said to suffer the Class Imbalance Problem when the class distributions are
highly imbalanced. In this context, many classification learning algorithms have low
predictive accuracy for the infrequent class” [LS10]. The ML algorithms affected
by class imbalance include DTs and MLPs [JJ04]. For decades, label imbal-
anced classification problems have been reported in different real-world sce-
narios, e.g., the detection of oil spills in satellite images [KHM98] and the
detection of fraudulent telephone calls [FP97]. The preparatory studies 3.2
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show that in the real-world scenario of medical eNER, there is a label imbal-
ance between the majority class non-eNE and the minority class eNE. Hence,
in this section, different strategies to handle label imbalance and their imple-
mentation are introduced.

A long-time researched strategy to deal with imbalanced data is the re-
sampling of the data set [Cha+02]. Three common general resampling strate-
gies are oversampling the minority class, undersampling the majority class,
and a combination of over- and undersampling. In the following, for each
of these approaches one algorithm is introduced, that will be used in the
remainder of this thesis. Figures 2.19 and 2.20 illustrate the problem of class
imbalance. First an articifical data set with balanced is created through scikit-
learn’s make_classification method13 that has a 2-dimensional features space
(X, Y). I.e., within the data set displayed in Figure 2.19 the two classes 0 and
1 haven an equal count. However, through the make_classification method the
features X and Y are calculated in that way that the classes do not fully over-
lap but are visually separable. Figure 2.20 displays a data set that is created
with identical parameters as the data set for Figure 2.19, but with a class-
imbalance of 95% of class 1 and 5% of class 0. It becomes clear that from a
visual perspective in that case the classes are not that clearly separable as in
the class balanced data set. In the remainder of this section we will use this
data set to visualize the impact of the discussed imbalance handling algo-
rithms.

Synthetic Minority Oversampling (SMOTE) [Cha+02] is an oversampling
technique that creates “synthetic” examples in the feature space, i.e., the ap-
proach is not application-specific. It oversamples the minority class, “by tak-
ing each minority class sample and introducing synthetic examples along the line
segments joining any/all of the k minority class nearest neighbors. Depending upon
the amount of over-sampling required, neighbors from the k nearest neighbors De-
pending upon the amount of over-sampling required neighbors from the k nearest
neighbors are randomly chosen.” [Cha+02]. For their evaluation, [Cha+02] used
several data sets, including different degrees of imbalance and different data
set sizes. They showed that SMOTE could improve the performance (accu-
racy) of ML classifiers. Figure 2.21 displays the use of the imbalanced-learn
implementation of SMOTE on the class imbalance data set introduced above.
The figure envisions that SMOTE’s output has a similar appearance to the
balanced data set of Figure 2.19. However, it seems that SMOTE sampled

13https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.data
sets.make_classification.html
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datapoints for the class 0 within the core area of class 1, which could lead to
false classifications.

“Random under-sampling is [..] a non-heuristic method that aims to bal-
ance class distribution through the random elimination of majority class examples”
[BPM04]. While Random under-sampling performs well on the larger data
sets [Pru+15], a disadvantage is that it could remove data from the data set
that could have been potentially useful for the training of the ML classifier
[BPM04]. Random undersampling has proven to be useful in real-world sce-
narios with imbalanced class data sets, e.g., sentiment classification of tweets
[Pru+15]. Hence, in the remainder of this thesis, random undersampling will
be used to implement the general approach of undersampling. Figure 2.22
displays the use of the imbalanced-learn implementation of Random Un-
dersampling on the class imbalance data set introduced above. The figure
impressively envisions removing the vast majority of the data points in the
class 1. Hence, the figure substantiates the main disadvantage of Random
Undersampling, as discussed above.

[BBM03] propose to combine over- and undersampling techniques to
overcome the shortcomings (overfitting, removing of useful data) of the re-
spective general approaches. First, they use SMOTE as the initial oversam-
pling technique. “Frequently, class clusters are not well defined since some ma-
jority class examples might be invading the minority class space. The opposite can
also be true, since interpolating minority class examples can expand the minority
class clusters, introducing artificial minority class examples too deeply in the ma-
jority class space. Inducing a classifier under such a situation can lead to overfit-
ting” [BPM04]. So they propose to apply “cleaning” the oversampled data
set. For cleaning [BPM04] propose the removal of clusters through the re-
moving of Tomek Links [Tom76] or the applying Wilson’s Edited Nearest Neigh-
bor Rule (ENN) [Wil72]. Both methods in practice have shown similar good
performance, especially in data sets with few positive (minority) examples
[BPM04]. For the remainder of this thesis combining SMOTE and ENN
(SMOTEENN) is used to implement the combination of over- and undersam-
pling. Figure 2.23 displays the use of the imbalanced-learn implementation
of SMOTEENN on the class imbalance data set introduced above.

Comparing Figure 2.23 (SMOTEENN) with Figure 2.21 (SMOTE) with, it
becomes clear that both methods lead to a visually similar result. However,
SMOTEENN samples fewer data points for class 0 that are within the core
area of class 1 compared to SMOTE.
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2.3.15 Feature Engineering and Exploratory Data Analysis

A topic that is strongly connected to the field of ML is Feature Engineering
(FE). “A feature is a numeric representation of raw data” [ZC18, p. 3]. To make
raw data usable for ML models and tasks, the relevant features have to be
identified and calculated from the existing raw data. “feature engineering is
the process of formulating the most appropriate features given the data, the model,
and the task” [ZC18, p. 3]. Figure 2.24 shows how FE is generally used within
the ML workflow.

Following the figure, FE applies to two positions in the workflow. It is
used to select and merge raw data sources and then applied to clean and
transform raw data to obtain features for training and to utilize the down-
stream ML models.

FE covers a set of different methods and approaches that are not conclud-
ing.

One generic to be used in this thesis FE in this thesis is Exploratory Data
Analysis (EDA). EDA has been initially introduced by [Tuk77]. This thesis
follows the recent explanation of EDA from [WG16, p. 81] as follows:

EDA is an iterative cycle. You:

• Generate questions about your data.

• Search for answers by visualizing, transforming, and
modeling your data.

• Use what you learn to refine your questions and/or gen-
erate your questions.

In the understanding of this thesis, FE and ED go hand in hand. EDA is
utilized to understand the raw data and find feature candidates. FE is used
to transform and calculate features from the raw data in order to be used
during emerging knowledge extraction.

2.3.16 ML technologies

This example section introduces a selection different recent ML frameworks
implementing the approaches introduced above and hence required for the
discussion of prototypical proof of concept implementation within this dis-
sertation project. “Scikit-learn is a Python module integrating a wide range of
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms for medium-scale supervised and unsu-
pervised problems ” [Ped+11, p. 2826]. It aims to provide an easy to use inter-
face for several machine learning functionalities to experts and non-experts
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in different scientific domains (e.g., computer science, physics, and biology)
[Ped+11]. At the time of writing (18/07/2020, version 0.23) scikit-learn in-
cludes the following main functionalities [lea20h]:

• “Classification”, “Identifying which category an object belongs to.”, e.g., Sup-
port Vector Machines, Random Forests, Decision Trees

• “Regression”, “Predicting a continuous-valued attribute associated with an
object.”, e.g., Support Vector Regression, Random Forests

• “Clustering”, “Automatic grouping of similar objects into sets”, e.g., k-
means, special clustering, and mean-shift

• “Dimensionality Reduction”, “Reducing the number of random variables to
consider”, e.g., k-means, and feature selection

• “Model Selection”, “Comparing, validating and choosing parameters and
models”, e.g., grid search, cross validation

• “Preprocessing”, “Feature extraction and normalization”, e.g., standardiza-
tion, or mean removal and variance scaling

Scikit-learn’s focus is on shallow ML models without deep neural net-
works. However, it contains a Multi-Layer Perceptron model that is explic-
itly not recommended for large-scale applications by the scikit-learn authors
[lea20a].

The Python library imbalanced-learn [LNA17] provides implementations
of several imbalance handling strategies, including those that have been in-
troduced above. As imbalanced-learn fully integrates with the scikit-learn
pipeline and implements the most common state-of-the-art imbalance han-
dling strategies, it is used and evaluated in the prototypes of this thesis.

TensorFlow is a machine learning system supporting a vast amount of ap-
plications and focusing on training and inference on deep neural networks.
It was initially developed by Google and became Open Source in November
2015. “TensorFlow uses a unified dataflow graph to represent both the computation
in an algorithm and the state on which the algorithm operates ” [Aba+16, p. 265].
The graph is a Python representation of computation, and it is run by Ten-
sorFlow efficiently using optimized C++ code [Gé17, p. 229]. TensorFlow
splits the computation graphs into chunks and lets them run in parallel. Al-
though TensorFlow can handle a variety of computational problems (e.g., all
that can be modeled as graphs) in practice, a focus is on ML tasks, especially
deep neural networks. Particularly the computation of large deep neural
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networks “with millions of parameters on a training set composed of billions of in-
stances with millions of features each” [Gé17, p. 229] benefits from TensorFlow’s
ability to split and parallelize large computation graphs. Due to its flexibility,
TensorFlow natively would require detailed insight in computational graphs
to build applications on TensorFlow directly. Hence, TensorFlow provides
different high-level APIs that allow a problem-oriented use of TensorFlow
without directly interacting with computational graphs. For example, it has
an API (“TF.learn”) that fully integrates with scikit-learn. In the following,
Keras is introduced, which provides an API for deep learning on TensorFlow.

“Keras is the high-level API of TensorFlow 2.0” [Tea20a]. Keras aims at a con-
sistent and simple API for “reducing cognitive load” and usability for common
use cases [Tea20b] by providing instructions and building blocks. Keras runs
on CPU, GPU, and Tensor Processing Units (TPU) and scales to highly paral-
lel computers. Keras’ core structures are layers and models that allow building
complex neural networks from scratch. In 2019 Keras was the primary ML
software tool used by top5 teams on Kaggle14. Taking into account primary
and auxiliary use, Keras is on 2nd place behind scikit-learn [Tea20b].

For the sake of completeness at this point, PyTorch15 is introduced. Simi-
lar to TensorFlow and Keras, it provides functionalities and APIs for neural-
based ML. PyTorch is open-source and developed by Facebook’s AI team.
Both functionality and APIs are comparable to those of TensorFlow with
Keras. However, PyTorch provides a higher level of simplicity compared
to native TensorFlow [Say20]. Similar to TensorFlow architecture is based on
tensors [PyT20].

Jupyter Notebook is an approach to transfer console-based interactive
computing into a web-based application [jup20]. It aims at providing func-
tionality for the complete development process, including “developing, doc-
umenting, and executing code, as well as communicating the results” [jup20]. It
consists of two parts: The web application allows browser-based interac-
tive editing and running of program code, including visualization of the re-
sults. The second part is the notebook itself, a representation of the com-
plete web application, including inputs and outputs. The main features of
Jupyter Notebook include the in-browser editing of code, running code from
the browser, visualizing the results of the computation in different formats
(e.g., PNG, PDF), rich text editing of commentary fields (Markdown), and

14https://www.kaggle.com/ is an online platform offering a Jupyter Notebook environ-
ment. Within the platform, a variety of ML competitions are provided with multiple inter-
national teams.

15https://pytorch.org
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support for mathematical notation [jup20]. Jupyter Notebooks can be run
on a local application server or remote on a cloud service, e.g., Kaggle.com.
Jupyter Notebooks supports several underlying script languages, including
(but not limited) Python and R. Figure 2.25 displays a sample screenshot of a
Jupyter Notebook from this dissertation project.

The figure demonstrates three elements of Jupyter Notebooks, i.e., Python
Code, graphical visualization, and a Rich Text (Markdown) Element.

2.3.17 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section, a state-of-the-art overview of ML was given. First, an in-
troduction to the main ML task classification and regression was given, fol-
lowed by a generic description of supervised and unsupervised learning. In
the following and introductory overview of recent ML techniques that are
not based on neural networks has been given. Namely, support vector ma-
chines, decision trees, ensemble methods like random forest honor boost,
and gradient tree boosting were introduced. These non-neural techniques
were followed by an introduction of new real network-based ML approaches,
namely multi-layer perceptron, convolutional neural networks, retirement
neural networks, and long short term memories. Furthermore, in this sec-
tion, the problem of class imbalance handling was introduced, and possible
solutions were explained. The section closes with an introduction of different
recent ML frameworks.

The use case of emerging knowledge extraction, as discussed in this the-
sis, may be suitable for both general approaches of them as classification and
regression: Regarding classification and ML-based classification could be
trained that distinguishes between entities are objects that represent emerg-
ing knowledge or that do not. Regarding regression, an ML approach could
possibly be used to predict the numerical properties of emerging knowledge,
e.g., temporal trends. The choice of approaches using supervised and unsu-
pervised learning has to be discussed in the remainder of this thesis as this
choice is strongly dependent on the availability of appropriate training ma-
terial. A combination of supervised and unsupervised learning approaches
is possible. The general ML methods introduced above (non-neural and neu-
ral) are the base for a variety of ML-based applications today. This includes
recent NLP applications, as will be introduced below. While from an algo-
rithmic perspective, these models today are clearly defined and well-known,
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their utilization for an actual use case, e.g., extraction of emerging knowl-
edge from medical literature, is strongly dependent from 1) the availability
of appropriate training material, 2) the appropriate selection and computa-
tion of features, representing the learning object, e.g., emerging knowledge
(feature engineering), and 3) the design and empirically evaluation of an ML
pipeline consisting of a reasonable combination of ML methods and support-
ing methods, e.g., class imbalance handling. As explained above, scikit-learn
and TensorFlow with Keras are de facto standards in the ML community
([Tea20b]). Both offer a variety of generic ML models as introduced earlier
(scikit-learn: focusing on non-neuro models, TensorFlow: focus on neural
models). Both frameworks are in use in a vast amount of real-world scenarios
[Ten20; lea20e] and provide robust implementations of recent state-of-the-art
ML approaches. Both offer a scalability that allows use in prototypical lo-
cal environments up to large-scale cloud deployments with a vast number
of nodes. [Say20] supports the assessment that TensorFlow with Keras is
the most popular neural-based ML framework. Furthermore, [Say20] char-
acterizes Keras as ideal for rapid prototyping on smaller data sets. These
considerations lead to the conclusion that scikit-learn and TensorFlow with
Keras are used as ML frameworks for the prototyping and experiments in
the remainder of this thesis. Overall, the following key features support this
choice: 1) open-source availability, 2) general and robust state-of-the-art ML
models, 3) ) broad community support and documentation, and 4) scalabil-
ity so that the models can be used during local prototyping and experiments
and may be deployed in a later real-world application system. The choice
of scikit-learn and TensorFlow with Keras leads to another technological key
decision, namely the use of Python as the main development language in this
thesis. Today, Python is also a de facto standard as the development language
for ML. Within the prototyping of this thesis, the ML frameworks introduced
above will be used within a Jupyter Notebook environment. Jupyter note-
book is chosen because of its ability to combine technical prototyping (cod-
ing) with direct visualization of the results, thereby supporting all MA frame-
works and libraries available for Python. Furthermore, Jupyter Notebooks
can be used to share prototyping experimental coding and results and can be
deployed locally and on cloud applications (e.g., Kaggle).
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2.4 Evaluation Methodologies

This section provides an overview of evaluation methods for both IR, ML,
and NLP classification outcomes. As the related RO (5.2), RO (5.3), RO (5.4),
and RO (5.5) address different fields of evaluation, i.e., algorithmic and tech-
nical performance as well as usability, different evaluation methods are re-
quired to provide sufficient evaluation results. The evaluation methodolo-
gies are introduced here as they are already referenced in later State-of-the-
art sections.

Hence, int the first subsections evaluation measures for the algorithmic
approaches will be introduced. These measures aim at the recognition per-
formance of binary classification tasks (e.g., in ML classification or NER) .
Although there exist a variety of measures to assess the performance of bi-
nary classification (e.g., ROC curves and AUC [Dev20c]) here the traditional
measures for classification evaluation (i.e., recall, precision, accuracy, and
F-measure) are introduced that are widely in use to assess the overall per-
formance of a classification system. As the aim of this evaluation and this
thesis is not to develop a highly optimized solution but to show the gen-
eral appropriateness of the approach, i.e., recall, precision, accuracy, and F-
measure are selected here instead of a more detailed on complex evaluation
scheme. These measures are chosen here as particularly recall, precision and
f-measure are today widely used in recent ML literature. F1 is the most com-
mon measure for the overall assessment of ML / NER approaches and used
for benchmarking in literature. E.g., [Cza19] recommends to use F1 “[p]retty
much in every binary classification problem where you care more about the posi-
tive class. It is my go-to metric when working on those problems. It can be easily
explained to business stakeholders which in many cases can be a deciding factor.”
Furthermore recall, precision and F-Measure can be used for evaluation in
all three relevant fields of this thesis, i.e., IR, ML, and NER. Acurracy will
be introduced for the sake of completeness and to show issues with it in im-
balanced data sets. The second technical evaluation aims at the processing
performance. For this, a methodology for measuring execution times using
Python libraries will be introduced. In addition to the technical evaluations,
an assessment of the usability and the usefulness of the approach and the
GUI is required in RO (5.4) and RO (5.5). Hence, for the general usabil-
ity evaluation, the common Usability Metric for User Experience (UMUX)
methodology that is widely used in software engineering will be introduced.
Finally, for the assessment of the benefits of the argumentation extraction and
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visualization, a single expert argument is utilized that does not follow a spe-
cific methodology but focuses on the individual input of the medical expert
user.

2.4.1 Recall, Precision, Accuracy, F-Measure

Recall, Precision, Accuracy, F-Measure are evaluation methods, that can be
used for evaluation of ML-based classification [Dev20b] and IR evaluation
[Cro+10, p. 312]. These evaluation concepts are based on the paradigms
of true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative, which is
commonly defined as follows:

“A true positive [TP] is an outcome where the model correctly predicts the posi-
tive class. Similarly, a true negative [TN] is an outcome where the model correctly
predicts the negative class” [Dev20d].

“A false positive [FP] is an outcome where the model incorrectly predicts the
positive class. And a false negative [FN] is an outcome where the model incorrectly
predicts the negative class” [Dev20d].

Based on these paradigms, the evaluation metrics accuracy, recall, preci-
sion, and F-measure are calculated as follows [Dev20a].

“Informally, accuracy is the fraction of predictions our model got right. Formally,
accuracy has the following definition:”[Dev20a]

Accurracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2.15)

Accuracy has a weakness when it comes to data sets with a strong class
imbalance. In that case, a classifier that only detects the majority class and
never detects the minority class will achieve a high accuracy [Dev20a]. So
in the remainder of this thesis, accuracy will only be used for information
purposes because it will be shown that the task of emerging knowledge ex-
traction comes with imbalanced class data sets.

Precision aims at the question “what proportion of positive identifications was
actually correct” [Dev20b] and is defined as follows [Dev20b]:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2.16)

In contrast, recall aims at the question “what proportion of actual positives was
identified correctly” [Dev20b] and is defined as follows [Dev20b]:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2.17)
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According to [MRS08, p. 156] the F Measure is the “the weighted harmonic
mean of precision and recall”. The “The default balanced F measure equally weights
precision and recall” [MRS08, p. 156] and is called F1. [MRS08, p. 156] explain
F1 as follows:

F1 =
2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision

Recall + Precision
(2.18)

For training and testing ML models, available (labeled) data must be split
into a test and a training set. A common ratio is to use 80% of the avail-
able data for training and 20% for testing [Gé17, p. 29]. This is necessary
to avoid Overfitting of the model, i.e., “hte model performs well on the training
data, but it doe not generalize well” [Gé17, p. 26]. In addition to test and train-
ing set for parameter optimization, a validation set is used. As in practice,
to avoid overfitting multiple validations are required, there exists the tech-
nique of cross-validation to resample the training and validation set multiple
times to optimize the parameters in different settings [Gé17, p. 30] Figure
2.26 displays the principle of CV.

[lea20b] explain CV as follows:

A test set should still be held out for final evaluation, but the
validation set is no longer needed when doing CV. In the ba-
sic approach, called k-fold CV, the training set is split into k
smaller sets (other approaches are described below, but gener-
ally follow the same principles). The following procedure is
followed for each of the k "folds":

• A model is trained using k − 1 of the folds as training
data;

• the resulting model is validated on the remaining part of
the data (i.e., it is used as a test set to compute a perfor-
mance measure such as accuracy).

The performance measure reported by k-fold cross-validation
is then the average of the values computed in the loop. This
approach can be computationally expensive but does not
waste too much data (as is the case when fixing an arbi-
trary validation set), which is a major advantage in problems
such as inverse inference where the number of samples is very
small.
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2.4.2 Python Runtime Evaluation

As a second technical evaluation, the evaluation of execution times aims
at two objectives. The first objective is to assess the overall required exe-
cution times and outline requirements for real-world use. The second ob-
jective is to assess the distribution of required execution times among dif-
ferent sub-components to identify possible bottlenecks and room for im-
provements. For measuring execution times the Python internal execution
times measurement mechanism is used as explained in [BJ13] using the
time.performance_counter. This counter provides “ the highest available res-
olution to measure a short duration” [Pyt17].

1 import time
2 start_time = time.perf_counter()
3 #code to be evaluated
4 end_time = time.perf_counter()
5

6 timing = end_time - start_time

LISTING 4: Python Code for Execution Time Evaluation

Listing 4 shows the required code for conducting execution time measure-
ments.

2.4.3 Usability Metric for User Experience (UMUX)

“The Usability Metric for User Experience (UMUX) is a four-item Likert scale used
for the subjective assessment of an application’s perceived usability” [Fin10]. It is
based on the definition of usability of ISO 9241-11 [ISO18]. Based on empir-
ical studies [Fin10, Tab. 3] introduces three “usability components” to be eval-
uated with UMUX, i.e., “Effectiveness, Satisfaction, Overall”, and “Efficiency”.
Based on these usability components four assessments are requested from
the users [Fin10, p. 326]:

1. “[This system’s] capabilities meet my requirements.”

2. “Using [this system] is a frustrating experience.”

3. “[This system] is easy to use.”

4. “I have to spend too much time correcting things with [this system].”
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Each of these assessments is made by the users with a 7-Point Likert scale
ranging from “Strongly Disagree” (1) to “Strongly Agree” (7). UMUX-LITE is
an adaption of UMUX that only uses the UMUX items “This system’s capabili-
ties meet my requirements” and “This system is easy to use”.

2.4.4 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section, different evaluation methods for both technical evaluation
and user-centered evaluation have been introduced. The methods intro-
duced in this section are very generic and hence require the design and
the implementation of an evaluation strategy with regard to specific as-
pects of this thesis,i.e., extraction and utilization of emerging knowledge for
evidence-based medical argumentation support.

2.5 Natural Language Processing

This section gives an overview of Natural Language Processing (NLP), its
general architecture, specific subtasks, different state-of-the-art NLP models,
and an overview of recent NLP frameworks.[Cun+20, p. 9] define NLP as
“science of computation whose subject matter is data structures and algorithms for
computer processing of human language”.

Although there exists a variety of NLP frameworks and libraries (see Sec-
tion 2.5.12), the most commonly used ones follow a similar pipeline structure
and perform similar baseline NLP tasks. This section gives an overview of
the general NLP pipeline as well as general NLP tasks.

Figure 2.27 provides an overview on the general architecture of Stanford
CoreNLP. Although this is the specific architecture of Stanford CoreNLP, it
reflects the general NLP pipeline approach that can be found similar in other
NLP frameworks, e.g., spaCy and GATE, as are introduced below. To that
extent, here, it is used to give a general explanation of NLP.

As Figure 2.27 indicates the aim of NLP is to transform a raw text (e.g.
a Plain Text (ASCII), PDF, or HTML) into an annotated text. Therefore, the
raw text is transformed into an annotation object (e.g., JSON, XML, or pro-
prietary). This annotation object than passes through the NLP pipeline along
with the execution flow. The NLP pipeline consists of different annotators.
Each of the annotators performs a certain NLP task on the annotation object
and adds its annotator specific annotations to it. Within the pipeline, annota-
tors often use annotations of previous annotators as input. That means that
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the sequence of the annotators in the pipeline to a certain extent is predefined
by choice of the annotators, e.g., most of the annotators need the text to be
tokenized before.

2.5.1 Tokenization and Sentence Segmentation

“Tokenization or word segmentation is the task of separating out (tokenizing) words
from running text” [JM09, p. 81]. In English and German, words are pre-
dominantly separated by whitespaces/blanks. However, there exist exam-
ples that do not follow this rule (e.g., New York is one word although sep-
arated, I’m are two words although not containing a whitespace [JM09, p.
81]). Related to the task of tokenization is sentence segmentation, which is
generally based on punctuation [JM09, p. 103]. While question marks and
exclamation points are quite unambiguous markers of sentence boundaries,
periods are ambiguous, as they may be used, e.g., for abbreviations [JM09,
pp. 103]. Hence, for both tasks, more complex rules are necessary that can,
e.g., be implemented through regular expressions [Fri06] describing a Finite
State Automaton (FSA) [JM09, pp. 60]. Recent NLP implementations (e.g.
Standford Core NLP [Gro20f] and spaCy [AI20f]) use FSAs until today due
to performance.

2.5.2 Part of Speech Tagging

The aim of Part of Speech Tagging (POS Tagging) is to identify the part-of-
speech for each token, e.g., noun, verb, pronoun, preposition, adverb, con-
junction, participle, and article. [JM09, pp. 157]. Although there exists a
variety of Tagsets, one common is the Penn Treebank Tagset, as displayed in
Table 2.6.
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TABLE 2.6: Penn Treebank POS Tagset [MSM93, p. 5]

Tag Description

CC Coordinating conjunction TO to
CD Cardinal number UH Interjection
DT Determiner VB Verb, base form
EX Existential there VBD Verb, past tense
FW Foreign word VBG Verb, gerund or present

participle
IN Preposition or subordinat-

ing conjunction
VBN Verb, past participle

JJ Adjective VBP Verb, non-3rd person singu-
lar present

JJR Adjective, comparative VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular
present

JJS Adjective, superlative WDT Wh-determiner
LS List item marker WP Wh-pronoun
MD Modal WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun
NN Noun, singular or mass WRB Wh-adverb
NNS Noun, plural # Pound sign
NNP Proper noun, singular $ Dollar sign
NNPS Proper noun, plural . Sentence-final punctuation
PDT Predeterminer , Comma
POS Possessive ending : Colon, semi-colon
PRP Personal pronoun ( Left bracket character
PRP$ Possessive pronoun ) Right bracket character
RB Adverb ” Straight double quote
RBR Adverb, comparative ‘ Left open single quote
RBS Adverb, superlative “ Left open double quote
RP Particle ’ Right close single quote
SYM Symbol ” Right close double quote
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TABLE 2.7: Universal Dependencies POS Tagset [Niv+16, p.
1661]

Open Class Words Closed class words Other

ADJ adjective ADP preposition
/ postposi-
tion

PUNCT punctuation

ADV adverb AUX auxiliary SYM symbol
INJT interjection CONJ coordinating

conjunction
X unspecified

POS
NOUN noun DET determiner
PROPN proper noun NUM numeral
VERB verb PART particle

PRON pronoun
SCONJ subordinating

conjunction

During POS tagging, the tagger assigns POS tags. POS tags are defined
in tagset. A widely used tagset is Penn Treebank (see Table 2.6) that is used
to annotate the Penn Treebank corpus [MSM93]. However, it was initially
designed for manual annotation. It was used (at least in part) for POS tag-
ging in NLP [JM09]. Today, with Universal Dependencies (UD)16 there exists
a new approach. “Universal Dependencies is an open community effort to cre-
ate cross-linguistically consistent treebank annotation for many languages within
a dependency-based lexicalist framework ” [Niv+16]. UD is used in recent NLP
frameworks, e.g., Stanford CoreNLP and spaCy. Table 2.7 displays the UD
POS tagset. It becomes clear that it is more compact and less differentiated
compared to Penn Treebank, reflecting its

There exist different methods for the task of POS tagging. In the fol-
lowing, a selection is introduced that today is used in recent NLP frame-
works. [Bri95] introduced a rule-based approach, in which rules are itera-
tively learned through “Transformation-Based Error-Driven Leaming”. In this
approach, a text is tagged through an “initial state annotator”. Its tagging is
compared to a hand-annotated gold standard. Depending on the errors, the
rules are rewritten iteratively. Based on the Brill tagger, [Hep00] implement
a POS tagger for GATE (see section 2.5.12). [Tou+03] propose an approach

16www.universaldependencies.org
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based on a combination of different processing stages. The aims of this ap-
proach are to “use of both preceding and following tag contexts via a dependency
network representation, (ii) broad use of lexical features, including jointly condition-
ing on multiple consecutive words, (iii) effective use of priors in conditional loglin-
ear models, and (iv) fine-grained modeling of unknown word features ” [Tou+03,
p. 1]. Their approach is still in use at StanfordCoreNLP. The use of neural
networks for POS tagging has been already discussed in the mid 1990s, e.g.,
[Sch94] and is still, e.g., [Wan+15] investigated the use of LSTM (see 2.3.12)
for POS tagging.

2.5.3 Dependency Parsing

“A natural language parser is a program that works out the grammatical structure of
sentences, for instance, which groups of words go together (as “phrases”) and which
words are the subject or object of a verb” [Gro20e]. Syntactic parsing is seen
as a central NLP task “because of its importance in mediating between linguistic
expression and meaning ” [Soc+13, p. 455]. Figure 2.28 displays an example
output of Stanford CoreNLP. The figure envisions the relations between el-
ements within the example sentence, graphically displaying its structure. It
becomes clear that the relations are described by tags attached to the arrows
describing the type of dependency. Other NLP frameworks (e.g., spaCy) use
a similar graphical representation [AI20f].

For the specification, these types of grammatical relations UD also pro-
vide a set of tags that are used by several NLP frameworks (again, e.g., Stan-
ford CoreNLP and spaCy), and that is displayed in Table 2.8. Relations are
described by three types of relations, i.e., nominals, clauses, and modifier
words. Furthermore, UD distinguishes core arguments, i.e., subject and ob-
ject. “UD indicates in the dependency labels whether dependents are phrases or
clauses, thus distinguishing nsubj and csubj, dobj and ccomp, advmod and advcl”
[Niv+16, pp. 1661].
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TABLE 2.8: Universal Dependencies Tagset [Niv+16, p. 1661]

Core dependents of clausal predicates
Nominal dep Predicate dep
nsubj csubj
nsubjpass csubjpass
dobj ccomp xcomp
iobj

Non-core dependents of clausal predicates
Nominal dep Predicate dep Modifier word
nmod advel advmod

neg

Special clausal dependents
Nominal dep Auxiliary other
vocative aux mark
dicsousure auspass punct
expl cop

Noun dependents
Nominal dep Predicate dep Modifier word
nummond acl amod
appos det
nmod neg

Case-marking, prepositions, possessive
case

Coordination
conj cc punct

Compounding and unanalyzed
compound mwe goeswith
name foreign

Loose joining relations
list parataxis remnant
dislocated reparandum

Other
Sentence Head Unsepcified dependency
root dep
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For the task of dependency parsing, there exist several methods that are
in use in recent NLP frameworks. Other earlier parser models included the
use of Probabilistic context-free grammars (PCFG), e.g., [KM03]. These were
improved through compositional vector grammars [Soc+13]. Today word
embedding models (see GloVE, ELMO, BERT) with neural networks are the
state-of-the-art models for parsing. Since 2014 Stanford CoreNLP uses a neu-
ral network-based model with word embeddings [CM14]. In the following
common baseline NLP models and tasks are explained.

2.5.4 NLP Models

The following subsections give an overview of state-of-the-art NLP mod-
els, including rule and list based approaches, supervised learning based ap-
proaches, and recent unsupervised learning based approaches.

2.5.5 Regular Expressions and Finite State Automaton

In history and still today, several NLP applications use rule based approaches
(e.g. Tokenization, see Section 2.5.1). These rule based approaches are
usually based on Finite State Automata (FSA). Regular Expressions (Reg-
Exp)[Fri06] are one way of describing a FSA [JM09, p. 61]. [JM09, p. 61]
introduce an example that illustrates a FSA, decribed by a Regular expres-
sion: They describe a RegExp to define “sheeptalk”: /baa+!/. Figure 2.29
shows the associated FSA. In the described FSA state q0 is the start state. It
has five transitions marked by the particular letters triggering the transition.
State q4 is the final state or accepting state. An input string is processed charac-
ter by character starting with q0 if a character is b. If the following character
is not an a, the FSA rejects the input. So to accept the input (i.e., recognize
a string represented by the RegExp), all characters of the input string must
match character by character the transitions in the FSA until the final state is
reached. [JM09] provide a formal definition of an FSA that is shown in Table
2.9.
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TABLE 2.9: Formal Definition of Finite State Automaton (FSA)
[JM09, p. 62]

Q = q0, q1, q2, . . . , qN−1 a finite set of N states

∑ a finite input alphabet of symbols
q_0 the start state
F a set of final states F ⊆ Q
δ(q, i) the transition function or transition matrix be-

tween states. Given a state qεQ and an input
symbol iε ∑, δ(q, i) returns a new state q′εQ. δ

is thus a relation from Q×∑ to Q.

2.5.6 Rules and Lists

In 2007 [NS07] argued that “Usually, the NERC problem is resolved by applying a
rule system over the features” [NS07, p. 8]. That means applying a set of Regu-
lar Expressions or otherwise defined rules on a set of features that determine
NEs.

Therefore, [NS07, pp. 8] describe the feature space of NER consisting of
word level features, list lookup features, and document and corpus features
as presented in the following Tables 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12.
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TABLE 2.10: Word Level Features of Named Entities [NS07, p.
8]

Features Example

Case Starts with a capital letter
Word is all uppercased
The word is mixed case (e.g., ProSys, eBay)

Punctuation Ends with period, has internal period (e.g., St., I.B.M.)
Internal apostrophe, hyphen or ampersand (e.g., O’Connor)

Digit Digit pattern
Cardinal and Ordinal
Roman number
Word with digits (e.g., W3C, 3M)

Character Possessive mark, first person pronoun
Greek letters

Morphology Prefix, suffix, singular version, stem
Common ending

Part-of-speech proper name, verb, noun, foreign word
Function Alpha, non-alpha, n-gram

lowercase, uppercase version
pattern, summarized pattern
token length, phrase length

As shown in the table above, word-level features aim at features at the
character level but also include features from baseline NLP preprocessing,
e.g., Part of Speech tagging. Furthermore, in addition to word level features,
[NS07, p. 10] describe list features as shown in table 2.11.
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TABLE 2.11: List Lookup Features of Named Entities [NS07, p.
10]

Features Example

General list General dictionary
Stop words (function words)
Capitalized nouns (e.g., January, Monday)
Common abbreviations

List of entities Organization, government, airline, educational
First name, last name, celebrity
Astral body, continent, country, state, city

List of entity cues Typical words in organization
Person title, name prefix, post-nominal letters
Location typical word, cardinal point

According to [NS07, p. 9] List lookup features are considered to be “the
privileged features in NERC”. The gazetteer, lexicon, dictionary are often used
synonymously for list lookup. Lists may include domain specific lists. Fi-
nally, [NS07, p. 11] introduce corpus features as shown in table 2.12.

TABLE 2.12: Document and Corpus Features of Named Entities
[NS07, p. 11]

Features Example

Multiple occurrences Other entities in the context
Uppercased and lowercased occurrences
Anaphora, coreference

Local syntax Enumeration, apposition
Position in sentence, in paragraph, and in document

Meta information Uri, Email header, XML section
Bulleted/numbered lists, tables, figures

Corpus frequency Word and phrase frequency
Co-occurrences
Multiword unit permanency

Corpus and document features include statistical features from large doc-
ument corpora and also include corpus metadata.
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As will be shown in the remainder of this thesis, today, NER primarily
is usually not done by only rule-based approaches but utilizes ML meth-
ods. However, rule-based approaches still support ML-based NER. So in
this subsection, an overview of features for rule-based NER was given. Re-
cent examples that combine ML based NER with rule-based approaches are
Standford Core NLP’s NERClassifierCombiner [Gro20b] and spaCy’s Entity
Ruler [AI20g].

2.5.7 Conditional Random Fields

Conditional Random Fields are a “framework for building probabilistic models
to segment and label sequence data” [LMP01, p. 1]. Hence, they are a repre-
sentation of a sequential model. [LMP01, p. 5] define CRFs as follows: “Let
G = (V, E) be a graph such that Y = (Yv)vεV , so that Y is indexed by the ver-
tices of G. Then (X, Y) is a conditional random field in case, when conditioned on
X, the random variables Yv obey the Markov property with respect to the graph:
p(Yv|X, Yw, w 6= v) = p(Yv|X, Yw, w ∼ v), where w ∼ v means that w and v are
neighbors in G.”

In contrast to other sequence-based models (e.g., Hidden Markov Models
(HMM)), CRFs allow arbitrary dependencies on the observation sequence.
Furthermore, “the features do not need to specify a state or observation com-
pletely, so one might expect that the model can be estimated from less training data”
[LMP01, p. 6]. Figure 2.30 illustrates the chain structure of CRFs.

The chain is formed by dependencies of Y conditioned on X. It becomes
clear that the chain does not contain directed connections.

While CRFs, in general, is a generic model to segment and label sequenc-
ing data, [AW03] propose to use them for the task of NER. Their approach
uses a sequence of feature observations to predict a sequence of labels (e.g.,
the Named Entity Tag) for each observation based on a CRF model trained
before on known sequences of features and labels. On CONLL 2003 their
approach reached an F1 of 84.04 % [AW03, p. 191].

2.5.8 Continuos Bag of Words, Skip-gram Model, word2vec

Statistical IR “bag-of-words” models including tf-idf do not consider the se-
mantic meaning of the words but only their statistical properties. Hence,
these statistical models can be used for IR tasks (in which the complete doc-
ument is in focus) but are not sufficient for NLP tasks, in which a model on a
more atomic level (e.g. words, sentences) is necessary. [Mik+13a] introduce
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two models that overcome this limitations, that are the Continuos Bag-of-
Words Model (CBOW), and the Skip-gram Model. Figure 2.31 gives an ar-
chitectural overview of the CBOW model. The objective of the CBOW model
is to calculate an unknown word w(t) based on known surrounding words
(w(t− 2), w(t− 1)(“history words”), w(t + 1), and w(t + 2) (“future” words))
[Mik+13b, pp. 4]. CBOW uses a modified Feedforward Neural Net Language
Model (NNLM) [Ben+03] “where the non-linear hidden layer is removed and the
projection layer is shared for all words (not just the projection matrix); thus, all
words get projected into the same position (their vectors are averaged) ” [Mik+13b,
p. 4]. As the order of words in the history is not relevant for the projection,
[Mik+13b, p. 4] call this a bag-of-word approach. The best performance for
the task has been achieved using a log-linear classifier with four future and
four history words at the input, trained to correctly classify the current (mid-
dle) word W(t). In contrast, the Skip-gram model (see Figure 2.32 aims at
predicting history and future words based on a given word w(t).

In [Mik+13a], the authors introduce extensions to the initial Skipgram
Model, to also include phrases instead of only single words. Furthermore,
they show that the addition of vector representations can be used to obtain
semantic similarity between words.

They provide the following example [Mik+13a, p. 2]:

vec(“Germany”) + vec(“capital”) is close to vec(“Berlin”)

.
Together with their models, they introduce the open-source word2vec17

tool, that allows CBOW and Skip-gram model vectors.

2.5.9 GloVe Embeddings

As introduced in section 2.1.5, vector space models can be used to learn lan-
guage models of the underlying corpus. [PSM14, p. 1533] argue that the
statistic of word occurrences in a corpus can be seen as the primary informa-
tion source for unsupervised machine learning models. However, they raise
the question “how meaning is generated from these statistics, and how the resulting
word vectors might represent that meaning” [PSM14, p. 1533]. They propose a
global log-bilinear regression model that combines two thitherto state-of-the-
art methods for vector representations of language models, i.e., global matrix
factorization and local context window methods. They propose to use ratios

17https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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of word co-occurrence probabilities in the vector model [PSM14, p. 1534] and
apply a weighted least square regression on them to weight low-frequency
co-occurrences lower compared to high-frequency ones. [PSM14] apply their
model to different evaluation tasks, i.e., the Word Analogy [Mik+13b], Word
Similarity, and NER. For evaluation [PSM14] trained their model on different
text corpora, e.g. Wikipedia 2014 (1.6 Billion Tokens), or CommonCrawl18

(42 Billion Token). During training, all the corpora were tokenized and
lowercased, and the 400.000 most frequent words were extracted for cal-
culating the co-occurrence matrix. For Word Analogy, [PSM14] report that
GloVe models outperform existing baselines, often using a smaller corpus
and smaller vector sizes. For the word similarity task GloVe On CONLL 2003,
a GloVe based model achieves a max. F1 = 93.2% on the development (ACE
task:F1 = 82.9%, MUC7 task: F1 = 82.2%) task that outperformed baselines
at that time [PSM14, Table 4].

2.5.10 ELMo

[Pet+18] introduce a “deep contextualized word representation” that is based
on on a language model that [Pet+18] call ELMo (Embeddings from Lan-
guage Models). ELMo is based on the general concepts of word embeddings,
which are real-valued vectors that represent the semantic and syntactic reg-
ularities based on a global logbilinear regression model as introduced be-
fore[PSM14]. ELMo is different from the GloVe approach as its word rep-
resentations are functions of the entire input sequence [Pet+18]. ELMo al-
lows semi-supervised learning through the pre-training of a deep bidirec-
tional language model (biLM) and using it within several neural-based NLP
supervised tasks. ELMo requires a neural NLP model. [Pet+18] evaluated
ELMo for several tasks, as Question Answering, Textual Entailment, Seman-
tic Role Labeling, Coreference Resolution, NER, and Sentiment Analysis. For
the task of NER, a combined biLSTM-CRF model was enhanced with ELMo.
Within this evaluation, on CoNLL 2003 ELMo achieves a F1 = 92.22%.

2.5.11 BERT

Besides ELMo, another recent neural language model is BERT (Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers) [Dev+19]. BERT “is designed to
pretrain deep bidirectional representations from unlabeled text by jointly condition-
ing on both left and right context in all layers. As a result, the pre-trained BERT

18http://commoncrawl.org
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model can be finetuned with just one additional output layer ” [Dev+19, p. 1].
BERT is build on transformers [Vas+17] and uses a “masked LM [(Language
Model)]” [Dev+19, p. 4]. In this approach, a part of the input tokens is ran-
domly masked to ensure the training of the bidirectional transformer. Figure
2.33 illustrates the pre-training and fine-tuning of a BERT model.

BERT is pre-trained on two unsupervised learning tasks, which are
Masked LM and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP). In [Dev+19] BERT is finetuned
for three tasks, i.e., Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference [WNB17], ques-
tion answering using the Stanford Question Answering data set (SQuAD)
[Raj+16], and the CONLL 2003 NER task. Fine-tuning of BERT can be done
for each language task using its own task-specific inputs and outputs. In con-
trast to pre-training, according to [Dev+19, p. 5], fine-tuning, a BERT model
is computationally inexpensive.

For the task of NER similar to ELMo, BERT was evaluated on CONLL
2003 and reaching a F1 of 92.8%.

2.5.12 NLP Technologies and Ressources

This subsection selected NLP technological frameworks, and resources are
introduced. Similar to IR and ML, the focus is on frameworks that are open
source, supporting a variety of general or medical specific NLP tasks and
which are robust and major and in broad use within the NLP the medical
community. An NLP framework will be the central architectural component
in the system design, so the relevant frameworks are introduced and dis-
cussed in detail.

Stanford Core NLP is a suite of NLP tools, written in Java [Man+14]. It
comprises a wide range of annotators, supporting NLP and NER tasks as
introduced above. The annotators include, e.g., Tokenizer, Sentence Splitter,
POS Tagger, Dependency Parser, and NER [Gro20a].

The figure envisions that Stanford CoreNLP provides all the baseline
NLP functions as introduced in 2.5. Through “Other Annotators” Stanford
CoreNLP is able to integrate custom or use case specific annotators, e.g.,
a sentiment annotator. In contrast to UIMA and GATE Stanford CoreNLP
claims to “To provide a lightweight framework, using plain Java objects” [Man+14,
p. 55] to “avoid over-design” [Man+14, p. 55]. Stanford CoreNLP can be
used natively as a JAR library within Java applications. In addition, Stanford
CoreNLP includes a web service that can be run locally or remotely to access
Stanford CoreNLP without using the JAR library. It contains a wrapper to
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provide an interface for Python Programming through a local Web Service
API.

NER in Stanford Core NLP is implemented through a CRF based model
[FGM05] in combination with a rule based approach (“RegexCombiner”)
[Gro20b]. For the CRF based statistical approach, Stanford CoreNLP pro-
vides 3 default models: A 4 class model (Location, Person, Organization,
Misc), a 7 class model (Location, Person, Organization, Money, Percent, Date,
Time) trained on MUC 6 [GB96] and MUC 7 [Chi97] data sets and a 3 (Loca-
tion, Person, Organization) class model trained on both data sets and other
data [Gro20d]. Combining the CRF based model with the rule-based ap-
proach (“NERClassifierCombiner”) supports 24 classes [Gro20b]:

For English, by default, this annotator recognizes named
(PERSON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION, MISC), nu-
merical (MONEY, NUMBER, ORDINAL, PERCENT),
and temporal (DATE, TIME, DURATION, SET) entities
(12 classes). Adding the regexner annotator and using
the supplied RegexNER pattern files adds support for the
fine-grained and additional entity classes EMAIL, URL,
CITY, STATE_OR_PROVINCE, COUNTRY, NATION-
ALITY, RELIGION, (job) TITLE, IDEOLOGY, CRIM-
INAL_CHARGE, CAUSE_OF_DEATH, HANDLE (12
classes) for a total of 24 classes.

In this subsection the Python based NLP framework spaCy [HM17] is in-
troduced. “spaCy is a free, open-source library for advanced Natural Language
Processing (NLP) in Python” [AI20h]. spaCy provides NLP functionality as
introduced in Section 2.5, e.g., tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, depen-
dency parser, NER, and rule-based matching. Compared to other NLP frame-
works, (see 2.5.12, and 2.5.12) spaCy is not research software but intended
for production use and thus leading to different design decisions [AI20h]. In
contrast to the other NLP-frameworks, spaCy in general does not offer users
to choose between different algorithms. Figure 2.34 gives an overview of
the spaCy general architecture, that is explained in the following based on
[AI20h].

In spaCy, there exist several types of Python objects that are documented
through the spaCy API documentation. Central objects are the Doc and the
Vocab object as shown in Figure 2.34. Doc is a Container object that contains a
sequence of Tokens including their annotations. Besides Doc and Token other
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Container objects within spaCy are Span (a slice of a Doc object), and Lex-
eme (an entry in the vocabulary). Within the architecture, the second central
object is the Vocab, that “ owns a set of look-up tables that make common informa-
tion available across documents. By centralizing strings, word vectors, and lexical
attributes, we avoid storing multiple copies of this data. This saves memory and en-
sures there’s a single source of truth” [AI20h]. spaCy supports several language
models. At the time of writing (1 July 2020), there exist spaCy models for 15
languages and one multi-language model. A spaCy pipeline consists of dif-
ferent pipeline components, as shown in Figure 2.34, and can be configured
by the users depending on their needs. Running a spaCy pipeline creates
a Doc object that itself again contains Token and Span objects. Attached to
the Token and Span object are Annotations. They are intended to provide “in-
sights into a text’s grammatical structure. This includes the word types, like the
parts of speech, and how the words are related to each other” [AI20h]. Figure 2.36
displays an example of processing a sentence through a simple spaCy tok-
enization pipeline within an interactive spaCy web session provided by the
spaCy website. For this example the English Pangram19 “The quick brown fox
jumps over the lazy dog.” is used. In the upper half the required Python code
is envisioned, in the bottom half the resulting Tokens including their part-of-
speech and dependecy parsing Annotations are displayed. It becomes clear
that there are only a few lines of code required to run the tokenization pro-
cess including part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing.

spaCy provides different default language models (“Core Models”) based
on state-of-the-art language modeling. E.g., for English, spaCy provides two
default models (en_core_web_md, and en_core_web_lg) that are based on
CNNs and GloVE embeddings [AI20c]. Both models are trained on the open
website Common Crawl20 and provide POS tagging, dependency parsing,
and NER functionality. In addition, spaCy provides “Starter Models”, i.e.,
models that contain pre-trained weights based on different state-of-the-art
models. To that extent, e.g., a pre-trained BERT model based on Google’s
publicly available BERT model [Res20] is provided for spaCy. However, the
starter models are not yet fully implementing the functionalities of the core
but require training an own language model afterward in which the starter
model representations can be used as features.

Although spaCy initially is not designed as a research NLP framework
(see above), there exist several examples in which spaCy is successfully used

19https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pangram
20https://commoncrawl.org/
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within scientific projects. At the time of writing (1 July 2020), a Google
Scholar21 query revealed that spaCy ([HM17]) had been cited in at least
358 scientific articles. This leads to the conclusion that scientific use cases
in which robust and ready to use NLP algorithms are required are predes-
tined for spaCy. Regarding NER accuracy spaCy achieves 85.85 % [AI20d]
on the generic OntoNotes 5 [WL13] corpus, while the best-in-class ([Str+17])
achieves 86.81%.

ScispaCy [Neu+19; AI20a] is a library developed for text processing in
the biomedical domain. It contains models for POS tagging, dependency
parsing, and NER. [Neu+19, Tab. 3, 4, 5] report near state-of-the-art F1 for
different biomedical POS Tagging, dependency parsing and NER tasks. Fur-
thermore, they show that the processing performance is compared to other,
particularly, it outperforms MetaMap Lite in terms of processing times by
factor [Neu+19, Tab. 2]. The recent version at the time of writing (0.2.5,
02/08/2020) [AI20a] comprises three base models with different sizes of
word vectors. Furthermore, it contains different NER models trained on
different biomedical corpora, including JNLPBA, BC5CDR, BIONLP13CG
[Pyy+15] and CRAFT that is introduced below.

The Natural Language Toolkit NLTK is an open-source NLP tools suite
for python[LB02]. NLTK is mentioned here for the sake of completeness. It
uses sequential and rule-based models and contains a 3-class NER classifier
(PERSON, ORGANIZATION, and GPE) that is not documented in very de-
tail [BKL19]. According to the NLTK, the future development status of NLTK
remains unclear: “We plan to continue supporting the toolkit for as long as possi-
ble. We published the NLTK book in 2009 and have decided not to produce a second
edition as originally planned. We plan to support the toolkit while the book is in ac-
tive use, and while the developers are employed in NLP research and teaching. Bug
reports will be dealt with as quickly as possible” [NLT20].

AllenNLP [Gar+18] is a NLP library build on the deep learning library
PyTorch [Pas+19]. While Stanford CoreNLP, spaCy, and NLTK focus to pro-
vide ready-to-use models for production NLP tasks, AllenNLP is focused
on “applying deep learning methods to NLP research, which addresses these issues
with easy-to-use command-line tools, declarative configuration-driven experiments,
and modular NLP abstractions” [Gar+18, p. 1]. To support this research fo-
cus, AllenNLP addresses several challenges for the deep learning NLP re-
search. These include implementing NLP abstractions for high-level model
coding, handling common NLP deep-learning problems (e.g., masking and

21scholar.google.com
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padding), defining experiments, and sharing models [Gar+18, p. 1]. Al-
lenNLP also includes a pre-trained ELMo model. [Gar+18] explicitly name
Stanford CoreNLP and spaCy as related work, however stating their differ-
ent use-cases. AllenNLP uses spaCy as a preprocessing component [AI20b].
spaCy enables AllenNLP models to be run as a spaCy pipeline component
[AI20b].

In contrast to the NLP frameworks introduced above, GATE and UIMA
focus on the “framework” aspect. Both are again mentioned here for the sake
of completeness as a task within academic advising of this thesis was a com-
parison of GATE and UIMA for the use in the RAGE Eco-System [Mei16].
Unstructured Information Management applications (UIMA) [FL99] is a
Java-based Apache project. “UIMA is an open, industrial-strength, scalable,
and extensible platform for creating, integrating, and deploying unstructured in-
formation management solutions from powerful text or multi-modal analysis and
search components.” Its main components are the Analysis Engines (AEs) sup-
porting the analysis of different modalities, i.e., text, audio, and video. AEs
are intended to wrap “annotators” and add APIs and infrastructure for their
composition and deployment within UIMA [Fou19]. Annotators are analy-
sis algorithms, e.g., for NLP / NER. However, core UIMA does not provide
the NLP annotators itself. The core data structure of UIMA is the Common
Analysis Structure (CAS). “The CAS is an object-based data structure that allows
the representation of objects, properties, and values. Object types may be related to
each other in a single-inheritance hierarchy. The CAS logically (if not physically)
contains the document being analyzed. Analysis developers share and record their
analysis results in terms of an object model within the CAS” [Fou19]. [Mei16]
identified scalability issues due to the size and complexity of CAS. That is
reflected by [Man+14] that see advantages in more lightweight frameworks,
with a focus on usability and scalability.

Similar to UIMA, GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) is a
Java-based framework for NLP [Cun+02]. However, in contrast to UIMA,
GATE natively provides a variety of baseline-NLP functionalities through
ANNIE (a Nearly-New Information Extraction System) [Cun+20, pp. 107].
ANNIE provides rule-based, and sequence-based models, e.g., tokenizer,
sentence splitter, POS tagger, and Gazetteer based NER. In addition, it has a
plugin-mechanism (CREOLE) to integrated external NLP analysis resources,
e.g., a Stanford CoreNLP wrapper 22. CREOLE resources are implemented
through Java Archive (jar) files and XML configuration data [Cun+20]. In

22https://github.com/GateNLP/gateplugin-Stanford_CoreNLP
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contrast to UIMA, and the other NLP-frameworks introduced above, a focus
of GATE is to provide a GUI for NLP tasks, as displayed in Figure 2.37.

GATE’s main components are “LanguageResources (LRs) represent entities
such as lexicons, corpora or ontologies; ProcessingResources (PRs) represent entities
that are primarily algorithmic, such as parsers, generators, or ngram modellers; Vi-
sualResources (VRs) represent visualization and editing components that participate
in GUIs” [Cun+20, p. 9].

GATE mainly stores its ressources in a prorprietary format called “GATE-
XML” [CHR10, p. 59] or in other proprietary formats, e.g., Datastores
[Cun+20, p. 60]. Besides GUI access GATE provides an API (GATE Em-
bedded)[Cun+20, pp. 129] based on native Java.

While the frameworks introduced before have been general NLP frame-
works that can be used in multiple domains, the following technological ap-
proaches, and resources for NLP in the medical domain are introduced. The
first is MetaMap [Med20f]:

MetaMap is a highly configurable program [...] to map
biomedical text to the UMLS Metathesaurus or, equiva-
lently, to discover Metathesaurus concepts referred to in
the text. MetaMap uses a knowledge-intensive approach
based on symbolic, natural-language processing (NLP) and
computational-linguistic techniques. Besides being applied
for both IR and data-mining applications, MetaMap is one of
the foundations of NLM’s Medical Text Indexer (MTI), which
is being used for both semiautomatic and fully automatic in-
dexing of biomedical literature at NLM

That said, MetaMap is the NLP component of MeSH and the UMLS the-
saurus. In the following, a technical overview of MetaMap is given.
MetaMap is in use starting in 1994 [AL10]. Figure 2.38 displays the general
architecture of MetaMap.

It becomes clear that the initial steps of the MetaMap pipeline are base-
line NLP steps, as also used in generic NLP pipelines as introduced in Sec-
tion 2.5. [AL10] introduce the MetaMap pipeline as follows: Tokenization,
sentence splitting, acronym / abbreviation identification, part of speech tag-
ging. This is followed by a look-up of words in the SPECIALIST lexicon. “The
SPECIALIST lexicon is a large syntactic lexicon of biomedical and general English,
designed/developed to provide the lexical information needed for the SPECIALIST
Natural Language Processing System (NLP), which includes SemRep, MetaMap,
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and the Lexical Tools. It is intended to be a general English lexicon that includes
many biomedical terms. Coverage includes both commonly occurring English words
and biomedical vocabulary from a variety of sources.” [Med20i]. The syntactic
analysis contains shallow parsing (chunking), followed by a variant genera-
tion through table look-up. The next step candidate identification in which
Metatheasarus strings are computed and matched against the input text. The
core step is mapping construction using the UMLS metathesaurus. An op-
tional final step is word sense disambiguation “in which mappings involving
concepts that are semantically consistent with surrounding text are favored” [AL10,
p. 229]. The underlying data for MetaMap is taken from UMLS to which the
users can apply several filtering methods. The output options of MetaMap
include XML, human-readable (HR), and MetaMap machine output (MMO).
Recent versions of MetaMap also provide JSON output.

CLAMP [Soy+18] is an NLP framework for clinical contexts that is based
on Java and build on top of UIMA. As a framework for CLAMP’s GUI,
Eclipse23 is used. A screenshot of the GUI is provided in Figure 2.39

In contrast to other (medical), NLP frameworks CLAMP aims to provide
“a user-friendly graphic user interface that can help users quickly build customized
NLP pipelines for their individual applications” [Soy+18, p. 331]. CLAMP’s NLP
pipeline consists of the following components [Soy+18, p. 332]: Sentence
boundary detection, Tokenizer, Part-of-Speech, Section header identification,
Abreviation reorganization, NER, UMLS encoder for mapping NEs to UMLS,
and rule engine. For NER, CLAMP follows three approaches: ML-based us-
ing CRFs, dictionary (including UMLS), and rule-based. CLAMP comes in
a command-line version using default pipelines and, in addition, has a GUI
that allows the users to customize pipelines according to their specific needs.

At the time of writing the recent “Pipeline Library24” of CLAMP contains
eleven pipelines, e.g. “Smoking Status Detection”, “ Colorectal Cancer Concept
Extraction”, and “General Clinical Concept Extraction”.

Apache cTakes [Sav+10] is another medical NLP framework mentioned
here for the sake of completeness as the recent version of cTAKES is dated
to April 2017. It is also Java-based on top of UIMA and combines rule-based
and ML-based algorithms for NLP. The focus of cTAKES is the electronic
medical record (EMR). The cTAKES pipeline consists of the components Sen-
tence boundary detector, Tokenizer, Normalizer, POS Tagger, Shallow parser,
and NER.

23https://eclipse.org
24https://clamp.uth.edu/pipeline-library.php
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[Lee+19, p. 1235] argue that applying generic language models as in-
troduced above on biomedical texts is not sufficient, as they only have
been trained on general domain corpora. Hence, they introduce BioBERT,
an adaption of a generic BERT model pre-trained on general corpora (i.e.,
Wikipedia and Books Corpus). In addition, they train their BioBERT model
on PubMed abstracts (4.5 billion words) and PMC full texts (13.5 billion
words). The training took 23 days on eight Graphical Processing Units
(GPUs). BioBERT is trained for the tasks of NER, Relation Extraction, and
Question Answering. For NER, BioBERT recognizes the NE classes disease,
drug/chemical, gene/protein, and species. BioBERT was evaluated on nine differ-
ent biomedical data sets. Overall, the evaluation showed that BioBERT keeps
up with or outperforms the recent state-of-the-art biomedical NER systems.

In addition to BioBERT, SciBERT is a pre-trained BERT model trained on
“large-scaled scientific data” [BLC19, p. 1]. Amongst others, SciBERT is eval-
uated for different scientific-related NER tasks. SciBERT is trained on a ran-
dom subset of 1.14M papers from Semantic Scholar 25. SciBERt outperforms
BERT Base in several Biomedical NER tasks (including JNLPBA, however it
does not fully match the recent state-of-the-art performance). Furthermore,
SciBert was successfully evaluated in the Computer Science domain using
the SciERC data set [Lua+18].

The corpora introduced in Section 2.2 are large corpora that contain “real-
world” medical documents for medical and other scientific use cases. In con-
trast, in this subsection, a number of biomedical corpora are introduced that
aim to provide texts and annotations for NLP tasks and their training. Hence,
these corpora are not intended for the use of expert medical users in medical
use cases.

[Bad+12] introduce the Colorado Richly Annotated Full-Text (CRAFT)
Corpus. The corpus contains “97 full-length, open-access biomedical journal ar-
ticles that have been annotated both semantically and syntactically to serve as a re-
search resource for the biomedical natural-language-processing (NLP) community”
[Bad+12, p. 1]. When initially released, a set of 30 documents was held back
for NLP competitive tasks and published later. The full corpus contained
790,000 tokens and was the largest at the time of release. The documents of
the CRAFT corpus have been obtained from PMC. The corpus was manually
annotated using different existing ontologies. The corpus contains annota-
tions of the following terminologies [Bad+12, pp. 13]: Cell type ontology
(CL), Chemical entities of biological interest ontology (ChEBI), Entrez gene

25https://www.semanticscholar.org/
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(EG), Gene Ontology biological processes (GO BP), Gene ontology molecular
functions (GO MF), NCBI taxonomy (NCBITaxon), Protein Ontology (PRO),
and Sequence Ontology (SO).

GENIA corpus is a semantically annotated corpus of biomedical literature
[Kim+03]. GENIA (Version 3.0) corpus was created from MEDLINE using
the MeSH terms , human, blood cell and transcription factor [Kim+03, Tab. 1].
At the time of publishing, the GENIA corpus consisted of 2000 MEDLINE
abstracts, 18,545 sentences, and 436,967 words. GENIA corpus is provided in
XML format. It has been annotated by two biomedical domain experts using
the GENIA ontology that is illustrated in Figure 2.40.

As becomes visible, the GENIA ontology consists of 47 nominal cate-
gories. Using this ontology in the GENIA corpus, biological terms are an-
notated. “Semantically, they are defined as the terms identifiable with any terminal
concepts in GENIA ontology” [Kim+03, p. 182]. Syntactically terms are defined
as a qualifier and a head noun, whereas a qualifier may be an adjective or a
noun modifier [Kim+03, Fig. 3]. On top of GENIA [Col+04], introduce the
JNLPBA Bio-Entity Recognition task. Designed as an open challenge task,
the GENIA corpus was annotated using a simplified version of the GENIA
ontology, containing only the classes protein, DNA, RNA, cell line, and cell
type [Col+04, p. 71]. In addition to the GENIA documents, a test set of 404
documents was created and annotated analogously.

2.5.13 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

This section has introduced the general concept of NLP. First, a general
overview of different NLP subtasks has been given. These subtasks include
tokenization, POS tagging, dependency parsing, and in addition to section
technical aspects of NER. In the following, general approaches for NLP mod-
els have been discussed, including through and list-based approaches, su-
pervised learning-based approaches (e.g., sequence labeling), and recent un-
supervised learning-based approaches. It was shown that recent NLP relies
on unsupervised methods based on word embeddings. The training of these
embeddings requires large amounts of textual data and may be computation-
ally expensive. However, there exist different pre-trained models, both for
general and domain-specific tasks that can be utilized in real-world NLP ap-
plications. None of the introduced models is pre-trained tailored for the task
of emerging knowledge detection within the text, but maybe the base for an
emerging knowledge extraction system. The use of general NLP models for
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the task of emerging knowledge extraction will be discussed in the next sec-
tion. Furthermore, in this section, several state-of-the-art NLP frameworks
have been introduced. In this section, six different NLP frameworks have
been introduced. This subsection includes a discussion in which the NLP
framework will be used in the remainder of this thesis. MetaMap provides
a detailed mapping of UMLS concepts to medical documents. A lot of mea-
sures are taken to provide a mapping as precise as possible, e.g., detailed and
use controlled filtering mechanisms, word sense disambiguation, and variant
generation [AL10, pp. 229]. This reflects MetaMap’s use in supporting the
indexing of MEDLINE/PubMed, which (in contrast to the use cases of this
thesis) has to be precise and reproducible as MEDLINE/PubMed is the Gold
Standard for clinicians worldwide. MetaMap is designed to map existing (i.e.
non emerging) medical NEs from the UMLS Metathesaurus to medical doc-
uments. Hence, it cannot be used for the task of eNER by design. However,
several design features of MetaMap will serve as a blueprint for the design
of the medical eNER pipeline in this thesis: The eNER pipeline in this thesis
will follow MetaMap’s general pipeline design, splitting baseline NLP and
downstream analysis of Named Entities. Furthermore, it will utilize a lexi-
con (e.g., SPECIALIST) for the elimination of stop words. Finally, it will use
resources provided by a standard medical vocabulary (e.g., MeSH) to iden-
tify already known medical Named Entities that are non-eNEs by definition.
To that extent, MetaMap would be capable of serving as a preprocessor for
the eNER pipeline and provide the functionalities outlined before. However,
the decision was made not to use MetaMap for this task, but to design and
implement a complete eNER pipeline based on some of MetaMaps design
approaches. The first reason for this decision is that MetaMap’s output is fo-
cused on UMLS mappings. Hence, it does not contain any NLP annotations
by default (e.g., tokenization). Secondly, an own developed eNER pipeline
offers more flexibility regarding the used NLP components. Adding, remov-
ing, or replacing NLP components is easy in an own eNER pipeline and al-
most impossible in MetaMap. The third reason is that MetaMap comes with a
lot of features that are not needed for the task of eNER (e.g., detailed filtering
options, large UMLS vocabularies). Hence, for the remainder of this thesis,
a more lightweight approach is favored. Overall, the thesis’ author follows
the assessment that “rather than trying to provide the largest and most engineered
kitchen sink, the goal [is] to make it as easy as possible for users to get started using
the framework and to keep the framework small, so it is easily comprehensible, and
can easily be used as a component within the much larger system that a user may
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be developing.” [Man+14]. Hence, UIMA will also not be considered for fur-
ther use in this thesis. From this thesis perspective, its major disadvantage
is its focus on the framework aspect. As shown by [Mei16], UIMA and CAS
have scalability issues due to its complex and “heavyweight” XML structure.
Furthermore, UIMA is not limited to NLP, and therefore, natively does not
contain NLP annotators. Although GATE provides an integrated set of NLP
tools for end-to-end NLP projects, including a user-friendly GUI, it will also
not be considered in the remainder of this thesis. From this thesis perspec-
tive, the main disadvantage is the GATE’s focus on its own ecosystem, e.g.,
through a variety of proprietary formats as introduced above. Furthermore,
GATE is clearly part of a Java / XML Ecosystem, even if used in the embedded
version. The same applies to CLAMP, which is built on UIMA and Eclipse.
From the perspective of this thesis that aims at integrating multiple ML ap-
proaches in a lightweight architecture, CLAMP, in contrast, again, is too fo-
cused on the Java Ecosystem. While the aim of providing an easy to use NLP
solution for non-NLP experts is welcome, Figure 2.39 shows that CLAMP is
far from intuitive and still requires basic NLP skills. However, in contrast,
this dissertation project aims at providing a lower level of customization and
a lower level of required user interaction with the core of the NLP system.
At the time of writing, the recent version of Apache cTAKES (4.0) is dated to
April 2017. It is doubtful to which extend it will be developed in the future.

Overall there are several reasons that lead to the technology decision to
use spaCy as the NLP framework in the remainder of this paper: spaCy’s
ready to use core models are based on state-of-the-art language modeling
(GloVe, CNNs) as introduced above and utilize state-of-the-art neural net-
work technology. They offer state of the performance regarding speed, pars-
ing accuracy, and NER accuracy. spaCy is fully written in Python and there-
fore, offers deep integration with the Python ecosystem, e.g., scikit-learn, and
Keras. It is easy to use, with low framework overhead. With ScispaCy, it pro-
vides a pre-trained model for NER in the medical domain.

However, at the time of writing, the development new language models is
ongoing and emerging. So furthermore, spaCy allows the integration of new
(and better) models, e.g., from AllenNLP, provides pre-trained models on
latest technologies (e.g., BERT), and includes functionality to pre-train own
models using an algorithm “use transfer learning to initialize your models with
information from raw text, using a language model objective similar to the one used
in Google’s BERT system.” [AI20j].

Finally, the section has introduced two biomedical training corpora, i.e.,
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CRAFT and GENIA (including JNLPBA). Both provide training material for
different biomedical NER and NLP tasks. They do not explicitly provide
training material for extracting emerging knowledge. So to that extent, they
do not provide training material that could be used directly in the remainder
of this thesis. However, both can be utilized for training baseline biomedical
NLP/NER components in the system design.

In the previous subsections, scientific approaches and technologies have
been introduced that aim at the recognition of “traditional” Named Entities
and the utilization of knowledge in IR. However, an important aspect of this
dissertation project is the recognition of emerging knowledge. Hence, in the
following subsection, an additional concept for the representation of emerg-
ing knowledge is introduced, i.e., Emerging Entities.

2.6 Emerging Entities

This section refers to as it introduces a concept for representing emerging
knowledge, i.e., Emerging Entities. Furthermore, it refers to as it also intro-
duces relevant technologies for the identification and extraction of Emerging
Entities.

As introduced in Chapter 1, the focus of this thesis is on the utilization of
emerging knowledge for medical argumentation. However, NEs in general,
as introduced above as a rule “only” represent knowledge, i.e., already ex-
isting (non-emerging) knowledge about rigid designators of objects. Hence,
in addition to NEs and NER, another concept is necessary that addresses
the aspect of emergence of NEs in general or in specific domains. One way
of identifying emerging knowledge is the use of Emerging Entities (EEs) as
one possible representation of emerging knowledge that is introduced in this
subsection. They are the blueprint for formal emerging knowledge repre-
sentation in this thesis. So, in this section, different existing definitions and
approaches related to EEs are introduced. [Bra+17, p. 802] summarizes the
relation between emerging knowledge and emerging entities as follows: “As
pointed out in [WT10], [Don+14] and [Etz+11], the grand challenge in automat-
ing the discovery of emerging knowledge is to find entities, relationships and at-
tributes that are not mainstream, but belong to niches in the long tail [And06].”
The work of [And06] is not focused on emerging knowledge but generally
argues that identifying and developing market niches is an essential success
factor for future businesses. However, in the understanding of this thesis, the
considerations of [And06] are also relevant for emerging knowledge support
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evidence-based individual medicine that also may require the identification
of emerging topics in “niches” which are relevant for the respective single
medical case. Following these references mentioned by [Bra+17] leads to
several explanations of emerging knowledge-related challenges. [Don+14, p.
601] refer to the methods that utilize only contributions from human volun-
taries and repositories of structured knowledge, e.g., Wikipedia: “However,
these methods are more likely to yield head content, namely, frequently mentioned
properties of frequently mentioned entities.” In context of Information Extraction
[Etz+11, p. ] identify the problem of “uniformative extractions, [that] occurs
when extractions omit critical information”. [WT10, p. 65] identify the general
challenge that “Valuable scientific and cultural content is all mixed up with huge
amounts of noise, low-quality, unstructured text, and media.” More specific with
regard to emerging entities [WT10, p. 68] assert that the WordNet thesaurus
“can also not keep up with the emergence of new types in the business and enter-
tainment world, such as ’cloud computing providers’, ’hedge funds’, ’hybrid cars’,
’golden raspberry winners’, or ’indie rock music’.”

“[HAW14] uses an approach building on knowledge bases to define emerg-
ing entities (EE) as entities that have been out-of-knowledge-base (OOKB) before
[HAW14]. [Bra+17] defines emerging entities as entities that are not included in a
knowledge graph of a domain but are present in social media [Bra+17].”[Naw+19,
p. 2861] In their work, they refer to web-based knowledge bases, e.g., DB-
pedia, YAGO, Freebase, the Google Knowledge Graph, and Microsoft Satori
[HAW14, p. 385]. They argue that no knowledge base can be ever completed,
as new knowledge and content are produced permanently, e.g., through the
composition of new songs [HAW14, p. 385]. [Bra+17] investigates the role of
EEs in social media. [Bra+17] see EEs as a carrier of emerging knowledge in
social networks: “For discovering emerging knowledge, there is today a new and
extremely powerful source: socially produced content. Social networks are huge (1.8
billion users) and fresh (their content is produced while events occur). Thus, one
can conjecture that somewhere, within such a massive content, any low-frequency,
emerging entity has left some traces” [Bra+17, p. 795]. Another definition of
emerging entities from [Der+18] covers entities “that are emerging (i.e. not
present in data from n years ago) and rare (i.e. not present more than k times in our
data)” [Der+18, p. 141]. This definition is the base for the WNUT 2017 task
(see Section 2.6.4).

Emerging Entities, as introduced above, are also a challenge for the med-
ical domain. This thesis argues that the concept of EEs can be transferred to
the medical domain, too, and Therefore, EEs in the medical domain reflect
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medical emerging knowledge. Again, a PubMed query (“emerging entity”)
reveals that this concept exists in medicine and that it is understood in a
similar way to emerging knowledge as entities that have been recently dis-
covered or researched. Examples include articles about new (discovered) in-
fections such as “Polymicrobial community-acquired pneumonia: An emerging en-
tity” [Cil+16] or new therapy approaches “Immunotherapy in pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma: an emerging entity?” [Sah+17]. The two nomenclatures intro-
duced in this thesis are slightly different: Emerging Entities/Entity Retrieval
on one side vs. eNEs / Named Entity Retrieval on the other side. Although
the distinction in the referenced literature is not very clear, this thesis will use
the nomenclature emerging Named Entity because the research of this thesis
refers to the textual representations of EEs. It follows the understanding of
entities in a text in the NER community, as indicated by [NS07] and intro-
duced above. From a knowledge perspective for this thesis combining the
works of [Kuh89] and [Bra+17] leads to the understanding that recognizing
and providing eNEs for medical use cases is bringing emerging knowledge
as defined by [NA11] to action and transfer it to explicit knowledge as intro-
duced by [NT95].

2.6.1 Emerging Topics in Twitter

[CDCS10] investigate the occurrence and the detection of emerging topics in
Twitter. They characterize an emerging term as follows [CDCS10, p. 1]: “A
term can be defined as emerging if it frequently occurs in the specified time interval
and it was relatively rare in the past.” Their approach for detecting emerging
topics in Twitter starts with the extraction of terms from Tweets based on
temporal constraints using and transformed into a weighted term vector. In
the following step, the user authority is calculated, i.e., a factor that deter-
mines the source of Tweets based on the number of followers and activity
within Twitter. The following step is based on the “Content Aging Theory”
[CDCS10, pp. 4] that calculates different parameters (“Content Nutrition” and
“Content Energy”) based on chronological parameters of a term, i.e., usage of
a term in a given time interval in Tweets. Terms are defined as “hot” if they
are extensively used in a one-time interval and “emerging” if they are hot in a
one-time interval but not in the previous one. For the selection of emerging
terms based on this model, [CDCS10] describe a supervised and an unsuper-
vised statistical approach based on threshold values. They do not use ML
related technologies.
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2.6.2 Emerging Entities in Wikepedia

[FREA16] introduces an approach to detect EEs using Wikipedia. Their EE
definition builds upon the definition of [HAW14]. In addition they add a
condition, i.e., that an entity must be trending and “notable for the first time”
[FREA16, p. 224]. They refer to the definition of notability regarding the
Wikipedia guidelines [Fou20d]. “On Wikipedia, notability is a test used by edi-
tors to decide whether a given topic warrants its own article” [Fou20d]. Similar to
[HAW14], their requirement for an EE is that it is not present in a knowledge
graph. In their experiments, they treat Wikipedia as the knowledge graph.
As a text corpus, they use 30.000 articles from a newsfeed. Using an extended
rule-based approach on top of Stanford Core NLP, [FREA16] extract entities
from the news stream and link them to Wikipedia articles with the X-LiSa
[ZR14] tool. Those Noun Phrases that were not linkable to Wikipedia articles
are emerging entity candidates. They report the challenges of a highly unbal-
anced label of 1:164 (true:false). In a second step for the EE candidates, they
apply a machine learning approach for which they use the following features
[FREA16, p. 235]:

• “PosTag: Part-of-Speech tag of the NP;”

• “hostName: hostname of the article source (e.g., “www.n24.de”);”

• “npDiffArtsOccurrenceSlope24hSlope: slope (using linear regression), based
on the occurrence number of the NP over the last 24 h;”

• “pageViewSlope24h: slope of the Wikipedia page view values14 (requests for
existing and non-existing Wikipedia pages) reg. the N over the last 24h;”

• “npAsTitleInDEWP: true if the NP appears as title in the German Wikipedia.”

Based on these features, they trained a Linear SVC model and obtained a
max F1 = 25.0 for noun phrases with n = 40 occurrences in the news corpus.
However, for Noun Phrases with only two occurrences, they obtained a F1 =

4.6%. Furthermore, label imbalance is characterized as a major challenge by
the authors. Overall their approach combines textual feature and ML on the
source (i.e., Wikipedia) related features, including temporal properties, e.g.,
pageViewSlope24h.

2.6.3 Out of Vocabulary Terms and Word Embeddings

A topic that is related to Emerging Entities is out of vocabulary (OOV) terms.
“OOV words tend to be information-rich terms (often named entities)[..]” [Par+10,
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p. 1] In general, OOV terms are terms that are not available to a system work-
ing with a fixed decoding vocabulary [Par+10, p. 1]. Hence, initially, OOV is
a research topic in the field of speech recognition. Furthermore, OOV is an
issue for NLP based on word embeddings, as “words must have been seen in
the training data before, in order to have an embedding” [Kan19]. Several works
address this issue. Words that have not been observed when training the em-
bedding are also known as out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. [Hu+19b, p. 1]
argue that “the insufficient observations hinder the existing context-based word em-
bedding models to infer accurate OOV embeddings”. For evaluation, they use the
WNUT2017 task corpus and the BIO-NER corpus [Col+04]. [Hu+19b] pro-
pose a technique they call Hierarchical Context Encoding (HiCE) based on
self-attention encoding blocks as introduced by [Vas+17]. [Hu+19b, Tab. 2]
shows that out-of-the-box state-of-the-art word embeddings (e.g., word2vec)
show worse performance compared to the results of the WNUT2017 results
(max. F1 = 0.2153 reached by the a la carte embedding [Kho+18]. Using
their HiCE approach, [Hu+19b] were able to increase the F1 performance
to 0.2419 for WNUT2017 and 0.7636 for JNLPBA Bio-NER. However, these
results remained behind reported state-of-the-art results of WNUT2017 (see
below) and JNLPBA Bio-NER (e.g., 0.7858 by [Yoo+19]). [GLL18] also em-
phasizes the issue of OOV. They argue that “Due to the lack of proper ways to
handle OOV words, researchers often resort to simply assign random embeddings to
unknown words or to map them to a unique “unknown” embedding, hoping their
model will generalize well nonetheless” [GLL18, p. 1]. To solve this issue, they
propose an approach that uses embeddings that do use not only the surface
(i.e., the characters) of a word but also the embeddings of its surrounding
words. They “hypothesize that context words provide useful semantic and syn-
tactic information to model unknown word embeddings, hence complementing cues
given by its characters” [GLL18, p. 1].

2.6.4 WNUT2017 Shared Task on Novel and Emerging Entity

Recognition

[Der+18] introduce the WNUT2017 Shared Task on Novel and Emerging En-
tity Recognition. The tasks aim at defining emerging and rare entities and
providing a data set “to detect and classify novel and emerging eNEs in noisy
text ” [Der+18, p. 140]. As a data set, the task provides 2,295 text samples
taken from different social media sources (i.e., Twitter, Reddit, YouTube and
StackExchange) that have been manually annotated through crowdsourcing
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(three annotators per sentence). The following entity classes have been an-
notated: Person, location, corporation, product, creative work (e.g., song,
movie, and book), and group (music band, sports team, and non-corporate
organizations). The task evaluation is done through recall, precision, and F1

on entity level as well as “surfcace forms”. The surface form includes the clas-
sification of the right entity form. “For example, finding London as an entity is
useful, but not if it’s recognized as a product. Therefore, when computing surface
F1, the units used for evaluation are <surfaceform, entitytype> tuples ” [Der+18, p.
143]. The following subsections introduce and compare different approaches
that participated in the WNUT2017 shared task.

The approach of [JL17] combines deep learning techniques with an LDA,
and CRF in a methodological framework consisting of the following compo-
nents: “(1) character-level embeddings and bidirectional LSTM modeling; (2)word-
level embeddings and bidirectional LSTM modeling, (3) LDA topic modeling, POS
tags enhanced bidirectional LSTM, (4) fully connected layers, and (5) a CRF (Condi-
tional Random Fields) output layer ” [JL17, p. 155]. In addition to word embed-
dings as an initial processing step, multidimensional character embeddings
are created that are processed by an LSTM. For the following word, embed-
dings GloVe pre-trained embeddings are used. This is followed by an LSTM
layer that uses POS tags and LDA topics for each document. This is followed
by two LSTM layers and a final CRF output layer that processes the sequence
of NER tags. The approach reached an F1 of 39.98% for entities and 37.77%
for surface forms.

[WS17] propose a approach that is based on conditional statistical models
(context models). Through a statistical approach that utilizes features at the
character level, a likelihood of a named entity-tag for a character sequence is
calculated. To calculate the likelihood of multiple word entities, the harmonic
mean of their component-word likelihood values is calculated. Possible con-
flicting taggings are resolved by “by accepting 1) predictions appearing first, over
2) longer predictions, over 3) predictions of higher likelihood” [WS17, p. 173]. Be-
sides the task’s data material, several gazetteers were used for training The
approach reached an F1 of 26.30% for entities and 25, 26% for surface forms,
which were the lowest in the WNUT2017 shared task.

[SG17] proposes an approach that uses a CRF based ensemble classifier.
The input features for the final CRF are provided by three upstream ML-
based classifiers, which are a CRF NER model, an SVM NER model, and an
LSTM NER model. The last one consists of two LSTM layers using word2vec
and GloVe embeddings. All upstream NER models were trained with the
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same set of training data from the shared task. The final CRF classifier is
used as a selector in the ensemble. The approach reached an F1 of 38.35% for
entities and 36.31% for surface forms.

[Lin+17] again propose to combine LSTM and CRF. For each word, they
use character-level embeddings that are combined with the embedding of the
whole word to “obtain the final comprehensive word representations” [Lin+17, p.
161]. [Lin+17] argue that character-level information is more important in
noisy, user-generated content, as “1) People are more likely to use novel abbrevi-
ations and morphs to mention entities, which are often out of vocabulary and only
occur a few times. [..] 2) Another reason why we have to pay more attention to
character-level word representation for noisy [..] can capture the orthographic or
morphological information of both formal words and Internet slang ” [Lin+17, p.
161]. The approach reached an F1 of 40.42% for entities and 37.62% for sur-
face forms.

[DC17] proposes an approach that again combines LSTM and CRF. Com-
parable to the approaches introduced above, they use word embeddings and
character level features (“character convolutional features”). In contrast to the
approaches above, [DC17] uses sentence embeddings that they created with
the WNUT2017 training data. Their model is based on the generic sent2vec
sentence embedding model of [PGJ17]. The approach reached an F1 of 40.78%
for entities and 39.33% for surface forms.

The best performing WNUT2017 participation is the approach of
[Agu+17] that (again) combines a neural architecture (CNN, and LSTM) with
character and word level embeddings. In the initial stage, the authors use a
CNN to process orthographic features on the character level. The follow-
ing stage is a word-level BiLSTM that uses twitter word embeddings based
on word2vec and POS tag embeddings. These levels are followed by two
neuronal layers. The final layer is again a CRF that calculates the sequential
information by using the outputs of the upstream neural network as input
features. The approach reached an F1 of 41.68% for entities and 40.24% for
surface forms.

2.6.5 Trend Forecasting for Texts

While the approaches of WNUT focus on textual properties, [HAZ16] pro-
pose an approach that utilizes temporal features, in addition, to forecast topic
trends in the future. Their research covers a document collection of research
papers from the fields of data mining and machine learning and uses abstract
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and title of the papers. They propose the following framework [HAZ16, pp.
6]

1. “Document to transaction transformation”: From a given document in a
corpus, the abstract is preprocessed to form bag-of-word transactions,
i.e., binary feature vector representations of each sentence. For prepro-
cessing, the authors use Tokenization, POS tagging to remove Verbs.
Furthermore, they use stop word removal, stemming, and lemmatiza-
tion to obtain a normalized document.

2. “Topic discovery from transactions”. Through association rules, patterns
of topics are discovered.

3. “Temporal topic feature characterization”. In this step, a temporal topic
incidence matrix is created that contains temporal information over a
nine-year span. “For each topic, the vector will record the number of times the
topic appear in each year’s papers. As a result, the vector will record temporal
evolution information of the topics, through which our forecasting module can
predict the future trend of each topic.” [HAZ16, p. 7]

4. “Topic correlation”. A correlation between detected topics is calculated.

5. “Topic community discovery” Based on the correlation, “topic communi-
ties” are found.

6. “Ensemble topic forecasting” Through ensemble forecast, the future pop-
ularity of research topics is calculated. For ensemble forecasting
[HAZ16] use a set of regression-based time series forecastings from the
WEKA framework [Pen15].

2.6.6 Realtime Emerging Topic Detection

This work is also related to the task of realtime Emerging Topic Detection in
Microblogs as presented by [Che+13], which similar to [CDCS10] also utilizes
non-textual features to detect emerging topics within microblogs. [Che+13].
Their works intends “to detect emerging topics that are not only novel, but also
those that will become hot and viral in the near future. This presents an additional
challenge to model the temporal characteristics of topics in real-time” [Che+13, p.
44]. In contrast to [CDCS10] ML techniques (SVM) are used to finally classify
emerging topics. They utilize the following six features for a topic at a time t
[Che+13, p. 47]:
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• “The rate of increase of user number”

• “the rate of increase of tweets number”

• “the rate of increase of re-tweets number”

• “the overlap between org keyusers and top N influential topic users”

• “the overlap between org keywords and top N influential topic keywords”

• “represents the rate of increase of influence of the accumulated weight of
tweets”

In their work Chen et al. [Che+13] also address the topic of class imbalance,
which is investigated in this thesis in more detail with respect to imbalance
handling strategies. The max. reported F1 from [Che+13] in a balanced setup
is 0.90.

2.6.7 Academic Hot Topic Detection

“In recent work, [Wan+19] apply hot topic detection to the field of academic big data,
which they call Academic Hot Topic Detection. [...] They combine a textual NER
approach in the first stage with a feature learning approach” [Naw+20]. Their
main features are a co-occurrence graph and word embeddings amongst ad-
ditional document related features. Again, their approach aims at mining
“hot” topics for a given time period (week, month, year), and they focus on
“fast-rising trending topics” [Wan+19, Table 4].

2.6.8 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

This section has introduced emerging entities as carriers of emerging knowl-
edge. Regarding the definition of EEs, there exist two general approaches.
For some works (e.g. [HAW14], [FREA16],[Bra+17] the previous absence of
a concept in a common knowledge base or vocabulary is the criterion to rec-
ognize it as an EE. In contrast, other works only refer to the appearance of a
new concept in a text corpus without using a knowledge base or a vocabu-
lary for comparison. So, the definition of [Der+18] of EEs focuses on the first
occurrence of an entity (“not present in data from n years ago”) in social media.
The definitions of [CDCS10] and [Che+13] follow approaches based on cur-
rent trends in social media. A similar trend-based definition is followed by
[Wan+19] that aims at “hot” academic topics.
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However, from the perspective of this thesis and its expert-driven use
cases regarding the definition, there exists no approach that specifically ad-
dresses the medical domain and uses this curated expert vocabularies (e.g.,
MeSH) as a knowledge base.

As the approach of [Der+18] addresses a generic use case (i.e., social me-
dia), there exists no controlled vocabulary that can be used to verify if an
emerging entity is already acknowledged. Rather, it is the linguistic usage in
social media that is the main criterion for their definition.

Furthermore, the WNUT tasks focuses on “noisy user-generated” content.
In contrast, the contents of medical corpora are neither noisy nor user-
generated. They have normally passed a review process and are predomi-
nantly written by medical experts on highly specific topics using a domain-
specific language that is standardized, e.g., through controlled vocabularies.
Hence, the approaches of the WNUT2017 emerging entity task are not fully
transferable to the problem statement of this thesis. However, they contain
certain aspects than can be adopted, and that will be discussed in the fol-
lowing. From a technical perspective, with one exception, all approaches
combine different methods of deep-learning-based models (mostly LSTM,
CRF) for the task of EE recognition. As input features, word embedding
models are used, e.g., word2vec and GloVe. For this thesis, this leads to
the conclusion that for the textual part of the eNER task, similar NER ar-
chitectures may be useful. Hence, an NLP framework has to be chosen that
utilizes this state-of-the-art language modeling techniques and utilizes word
embeddings. Furthermore, the most successful approaches of WNUT2017
also utilize character level embeddings. As indicated above by [Lin+17], the
main reason is to address the challenges posed by noisy, user-generated con-
tent. From the perspective of this thesis, character level embeddings are not
constructive due to the completely different characteristics of the underlying
medical expert-generated content. The different approaches presented in the
WNUT2017 again show that there does not exist one silver bullet solution
that addresses the task of recognizing EEs but that there are several pipeline
combinations possible that have to be tested and evaluated.

In WNUT2017, none of the approaches utilizes temporal features, al-
though the definition of the task contains a temporal component. However, it
is unclear which temporal information has been provided in the training and
test data of the task description. In contrast, e.g., for MEDLINE over decades,
there exists temporal information on document and vocabulary level that
may be utilized for a temporal driven approach.
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In contrast, an approach that combines textual and temporal features has
been introduced by [HAZ16]. To that extent, their work has similarities to
this thesis regarding this general approach. However, in their approach,
there are the following aspects that are different from the approach of this
thesis: 1) [HAZ16] as others (see above) focus on trending topics. As intro-
duced in the problem statement for evidence-based medicine and precision
medicine, not only trending topics have to be considered but also highly-
specialized and precise concepts that are adequate for the single medical ar-
gumentation use case. 2) [HAZ16] uses a bag of word approach focusing on
topics and topic communities instead of single named entities. Hence, their
approach does not utilize/require a controlled vocabulary. 3) [HAZ16] uti-
lize time series ensemble prediction from WEKA with raw time series data.
For this thesis, an approach comparable to [FREA16] is intended that utilizes
temporal features for ML and hence requires features engineering on the raw
features. The baseline NLP conducted by [HAZ16] is similar to the approach
of this thesis. However, this thesis will use more recent NLP-approaches that
are available in the meantime, as introduced in Section 2.5.

The approach of [FREA16] uses Linear SVC on a combination of textual
(e.g., POS tag) and non-textual features (e.g., Wikipedia Page Views) for de-
tecting EEs. Their approach used the Wikipedia Notability criterion to de-
termine whether an EE candidate becomes an EE. The report challenges im-
posed by label imbalance. The Wikipedia based approach of [FREA16] also
utilizes data derived from user interaction (e.g. “pageViewSlope24h”). In the
use cases of this thesis, such user-related (real-time) data is not available.

Overall, the considerations this section leads to the conclusion that there
exist several definitions of emerging entities, and different linguistic and
non-linguistic approaches exist to detect and extract them. These include ap-
proaches that utilize temporal and user-related features from the underlying
sources (e.g., Twitter, Wikipedia). Based on the literature review, the remain-
der of this thesis utilizes a hybrid approach utilizing textual and non-textual
features is followed. However, none of the definitions and approaches above
works out-of-the-box for the problem statement of this thesis and have to be
adopted during conceptual design. Furthermore, in section 2.3, a variety of
general ML models has been introduced that requires sufficient features to be
adapted for real-world applications. Hence, these approaches can serve as a
general blueprint but have to be adopted in three fields: 1) Identifying an ap-
propriate approach for the detection of candidates for medical EEs based on
textual features, 2) Identifying non-textual features for that determine EEs in
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curated medical contexts, and 3) identify an ML-based solution that utilizes
these features for the classification of EEs in medical contexts.

The previous sections introduced the concepts of IR, knowledge, emerg-
ing knowledge, as well as scientific and technological approaches for their
recognition and utilization. The final remaining topic that is derived from
the RecomRatio project specification is the topic of argumentation mining
that is introduced in the following subsection.

2.7 Argumentation Mining

This subsection refers to RO (1.4) as it introduces formal, linguistic, and tech-
nological representations of arguments and argumentation. Furthermore, it
also relates to RO (2.2) as it introduces scientific approaches and technologies
for the extraction of arguments and argumentation.

2.7.1 Argument Structures

Argumentation, in general, has a long-standing tradition, over the centuries
affecting a wide area of disciplines “besides philosophy, such as language and
communication, logic, rhetoric, law, and computer science” [LT16, p. 10:3]. To
structure arguments for computation, there exist a variety of approaches, e.g.,
as introduced by [Bes+14]. So, “it is impossible to give a single formal, univer-
sally accepted definition of structured argument” [LT16, p. 10:4]. However, there
exists a definition that in practice is widely used and accepted and hence,
will be used in the remainder of this thesis: “An argument is a set of state-
ments (propositions), made up of three parts, a conclusion, a set of premises, and
an inference from the premises to the conclusion” [Wal09, p. 2] For argumenta-
tion mining, this definition is acknowledged by others, e.g., [LT16, p. 10:3].
[PM09, p. 102] defines an argument similar as follows: “an argument is set
of propositions, being all of the premises, except maximum one, which is a conclu-
sion. Any argument follows an argumentation scheme, where the critical questions
can be implicit or explicit”. Furthermore, [PM09, p. 102] argue that “the use
of [VEGE04] for the definition of the relations [..] allows us to see argumentation
as a tree-structure, instead of a more complex graph-structure in which the leaves
of the tree are arguments, with premises and conclusion, which converge into other
arguments, i.e., being premises of higher tree-nodes”. For Argumentation Mining
(AM) there exist different tasks ans subtasks. According to [PM09, p. 103]
argument detection “is similar to the binary classification of all the propositions
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of the text as argumentative or non-argumentative”. [Wal09, p. 2] uses a similar
definition but another nomenclature (identification): “The task of identification
is to identify the premises and conclusion of an argument as found in a text of dis-
course.” In the remainder of this thesis the nomenclature argument detection
is used. However it also refers to the definition of [Wal09]. Claim Detection
[Lev+14] and evidence detection [Rin+15] are more specific AM sub-tasks, that
focus on detecting parts of arguments. “The typical goal of an AM system’s first
stage is to detect arguments (or argument components, depending on the desired
target granularity) within the input text doc ument” [LT16, p. 10:6]. Figure 2.41
displays a generic pipeline model for an AM system [LT16, p. 10:5]

The first step of this pipeline is the detection of arguments from raw text.
For the detection [LT16, p. 10:6] list three alternative methods:

1. Using “a binary classifier”, “distinguish argumentative from nonargumenta-
tive sentences”

2. Using “a multiclass classifier”, “to discriminate all the argument components
that exist in the adopted argument model”. In this case, a sentence must
not contain more than one argument component.

3. Using a “set of binary classifiers”, “one for each existing argument compo-
nent”. In this case, a sentence may contain multiple argument compo-
nents.

For the second sub-tasks of argument sentence detection [LT16, p. 10:7]
list the following classification models and system implementations: “Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) [MM11; PC14; SG14; EKKG15], Logistic Regression
[Lev+14; Rin+15], Naive Bayes classifiers [MM11; BR11; PC14; EKKG15], Maxi-
mum Entropy classifiers [MM11], and Decision Trees and Random Forests [SG14;
EKKG15]”.

In the second phase of the pipeline the detection of the boundaries of the
argument’s component takes place [SG14]. [LT16, p. 10:9] distinguishes the
three following cases:

1. “a portion of the sentence (possibly the whole sentence) coincides with an ar-
gument component”

2. “two or more argument components can be present within the same sentence”

3. “an argument component can span across multiple sentences”
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However, some works do not cover the argument boundary problem, in-
cluding [SG14] but assume that sentences have already been splitted. Other
works address the task as a sequence labeling problem and use approaches
based on Conditional Random Fields (e.g., [Sar+15; Gou+14; PC14]) and Re-
current Neural Networks (e.g., [Sar+15]).

[LT16, p. 10:9] characterize the final step argument structure prediction as
the “most complex”. The step includes “predicting links between arguments, or
argument components, depending on the target granularity” [LT16, p. 10:9]. “The
output of this stage is a graph connecting the retrieved arguments (or parts thereof).
Edges in the graph may represent different relations, such as entailment, support,
or conflict” [LT16, p. 10:10]. Furthermore, [LT16, p. 10:10 ] list different ap-
proaches to address the challenge of argument structure prediction: [MM11]
propose a parser “with a manually built context-free to predict relations between
argument components [...] [SG14] instead proposes a classic machine learning solu-
tion, by employing a binary SVM classifier to predict links in a claim/premise model
based on work by [Fre91]. [BR11] apply the same technique mentioned earlier to
premise detection also for the prediction of links between premises and claims. Fi-
nally, another important research direction adopts Textual Entailment [CV12], with
the goal of inferring whether a support or attack relation between two given argu-
ments holds.”

[BR11] propose to use Naive Bayes classifiers. Another approach is the
use of NLP based Textual Entailment as introduced by [CV12].

[LT16, pp. 10:13] identifies and explains domains for the application of
AM systems as follows:

• “Legal Domain”. Law is seen as the pioneering domain for AM based
on the works of [PM09; MM11]. [LT16] argue that at the time of writing
their article (2016) there exists only a few systems implementing a full
AM pipeline, including a legal AM system [MM11].

• “Biology and Medicine”: Similar to the motivation of RecomRatio [LT16]
argue that argumentation mining in medicine could “assist personalized
medicine prescriptions” [LT16, p. 14].

• “Humanities” This covers argumentation in rhetorical, philosophical,
and persuasive essays.

• “User Generated Content” This use case aims at extracting argumentative
knowledge from large amounts of user generated content.
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Although [LT16] reported first approaches using neural networks, most
of the methods they presented were still based on shallow machine learning
concepts. However, in the meantime, new approaches utilized neural net-
works, e.g., BiLSTMs. Argumentext [Dax+20; Sta+18] is a recent approach
based on that is not yet covered by the survey article of [LT16] that is intro-
duced in the following.

2.7.2 Argumentation Mining Technologies and Resources

Argumentext [Dax+20; Sta+18] is a system that enables users to search for
arguments relevant to a user-defined topic. ArgumenText uses the following
topic and argument definitions: “A topic is some matter of controversy that can
be concisely expressed through keywords. We define an argument as a sentence ex-
pressing evidence or reasoning that can be used to either support or oppose a given
topic ” [Sta+18, p. 22]. Figure 2.42 gives an overview about the ArgumenText
architechture.

The figure envisions that ArgumenText consists of two parts: In the of-
fline Processing, Section documents are split into sentences (using UIMA)
and then indexed by Elasticsearch. In their experiments [Sta+18] use an index
of 400 million heterogenous plain text documents of CommonCrawl26. The
online processing part of the architecture includes the Document Retrieval
component that retrieves BM25 ranked documents for the topic provided by
the users. Within these documents, the argument recognition component
detects arguments relevant to the users’ topics. The argument recognition
component is introduced in [SMG18]. It combines a BiLSTM neural network,
topic similarity features, and an inner-annotation mechanism [WLZ16]. The
model is trained on a corpus annotated by crowdsourcing containing 25,492
gold-standard annotations for the topics abortion, cloning, death penalty,
gun control, marijuana legalization, minimum wage, nuclear energy, and
school uniforms [SMG18, pp. 3]. The classification of a sentence as an ar-
gument / non-argument is followed by a stance determination, i.e., a classi-
fication if the argument is pro or con regarding the given topic. The stance
determination again is implemented using a BiLSTM model. As Figure 2.42
shows, the neural networks of the Argument Recognition component are im-
plemented through Tensorflow with Keras. Finally, a web-interface is used
for user interaction, i.e., to obtain the user topic query and for providing the
results.

26http://commoncrawl.org/
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In addition to the web interface, ArgumenText provides a REST API27

[Dax+20]. The API allows performing similar search tasks as introduced
above. Furthermore, it provides a Classify API28 that allows registered users
to provide a list of sentences, documents, or URL on which ArgumenText
performs a classification, including stance determination. The results are re-
turned as a JSON object to the API user. A third functionality provided by the
API is argument clustering [Dax+20, pp. 118] that clusters arguments based
on similarity scores. In the following two further state-of-the-art [Dax+20, p.
116] public available AM systems / argumentative search engines are intro-
duced.

Another approach of an AM system is args.me29 [Wac+17], which pro-
vides a search engine for arguments. The focus of args.me is on the retrieval
of arguments. Figure 2.43 shows a retrieval pipeline implemented through
args.me (Indexing and Retrieval Process).

Within the pipeline’s indexing, there exists a UIMA component for ar-
gumentation mining (that “will allow other researchers to contribute, simply
by supplying UIMA implementations of approaches to any subtasks, as long as
their output conforms to the set of annotations needed to instantiate our argument
model”)[Wac+17, p. 52]. However, in their approach, the AM is limited to a
set of curated debating portals “(1) idebate.org, (2) debatepedia. org, (3) debate-
wise.org, (4) debate.org, and (5) forandagainst.com” [Wac+17, p. 54]. These por-
tals have a clear page structure, and so the task of AM is performed through
a straightforward rule-based mapping [Wac+17, pp. 54] followed by a graph
analysis. The so-identified arguments are then indexed in an Apache Lucene
indexed. Retrieval also is straightforward and provides ranked arguments
from the index (using BM25) instead of ranked documents of a traditional
search engine. Args.me is at the time of writing available, and to the best
of the thesis author’s knowledge is limited to the set of debating portals as
introduced above. Args.me provides a web-based user interface to place a
topic query on which the system returns pro/con arguments from the debat-
ing portals. In addition, this functionality is also provided by a REST API.

The use case of PerspectroScope30 is slightly different compared to Ar-
gumentText and args.me. It “lets users query a discussion-worthy natural lan-
guage claim, and extract and visualize various perspectives in support or against

27api.argumentsearch.com
28https://api.argumentsearch.com/en/doc#api.classify_api
29https://args.me
30https://perspectroscope.seas.upenn.edu/
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the claim, along with evidence supporting each perspective” [Che+19a, p. 1] Sim-
ilar to args.me it uses a curated corpus consisting of Wikipedia and a collec-
tion of “perspective sentences” (10 k), and “evidence paragraphs” (8 k), obtained
through crowdsourcing [Che+19b, pp. 4]. After obtaining candidates for
perspectives from the textual sources the candidates are processed through
four classifiers [Che+19b] that perform the following tasks [Che+19a, p. 2]:
“Relevant Perspective Extraction”, “Perspective Stance Classification”, “Perspec-
tive Equivalence”, and “Extraction of Supporting Evidence”. After extracting
and classifying perspectives and supporting evidence they are envisioned
in a web-interface, separated for and against the given claim.

[SRW07] presents an approach that is neither referenced in the overview
article of [LT16] nor can this approach be fully characterized argumentation
mining. However, the approach is considered here as it uses a lightweight,
purely text-based model.

Initially, the approach was intended to detect arguing and sentiment in
meetings. [SRW07, p. 17]“Arguing includes arguing for something, arguing
that something is true, or should be done. Arguing brings out the participant’s
strong conviction and/or his attempt to convince others.” To identify arguing, the
approach is based on a hand-crafted lexicon of words signaling arguing in
meetings. The lexicon has 226 entries, sorted into 18 categories, e.g., causa-
tion, contrast, and necessity as introduced in [SRW07, p. 4]. The lexicon was
hand-crafted using the AMI corpus with meeting recordings.

The spaCy arguing lexicon[Ber18] is a so-called spaCy wrapper for the
pattern-based approach of the MPQA ArguingLexicon and allows spaCy
users to utilize the arguing lexicon within their spaCy pipeline.

The Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [RR09] is a standardized format
that aims "to facilitate data interchange among tools for argument manipulation
and argument visualization.". An AIF version based on the Resource Descrip-
tion Format (RDF, [MVH04]) and RDF Schema (RDFS) is the AIF-RDF. AIF-
RDF [sees] "elements of arguments and schemes (e.g. premises, conclusions) as
RDF resources" [RR09].

In this, from the AIF-Specification, the use of the so-called Information-
Nodes (I-Nodes) for representing Arguments containing emerging knowl-
edge and the rule of inference scheme (so-called S-Nodes) for representing
the relations of the I-Nodes is intended. 2.44 displays an example of an AIF
argument represented by a triple (argument examples from [Kim+17]).

According to the AIF-RDF specification schemes represented by S-Nodes
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may be domain-independent patterns of reasoning [RR09, p. 385]. From the per-
spective of this thesis, combining a domain-specific approach for medical
emerging knowledge extraction with domain-independent methods for ar-
gumentation representation and detection (i.e., the detection of the S-Nodes
/ the rule of inference scheme) is feasible for the task of medical emerging
Argument Detection.

2.7.3 Intermediate Discussion

This section has introduced the general concept of argumentation mining
(AM). First, general and linguistic considerations of arguments and argu-
mentation have been introduced. For this thesis and definition of an argu-
ment consisting of premises and conclusions has been explained. This was
followed by general considerations on AM, including a general design for
AM use cases. These general considerations are followed by an introduction
of different AM frameworks/implementations. In the remainder of this the-
sis for prototyping and experiments, two of the introduced approaches will
be considered: argument text as an ML-based AM framework, supporting
generic AM use cases through an API. ArgumenText has been chosen due to
its general approach, which allows an adaption to the use case of emerging
knowledge supporting evidence-based medical argumentation. In contrast,
for comparison allowed by and local approach as provided by MPQA is cho-
sen. Although the MPQA approach initially is based on oral argumentation
in meetings within the prototyping and experiments of this thesis, it will
be evaluated whether it can be adopted for the use of emerging knowledge
in evidence-based medical argumentation. MPQA has an additional advan-
tage that is easily integrated with spaCy. However, both approaches Argu-
menText and MPQA, do not natively support the use of emerging knowl-
edge, so they have to be integrated with the complete system approach uti-
lizing ML, IR, and NLP, methods for the extraction of emerging knowledge
that will be designed in the remainder of this thesis. Finally, in this sec-
tion, the argument interchange format and its derivates (AIF-RDF) have been
introduced that allows interchange and further computation of arguments,
e.g., within the medical knowledge management ecosystem. Hence, to make
available emerging Argument Entities and emerging Arguments for further
use, in perspective, it is intended to utilize AIF-RDF for storing and exchang-
ing medical arguments containing emerging knowledge. To gather a full
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AIF-RDF representation of an argument, the detection of the argument struc-
ture [PM09] is necessary, that we will discuss and implement in future work.
However, AIF-RDF is already in the conceptual design, shown here. This
section has introduced the general concept of argumentation mining (AM).
First, general and linguistic considerations of arguments and argumentation
have been introduced. For this thesis and definition of an argument consist-
ing of premises and conclusions has been explained. This was followed by
general considerations on AM, including a general design of an AM system
and a brief description of AM general use cases.

In the previous subsections, all relevant fields of technology have been
introduced, i.e., IR, Named Entities, Machine Learning, Natural Language
Processing, Emerging Entities, and Argumentation Mining. Each subsection
is closed with a summary and discussion of the respective field of science
and technology. Now, in the following subsection, the results of these dis-
cussions are summarized and compared to the research objectives to obtain
the remaining challenges.

2.8 Summary and Remaining Challenges

Based on the summaries, discussions, and conclusions in the previous sub-
sections, in this subsection, each of the research objectives is compared to the
results of the state-of-the-art research, and remaining challenges are identi-
fied.

RO (1.1) is achieved through the literature observation of Informational
Behavior, Information Needs, Information Seeking Strategies, leading to the
domain of IR in Section 2.1.

RO (1.2) is achieved by literature observation of Named Entities as rigid
designators carrying knowledge about objects and emerging entities as car-
riers of emerging knowledge in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.6.

RO (1.3) is achieved by literature observation of selected relevant med-
ical document corpora and medical vocabularies. To that extent, MED-
LINE/PubMed, ClinicalTrials, and PMC OA on the corpus side and MeSH
on the vocabulary side have been identified as reference vocabulary and cor-
pora for this thesis.

RO (1.4) is achieved through literature observation of the structure of ar-
guments (i.e., consisting of premises and conclusions) and their technological
representation through the Argument Interchange Format in Section 2.7.
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RO (1.5) is not achieved through the literature review. Although, as in-
troduced above, there exist several studies that analyze query logs from
MEDLINE/PubMed, none of these studies focuses on the topic of emerging
knowledge within these query logs. Hence, there is the following remaining
challenge:

RC (1) Conducting a log analysis of a query log of a medical digital library with a
focus on emerging knowledge.

RO (1.6) is not achieved through the literature review. To the best of this
thesis author’s knowledge, there exists no study that quantitatively investi-
gates the incidence of emerging knowledge within medical document cor-
pora. Hence, this leads to the following remaining challenge for RO (1.6):

RC (2) Conducting a quantitative and temporal analysis of emerging knowledge in a
medical document corpus

RO (1.7) has not been achieved through the literature review. Hence, this
leads to the following remaining challenge:

RC (3) Expert interview on the search behavior and the use of emerging knowledge for
IR use cases.

RO (2.1) covers the formal definition of concepts that represent emerging
knowledge for evidence-based medical use cases.

EEs have been identified as a concept that represents emerging knowl-
edge in text corpora and hence may be used as carriers of emerging knowl-
edge for evidence-based medical argumentation (Section 2.6). In that sec-
tion, different recent definitions of emerging entities have been introduced.
However, during the discussion, it became clear that there exists no formal
definition that focuses on the medical domain and on curated medical vocab-
ularies. This leads to the following remaining challenge:

RC (4) Adapting existing definitions of EEs and development of a formal definition of
EEs within the medical domain with a focus on curated medical vocabularies
for the use in evidence-based medical argumentation.

RO (2.2) covers the identification and discussion of relevant scientific ap-
proaches and technologies for the automated detection of emerging knowl-
edge for evidence-based medical argumentation. To that extent, in this sec-
tion, the state-of-the-art in science and technology in the following fields has
been introduced: NER, machine learning, IR, natural language processing,
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emerging entities and their recognition, and argumentation mining. This
literature research covers the selected relevant technological and scientific
fields that will be considered in the remainder of this thesis. Hence, there is
no remaining challenge for RO (2.2).

Regarding RO (2.3) in section 2.6, different approaches for the detection of
EEs have been observed in the literature that relies on textual and temporal
features of EEs. Furthermore, in section 2.3, a variety of general ML models
has been introduced that requires sufficient features to be adapted for real-
world applications. However, for the task of EEs in the medical domain using
curated medical vocabularies, no existing feature sets could be found during
literature research. Furthermore, the features have to be aligned with the for-
mal definition of EEs representing emerging knowledge for evidence-based
medical argumentation (see RC (1). This leads to the following remaining
challenge:

RC (5) Identification of textual and temporal features for the detection of EEs repre-
senting emerging knowledge in medical corpora for the use of evidence-based
medical argumentation based on comparable approaches in other domains.

Research objectives RO (3.1) and RO (3.2) cover the identification and
the development of use cases for emerging knowledge supporting evidence-
based medical argumentation and the development of related system use
cases. In Section 2.1 and Section 2.7 generic use cases for IR (i.e. rank-
ing, faceted search) and argumentation mining (i.e. law, medicine) have
been introduced. However, during state-of-the-art research, no use cases for
the combined utilization of emerging knowledge supporting and evidence-
based medical argumentation have been revealed in literature. This leads to
the following remaining challenge for the research objectives:

RC (6) Identification and development of use cases to utilize emerging knowledge for
evidence-based medical argumentation based on general IR and Argumenta-
tion Mining use cases.

During state-of-the-art research, different generic types of selected rel-
evant systems and components have been introduced: Search Engines (IR
systems), ML algorithms, NLP pipelines, NER, EE, and AM systems. To the
best of this thesis author’s knowledge, there exists no system or system de-
sign that fully utilizes emerging knowledge (emerging entities) for evidence-
based medical argumentation.
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RC (7) Development of the system utilizing and implementing a pipeline that com-
bines methods from NLP, ML, IR, and AM for extracting and utilizing emerg-
ing knowledge supporting evidence-based medical argumentation. The system
design includes the overall architecture design, the design of the necessary sub-
components, and the design of the respective graphical user interfaces (GUIs).

In addition, different medical language resources, i.e., medical literature
corpora and medical vocabularies, have been introduced. Furthermore, dur-
ing state-of-the-art research, it became clear that recently there exists no train-
ing corpora that support learning-based approaches for emerging knowledge
supporting evidence-based medical argumentation. These two considera-
tions lead to another remaining challenge for RQ (3) and RO (4.2).

RC (8) Development of a data model for medical language resources (i.e., litera-
ture corpora and vocabularies) that integrates different resource formats and
and enables the extraction and utilization of emerging knowledge supporting
evidence-based medical argumentation and training of the required ML based
approaches.

However, relevant generic are domain-specific (medical) approaches that
exist for the different required subtasks, i.e., IR, NLP, EER, and AM. For each
of these subtasks and the overall system design, this leads to the following
remaining challenges:

RC (9) Adapting and developing of index structures and ranking principles that uti-
lize emerging knowledge for IR use cases, i.e., searching and browsing..

RC (10) Selecting, adapting, integrating, and training of appropriate NLP algorithms
that support utilization of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation.

RC (11) Selecting, adapting, integrating, and training of appropriate EER algorithms
that support utilization of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation.

RC (12) Selecting, adapting, integrating, and training of appropriate AM algorithms
that support utilization of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation.
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Regarding RO (5.1), in section 2.4 different approaches for the evaluation
of IR and ML systems will be introduced. However, there exist no out-of-the-
box evaluation methods for the evaluation of the system design as developed
within this thesis. Rather, it is necessary to develop a tailored evaluation
strategy that addresses two evaluation directions: a technical evaluation of
the approaches for emerging knowledge extraction and a user-based eval-
uation of the use cases, the GUI, and the overall user-related output of the
approach. This leads to the following remaining challenges for RO (5.1).

RC (13) Development and implementation of an evaluation strategy that evaluates the
technical performance of emerging knowledge extraction supporting evidence-
based medical argumentation based on state-of-the-art evaluation metrics.

For RO (5.2), there exists no proof of concept implementations of the sys-
tem that utilizes emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical argumen-
tation as this system will be designed during this dissertation project. Hence,
this leads to the following remaining challenge:

RC (14) Prototypical proof of concept implementation of relevant parts of the system
and the full pipeline to utilize emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical
argumentation.

RO (5.3), RO (5.4), and RO (5.5) can only be achieved if the prototypical
proof of concept pipeline is implemented. So, it leads to three remaining
challenges.

For RO (5.3) the remaining challenge is:

RC (15) Implementation of a detailed evaluation to compare several approaches for the
extraction of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical use cases.

For RO (5.4) the remaining challenge is:

RC (16) EUser-Based Evaluation of the System regarding the utilization of emerging
knowledge for evidence-based medical use cases.

For RO (5.5) the remaining challenge is:

RC (17) Expert Based Evaluation of the support of evidence-based medical argumenta-
tion through emerging knowledge.

In this chapter, relevant state-of-the-art scientific approaches and tech-
nologies in the relevant fields for this dissertation project have been intro-
duced, i.e., Information Retrieval, Named Entities and Entity Retrieval, Ma-
chine Learning, Natural Language Processing, Emerging Entities, and Argu-
mentation Mining. Comparing the findings of the state-of-the-art research
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with the research objectives has led to a series of remaining challenges. To
handle these remaining challenges, the next step, according to the research
approach and the methodology of [NCP90], is the system design, which is
explained in the following chapter.
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FIGURE 2.7: MeSH Tree Entries for Bortezomib in MeSH
Browser.
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FIGURE 2.8: Entries Added to MeSH between 1970 and 2019.

FIGURE 2.9: UMLS General Architecture [Bod04]
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FIGURE 2.10: PubMed Web Interface for Recent Article
([Gua+20])

FIGURE 2.11: Advanced Search Interface of Clinicaltrials.gov
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FIGURE 2.12: Basic Concept of Support Vector Machines
[CV95b, Figure 1]

FIGURE 2.13: Generic Decision Tree with Artifical Classifica-
tion Data (Own Work)

FIGURE 2.14: Linear Threshold Unit [Gé17, p. 257]
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FIGURE 2.15: Multi Layer Perceptron [Gé17, p. 261]

FIGURE 2.16: Convolutional Sentence Model [Hu+14, p. 2043]

FIGURE 2.17: Left: Recurrent Neuron, Right: Unrolled Through
Time [Gé17, p. 382]
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FIGURE 2.18: Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Cell [Gre+16,
p. 2223]

FIGURE 2.19: Example for Artificial Balanced Data Set
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FIGURE 2.20: Example for Artificial Imbalanced Data Set
(0.95/0.05)

FIGURE 2.21: SMOTE on Artificial Imbalanced Data Set
(0.95/0.05)

FIGURE 2.22: Random Undersampling on Artificial Imbal-
anced Data Set (0.95/0.05)
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FIGURE 2.23: SMOTEENN on Artificial Imbalanced Data Set
(0.95/0.05)

FIGURE 2.24: Feature Engineering in the Machine Learning
Workflow [ZC18, p. 4]
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FIGURE 2.25: Demonstration of Jupyter Notebook

FIGURE 2.26: 5-fold CV [lea20b]
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FIGURE 2.27: Stanford CoreNLP General Architecture
[Man+14]

FIGURE 2.28: Example Output of Stanford CoreNLP Contain-
ing POS Tags and Basic Dependencies [Gro20c]
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FIGURE 2.29: Finite State Automaton Example [JM09, p. 61]

FIGURE 2.30: CRF Chain Structure [LMP01, p. 6]

FIGURE 2.31: Architecture of the CBOW Model [Mik+13b, p. 5]
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FIGURE 2.32: Architecture of the Skip-gram Model [Mik+13b,
p. 5]

FIGURE 2.33: BERT Training [Dev+19, p. 3]
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FIGURE 2.34: spaCy Architecture [AI20h]

FIGURE 2.35: spaCy Pipeline [AI20e]
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FIGURE 2.36: spaCy Code Example Based on [AI20h]
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FIGURE 2.37: GATE Visual Resource [Cun+20, p. 10]

FIGURE 2.38: MetaMap General Architecture [AL10]
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FIGURE 2.39: Screenshot of CLAMP’s Pipeline Building Inter-
face [Soy+18, p. 333]
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FIGURE 2.40: GENIA Ontology and Corpus Statistic [Kim+03,
p. 181]

FIGURE 2.41: Pipeline Architecture of an Argumentation Min-
ing System [LT16, p. 10:5]
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FIGURE 2.42: ArgumenText Architecture [Sta+18, p. 22]

FIGURE 2.43: Argument Search Engine Framework [Wac+17,
p. 52]

FIGURE 2.44: Example AIF Argument Triple [NDH21], Exam-
ple Text from [Kim+17]
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Chapter 3

Conceptual Design

In the previous section, different existing approaches and definitions of
Emerging Entities have been introduced. In the following, based on these
definitions, a specific formal definition for EEs for the context of this the-
sis is derived that will be used in the remainder of this thesis. Hence, the
base concepts eNEs and emerging Argument Entities including related topics
are introduced. Based on these definitions, different preparatory studies are
conducted that show on a qualitative and quantitative level to which ex-
tent emerging knowledge is utilized within medical literature research use
cases, and the incidence of emerging knowledge in medical literature docu-
ment corpora. Based on these definitions in the preparatory studies, a user-
centered design approach is introduced to derived the conceptual design of
the emerging Named Entity, emerging Argument Entity IR System (eNER-
eAE-IRS). For the design, first, the use cases are identified, followed by the
introduction of the information model and the deriving of data models, in-
cluding feature engineering. Based on the use cases, the information and data
models, the conceptual architectural component and sub-component model
are introduced. Finally, the required system-related algorithms to support
the introduced use cases are discussed and designed. The conceptual design
finishes with the design of the GUI.

3.1 Definitions

In this subsection, a formal definition of eNEs is derived, that will be used in
the remainder of this thesis. As shown above, there exists no definition of an
EE within the medical domain that is based on a curated medical vocabulary.
Furthermore, there exists no definition of an emerging argument within the
medical domain. Both definitions are discussed in the following sub-sections.

First, the definition of an EE within the medical domain that is based on
a curated medical vocabulary is derived from existing EE concepts. For the
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definition a temporal or structural frame (i.e., start and termination) of the
emerging state is required. The existing definitions of [Bra+17] and [HAW14]
of EEs as introduced above have in common that there is a condition, which
starts and terminates the emerging state of the entity. For [Bra+17] the start
of the emerging state is that an entity is present with a low-frequency in a so-
cial network (e.g. Twitter). However, they do not exactly specify what low
frequency means. [HAW14] argue that “New songs are composed every day,
new movies are released, new companies are founded, there are new weddings, sports
matches, and disasters and formerly unimportant people become noteworthy and
should be added to a knowledge base.”. Hence, the start of the emerging state can
be seen as soon as it is created and made available. Both approaches have
in common that the appearance of a new entity marks the beginning of the
emerging state.

As the related project of this thesis, RecomRatio mainly utilizes medical
literature to derive medical argumentation in this thesis, the creation of an
eNE is as soon as the entity occurs in a medical document corpus.

However, besides a starting point, an EE/eNE should be clearly termi-
nated. [Bra+17, p. 796] argue that “[EEs] are not included in the domain graph,
but they are present in the social content hence we can think of them as being in-
cluded in the long tail, but also in the process of emerging from it.” According to
this statement of [Bra+17], the integration of an EE in a knowledge graph of a
domain is the termination of the emerging state of an entity. The approach of
[HAW14] is similar. In their work, EEs are entities that exist in web contents,
but are not present in knowledge bases (e.g., DBpedia, YAGO, Freebase, the
Google Knowledge Graph, and Microsoft Satori). Hence, following the ar-
gumentation of [HAW14], the termination of the entity state is the inclusion
of a EE in such a knowledge base. Following the medical background of
RecomRation for this thesis, a similar termination is chosen. In contrast to
the approaches of [HAW14; Bra+17], this thesis does not refer to a generic or
domain-specific ontology/knowledgebase but to an expert or expert commu-
nity vocabulary as a structured collection of the domain knowledge. Hence,
the acknowledgment of an eNE in an expert or expert community medical
vocabulary is the termination of its emerging state.

Intermediate definitions have been published in [Naw+18; Naw+19],
leading to the following final definition [NEH20, p. 30]:

Definition 1 (Emerging Named Entity (eNE)) A term or a noun phrase, that
is in use in domain-specific literature since the time tUSE and which is afterward
acknowledged at the time tACK is defined as an emerging Named Entity (eNE) for
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the time interval [tUSE, tACK]. After tACK the eNE becomes an Named Entity (NE)
with the features tUSE and tACK.

Based on the definition of eNEs, the following task definition is derived:

Definition 2 (Emerging NER (eNER)) Applying and adapting the general task
of NER to find emerging Named Entities is defined as emerging NER.

To clarify the acknowledgement from 1 the following definition is derived
[NEH20, p. 30]:

Definition 3 (eNE Acknowledgement through Vocabulary Acceptance (eNEAVA))
An eNE is acknowledged as a NE through acknowledgment for a common
domain-specific vocabulary by an expert community at the time tACK. An eNE
is also acknowledged by a single domain expert through acknowledgment for the
expert’s own personal vocabulary.

To support the underlying argumentation use cases related to RecomRa-
tio, furthermore, an emerging Argument Entity (eAE) and an emerging Ar-
gument (eA) is defined based on the eNE definition above. First, a literature
definition of an argument and its main components is given to ensure the
coherence of this thesis’ approach and the general understanding of an argu-
ment. This thesis refers to the definition of an argument of [PM09] as "a set
of propositions, being all of the premises, except maximum one, which is a conclu-
sion. Any argument follows an argumentation scheme, where the critical questions
can be implicit or explicit". Premises are "pieces of evidence (e.g. facts), offered in
support of a claim" [PM09]. A conclusion is the claim of an argument, which
is a "proposition, an idea which is either true or false, put forward by somebody as
true" [PM09]. This leads to the following definition as similar discussed and

introduced in [NDH21, p. 221]:

Definition 4 (Emerging Argument Entitiy) An emerging Argument Entity is a
premise or a conclusion of an argument that contains an emerging Named Entity.

While the former definition aims at the single building entities of an ar-
gument (i.e., premise and conclusion) for the full argument, an additional el-
ement is required that describes the relationship between them. E.g., [RR09]
introduce the "rule of inference application node (i.e., RA-node)" as an element
between premises and conclusion tree-nodes. Within the RA-Node, a rule
of inference from deductive[JL99] logic is applied and broadened to include
non-deductive inference [RR09].

So furthermore, an eA is defined as follows [NDH21, p. 221]:
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Definition 5 (Emerging Argument) An emerging Argument is a set of one or
more premises, a conclusion, and a rule of inference application, containing at least
one emerging Argument Entity in its premises or conclusion.

The concepts introduced and defined in this section are researched in the
following preparatory studies regarding their incidence in medical literature
and their use by medical experts.

3.2 Preparatory Studies

In this section, five preparatory studies are introduced that aim at investi-
gating to what extent emerging knowledge is present in medical literature
and medical literature expert use cases. As introduced above, the prepara-
tory studies use the concept of eNEs as linguistic representations of emerging
knowledge. However, as the formal definition of eNEs for this thesis is part
of the system design, the preparatory studies use an intermediate definition
of eNEs as OOV terms and expressions with regard to the MeSH vocabulary.

3.2.1 Semi-Automatic Preparatory Study

In a first preparatory study, [Dut18] semiautomatically analyzed 26 recent
medical articles (provided by a medical domain expert) regarding the exis-
tence of emerging knowledge. Therefore, [Dut18] searched for terms and ex-
pressions that are OOV with regard to the MeSH vocabulary. In that prepara-
tory study, [Dut18] found out that an exemplary article in use case scenario
on average contains ten terms and expressions that are OOV.

3.2.2 Expert Interview

The main findings of this subsection are published in [NDH21] in German as
an intermediate result of this thesis and translated as follows:

In addition to the preparatory study introduced above, as a
second preparatory study, an expert interview was conducted.
The study aimed to investigate how IRSs are used in medical
contexts in general and which role eNEs and NEs play in
medical literature research. The questionnaire for the inter-
view was developed based on the insights with a student dur-
ing his seminar thesis. The medical expert participating in
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the interview is a professor of medicine and focuses on applied
immunology with decades of professional experience. Accord-
ing to the questionnaire, the expert has advanced knowledge
in the field of medicine and oncology and extensive expert
knowledge in the fields of molecular biology, molecular and
genome diagnostics, and genomic assay development. The
expert shows advanced interest in the fields of pharmacology,
bioinformatics, and bacterial and viral genomics. He shows
extensive interest in the field of genomic assay development.

The first phase of the interview focuses on the objective to
find out how IRSs are used for literature research and which
are the contents the expert is interested in. Regarding the
type of textual resources, the expert answers that he often is
interested in scientific articles when using a scientific or a
generic search engine. Furthermore, he is regularly interested
in product documentation, and occasionally interested in sci-
entific books and legal documents such as standardizations
and patents. He is rarely interested in textural scientific raw
data. When the expert searches for interdisciplinary textural
resources, he is more interested in retrieving a large docu-
ment collection to get a broad view on the interdisciplinary
domain while he is not that much interested in having few
documents which matched his query as exactly as possible.
For the design of an IRS that fits the requirements of this ex-
pert, a focus on the recall, compared to precision, could be
favorable. Another interview questions aimed at the age of
the information the expert is interested in. In his domain, he
is interested in new information, which means recently pub-
lished articles and cutting-edge technology. In other related
domains, e.g., molecular biology pharmacology, or bioinfor-
matics and computer science as well as medical engineering,
psychology, and psychiatry, he is interested in state-of-the-art
information which need not be necessarily the newest publi-
cations.

The second phase of the interview concentrates on the ob-
jective is to find out which role NEs and eNEs play in the
expert’s medical literature research. For this phase, the ex-
pert provided three articles in advance that are relevant for
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his recent medical research work: the rationale for the expert
to choose these three articles is as they cover clinically rele-
vant target structures for anti-tumor therapy. In the context
of the above mentioned student’s seminar thesis, these three
particles were analyzed semiautomatically to recognize medi-
cal NEs and candidates for medical eNEs within the articles.
The expert was asked to give an assessment on each of the
identified NEs and candidate eNEs within the articles. Re-
garding the NEs, the expert was asked for a relevance rat-
ing of the respective terms on five grade scale. The grades of
the scale are “highly relevant”, “very relevant”, “relevant”,
“nonrelevant”, “highly nonrelevant”. Furthermore, the ex-
pert could indicate that he does not know the term at all. For
eNEs, the same scale was applied. Additionally, for each can-
didate term, the expert could acknowledge whether the term
is an EE or not. In the preparation of the interview, over-
all, 169 NEs and eNEs candidates were identified from which
were 0.63 (107) NEs and 0.37 (62) candidate eNEs. In the
three articles from the 169 terms, the expert provided assess-
ments on 129 terms, 40 terms were not rated by the expert.
From the 129 terms, the expert did not know 31 terms, so that
he provided relevance assessments on 98 terms. In the arti-
cle [Sir+15] the expert rated 30 terms from which nine were
eNEs and 21 were NEs. From the NEs he assessed 10 to be
relevant, seven to be very relevant, and 4 to be not relevant.
That means from the NEs in this article more than 0.80 are
relevant for the contents of the article. Regarding eNEs, the
expert assessed eight eNEs as relevant and only one has none
relevant which means that approximately 0.89 of the eNEs in
this article are relevant. Figure 3.1 displays the expert’s as-
sessments. Coming to the next article which is [Jec+14] the
expert assessment is slightly different. Overall he assessed
62 terms from which were 26 NEs and 36 eNEs. From the
NEs the expert assessed 23 to be relevant, one to be very rel-
evant and one to be highly relevant. Three were assessed to
be not relevant which leads to approximately 0.89 of relevant
or higher terms. Coming to eNEs in this article the expert
did not know 0.47 of them (16). The remaining were rated
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FIGURE 3.1: Expert Relevance Rating of NEs and eNEs in
[Sir+15],[Jec+14], and [Xia+14] Published in [NDH21]

as relevant (6, 0.18) and very relevant (12,0.35). Figure 3.1
displays the expert’s assessments for [Jec+14].

The third article assessed by the expert was [Xia+14]. Overall
in this article, there were 37 terms identified from which were
18 NEs and 19 eNEs. From the NEs, two were rated as not
relevant, three were rated as relevant, and thirteen were rated
as very relevant. From the eNEs, the expert did not know 15
(0.79). The remaining four (0.21) were rated as very relevant.
Figure 3.1 displays the expert’s assessments for [Xia+14].

The expert interview and the first pre-study lead to the following re-
search hypotheses as initially discussed in [Naw+19, p. 2861] and refined
in [NDH21] in German, and translated:

Hyptothesis 1 eNEs are actually in use in a domain-specific literature corpus be-
fore tACK.

Hyptothesis 2 eNEs in a domain-specific literature corpus represent more recent
knowledge compared to already acknowledged eNEs.
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3.2.3 Temporal Analysis of MEDLINE/PubMed

The Temporal Analysis of MEDLINE/PubMed presented in this section is
published in [NDH21, p. 223] in German and translated as follows:

To test both hypotheses, we retrospectively analyzed the tem-
poral structure of MEDLINE in the year 2010 concerning
the use of eNEs. We use a fully (Solr ([Smi+15])) indexed
MEDLINE 2020 Baseline 1 corpus in the time range from
1969 - 2010. To identify eNEs for the year 2010, we used
the recent (2020) version of the MeSH vocabulary (Descrip-
tors). According to our definition [Naw+18; Naw+19], NEs
that have been acknowledged through vocabulary acceptance
in the time range [2010, 2020] have been eNEs before 2010.
Entries that were acknowledged before 2010 have already been
NEs in 2010. From MeSH on the descriptor level, we selected
all eNEs from the perspective of 2010 (4.193). We randomly
selected the same number of non-eNEs from the perspective
of 2010 to ensure numerical comparability. For each of these
eNEs and each NE derived from MeSH, we created a query
against the MEDLINE baseline corpus and counted the docu-
ments containing that term in the corresponding publication
years. To test the first hypothesis, we introduce the parameter

FIGURE 3.2: Ages of eNEs in MEDLINE / PMC OA (ECD)
[NDH21]

FIRSTUSE that indicates the year a MeSH entry is used in a
document of the corpus (MEDLINE, PMC_OA) for the first

1https://mbr.nlm.nih.gov/Download/Baselines/2020/
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time. To determine FIRSTUSE, the respective MeSH entry is
passed as a Solr query against the corpus. From the result set,
the year of the earliest document is FIRSTUSE. With it for
each MeSH entry we calculated AGE = TACK− FIRSTUSE.
If AGE >= 0, the MeSH entry is used before TACK and thus
was used as an eNE in the corpus. If AGE < 0, the MeSH
entry is only used after TACK and thus was never an eNE in
the corpus. To visualize the distributions of eNE AGE, we
use an empirical cumulative distribution (ecd) plot 2. Fig-
ure 3.2 displays the resulting plots. They envision that the
majority of eNEs in both MEDLINE and PMC OA have an
AGE > 0 that shows they are used before TACK and hence
potentially detectable.

For MEDLINE the mean AGE of eNES before TACK is 20.57 years, whereas
for PMC OA it is 4.42 years. This remarkable difference can be explained
with the different age structures of the two corpora (see Figure 1.1).

A second preparatory study is published in [NDH21, pp. 224]
in German and translated as follows:

FIGURE 3.3: Document Distributions for eNE/non-eNE
Queries, 2010 [NDH21]

Figure 3.3 displays the resulting absolute distributions over
the publication years for documents using eNEs and NEs in

2https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/stat_ecdf.html
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MEDLINE/PubMed and PMC OA in the year 2010 through
a histogram3. It becomes clear that the distributions of pub-

FIGURE 3.4: Document ECD-Plots for eNE/non-eNE Queries,
2010 [NDH21]

lication years differ between eNE and NE documents, as is
envisioned through the different histograms. To determine if
documents with eNEs represent more recent knowledge com-
pared to documents using NEs, we again use an ecd plot.
These plots show the cumulative relative distribution of pub-
lication years in the period 1970 to 2010 for documents with
eNE and documents with NEs. Through these plots for both
corpora, it becomes clear that documents with eNEs are newer
compared to documents with NEs. The curves showing the
cumulative distributions of eNE documents at the beginning
are below and more shallow compared to the curves for NE
documents. In contrast, approx. starting in 2000, the eNE
curves become steeper. That means that the relative portion
of newer documents is higher for the eNE document group.
This verifies the hypothesis that documents with eNEs rep-
resent more recent knowledge compared to documents with
only NEs.

3https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/geom_histogram.html
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The mean AGE of documents represented by eNEs/non-eNEs has been cal-
culated for both corpora. For MEDLINE the mean AGE of documents repre-
sented by eNEs is 9.5 years, while for documents represented by non-eNEs
it is 14.00 years leading to a difference of 4.5 years. For PMC OA the mean
AGE of documents represented by eNEs is 3.65 years, while for documents
represented by non-eNEs it is 6.27 years leading to a difference of 2.62 years.
In both corpora in average documents represented by eNEs are substantially
younger compared to documents represented by non-eNEs. This supports
the hypothesis that eNEs represent more recent knowledge compared to non-
eNEs.

Based on these results, this thesis argues that the early recognition of eNEs
in documents and queries is an important system-task in medical IR support-
ing argumentation use cases to provide access to and utilize the most recent
medical knowledge.

To ensure this utilization, a visual eNER and IR System (visual eNER-
eAE-IRS) is necessary that will be designed and discussed in the remainder
of this thesis.

3.2.4 Incidence of Emerging Arguments in Medical Litera-

ture

The following preparatory study has been published in [NEH21]:

A preparatory study has been conducted to investigate if and
to which extend Emerging Arguments as defined above can
be found in the medical literature. For this study from MED-
LINE/PubMed, documents from the year 2010 have been re-
trieved using four different search terms, i.e., cancer, demen-
tia, influenza, and Vitamin-D-Metabolism (max. 1.000 doc-
uments/term). The terms reflect different levels of general-
ization. The resulting documents have been annotated with
eNEs from the perspective of 2010 through straightforward
pattern matching using the recent 2020 MeSH vocabulary.
This approach ensures that only terms are matched that have
been verifiable eNEs in 2010. The sentences are then clas-
sified as arguments / non-arguments using the ArgumenText
framework API. We have chosen ArgumenText due to its gen-
eral classification performance of 89% (see [[Dax+20]]) to
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ensure a robust argument classification for the preparatory
study.

Arguments are again analyzed concerning the appearance of
eNEs within them. Table 3.1 shows the results of this prepara-
tory study, i.e., the search term, the number of sentences
analyzed, the number of arguments found within all of the
sentences, the number of arguments that do not contain an
emerging named entity, and the number of arguments that
contain an emerging named entity. Finally, the ratio between
Emerging Arguments and non-Emerging Arguments is dis-
played.

TABLE 3.1: Incidence of Emerging Arguments for Selected Top-
ics in MEDLINE/PubMed 2012 [NEH21]

dementia influenza cancer Vitamin-D-
Metabolism

Sentences 4479 5648 5857 5189
Arguments 2090 2993 3135 2489
Non Emerging Arguments 1951 2769 2864 2371
Emerging Arguments 139 224 271 118
Ratio 0.071 0.081 0.095 0.050

It turns out that the percentage of Emerging Arguments with
regards to all arguments depends on the topic. Throughout
all topics, a substantial percentage between 5% and 9,5%
can be observed. It shows throughout all topics that there
is a notable share of Emerging Arguments that may repre-
sent Emerging Knowledge during evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation. However, the percentage is that low that tech-
nological support for identifying these Emerging Arguments
out of all arguments is appropriate to provide recent knowl-
edge for medical argumentation processes to the users.
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3.2.5 Query Log Analysis

While the study presented above focused on eNEs from the content per-
spective, i.e., the corpus, the fourth preparatory study again focuses on the
users and their information needs. For the study, a Query Log of MED-
LINE/PubMed was used, that is publicly available. However, due to pri-
vacy reasons, there is no exact date specified, the file time stamp on the FTP-
server (see Fig 3.5 implies that the log is dated approximately in the year
2009, not later than 22 October. To the best of the thesis’ author, at the time
of writing, there did not exist any other more recent query logs from MED-
LINE/PubMed.

FIGURE 3.5: Public FTP Server Providing the MED-
LINE/PubMed Days Log, Accessed: 29 June 2020

There exist several query log analysis on different log data from
MEDLINE/PubMed. A work from [Her+07] revealed that on MED-
LINE/PubMed, 55.61% of the users’ queries could be mapped to a MeSH
category. They used a query log from one day in 2005. [ID+09] analyzed a
month’s MEDLINE/PubMed query log from 2008 and came to the conclu-
sion that “three most frequent types of search are search by author name, search by
gene/protein, and search by disease” [ID+09, p. 1]. A third study [MY13] uses
the same query log as is used in this thesis. However, their work focused
on the use of a search pattern in MEDLINE/PubMed what is beyond the
scope of this work. In the following, the analysis of this thesis and its results
are explained. The complete logfile used for the analysis contained 2,986,939
queries. After removing duplicate queries, there remained 626,527 distinct
queries. Each of these distinct queries was processed using the Natural Lan-
guage Processing Framework spaCy (see Section 2.5.12) and a dictionary
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with the most recent MeSH 2020 vocabulary on the descriptor level (see sec-
tion ). If a MeSH descriptor was found in a query, the descriptor ID (MESH
ID) and the year of establishment (i.e., the year in which a descriptor was
added to MeSH) was attached to the query. In this way, for each query, there
were 0 to n MeSH IDs, including the year of establishment attached. Queries
that did not contain a MeSH descriptor were labeled as NON_MESH queries
that contained a MeSH descriptor as MESH. It became clear that 57.43% of
the queries referred to a MeSH descriptor from the MeSH 2020 vocabulary,
while 42.57% of the queries did not contain a MeSH descriptor. The results
of this thesis approximately confirm the results reported by [Her+07], as in-
troduced above. However, the results are not fully comparable, as [Her+07]
only refer to the MeSH items at the time of their analysis, while our analysis
also includes future MeSH items from the years 2009 - 2020. This leads to
the following question, to which extent MEDLINE/PubMed queries contain
MeSH terms that have a year of establishment that is in the future from the
perspective of 2009. Those terms are eNEs according to Definition 1. Hence,
figure 3.6 provides an ecd plot of the distribution of the MAX_YEAR of the
MeSH queries in the day’s log.

It becomes clear that a significant percentage of the MeSH queries contain
MeSH terms that are established after 2009. The share is 16.12% of the MeSH
queries and, therefore, 9.25% of the complete distinct queries.

In 1999, the plot revealed an anomaly in the MeSH vocabulary that is not
relevant for this analysis but is explained in detail in section 2.2.

Emerging knowledge represented by eNEs (i.e., OOV terms and expres-
sions) is present in single medical articles, medical document corpora, and in
the medical IRS query log. It becomes clear that these terms and expressions
are actually used by medical expert users.

In the preparatory studies, the RC (2) has been addressed and solved
through different observations. However, these were not literature observa-
tions but field studies (in the understanding of [NCP90] and hence part of the
conceptual design and presented above. In the sections before, formal defi-
nitions for eNEs, eAEs, and eAs have been introduced, and their incidence in
medical literature and their use by expert medical users have been shown in
different preparatory studies. Based on the definitions and the insights of the
preparatory studies in the following, the use cases are developed that utilize
the concepts introduced before.
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FIGURE 3.6: Temporal Distribution of T_ACK within the Query
Log (Dated 2009)

3.3 User Centered Design Approach

To derive the use cases based on the preparatory studies and definitions, a
user-centered design approach [ND86] will be applied, the relevant use cases
are introduced. Based on the use cases, an information and data model is de-
veloped. The information and data models lead to the overall system design
(component model) and the design of the subsystem, including the most rel-
evant system algorithms. The conceptual design finishes with a design of a
GUI for the developed system that supports the use cases.
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3.3.1 UCD Methodology

To design the eNER-eAE-IRS user centered design approach as introduced
by [ND86] is used. The implementation of this approach follows the recom-
mendation of the US government as published in [Ser17]: Figure 3.7 displays
the phased approach for user centered design.

FIGURE 3.7: User Centered Design Workflow [Ser17]

These phases are defined as follows by [Ser17]:

• “Specify the context of use: Identify the people who will use the product, what
they will use it for, and under what conditions they will use it.”

• “Specify requirements: Identify any business requirements or user goals that
must be met for the product to be successful.”

• “Create design solutions: This part of the process may be done in stages, build-
ing from a rough concept to a complete design.”

• “Evaluate designs: Evaluation - ideally through usability testing with actual
users - is as integral as quality testing is to good software development.”

Along with these four phases in the following, the eNER-eAE-IRS design
is explained. First, a short analysis of the user context is given. Second, the
user requirements and use cases are specified in detail, and third, the design
solution of the overall system is derived. The emphasis of this section is
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on the design of the use cases and the overall system design. The system
design comprises the high-level component modeling and the design of the
necessary sub-components, e.g., the eNER pipeline. Furthermore, the design
includes the data design, i.e., feature engineering and feature selection for
training and test data as well as the specification of the mediator architecture
for the language resources, i.e., medical document corpora and vocabularies.
While intermediate design steps are documented through non-standardized
graphical descriptions, all final models are created using the Unified Markup
Language (UML), which is the de facto standard for documenting software
and systems modeling [KSHE18, p. 23].

3.3.2 Use Context

The use context is derived from the related project RecomRatio and the ini-
tial expert interview. RecomRatio is intended to support medical decision-
makers by providing arguments based on medical evidence. As introduced
earlier, in addition to RecomRatio, this thesis aims at providing emerging
knowledge for evidence-based medical argumentation. Furthermore, similar
to RecomRatio, this thesis utilizes medical literature corpora as introduced in
Section 2.2. Most of the articles within these corpora aim at medical expert
users. So, they use the context of RecomRatio, and this thesis can be charac-
terized as a professional medical context that requires technological support
for utilizing emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical argumenta-
tion. The main role within this use context is the role of a medical user that
will use the system being developed for supporting evidence-based med-
ical argumentation and informed medical-decision making. As the expert
interview revealed, the focus of the medical expert is on retrieving medical
information. Hence, in addition to the expert medical users, a second role is
introduced, i.e., an administrator. The aim of introducing this role is to re-
lieve expert medical users from the administration of the technological core
of the system (e.g., training and components, and reconfiguring pipelines).

3.3.3 Users Requirements

Again, to specify the user requirements, the project description of RecomRa-
tio and the expert interview is used. In the interview, the expert revealed
that he usually uses generic search engines. Furthermore, he indicated that
he is interested in new and the newest medical knowledge when he uses
search engines. The combination of these two considerations leads to the first
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user requirements for the system: The system should be usable like a generic
search engine, and provide similar functionalities, i.e., ranking, query com-
pletion, faceted search, and highlighting elements within the result set. To
fulfill the second requirement of the expert user, the system should be capa-
ble of utilizing emerging knowledge and provide it to the user of the search
engine interface. While these requirements only focus on general IR tasks
of medical expert users, for supporting evidence-based medical argumenta-
tion through emerging knowledge, additional functionality is necessary that
combines retrieval tasks, emerging knowledge, and argumentation mining.
In the following, based on these considerations, use cases for the system are
derived and discussed in detail.

3.3.4 Use Cases

The eNER-eAE-IRS is intended to support and to user-related use cases and
three system-related use cases. As displayed in Figure 3.8, the end user-
related use cases are provided for expert medical users while the system re-
lated use cases are conducted by the system administrator. In the following
first, the expert medical users’ use cases are introduced in detail. These are
eNE retrieval support, document linking through NEs, emerging knowledge
Discovery, and emerging Argument Entity discovery as displayed in Figure
3.8. All of these four use cases are supported by one or two visualization use
cases that are provided through the visualization subsystem. The first use
case is published as follows in [NEH20, p. 32]:

The first general use case, eNE Retrieval Support, aims at
providing functionality that utilizes eNEs to enhance and
support several standard retrieval methods, like query com-
pletion, filtering, faceted search, and boosting of ranking re-
sults depending on eNEs [as introduced in Section 2.1]. The
associated visual use case is visual eNE Retrieval Support.
Within this visual use case, it is intended to highlight eNEs
during several steps of the user interaction with the retrieval
system.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the activities of the use case.
The activity flow of this use case is as follows: Medical expert users type

a query. The eNER-eAE-IRS provides suggestions for query completion (tra-
ditionally and based on eNEs). Users can confirm the suggestion or type his
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own queries. Based on the users’ query, the eNER-eAE-IRS retrieves a re-
sult set and prepares it based on eNEs for the different sub-use-cases. The so
prepared result set is given back to the users. They can decide to re-rank the
result set or use eNEs for faceted search and filtering. Furthermore, users can
click an item of the result set without utilizing the eNE specific features. The
second general use case, which is supported by one visual use case, is Doc-
ument Linking through eNEs and published in [NEH20, p. 32] as follows:

In this use case, eNEs are utilized to provide a link between
documents from different corpora. E.g., users find a clini-
cal trial in the Corpus 1 (e.g., ClinicalTrials) that contains
eNEs that represent new medical knowledge in the respective
clinical trial. Then these eNEs are used to search for docu-
ments in another text corpus (Corpus 2), e.g., MEDLINE to
retrieve new and emerging knowledge from that text corpus
too. The associated visualization is intended to provide an in-
teractive graphical representation of that use case, i.e., a net-
work graph showing links between documents from different
corpora based on eNEs.

The UML Activity Diagram of the use case is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
The third general use case is emerging knowledge Discovery and pub-

lished in [NEH20, p. 32] as follows:

This use case has an exploratory characteristic and allows
users to explore new knowledge on the document level, as well
on the single emerging entity level. The associated visual use
cases provide views for both exploratory aspects, which means
visual highlighting of eNEs in selected documents and pro-
viding detailed information on selected eNEs based on the tex-
tual and temporal analysis from the ML-eNER components
of the eNER-eAE-IRS. For the use case of emerging knowl-
edge discovery, users selects a document in the result set, and
the eNER-eAE-IRS visually highlights the eNEs representing
emerging knowledge in the selected document and provides
it to the users which can discover the emerging knowledge
in this respective document. The second option for emerging
knowledge discovery is provided to the users. They can select
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an identified eNE, and the eNER-eAE-IRS visualizes related
information, e.g., distribution in the corpus or cooccurrences.

The UML Activity Diagram of the use case is illustrated in Figure 3.11.
The fourth use case is emerging Argument Entity Discovery [Naw+20;

NDH21]. The use case has been developed by informally discussing best
practices for medical research in the field of laboratory medicine with a se-
nior medical expert. The activity flow of the use case is as follows: Medi-
cal expert users provide an overview article on a certain medical topic, e.g.,
oncology, or a more specific topic like Vitamin-D-Metabolism. The overview
article is passed to the eNER-eAE-IRS, which conducts an eNE analysis in
the article. The medical expert users can select eNEs, which they want to
have considered for further computation. Furthermore, they can provide ad-
ditional filter criteria, e.g., names of genomic sequences, etc. the eNER-eAE-
IRS then uses the selected eNEs and different criteria to retrieve a result set
of the following phase from the retrieve documents arguments extracted that
contain emerging knowledge in the form of eNEs. These arguments and the
associated document links are visualized through a mind map and provided
to the medical expert users. With the mind map, the medical expert users
can explore the extracted eAEs and can select the linked documents. The se-
lected documents are then provided by the eNER-eAE-IRS to the users. The
eAEs within these documents are visually highlighted, similar to the use case
of emerging knowledge discovery. The users finally can read the document
and retraced the argumentation in it. The activity diagram of the use case is
illustrated in Figure 3.12.

While the previous use cases and user-related and are provided for the
user role “medical expert user” in the following system-related use cases in-
troduced that provided for the user role “administrator”. These use cases are
vocabularies administration (with the sub-use-cases system vocabularies’ ad-
ministration and user vocabularies’ administration), corpus administration,
and pipeline administration.

The first system-related use case is corpus administration that is dis-
played in Figure 3.13. The administrators have the possibility to add 1.)
new documents to an existing corpus or 2.) add a complete new corpus
to the system. In the first case, the documents have to implement the Me-
diator/Wrapper interface of the corpus. In the second case, i.e., adding a
fully new corpus to the system, this corpus has to implement the Media-
tor/Wrapper interface of the system to be fully interoperable with the other
systems components. To that extent, an important task for the administrators
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is the technical preparation of new corpus data before adding it to the system.
After the administrators have added new documents for a fully new corpus,
they conduct recognition of eNEs and a reindexing of the newly added doc-
uments or corpus.

The second system related use case is system vocabularies’ administra-
tion. It is displayed in Figure 3.14.

In this use case similar to the corpus administration, the administrators
have the possibility to add vocabulary entries to an existing vocabulary or to
add a full new vocabulary. In the first case, the new vocabulary entries have
to implement the Mediator/Wrapper interface of the respective vocabulary.
In the second case, the new vocabulary has to implement the vocabulary re-
lated Mediator/Wrapper interface of the system. After adding new entries to
a vocabulary or a fully new vocabulary, the eNER-eAE-IRS conducts retrain-
ing of the eNER-eAER pipeline using the new vocabulary entries in order
to be able to increase recognition performance. The third system-related use
case is pipeline administration. It is displayed in Figure 3.15.

Within this use case, the administrators have the possibility to modify
the eNER-eAE-IRS pipeline, e.g., through modifying NER are IR algorithms.
Furthermore, the administrators have the ability to change features for the
ML-based recognition of emerging knowledge as well as the parametrization
of the NLP, IR, and ML pipeline components. On the side of the eNER-eAER
backend, this requires a retraining of the components and algorithms of the
pipeline.

After defining central concepts and identifying the use cases, the system
design is derived from both of them. The conceptual system design starts
with the design of the information model from users and from the system’s
perspective.

3.4 Conceptual Information Model - Users Per-

spective

[HSB96, p. 5] show that retrieval processes require more than query and pre-
sentation of results to satisfy users’ information needs. In addition based on
earlier works of [Bel+95; Fis94] the authors argue that these processes have
to “support the understanding and execution of different information activities in
the information dialogue” [HSB96, p. 5]. An abstract concept that summarizes
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these information activities is the “Info Request” [HSB96, Fig. 1]. This ab-
stract concept of an information request that expresses an information need
is used as starting point for the information model from the users perspec-
tive as shown in Figure 3.16. The information model is abstract and may be
applied to a general IRS without eNE support too. However in the context of
this work it is applied to the eNE retrieval use cases.

The Figure illustrates the classes that are used to represent users’ informa-
tion needs along the use cases introduced above. From the abstract class of
Request (following [HSB96, Fig. 1]) is derived the again abstract class Query
that represents the technical implementation of a request against an IRS. De-
rived from Query are different sub-classes that represent information needs
as follows: Text Query is a user query against the IRS without any additional
user interaction for the general use case eNE retrieval support and eNE Based
Query Completion. A filtered Query is a text query with additional filter crite-
ria implementing the use case eNE Based Filtering. The Filtered Query supports
the information-seeking strategy of browsing. A ranked query is a query in
which the users override the default IRS ranking criteria with their own cri-
teria supporting the use case eNE Based Ranking. Both latter query classes
are also utilized for the use cases emerging Knowledge Discovery and emerging
Argument Extraction. In both use cases, adapted filter and ranking criteria
are required (e.g., searching for arguments instead of full texts). The same
applies to the use cases Document Linking through eNEs. In that case, the fil-
tering criteria are used to find and filter documents with the same or similar
eNEs. Following the approach of [HSB96, Fig. 1], the IRS provides informa-
tion based on data to either fulfill or reject the users’ information need based
on the request. Hence, this information has to be modeled too. Figure 3.17
shows the abstract model for information provided by the IRS to the users.

Derived from the abstract class Information (following [HSB96, Fig. 1]),
the abstract class Result Set is derived that is a technical representation of
information provided by an IRS. From the abstract Result Set is derived the
class Ranked and Linked Result Set that contains the ranked and linked results
based on the users’ request for information. These Resultset is required for
the general use cases of eNE retrieval support and eNE Based Ranking. For the
exploratory use cases emerging Knowledge Discovery, Document Linking through
eNEs, and emerging Argument Extraction an information-seeking resultset is
required that contains facets to support the information seeking strategy of
browsing. For both models, request and information, a key-value based data
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model is designed that will be introduced in detail in the now following sec-
tion. The considerations above have led to an information model that ad-

dresses the use cases and the users’ perspective. In addition, a system-related
information model is required that interacts with the information provided
by the users (requests) and provides information to the users to fulfill their
information needs. Hence, in the following, the information model from the
system perspective is introduced that is the base for the system design.

3.5 Conceptual Information Model - System Per-

spective

While the former section introduced the conceptual information model from
a users’ perspective, in the following, the system perspective is introduced.
This section introduces the information model for the eNER-eAE-IRS. Figure
3.18 shows the information model.

It turns out that the information model of this thesis does not follow a
traditional object-oriented approach with well-defined attributes and meth-
ods for each class. In contrast, this model utilizes key-value pairs to store
attributes of feature information about objects within the model. This kind
of key-value based data models are very common in recent programming
languages, e.g., Python dictionaries [Ram15, p. 91], but are also available in
highly object-oriented languages, e.g., through Java hashtables. For this the-
sis, there are several reasons for the use of this key-value based model. The
main reason is that this system design is highly research-oriented. Hence, it
has to provide the ability to be iteratively adapted to test and evaluate differ-
ent settings, data, and algorithms. This flexibility is supported by the use of
key-value entries for specifying attributes/features for the objects as it allows
adding, removing, or modifying key-value pairs and flexible way. However,
in a later production version of the system, it is advised to mandatory specify
the attributes/features to ensure a robust and reusable system. The second
reason for the use of the key-value based model is that there exist fast and
efficient implementations to handle this model in memory, which is benefi-
cial when working with large data sets (e.g., vocabularies with several hun-
dred thousands of entries, as introduced in Section 2.2) in connection with
a high number of data access. Following the general design of an IRS as in-
troduced in Section 2.1.3, the information model’s core element is the index.
The index is a collection of one or multiple corpora, and also provides the
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necessary elements supporting IR processes. As introduced in Section 2.2, a
corpus is a collection of multiple articles in this research scenario of medical
articles. Hence, the corpus is the element within the information model that
summarizes most of the system’s knowledge. As introduced in Section 2.5
ML-based, NLP methods require training and test data. Hence, in the infor-
mation model, the training/test corpus is one subclass of the corpus. The
corpus itself is a collection of different articles. Articles consist of terms, i.e.,
linguistic entities that belong together syntactically are semantical. A collec-
tion of terms is the vocabulary, as introduced in Section. Besides the corpora,
the vocabularies are the second leading source of knowledge and emerging
knowledge within the information model. Terms consist of one or multiple
tokens, which are the smallest linguistic building block of texts, e.g., single
words, whitespaces, and punctuation. Both terms and tokens have linguistic
features that are modeled through key-value pairs. The linguistic features
are derived during Data Schema Modeling in the following Section.

Linguistic feature annotations are a subclass of linguistic features that
represent manually or automatically generated linguistic features used for
testing and training ML-based NLP models (gold standard). As shown in
the preparatory studies (see Section 3.2), the temporal distribution of eNEs
differs from non-eNEs’ temporal distribution. Hence, besides linguistic fea-
tures, temporal features are researched to identify eNEs and thus modeled
as features that belong to the terms. Following the state-of-the-art research
and the preparatory studies, NEs and eNEs have been identified as repre-
sentations of knowledge and emerging knowledge within medical literature
and vocabularies. Hence, NEs and eNEs are modeled as separate subclasses
of terms. However, they share the same linguistic and temporal features of
terms and collect one or multiple tokens. Emerging named entity candidates
again are a subclass representing eNEs that have been automatically detected
but not yet acknowledged by the system users. The remaining group of en-
tities from the information model are arguments and emerging arguments.
Both are derived from the use case of RecomRatio, i.e., utilizing emerging
knowledge to support evidence-based medical argumentation. Arguments,
in general, consist of terms and emerging arguments, in addition, contain at
least one eNE.
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3.6 Data Schema Model

The Data Schema Model follows the two perspectives, as introduced in the
conceptual information model, i.e., users and system perspective. While the
former section addresses the information model from the overall perspec-
tive (users and systems perspective), a more detailed view on modeling the
underlying data structures is given in this section. First, queries and result-
sets are modeled (users perspective). Secondly, corpora, articles and their
features, and their representation in an index are discussed (system perspec-
tive). Thirdly, the linguistic features of terms are discussed and modeled, and
finally, temporal features are derived (system perspective). The data model-
ing covers those elements of the information model that contain key-value
pairs to model features. For data modeling, different methods are used, i.e.,
literature observations for modeling the features of articles, corpora, and the
resulting indexing structure. Linguistic features of terms, NEs, and eNEs are
also derived through literature research. In contrast, temporal features for
terms, NEs, and eNEs are based on the preparatory studies, temporal anal-
ysis, and feature engineering methods. UML natively does not support the
modeling of key-value based data structures. Hence, in this section, JSON,
as a technology and platform-independent format it is used to model the
detailed data structures. JSON is specified in [Bra17]. A JSON object is em-
braced through curly brackets “{” and “}”. Within a JSON object, the key-
value pairs are denoted through strings separated by a colon. Arrays of ob-
jects are denoted by square brackets “[” and “]”.

3.6.1 Queries

The data model of queries follows the abstract query design based on the
abstract Request class. Listing 5 shows a Text Query consisting of a query
string and a list of query fields (i.e., fields that exist in the search engine
index).

1 {
2 "query_fields":["####","..","####"],
3 "query_text":["#####"]
4 }

LISTING 5: Data Schema Model for Text Query
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In addition the data models for Filtered Query (Listing 6) and Ranked Query
(Listing 7) contain lists of filtering or ranking criteria specified by the users.

1 {
2 "query":{
3 "query_fields":["####","..","####"],
4 "query_text":["#####"]
5 },
6 "filtering_criteria":["####","..","####"]
7 }

LISTING 6: Data Schema Model for Filtered Queries

1 {
2 "query":{
3 "query_fields":["####","..","####"],
4 "query_text":["#####"]
5 },
6 "ranking_criteria":["####","..","####"]
7 }

LISTING 7: Data Schema Model for Ranked Queries

The query data model is intentionally generic (as already introduced in
the queries’ information model) but can be directly implemented for the use
in eNE related use case by providing eNEs as filtering criteria, ranking crite-
ria, or through searching in eNE related fields or using eNEs as search terms.

3.6.2 Resultsets

Similar to queries, the Data Schema Model for result sets (based on the ab-
stract Information class is generic and must be tailored for the use in the eNE
context by using the relevant eNE related values in the result set. Listing 8
shows the Data Schema Model for the Ranked and Linked Result Set class.
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1 {
2 "ranked_list":[
3 {
4 "rank":"#",
5 "doc":{"..":".."},
6 "link":"####"
7 },
8 {
9 "..": ".."

10 }
11

12 ]
13 }

LISTING 8: Data Schema Model for Ranked and Linked Result
Sets

It consists of a list of ranked documents, each of them with rank, followed
by a key-value based representation of the document, e.g., with title, abstract,
or author (this is depending on the data-model of documents, see below) and
a link on the document.

In addition, the data model for the Faceted Result Set contains an addi-
tional list layer that groups the result set using facets, as shown in Listing
9.
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1 {
2 "facets":[
3 {
4 "facet":"####",
5 "ranked_list":[
6 {
7 "rank":"#",
8 "doc":{"..":".."},
9 "link":"####"

10 },
11 {
12 "..": ".."
13 }
14 ]
15 },
16 {"..": ".."}
17 ]
18 }

LISTING 9: Data Schema Model for Faceted Result Set

Each of the facets contains the facet itself, i.e., its textual representation
and for each facet a list of a ranked document similar to the Ranked and Linked
Result Set class.

3.6.3 Articles, Corpora, and Index

The data model for articles is part of the mediator/wrapper architecture, as
introduced above. Hence, it represents the wrapper for articles coming from
various sources. Depending on the source, articles may have a variety of
fields and structures which are very heterogeneous throughout different cor-
pora. For example, the MEDLINE/PubMed data element (field) descriptions
overall contain 66 different elements [Med19a]. In contrast, e.g., ClinicalTri-
als contains 320 study relevant fields. Hence, the article data model has to
implement the “common ground” that can integrate multiple structures and
fields from articles of different source corpora. So, the article data model fol-
lows a commonsense approach and provides fields that can be found in most
of the medical and nonmedical scientific papers. These fields are authors, ti-
tle, abstract text, and article text. Furthermore, the article data structure con-
tains the document ID that can be either retrieved from the source document
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or, if not available, can be automatically generated. To support the temporal
approach for eNER for each article, the publication year is also recorded. As
it turns out, the article data structure within this work is significantly less
complex compared to the multiple fields of the corpora is mentioned above.
Hence, the wrappers have a role in mapping fields from the source docu-
ments meaningful into this data structure. However, the key-value concept
allows appending additional fields to the article data structure if required
during research or productive use.

Listing 10 shows the resulting data schema for articles.

1 {
2 "DocID":"####",
3 "ArticleTitle"::"####",
4 "AbstractTxt":"####",
5 "ArticleText":"####",
6 "Authors":"####",
7 "Year":"####"
8 }

LISTING 10: Data Schema Model for Articles

The article data structure only contains those elements that can be derived
from the articles source corpora. It does not contain any elements that are
computed or extracted by the eNER-eAE-IRS. Elements that are generated
by the eNER-eAE-IRS are stored in the index.

As introduced above, the corpus is a collection of articles. In the informa-
tion model, it has no further features. Hence, the data model for the corpus
is simple, as shown in Listing 11.

1 {
2 "corpus_name":"#####",
3 "articles":[
4 {"DocID":"####","..":".."},
5 {"..": ".."}
6 ]
7 }

LISTING 11: Data Schema Model for Corpora

A corpus consists of a corpus name and an array of its articles.
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Finally, following the information model, the data schema of the index is
a collection of different corpora. It is shown in Listing 12 and published in
[NEH21, Sec. 6.6] as follows:

The JSON-Model of the index structure used to support re-
trieval of Emerging Arguments is shown in [Listing] 12.
It is modeled as an array of corpora. Furthermore, follow-
ing this work’s general approach as introduced above, the
index is required to support IR utilizing Emerging Knowl-
edge for evidence-based medical argumentation. Appropri-
ate data fields must utilize argumentative knowledge and
Emerging Knowledge extracted by the system within the in-
dex. These fields have to index arguments, Emerging Argu-
ments, Named Entities, and Emerging Named Entities to uti-
lize them for retrieval use cases. As shown in [Listing] 12
within the index for each article in the corpus, an additional
array of data fields is established. This array contains the
index fields, as explained above, that are generated through
the system. It contains Emerging Knowledge represented by
Emerging Named Entities and Emerging Arguments for the
respective article. The system can update all the fields within
this array. In contrast, the array src_fields contains all the
article fields derived from the source. Hence, the respective
fields are not changed by the system but are used read-only for
IR. The field emerging_named_entities is used for faceting
to utilize this index for IR use cases. Furthermore, the field
emerging_arguments is used for boosting, i.e., results that
have a match in that field receive a higher IR ranking score.
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1 {
2 "index_name":"######",
3 "corpora":[
4 {
5 "corpus_name":"######",
6 "articles":[
7

8 {"src_fields":{
9 "DocID":"####",

10 "ArticleTitle":"####",
11 "AbstractTxt":"####",
12 "ArticleText":"####",
13 "Authors":"####",
14 "Year":"####"
15 },
16 "eNE-eAE-IRS_fields":{
17 "named_entities" :[
18 "####",".."
19 ],
20 "emerging_named_entities" :[
21 "####",".."
22 ],
23 "arguments" :[
24 "####",".."
25 ],
26 "emerging_arguments" :[
27 "####",".."
28 ]
29 }},
30 {"..": ".."}
31 ]
32 },
33 {
34 "..": ".."
35 }]}

LISTING 12: Data Schema Model for Index [NEH21, Fig. 5]

3.6.4 Vocabularies and Vocabulary Terms

Vocabulary terms are those terms that are part of a domain-specific or user-
specific vocabulary within the eNER-eAE-IRS. Besides the linguistic and tem-
poral features inherited from the more general term class, vocabulary terms
have an additional set of features that include those features that describe the
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terms’ properties within a vocabulary, i.e., the terms’ metadata. Again, sim-
ilar to the article features, vocabulary features have to be on a general level
in order to be able to import terms from a variety of different source vocabu-
laries. Hence, in a first design iteration, only the following three mandatory
vocabulary term features are defined. First, a unique identifier for each vo-
cabulary term, in order to consistently reference it during testing and train-
ing. These you need identifiers can be obtained from the source vocabulary,
or in case of users, vocabularies can be defined by the users or automatically
generated on the users’ side. The second mandatory feature is the year in
which the term has been added to the vocabulary. This feature is required to
use the vocabularies for the training of temporal approaches for eNER. The
resulting data structure is shown in Listing 13.

1 {
2 "VocTermID":"####",
3 "YEAR":"####"
4 }

LISTING 13: Data Schema Model for Vocabulary Terms

The general structure of the vocabulary is similar to the structure of a
corpus. It is designed as an array of different vocabulary terms. Furthermore,
each vocabulary has a unique identifier.

3.6.5 Linguistic Features

Terms and tokens have linguistic features as introduced above. These are
features that are created or consumed in the different steps of an NLP/NER
pipeline as introduced in Section 2.5. Hence, these features strongly de-
pend on the actual implementation of the pipeline. [AI20f] provides a list
of common baseline NLP features that can be used as input for the follow-
ing NER/eNER steps within the NLP pipeline. Although this list is part of
the spaCy documentation the features itself are platform and technology in-
dependent and are used in similar way in other NLP frameworks. These
features are [AI20f]:

• Text: “The original word text.”

• Lemma: “The base form of the word.”

• POS: “The simple UPOS part-of-speech tag.”
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• Tag: “The detailed part-of-speech tag.”

• Dep: “Syntactic dependency, i.e., the relation between tokens.”

• Shape: “The word shape – capitalization, punctuation, digits.”

• is alpha: “Is the token an alpha character?”

• is stop: “Is the token part of a stop list, i.e., the most common words of the
language?”

In addition to these baselines, NLP features the NER component may add
a named entity label to tokens or terms, specifying the named entity class as
introduced in Section 2.2.1. Furthermore, in this thesis, an additional linguis-
tic feature is introduced that indicates if the term or token has been identi-
fied as an eNE-candidate. So the latter feature summarizes the results of the
baseline NLP/NER processing with regards to the following eNER pipeline
steps. The features are shown in Listing 14. Most of the features introduced
here are only required during pipeline processing. Hence, they need not to be
provided for other components of processes within the eNER-eAE-IRS nei-
ther in memory nor persisted. The only exception is the last mentioned flag
feature, whether the term or token is an eNE-candidate. However, the data
model shown in Figure contains all the example features introduced before
to derive and explain baseline NLP approaches for the task of eNER.

1 {
2 "TEXT":"####",
3 "LEMMA":"####",
4 "POS":"####",
5 "TAG":"####",
6 "DEP":"####",
7 "SHAPE":"####",
8 "ALPHA":"####",
9 "STOP":"####",

10 "..":"..",
11 "NE_LABEL":"####",
12 "ENE_LABEL":"####"
13 }

LISTING 14: Linguistic Features of Terms and Tokens Adapted
from [AI20f]
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From the design perspective, it is again important to understand that
these features are only examples and finally will depend on the chosen im-
plementation of the baseline NLP pipeline components. Again, the chosen
approach using key-value pairs shows its advantages as it allows flexible
assignment of all required linguistic features depending on the actual imple-
mentation in the prototype.

3.6.6 Temporal Features

As introduced above, there exist multiple state-of-the-art approaches that
utilize temporal information to determine or classify emerging entities or
emerging topics. The identification of these relevant temporal features in all
of these approaches is a crucial step. To the best of this thesis author’s knowl-
edge, there exists no set of temporal features for the task of the temporal
emerging entity recognition or temporal emerging topic classification within
medical corpora. In contrast to the approaches based on Twitter(e.g.,) Or
Wikipedia (e.g.,) within the setup of this thesis, there exist no real-time user
data that can be obtained for this classification task. Hence, only temporal in-
formation from the considered literature corpora may be utilized. However,
due to a large number of documents within the corpora, this thesis argues
that sufficient temporal features for classifying eNEs can be found within the
corpora. Similar to the conceptual architectural design, the process of feature
engineering for temporal features was also an iterative approach. Hence, the
different iterations have been published in two papers, finally leading to the
data model for temporal features that is presented at the end of this section.
The first approach of feature engineering and exploratory data analysis has
been discussed. In that work, besides MEDLINE, the second handcrafted
corpus was used that focused on Affective Computing (AC), and that was
only used in that paper. However, the paper showed that the general ap-
proach of this thesis even could be transferred to more specific and smaller
literature corpora. The following part has been published in [Naw+19, p.
2862]:

For the experiments, we use two different baseline corpora:
A handcrafted corpus that is focused on AC (AC_CT) and
MEDLINE Baseline 2018 [4] for comparison. AC_CT is more
specific and has a more narrow scope on trials and on the

4https://mbr.nlm.nih.gov/Download/Baselines/2018/
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field of AC, while MEDLINE is a large and generic corpus
containing abstracts and titles of articles. We use this com-
bination to ensure that our work is sufficient for AC related
tasks as well for generic tasks. The ClinicalTrials (CT) regis-
ter is a database from the National Library of Medicines that
holds information about around 316.200 studies. Studies are
not specialized but rather cover a broad range of diseases. To
get a better understanding of eNEs in AC, we have limited
the body of available trials to those that are somehow related
to Affective studies. We, therefore, extracted a subset of the
clinical trials register by filtering all studies related to: Af-
fective Disorder | Symptoms | Psychoses | Personality |
Disorder, Psychotic | Psychosis, Bipolar | Disorder Schizo
| Disorder, Seasonal. Through this approach, we reduced
the available amount of studies to 5069 in the years 1999 to
2017 and created the unique corpus of AC_CT. For AC_CT,
the mean number of documents added per year was 253.45,
while the median was 314.5. On the other hand, the time
frame for MEDLINE documents is limited to 50 years dat-
ing from 1969 till 2018 to avoid temporal artifacts resulting
from historic documents. Within this time frame, the overall
document count is 24,910,297. The mean number of docu-
ments added per year is 508,373.4; the median is 414,987.
The SOLR index Size for AC_CT 10.5 MB and for MED-
LINE is approx. 25.5 GB. The comparison of size and time
frame shows the challenge for AC_CT that there is signifi-
cantly less data available, which can be used for training and
evaluation, as we show later in this [thesis].

Statistics on eNEs in AC_CT and MEDLINE: The statisti-
cal analysis focus on the questions to which extend eNEs are
actually used in AC_CT and MEDLINE Baseline. The first
question is, how long are eNEs in use in the respective corpus
before TACK. To get a picture of this, we queried the corpora
using terms with TACK ≥ 2012 and counted the documents
with TUSE < TACK. From these documents, we then calcu-
lated the mean and median document age. For AC_CT and
TACK ≥ 2012, the mean age is 7.054 years (median: 7) while
for MEDLINE Baseline 2018 and TACK ≥ 2012, we observe
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a mean age of 27.085 years (median: 28). The second question
is in how many documents an eNE is used before TACK. Our
statistical analysis shows that for AC_CT and TACK ≥ 2012
the mean number is 7.614 (median: 2) while for MEDLINE
and TACK ≥ 2012 the mean number is 951.4892 (median:
156.5). In both cases, the difference between mean and me-
dian shows that there are few terms being used in a larger
number of documents compared to the majority of terms. Al-
though the values for age and document count differ signifi-
cantly between the two corpora - which is not surprising tak-
ing into account the different age ranges and overall docu-
ment counts of the two corpora - it becomes clear that in both
corpora, eNEs are in use before TACK in a significant number
of documents and Therefore, should be potentially detectable.

Baseline NER Phase: Due to performance scaling reasons for
the Baseline NER Phase we created two smaller subsets of
AC_CT and MEDLINE that follow the design of the CONLL
2003 corpus for NER [SM03]. For AC_CT, the sizes for
training, validation, and evaluation set are 100, 25, and 25,
which is approx 0.1 of the sizes of CONLL due to the overall
smaller size of AC_CT, which will affect NLP performance of
training AC-eNER negatively compared to the larger MED-
LINE corpus. For MEDLINE, each of the subsets consists of
1.000, 250, and 250 documents. All documents are taken
randomly from the year 2012, and each contains at least
one eNE from the perspective of 2012, meaning an entity
with 2012 ≤ TACK < 2018. As today the entities with
2012 ≤ TACK < 2018 are known through MESH’s meta-
data, it is straightforward to automatically create a gold stan-
dard eNE annotation on both subsets using pattern match-
ing on the documents of 2012 with the recent version of the
MESH vocabulary.

ML Phase: In the ML phase for each entry of the MESH vo-
cabulary through SOLR we create an IR result set that con-
tains temporal information (DOC_YEAR of all documents
returned by a query). For the query term q SOLR returns
n documents, each with a DOC_YEAR leading to a result
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vector:

~rq =


DOC_YEAR0

...
DOC_YEARn−1

 (3.1)

Based on ~rq for each query we calculate a feature vector ~fq

(see section 3.6.6) that we use for training and testing the
ML components. (see figure 3.19). To divide the vocabu-
lary into training and test set we chose the PIVOT_YEAR
Yp = 2012 so that TACK ≤ Tp. The training set again is
split using the TRAIN_PIVOT_YEAR Ytp which is as-
signed dynamically during the experiments. In the training
set terms with Ytp ≤ TACK < Yp are labeled as AC-eNE
/ eNE, terms with TACK < Ypt as non AC-eNE / eNE. For
testing we use the temporal features of terms with TUSE ≤ Yp

and evaluate to which extend we are able to predict eNEs with
TACK > Yp [..]

Feature Engineering: The aim of feature engineering in our
work is to identify relevant (temporal) features that are char-
acteristic for AC-eNEs and eNEs and therefore, may be used
as input features for ML. The raw input for feature engi-
neering is the result sets returned by SOLR for a query of
a candidate term, which we analyzed using explorative data
[sic!] methods (EDA) e.g., density plots or scatter plots. Fig-
ures 3.21 and 3.20 show density plots of the document years
(DOC_YEAR) for both AC_CT and MEDLINE.

In addition we used scatter plots to identify relevant com-
binations of features. Figures 3.23 and 3.22 show examples
of a feature combination for MEDLINE and AC_CT. Al-
though different between the corpora both plots suggest that
the classes are separable based on the features COUNT and
MIN_YEAR for example. [In] this way we identified five
features for constructing the feature vector: the number of
documents per result vector, minimum, maximum, mean and
median of DOC_YEAR per result vector, leading to the fol-
lowing feature vector for a query term q and a result vector
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~rq:

~fq =


length(~rq)

min(~rq)

max(~rq)

mean(~rq)

median(~rq)

 (3.2)

In the following, this initial feature engineering is refined, e.g., through
using correlation matrices and transferring the feature engineering to the
PMC OA corpus. In addition, relative temporal features are introduced to
ensure better generalization of the model. The following part is published in
[NEH20, pp. 33]:

Test and Training Data: The structure of the test and training
data is derived from our retrospective evaluation approach [as
introduced above]. We go back to the year 2012 and evaluate
how far our approach is capable of recognizing eNEs from the
perspective of 2012, which are acknowledged in the meantime
(2020). Furthermore, as a text corpus, we use MEDLINE
Baseline 2020 and PMC OA 2020, both with a limited year
range from 1969 to 2012, to avoid temporal artifacts result-
ing from historical documents. The limit in 2012 is neces-
sary for the evaluation from the 2012 perspective. The MED-
LINE corpus’s overall document count in that time range is
19,139,708, and the SOLR index size is approx. 28.2 GB.
For PMC OA, the count is 2.739.074, and the index size is
85.9 GB. This shows that the indexed text per document is
approx 21.28 times higher for PMC OA compared to MED-
LINE. For the task of eNERD [eNER in Documents], we cre-
ated smaller MEDLINE and PMC OA subsets that follow
the design of the CONLL 2003 corpus for NER evaluation
[SM03] (due to performance scaling reasons for the training
and testing the b-NLP-NER model). The size of the MED-
LINE subset is 1.443 documents and for PMC OA, 2.154
documents. Each of the subsets consists of training and test
sets (ratio 1:1). To prepare a gold-standard of the test and
training documents, we retrospectively automatically tagged
all eNEs (noun chunks) within the subsets using the MeSH
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2020 vocabulary. All documents were taken randomly from
MEDLINE / PMC OA in 2012, and each contains at least
one eNE from the perspective of 2012. For our prototypical
implementation, we prefer MeSH over other (meta) thesauri
like UMLS as it provides a widely-used vocabulary that is
domain-specific for the medical domain. At the same time,
it is somehow generic to ensure that it represents topics that
are widely-used during medical discourse and research. For
the task of eNERQ [eNER in Query], we randomly chose a
portion from the eNEs acknowledged between 2012 and 2020
from MeSH 2020 to create ML training queries (the positive
class ‘eNE’). The remaining part of the acknowledged eNEs is
test queries that should be correctly classified as eNEs through
the t-eNER-CLF and which we use for evaluation. They are
unknown to the t-eNER-CLF model during training. To cre-
ate training and test queries for the negative class’ non-eNE,’
we used randomly chosen arbitrary medical queries from a
public log file of PubMed [MY13].

Absolute Temporal Feature Models: To identify, calculate,
and select relevant temporal IR-features, that can be used
for the t-eNER-CLF, we applied Feature Engineering (FE)
[ZC18] and Feature Selection [Gé17] methods. As intro-
duced above for eNERD and eNERQ, candidates for eNEs
are passed to t-FSE as a query q. The search engine returns
a result set of the length n. For each document in the re-
sult set returned for q, the publication year (DOC_YEAR) is
used as a temporal feature. This leads to an initial result vec-
tor ~rq for each query q. First of all, we identified six relevant
temporal IR-features that are calculated from ~rq: the num-
ber of documents (n) per result vector, minimum, maximum,
mean and median of DOC_YEAR per result vector, and the
DOC_YEAR0, which is the year of the first ranked document
of the result set. Through the last-mentioned feature (besides
the temporal and corpus features), we also utilize ranking in-
formation (i.e., the year of the first ranked document) from
the underlying IR algorithm. In this way, FE leads to the
following feature vector~fq for a result vector ~rq:
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~rq =


DOC_YEAR0

...
DOC_YEARn−1

 FE−→ ~fq =



max(~rq)

min(~rq)

mean(~rq)

median(~rq)

n
DOC_YEAR0


(3.3)

For feature selection we use a correlation matrix (e.g., see Fig-
ure 3.24), based on Pearsons Correlation Coefficient5 ρ. The
correlation matrix displays the correlation of the calculated
features fi and the classification outcome (class), which may
be an eNE or non-eNE. Figure 3.24 displays that for the eN-
ERQ task, there is a medium negative correlation from fea-
tures COUNT with the class labels of the queries for both
subtasks and corpora. On the other hand, for the feature min,
the correlation is with exception to NERQ and MEDLINE
medium positive (approx 0.27 - 0.37). For NERQ on MED-
LINE, there are no features prominent positive features vis-
ible. However, we decided to use the same features for both
tasks and corpora to ensure comparability between the sub-
tasks eNERD and eNERQ.

As we will show in the evaluation section, absolute temporal
features lead to the best classification results in our experi-
ments. However, they lack generalization as they have to be
re-trained each year to be up to date regarding absolute years.
Furthermore, they require extensive user acknowledgment to
provide sufficient training data. [This means], a challenge is
bootstrapping an empty eNER model with them.

Relative Temporal Features: In addition to the feature set
above, we developed an alternative feature set that uses rel-
ative temporal features instead of absolute features. This fea-
ture set can be automatically constructed completely from
already known eNEs from the past. As they use relevant
temporal features calculated in past years, we argue that

5https://libguides.library.kent.edu/SPSS/PearsonCorr
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these features generalize better and are suitable for bootstrap-
ping new eNER models. To implement relative temporal fea-
tures, we introduce the PIVOT_YEAR. In training, the
PIVOT_YEAR is a year in the past that is within the train-
ing year range (e.g., last ten years). For each PIVOT_YEAR
during training, eNEs / NEs are identified, and for each, a rel-
ative feature vector ~rqr is calculated as follows:

~rqr =


PIVOT_YEAR− DOC_YEAR0

...
PIVOT_YEAR− DOC_YEARn−1

 (3.4)

On ~rqr, the same feature engineering is applied as introduced
for the absolute features.

Overall, this leads to the following data schema design, which is shown
in Listing 15.

1 {
2 "IS_RELATIVE":"####",
3 "MAX":"####",
4 "MIN":"####",
5 "MEDIAN":"####",
6 "N":"####",
7 "DOC_YEAR_0":"####"
8 }

LISTING 15: Data Schema Model for Temporal Features

In addition to the final features, the data schema contains a flag that indi-
cates if the temporal features are absolute or relative features.

3.7 eNER-eAE-IRS System Architecture - Compo-

nent Model

Following the motivation, the four initial use cases, and the information and
Data Schema Model, the architectural modeling approach for recognizing
eNEs in medical a document and query corpus (mDQC) combines methods
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from NLP, NER, IR, and ML [Naw+19]. For introducing the system architec-
ture, a top-down approach is used in this section, i.e., first of all, the develop-
ment of the overall component model of the system is explained. Following
this overall component model, the different components and data structures
are introduced and designed.

3.7.1 Model View Controller Paradigm

[KPo88] introduced the Model-View-Controller (MVC) software develop-
ment paradigm. Their intention was to develop a paradigm that allows mod-
ular and reusable development of software components. They propose to
separate an application into “(1) the parts that represent the model of the under-
lying application domain from (2) the way the model is presented to the user and
from (3) the way the user interacts with it” [KPo88, p. 3]. The MVC paradigm
addresses these three levels of separation. Hence, the MVC consists of the
following main components:

• models contain the domain-specific aspects of the application. This in-
cludes data and software.

• Views contain all necessary elements of the application to display the
data the views obtained from the models. This includes different levels
of visualization and granularity.

• Controllers are the interface between models and views and input de-
vices.

3.7.2 Overall System Design

The system has been developed in an iterative process. The first approach
has been published in [Naw+18] and is shown in Figure 3.25.

In the following, the initial description of the eNER Recognition Cycle as
published in [Naw+18, pp. 52] is outlined:

The workflow starts with a collection of clinical textual lit-
erature, which is relevant for the respective VRE ([Virtual
Research Environment]), the clinical document corpus. As a
first processing step, Baseline NLP is done through a state-
of-the-art NLP framework and consists of the generic NLP
tasks tokenization, sentence splitting, Part of Speech tagging,
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and generic NER (Person, Location, Organization). It also
comprises the tagging with a domain-specific vocabulary (if
applicable), like MeSH, to distinguish between already exist-
ing domain-specific NEs and eNE candidates. NLP features
created within the Baseline NLP step are needed in the later
eNER detection cycle as input for both rules- and ML-based
eNER. The second step, Baseline eNER, is done through a
handcrafted set of Regular Expression (RegExp) rules to de-
tect candidates, which could be eNEs based on textual fea-
tures derived in the baseline NLP step. The rules in this
step are quite lenient to achieve a high recall in connection
with low precision to cover a high percentage of eNE candi-
dates in a first row. The following step, “Statistical Anal-
ysis” is the entry point for the actual detection cycle. This
is the step where the data scientists’ method of classifica-
tion is applied first. As a classification technique for this
step, we intend to use Support Vector Machine based pat-
tern learning and recognition on the distributional patterns.
The aim is to identify those eNE-candidates that have a dis-
tribution and increase patterns similar to those demonstrated
in the experimental results. The objective is to preserve a
high recall from the prior eNE-candidate recognition while
increasing the precision compared with the step before. The
next step is the visualization of eNE-candidates in a Graph-
ical User Interface (GUI). It will comprise textual visualiza-
tion of identified eNEs and integrated visualization of the
emergence of them through sparklines, which have already
been discussed for displaying data in clinical environments
(Radecki and Medow, 2007). [...] Based on the visualization,
the expert users are asked to give feedback on eNE-candidates
presented in connection with a search query of a user. It is
intended to create a GUI that allows the users an “on-the-
fly”-feedback, which is integrated strongly into the GUI of
the actual VRE. The feedback of the users covers two ma-
jor questions: a) Is the candidate a term that is a relevant
named entity for your domain and Therefore, probably ac-
knowledged in the future? b) If yes, please give an estimation
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about the classification of the eNE-candidate in the classifica-
tion scheme of your domain (e.g., MeSH tree). b) is intended
to collect users’ knowledge about the structural context of a
term for use in argumentation support tasks. After a defined
[amount] of user feedback is collected, [it is] consolidated to-
wards one common user feedback [representation], which has
a high degree of confidence due to the input of several differ-
ent expert users (User Feedback Analysis component). Based
on the consolidated user feedback in the following step, an
eNER Update is performed, which comprises a re-building of
Regular-Expressions for the rule-based approach (Whitelist-
ing of Terms that have been identified as eNEs and black-
listing of eNE-candidates which have been discarded through
the users.). In parallel, an internal training corpus for Ma-
chine Based learning NER-approaches is created. For the cor-
pus, the sentences containing identified eNEs are extracted
from the literature, and the eNEs are tagged in these sen-
tences. Beyond the eNE-tagging, the corpus comprises the
textual features derived in the baseline NLP step. The cor-
pus is then used to re-train an ML-based NER-algorithm like
CRF to detect yet unknown eNE-candidates. The feedback
is also used to evaluate the statistical pattern that relates to
the eNE-candidate and update the statistical analysis step.
After re-building and re-training rule-based and ML-based
NE algorithms they are re-applied on the initial clinical docu-
ment corpus to extract a) candidates with higher quality com-
pared to the initial baseline eNE-candidate-recognition and b)
to identify eNEs which are no candidates anymore but have
been identified by the expert community with a high degree
of confidence. From this step in the cycle, the candidates are
fed to the statistical analysis where the feedback cycle starts
again, while the identified eNEs with the context information
from the users’ feedback are indexed for further use in argu-
mentation – and IR support in the VRE. [Naw+18, pp. 52]

This initial concept already comprises the components that have been dis-
cussed in our state-of-the-art research, i.e., the combination of baseline NLP
methods combined with ML methods. Also, the utilization of user feedback,
the visualization, and the indexing of eNEs was part of this initial concept.
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However, at this stage of development, components of the system were only
described briefly, and the focus was on the overall recognition cycle. In the
following publication [Naw+19] a more system-oriented design was built
upon this initial process-oriented design, leading to the first system archi-
tecture, shown in Figure 3.26. In that publication, the system was designed
specifically for the field of Affective Computing (AC) 6. So, the specific use
case of the introduced system is more narrow compared to the generic use
case of evidence-based medical argumentation as introduced for this thesis.
However, the system design is intentionally kept generic, with only minor
adoptions for the field of AC. So the introduced AC system can be seen as a
further step in the iterative process of system design. Taking into account the
focus on AC instead of generic eNEs, the system design refers to AC-eNEs,
which are eNEs from the field of AC.

The resulting intermediate system design is described as follows in
[Naw+19, p. 2862]:

In stage (1) all documents of the corpus are processed using
state-of-the-art NLP technology (e.g. spaCy [HM17]) to de-
tect candidates for AC-eNEs / AC-eNPs. In stage (2), the
AC-eNE candidates are passed to a search engine that has in-
dexed the complete corpus. In stage (3), temporal features
from the result set for this query are passed to an ML-based
classifier (ML ClF), which has been trained on temporal fea-
tures. Examples for temporal features are the max. and min.
document years returned on a query by Solr. In stage (4),
the detected AC-eNEs are played back to the index for further
utilization in the underlying ER use case, e.g., argumenta-
tion support in the AC domain. Stage (5+) is the optional use
of AC-eNEs for the task of NERQ [...].

Based on these two initial system design sketches, the following itera-
tion in the architecture design addresses different aspects that have been
introduced during the state-of-the-art discussion, i.e., a stricter separation
between core functionality, graphical user interface, and data. To ensure
this separation and hence allow a modular and reusable system design, The
Model View Controller (MVC) [KPo88] paradigm is used. Furthermore, on

6AC is “computing that relates to, arises from, or influences emotions. Models are suggested for
computer recognition of human emotion, and new applications are presented for computer-assisted
learning, perceptual IR, arts and entertainment, and human health and interaction ” [Pic00, p. 1]
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the model layer and mediator wrapper, architecture is introduced to ensure
the interoperability of different literature corpora and vocabularies, as indi-
cated in the state-of-the-art discussion. The mediator wrapper approach will
[also] be introduced in greater detail in [this] section. [This means], the next
iteration of the system design as introduced in [NEH20] is displayed in Fig-
ure 3.27.

The resulting design is described as follows [NEH20, pp. 32]:

The overall design objective is to implement a three-phased
pipeline for eNER. As a first baseline step, eNE candidates are
automatically extracted from documents of the mDQC based
on their textual features using NLP-baseline NER methods
(b-NLP-NER, see Figure 3.27). Then the eNE candidates are
passed to a temporal-feature search engine (t-FSE) that has
indexed the mDQC. The temporal IR-result set of the t-FSE
is then transformed into an eNE temporal-feature result vec-
tor to obtain the temporal features for each baseline eNE can-
didate in addition to the textual features. The feature vector
is then passed to a temporal eNER classifier (t-eNER-CLF)
model that needs to be trained on temporal IR-feature vec-
tors of already acknowledged eNEs beforehand. The eNER t-
eNER-CLF provides a classification result, whether the eNE
candidate is likely an eNE or not. If the classifier outcome is
positive, the recognized eNE is passed to the IR system users
of the IR-supported argumentation use case. Afterwards, the
users can finally acknowledge the eNE as a NE for their own
vocabulary (eNEAVA) or reject it. In both cases, users’ feed-
back is used to update the ML training material for future
learning. Furthermore, in the case of acknowledgment, the
term or noun phrase is indexed as a NE for further utiliza-
tion for supporting the argumentation use case. The temporal
properties (i.e., tUSE, tACK) of it are properly recorded. For the
integration of eNER-eAE-IRS with the view and controller
layers within the medical use cases (e.g., medical argumen-
tation), we use a RESTFul API to allow a lightweight and
flexible interface that may also be used in cross-organizational
contexts [Kle17].
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Based on these iterated intermediate results, the final component architec-
ture of the eNER-eAE-IRS is designed, as shown in Figure 3.28. Compared
to the initial design iterations, the MVC paradigm is considered more strictly
in the final version. Hence, the eNER-eAE-IRS-Pipeline is part of the model
layer as it contains domain-specific logic. Domain-specific logic belongs to
the model layer according to [KPo88]. In addition to the initial iterations a
dedicated controller component (eNER-eAE-IRS-Controller) is added to the
architecture design. Through the subsystems in the controller component
the pipeline and the data sources in the model layer are controlled. The ar-
chitectural design is based on the data sources within the model layer, i.e.,
the vocabulary mediator and the corpus search engine that also acts as a me-
diator. Both have been introduced in the Data Schema Modeling section. On
top of these two mediators works the eNER-eAE-IRS-Pipeline that contains
the core functionality of the architecture. It contains four subsystems, i.e.,
baseline NLP/NER, temporal feature search and engineering (in former iter-
ations: temporal feature search engine), the temporal eNER classifier, and
the emerging argument extractor. These four subsystems are introduced
in detail in the following subsections. The mediators provide interfaces to
the eNER-eAE-IRS-Pipeline that allows readable access for searching and re-
trieving vocabulary entries and search results. It also provides interfaces to
update vocabulary entries and corpus documents in the index based on the
outcome of the eNER/eAX pipeline processes. The pipeline and its interac-
tion with the mediators are controlled by two controllers (i.e., eNER Process
Controller, eAX Process Controller) in the controller layer. The algorithms
for controlling the eNER and eAX is introduced in detail in Section 3.8.1 and
Section 3.8.2. In addition, the controller layer contains the retrieval controller.
The retrieval controller is responsible for conducting the retrieval processes
without involvement of the eNER-eAE-IRS-Pipeline and hence has direct ac-
cess to the corpus mediator. These retrieval processes implement the use
cases eNE retrieval support, document linking through eNEs, and emerging
knowledge discovery. So the retrieval controller utilizes the knowledge ex-
tracted by the eNER-eAE-IRS-Pipeline. On top of the system design, there
is the view layer that contains the components for the visualization, i.e., the
IR-GUI and emerging argument visualization components. The view layer
interacts with the controller through triggering processes through user inter-
action. Furthermore, the controller provides visual mappings of retrieval and
eAX resultsets that are visualized in the view layer. The design of the IR-GUI
is described in detail in Section 3.9.
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3.7.3 Baseline NLP/NER Pipeline

The baseline NLP/NER pipeline is the subsystem that extracts eNE candi-
dates based on linguistic features. Hence, the design of this pipeline follows
the general state-of-the-art NLP pipeline design (see Section 2.5) and is intro-
duced in this section.

The pipeline (see Figure 3.29) provides an interface to other components
of the eNER-eAE-IRS to pass texts to the pipeline and trigger the baseline
NLP/NER process. The first stage of the process is a tokenization and sen-
tence splitting, i.e., breaking the text into tokens and sentences. The second
stage is the part of speech (POS) tagger that assigns part of speech tags (see
Section) to each of the tokens. The third stage of the pipeline is the depen-
dency parser subsystem that extracts grammatical relations from the texts, as
introduced in Section 2.5.3. These three subsystems basically utilize standard
NLP methods without specific adaption for the task of eNER.

In contrast, the fourth stage requires the adaption of existing NER ap-
proaches to utilize them for the tasks of NER and eNER. In addition to stan-
dard NER, it has to provide emerging NER. For the implementation of the
eNER model, three approaches are thinkable, as introduced on a general
level in Section. The first is to use the purely rule-based approach on the
results of the first three NLP/NER subsystems complemented by the use of
vocabularies/Gazetteer lists. In the component model, these vocabularies
are provided through the vocabulary mediator. The second option is to train
its own NER model with a focus on eNEs. This approach requires textual
training material that contains annotations for eNEs. Furthermore, this ap-
proach would require an NLP library/framework that supports the training
of its own NER models. The third option is to use a pre-trained NER model
for the medical domain based on state-of-the-art ML/NLP modeling, as in-
troduced in Section 2.5. The advantage of using a pre-trained model is that
training an own model is considered to be expensive [Inc19; Syn19]. How-
ever, especially the third option of a pre-trained model requires rule-based
postprocessing to filter the results of the pre-trained model with regard to
eNEs. Again, for this filtering, vocabularies from the vocabulary mediator
are required. From the design perspective, the NLP/NER pipeline is enabled
to support all of these three options. Hence, during the prototypical proof of
concept implementation and evaluation, a comparison of these three options
is conducted.
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3.7.4 Temporal Feature Search and Engineering

The t-FSE subsystem contains three subsystems, as shown in Figure 3.30.
The t-FSE subsystem contains three further subsystems. The first one is

the query handler. The query handler receives eNE candidate terms from
the baseline NLP/NER subsystem. The query handler transforms the candi-
date terms into search queries against the corpus search engine to obtain raw
temporal features for each of the terms. The result set from the corpus search
engine is then passed to the IR result set handler that extracts the relevant re-
sult vectors from the result sets. Finally, these result vectors are passed to the
feature engineering subsystem. That subsystem calculates the feature vectors
as derived during feature engineering and introduced above.

3.7.5 Temporal Classifier

Figure shows the temporal classifier subsystem. The design of this compo-
nent follows a general ML pipeline design (e.g., [Gé17, pp. 36, 66]) and con-
sists of the following three subsystems. First, the features scaler is required
as the feature vectors derived from the feature engineering component have
different levels of scale, i.e., years (1970 - 2020) and counts (0 - > 1.000.000).
The second subsystem is an imbalance handler as in the preparatory studies
has been shown that the classes of eNE and non-eNE terms and documents
are not balanced, i.e., there exist more non-eNE terms than eNEs. The final
subsystem is an ML-based classifier, as introduced in Section. The pipeline
design allows the use of neural and non-neural classifiers. During the proto-
typical proof of concept implementation and the evaluation, different combi-
nations of imbalance handlers and classifiers are investigated and compared
in detail. The classification output is passed through the emerging argument
extractor and used to update the respective fields in the corpus index and
optional in the users’ vocabularies. The required algorithm is explained in
detail in Section 3.8.1.

3.7.6 Emerging Argument Extractor

The aim of this thesis is to support the utilization of emerging knowledge for
evidence-based medical argumentation use cases. The previously introduced
components of the eNER-eAE-IRS support medical argumentation implicitly
by supporting retrieval of emerging knowledge during literature research. In
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contrast, the emerging argument extractor supports the argumentation ex-
plicitly by extracting arguments that contain emerging knowledge. Hence,
it combines the emerging knowledge extraction of the eNER-eAE-IRS with
a state-of-the-art argumentation mining framework as introduced in Section.
The eAX-Pipeline is shown in Figure 3.32. It consists of two subsystems,
i.e., the eNE sentence tagger and the argument classifier. The sentence tag-
ger receives input from the baseline NLP/NER (sentence splitter) and the
resulting output of the temporal eNER classifier. It tags those sentences that
contain eNEs as emerging sentences and passes them and the sentences with-
out eNEs to the argument classifier. The argument classifier determines for
each sentence, whether it is an argument or not. From the design perspec-
tive, this functionality is seen as an abstract task. However, in practice, it will
require the involvement of an external argumentation mining framework or
library. Hence, the argument classifier has an abstract interface to an external
argumentation mining framework. In the prototypical implementation, this
abstract interface has to implement the interface specification of the selected
argumentation mining framework or library. Sentences that are classified
as arguments and that contain eNEs our emerging arguments. Furthermore,
also sentences without eNEs that are classified as arguments are passed to the
output. So, the output of the eAX-pipeline consists of a list of arguments and
emerging arguments, as well as the article from which they were extracted.
The output of the eAX-pipeline is passed to the eAX process controller that
utilizes them for emerging argument visualization or to process them in the
corpus index.

3.8 Conceptual System Algorithm Design

In the previous sections, the use cases, the information- and data models, the
component diagram, and the sub-components’ models have been introduced
and conceptually designed. In this Section, the system related algorithms
are conceptually designed. These algorithms determine how the different
components, models, and data structures interact for the two system tasks of
eNER and eAEx. Hence, this subsection refers to RO (4.3)

3.8.1 eNER System Algorithm

First, the eNER system algorithm is introduced, as shown in Figure 3.33.
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The eNER system algorithm to subsystems of the eNER-eAE-IRS is in-
volved, i.e., the eNER-pipeline and the IR-subsystem. The system algorithm
starts with a list of seed documents, e.g., provided by the users or by the
system processes. From this list, the first document is selected and passed to
the baseline NLP/NER component. As explained earlier, this component ex-
tracts a list of eNE candidate terms and a list of NEs using baseline NLP and
NER technology. The component utilizes different vocabularies and buffers,
as introduced in the sub-component design of the eNER-pipeline. The list of
NEs is directly passed back to the IR-subsystem to update the respective vo-
cabulary related NE-fields, as explained in the data model (see Section 3.6.3).

In contrast, the list with the eNE candidates is passed to the temporal
classifier sub-pipeline. Suppose the temporal classification is enabled for
each element in the eNE candidate list. In that case, temporal query fea-
ture vectors are retrieved through the IR-subsystem and passed back to the
feature engineering sub-component. The feature engineering element com-
putes the feature vectors, as introduced in Section. Based on these feature
vectors, the temporary classification element computes the classification re-
sult whether the candidate term is an eNE or not. Afterwards, the term is
added to the gray list to await users’ feedback. Those terms that are au-
tomatically classified as eNEs are then passed to the IR-subsystem to find
additional documents containing this eNE. In all documents found, the re-
spective field “emerging_named_entity” is updated, and the eNE candi-
date term is appended. Using this approach, the computationally expen-
sive NLP/NER/temporal classification pipeline needs to run only once for
each candidate term. Further documents than can be retrieved through IR
methods that are computationally cheaper compared to NLP. The whole al-
gorithm is repeated until all eNE candidates in all documents from the list
of seed documents are processed similarly. Hence, the whole algorithm can
be used for bootstrapping a model without any user feedback using a list
of seed documents and populating the “emerging_named_entity” fields of
other documents in parallel.

3.8.2 eAX Algorithm Design

To support the emerging Argument Entity Discovery use case, the emerging
Argument Entity Extraction (eAEX) system algorithm involves three subsys-
tems, i.e., the IR-subsystem, the eNER-subsystem, and the eAX-subsystem as
shown in Figure 3.34.
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Similar to the eNER approach, a list of seed documents is passed to the
system algorithm. This list may contain only one document. This list is
passed to the eNER-pipeline and pre-processed using the full eNER system
algorithm as introduced before. The output of this pre-processing is a list
of sentences of the document and a list of eNEs of the document. The out-
put is passed back to the eAX subsystem. The list of sentences is then again
passed to the argumentation extraction element, as introduced above. For
each sentence in the list, this element determines whether the sentence as an
argument or not. The list of identified arguments is then passed to the next
step and aligned with the list of eNEs. All arguments that contain eNEs are
classified as emerging arguments whilst those arguments that do not contain
eNEs will only be classified as “argument”. In both cases, the recognized ar-
guments/emerging arguments are passed to the IR-subsystem to update the
respective index-fields. These loops are repeated until all arguments in all
seed documents are processed.

3.8.3 Emerging Mindmap Extraction Algorithm Design

To support the use case of visual eAE mindmap exploration as introduced
above, another component in the controller layer is required. The algorithm
that controls this use case from the system perspective is shown in Figure
3.35.

The algorithm starts with an overview article provided by the domain
expert by selecting it from the underlying document corpus in the IR subsys-
tem. In addition to the overview article, the domain expert can provide a list
of filtering constraints that are also passed to the algorithm. The overview
document is passed through the baseline NLP/NER component, which pre-
processes the document and passes it to the eNER extraction component.
The list of eNEs is passed back to the IR subsystem and together with the
filtering constraints used to retrieve documents that contain these eNEs. In
addition to the filtering constraints, and the number of maximum retrieved
documents can be specified by the users. The retrieved documents are passed
to the emerging argument extraction system. For each document is checked
whether there already exist arguments and emerging arguments in the index
of the document. If no arguments exist in the index, the emerging argument
extraction algorithm, as introduced in the section before, is conducted on the
document, and the index is updated accordingly. After extracting the ar-
guments or retrieving them from the index, the document and the related
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arguments and emerging arguments are passed to the mind map visual data
structure, which will be specified in detail depending on the chosen imple-
mentation of the mind map visualization. The loop is conducted until all
documents are processed similarly. Finally, the mind map data structure is
transferred into a mind map visualization and provided to the user through
the IR subsystem.

3.9 GUI Design

The design and the prototypical implementation of the GUI, as will be intro-
duced in this section, has been conducted by [Her20] under academic advis-
ing by the author of this dissertation. Hence, the following descriptions are
translated and paraphrased in parts from [Her20, pp. 71]:

The visual and technical framework for the described use cases
and visualization is a simplistic graphic user interface, cre-
ated on the basis of [Nie94] heuristics for user interface design
[Nie94]. Generally, it can be divided into three different ar-
eas. The first one is the horizontal navigation bar in the upper
screen area, “Documents”, “Named Entities”, and “Emerg-
ing Named Entity Graph”. The other two frames will be used
to visualize contexts of the respective use case, as introduced
above. Figure 3.36 displays the resulting wireframe.

For the first use case “eNE retrieval support” in the main-
frame the query formula field and the result set displayed.
The query formula field supports the sub-use case eNE based
query completion. The result set contains different metadata
on the displayed articles, e.g. title, document ID, and publi-
cation date. For each document a detailed view can be opened,
that displays found NEs and eNEs. And the left frame of this
visualization different buttons provided to the users, e.g., for
filtering the result set and for searching for eNEs. Figure 3.37
displays the resulting wireframe.

By selecting a document in the retrieved result sets, the user
can change to a detailed view of the selected publication.
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These details include the document title, authors, and source
corpus. If the selected publication contains a PDF document,
it is displayed underneath. In the left frame, navigational
elements are displayed that allow users to navigate through
the selected document. The users can utilize eNEs to navi-
gate to parts of the document meant that contain emerging
knowledge represented by eNEs. The resulting detailed views
for PDF files and and text-only files are displayed in Figure
fig:wireframe3 and Figure fig:wireframe4.

Besides document-based retrieval, a GUI is designed for the
exploration of eNEs and non-eNEs within the vocabularies.
In the mainframe of the GUI, the user can enter a query, and
in the GUI, all matching vocabulary entries (eNEs and non-
eNEs) are displayed. By selecting an entry in the result set,
a detailed view of the respective eNE is opened. Within this
detailed view in the left frame, related eNEs and non-eNEs
from already existing vocabularies are displayed. In the main-
frame, the detailed view of the chosen eNE is displayed. This
detailed view contains metadata on the respective eNE, as in-
dicated above. Furthermore, a histogram showing temporal
distributions of the eNE is presented to the users, and the
users have the possibility to provide user relevance feedback
on the eNE in order to acknowledge all reject the automati-
cally recognized eNE. The resulting wireframes are displayed
in Figure 3.40and Figure 3.41.

The final wireframe that is shown in Figure is intended to pro-
vide the eNE Entity Graph. In the mainframe and network-
graph is displayed that visualizes related and nearby docu-
ments that are linked through eNEs. [...]

3.10 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter contains key conceptual modeling contributions of this work.
In the following, the contributions are summarized and compared to the re-
spective research objectives and remaining challenges.
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In the first section, based on state-of-the-art research, a formal definition
of eNEs, emerging argument entities, and emerging arguments have been
introduced as concepts representing emerging knowledge within evidence-
based medical argumentation. Hence, these definitions fulfill RO (2.1). With
these definitions, the RC (4) is solved that required a formal definition of EEs
within the medical domain with a focus on curated medical vocabularies for
the use of evidence-based medical argumentation.

In this chapter, the conceptual design of the eNER-eAE-IRS has been in-
troduced. The second section contains different preparatory studies that
were conducted during this dissertation. The first preparatory study is a
qualitative single expert interview on the use and relevance of eNEs in med-
ical document corpora. It has revealed that the expert assesses eNEs as rele-
vant, but it also showed that the medical expert did not know all of the eNEs
extracted from four medical articles. This indicates the need to support the
utilization of eNEs by providing them, e.g., during IR processes, to provide
recent and emerging knowledge to the user. This qualitative study addressed
RO (1.7) and solved the respective remaining challenge RC (3) that required
an expert interview on the search behavior and the use of emerging knowl-
edge for IR use cases.

The second preparatory study is a quantitative temporal analysis of the
incidence of eNEs in two medical document corpora. These quantitative
studies revealed three major findings. 1) eNEs are in use before they are
acknowledged in domain-specific vocabularies, 2) The documents retrieved
through eNEs are newer compared to those retrieved through non-eNEs
and show a different temporal distribution, and 3) the absolute number of
documents retrieved through eNEs is lower compared to the number of
documents retrieved through non-eNEs. Furthermore another quantitative
preparatory study revealed that emerging knowledge is also relevant for
medical argumentation in different medical sub-domains. With these quan-
titative studies, RO (1.6) is achieved, and the related RC (2) is solved that de-
mands conducting a quantitative and temporal analysis of emerging knowl-
edge in a medical document corpus.

The second quantitative study focused on eNEs representing users’ infor-
mation needs. It revealed that in the query log of MEDLINE/PubMed, more
than 16% of the queries contained eNEs, and hence a significant share of the
users is interested in retrieving emerging knowledge. The log analysis ful-
filled RO (1.5) and the related RC (1), which is conducting a log analysis of a
medical digital library’s query log with a focus on emerging knowledge.
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Following the definitions and preparatory studies, the conceptual design
of the eNER-eAE-IRS has been introduced. Based on the user-centered de-
sign approach first, the use cases have been modeled (RO (3.1) and RO (3.2)).
Both ROs are related to RC (6), which specified the identification and de-
velopment of use cases to utilize emerging knowledge for evidence-based
medical argumentation based on general IR and Argumentation Mining use
cases. So, through the design of the use case, RC (6) is solved.

Based on the use case and the preparatory studies and overall system de-
sign and the related information- and data model has been derived, that ful-
fill RO (4.1) and RO (4.2). The data modeling also includes feature engineer-
ing, i.e., the identification of textual and temporal features that determine
eNEs as specified in RO (2.3). Three aforementioned ROs are related to RC
(5), which required the identification of textual and temporal features for the
detection of EEs representing emerging knowledge in medical corpora for
the use of evidence-based medical argumentation based on comparable ap-
proaches in other domains. Furthermore, the information and Data Schema
Model can be seen as part of RC (7), which specifies the system development.

Based on the use cases, the overall system design, and the information
and Data Schema Model, a component model of the system and the design
of the relevant sub-components has been derived, and its evolution has been
discussed in detail. The design of the sub-components fulfills RO (4.3). The
design of the sub-components also included the design of the three most
relevant system-related algorithms, i.e., emerging named entity extraction,
emerging argument entity extraction, and emerging argument entity mind-
set visualization. The final section of this chapter introduces the GUI design
for the end user-related IR subsystem (RO (4.4)). The system design includes
the overall architecture design, the design of the necessary sub-components,
and the design of the respective graphical user interfaces (GUIs). In addi-
tion to the information and data model, these different design elements ful-
fill RC (7), i.e., the development of the system utilizing and implementing a
pipeline that combines methods from NLP, ML, IR, and AM for extracting
and utilizing emerging knowledge supporting evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation. RC (7) also includes the design of a GUI, which has also been
conducted in this chapter. RC (8) covers the development of a data model
for medical language resources. The RC is solved by developing the me-
diator/wrapper models for medical document corpora and vocabularies as
part of the information and Data Schema Modeling. RC (9) is the adaption
of index structures and ranking principles to utilize emerging knowledge for
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IR use cases. The RC is solved by introducing an index structure as part of
the Data Schema Model that allows boosting and faceted search of emerging
knowledge related field and hence supports the two general information-
seeking strategies of searching and browsing. RC (10) covers the selection,
adaption, integration, and training of appropriate NLP algorithms for ex-
tracting emerging knowledge. It is solved in part by selecting three gen-
eral (and technology-independent approaches), i.e., rule-based, training, and
own NLP model, and using a pre-trained model. The final selection, adap-
tion, and training are part of the proof-of-concept implementation in the fol-
lowing chapter. The same applies to RC (11), that addresses selecting, adapt-
ing, integrating, and training of an algorithm for EER (eNER). In this section,
the general approach of temporal feature search and engineering, and tem-
poral classification has been introduced, the integration into the eNER-eAE-
IRS has been discussed, and hence the RC is partly solved. However, the
adaption of a concrete classification algorithm and its training is part of the
prototypical implementation in the following chapter. For RC (12), a general
argument extraction algorithm for the eNER-eAE-IRS has been designed and
integrated into the eNER-eAE-IRS. However, again its adaption, the selection
of a concrete implementation, and the training (if required) remain part of the
prototypical implementation.

Overall in this chapter solutions for the RC (1), RC (2), RC (3), RC (4), RC
(5), RC (6),RC (7),RC (8), and RC (9) have been developed and discussed. re-
frc:10,RC (11), and RC (12) are only solved in part. To solve the still open RCs
and the remaining parts of RC (10),RC (11), and RC (12) as a next step in the
following a proof-of-concept implementation is required to demonstrate that
the designed system can be implemented, utilized and evaluated in real-life.
Hence, the following chapter covers the proof-of-concept implementation.
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FIGURE 3.8: UML Use Case Model adopted from [NEH20;
NDH21]
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FIGURE 3.9: UML Activity Diagram for eNE Retrieval Support
Use Case
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FIGURE 3.10: UML Activity Diagram for Document Linking
Through eNEs Use Case
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FIGURE 3.11: UML Activity Diagram for emerging Knowledge
Discovery Use Case
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FIGURE 3.12: UML Activity Diagram for emerging Argument
Entity Discovery Use Case
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FIGURE 3.13: UML Activity Diagram for Corpus Administra-
tion Use Case
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FIGURE 3.14: UML Activity Diagram for System Vocabularies’
Administration Use Case
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FIGURE 3.15: UML Activity Diagram for Pipeline Administra-
tion Use Case
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FIGURE 3.16: eNER-eAE-IRS UML Information Model for Re-
quests
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FIGURE 3.17: eNER-eAE-IRS UML Information Model for Re-
sult Information
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FIGURE 3.18: eNER-eAE-IRS UML Information Model
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FIGURE 3.19: Training and Test Scenario [Naw+19, Fig. 3]
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FIGURE 3.20: Density Plot of DOC_YEARs for AC_CT
[Naw+19, Fig. 4]

FIGURE 3.21: Density Plot of DOC_YEARs for MEDLINE
[Naw+19, Fig. 5]
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FIGURE 3.22: Scatter Plot of MIN_YEAR and COUNT for
AC_CT (all Result Sets) [Naw+19, Fig. 6]
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FIGURE 3.23: Scatter Plot of MIN_YEAR and COUNT for MED-
LINE (0.02 random sample) [Naw+19, Fig. 7]

FIGURE 3.24: Feature Correlation
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FIGURE 3.25: eNER Recognition Cycle [Naw+18]
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FIGURE 3.26: General Architecture for AC-eNER[Naw+19, Fig.
2]
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FIGURE 3.27: Conceptual System Architecture [NEH20, Figure
2 ]
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FIGURE 3.28: eNER-eAE-IRS UML Component Model
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FIGURE 3.29: BaselineNLP/NER Pipeline UML Conponent
Model

FIGURE 3.30: Temporal Feature Search and Engineering UML
Component Model

FIGURE 3.31: Temporal Classifier UML Component Model
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FIGURE 3.32: Emerging Argument Extractor UML Component
Model
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FIGURE 3.33: eNER Algorithm
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FIGURE 3.34: Emerging Argument Entity Extraction Algorithm
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FIGURE 3.35: Emerging Mindmap Extraction Algorithm
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FIGURE 3.36: General GUI Architecture[Her20, Fig. 31]

FIGURE 3.37: GUI Design for eNE Retrieval Support [Her20,
Fig. 32]
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FIGURE 3.38: GUI Design for Document Detail View (PDF)
[Her20, Fig. 33]

FIGURE 3.39: GUI Design for Document Detail View (Text Doc-
uments) [Her20, Fig. 34]
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FIGURE 3.40: GUI Design for Entity Search [Her20, Fig. 35]

FIGURE 3.41: GUI Design for Entity Detail View [Her20, Fig.
36]
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FIGURE 3.42: GUI Design for eNE Network Graph [Her20, Fig.
37]
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Chapter 4

Proof-of-Concept Implementation

The proof-of-concept implementation refers to RO (5.2) and addresses the
RC (14) as it aims at verifying that the design from the former section can
be implemented in a real-world system. Furthermore, as discussed before,
parts of RC (10),RC (11), and RC (12) require a prototypical implementation
to be solved. Therefore, multiple implementation steps are required to pro-
totypically implement all elements as conceptually designed in the section
before. Hence, the structure of this section follows the structure of the con-
ceptual system design. First, in Section 4.1, the elements of the Information
Model and the Data Schema are prototypically implemented, i.e., the corpora
and vocabularies (mediator wrapper architecture) as well as queries and re-
sultsets reflecting the users’ perspective w.r.t information model and data
schema. Secondly, Section 4.2 demonstrates the prototypical implementa-
tion of the subcomponents from the different MVC layers as designed before,
i.e., the baseline NLP/NER component, the temporal feature search, and en-
gineering component, the Temporal Classifier, and the emerging Argument
Extractor (eAX). Furthermore, the section contains the prototypical GUI im-
plementation from the View-layer that is also covered by RC (14). To address
the integration of the eNER-eAE-IRS with the related project RecomRatio in
Section 4.3.3, this integration is prototypically implemented. Finally, based
on the complete conceptual system design, the prototypical implementation
of the information model, data schema, and the sub-components, two pro-
totypical full system case studies are implemented that cover a prototypical
end-to-end implementation of the three system algorithm designs, i.e., eNER,
eAX, and emerging Mindmap Extraction.
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4.1 Information Model and Data Schema Imple-

mentation

This section addresses the prototypical implementation of the Information
Model and Data Schema from the conceptual design.

4.1.1 Mediator/Wrapper for Coropra

In the prototypical proof of concept implementation, the mediator/rapper ar-
chitecture, as introduced above, is implemented through a Solr instance. As
indicated above, this architecture aims to integrate different medical docu-
ment corpora within one framework. The mediator is implemented through
the solar search engine itself, i.e., through providing consistent access to the
underlying data through the solar search engine interface. To that extent,
Solr works as a mediator between the corpora data sources, based on XML
and this use case -related data that is provided in JSON for the Python-based
applications.

In an early stage of this project, knowledge capturing has been discussed
as a task that can be deployed using cloud infrastructures [Naw+15]. Al-
though the initial architecture discussed in that paper has only little impact
on the architecture of the final system presented in this thesis, one design
aspect of the initial work has been adopted for this prototypical proof of
concept implementation of the mediator architecture, i.e., the possibility of
cloud deployment. Hence, Solr is implemented with enabled cloud features,
to allow a later migration on the production cloud system. However, the
prototypical system was implemented on a Notebook.

Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the prototypical Solr Cloud (acting as
mediator) with three document collections.

To provide this consistent access, it is necessary to define a data schema
within Solr that contains all necessary document fields required for the use
cases. These document fields within the schema field during the initial in-
dexing of the different corpora, i.e., through the wrapper, will be explained
below. Furthermore, the fields of schema can be updated by the mediator,
i.e., through editing named entities are eNEs that are recognized within the
respective document.

The Solr schema used in this prototype comprises the following fields:

• DocID, a corpus related ID, e.g., PMID

• ArticleTitle, The title of the Article
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TABLE 4.1: Mapping of MEDLINE Baseline 2020 XML Fields to
eNER-eAE-IRS Solr Fields

MEDLINE Baseline 2020 XML eNER-eAE-IRS Solr

PMID DocID
ArticleTitle ArticleTitle
PubDate/Year Year
AbstractText AbstractText
Author/LastName Author
Author/ForeName Author
Author/Initials Author
N/A ArticleText

• Year, the publication year

• AbstractText, the abstract of the article

• ArticleText, the full-text of the article (or other text contents)

• Author, a list of the authors

• name_entities identified NEs in the article

• emerging_named_entitities identified eNEs in the article

The first six fields are indexed when adding new documents to the in-
dexed corpora. None of these fields is mandatory for each document. The
DocID is an internally corpus related ID. In addition, Solr maintains an own
and unique ID to identify each indexed document within the collection. The
two latter fields named_entities and emerging_named_entities are not filled
during indexing, but starve the results of an emerging knowledge recogni-
tion process, initiated by the user in the eNER-eAE-IRS.

Documents of the MEDLINE/PubMed baseline corpus are provided
through a specific XML format. Each of the provided XML files contains a
batch of 30,000 copies documents. Hence, the wrapper’s objective for MED-
LINE/PubMed is to extract each of these documents from the batch file and
transfer it to a Solr specific XML file that is used for indexing the documents.
The mapping is displayed in Table 4.1.

For parsing the XML file a Python implementation of the SAX 1 parser is
used. SAX is a serial XML parser that is fast and efficient [Ora19] and hence
for large documents. From a technical perspective, the XML parser for the

1https://docs.python.org/3/library/xml.sax.reader.html
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PMC OA documents is implemented similar to the MEDLINE baseline 2020
XML parser using an architecture based on SAX. It is shown in 4.2.

TABLE 4.2: Mapping of MEDLINE Baseline 2020 XML Fields to
eNER-eAE-IRS Solr Fields

PMC OA XML eNER-eAE-IRS Solr

PMID DocID
article-id, type=pmid ArticleTitle
pub-date/year Year
abstract AbstractText
contrib-group/contrib/surname Author
contrib-group/contrib/given-names Author
Author/Initials Author
body ArticleText

4.1.2 Mediator/Wrapper for Vocabularies

As outlined in Section besides corpora also vocabularies are implemented
with Mediator/Wrapper architecture. Within this architecture, three col-
lections of vocabularies are aligned, i.e., imported external domain specific
vocabularies, vocabularies generated by the eNER-eAE-IRS, and vocabular-
ies of the eNER-eAE-IRS uses. For the implementation of the vocabulary
wrapper, similar to the Mediator/Wrapper architecture of the corpora, JSON
based Python dictionary is used. While for the corpora, the JSON-based
wrapper is only used “off-line”, i.e., during indexing, it is also used during
indexing for the vocabularies runtime as will be shown here. Python dictio-
naries are an in-memory data structure that is based on key-value pairs. Us-
ing Python dictionaries in memory has several advantages for the underlying
NLP use cases. Their main advantage is their speed for processing requests
of keys in the dictionary, which is a crucial part of dictionary based NLP.
Python dictionaries scale very well, and the response times only increase in-
significantly even for extensive dictionaries with multiple millions of keys
[Ram15, pp. 90]. Hence, from this thesis’ perspective, they are the data struc-
ture of choice because they can handle large vocabularies, e.g., MeSH sup-
plementary records with more than 500,000 entries efficiently. Furthermore,
Python dictionaries have a variety of new methods, that e.g., allow iteration
over the dictionary, adding, removing, and manipulating entries [Ram15, p.
71]. So, no further implementation of methods for data access is necessary.
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The implementation of the dictionary-based wrapper using an example
from the MeSH descriptor vocabulary as displayed in Listing 16:

1 {
2 'calcimycin': [1974, [['MESH_DESC_2020', 'd000001', 1974, ['D']]]],

'..':'..'↪→

3 }

LISTING 16: Dictionary Based Wrapper for MeSH Vocabulary

In this example, the key-term is calcimycin. To avoid confusion by mixing
up upper and lowercase terms, all terms are stored as lowercase within the
vocabulary. For each key entry, a list of metadata is assigned as the associated
value. This list contains the following values: the year of first acknowledg-
ment (tACK), and again a list of one or multiple sources that refer to this term.
There are terms with multiple entries in the source vocabulary, so all these
entries are assigned to the key-term. For each source, the list contains an
identifier of the source (i.e., the name of the source vocabulary), an identi-
fier of the term within the source, the year in which the term was added to
the source, followed by optional source-specific attributes. In this example,
these attributes refer to the descriptor group of the mesh vocabulary. While
the first three attributes are mandatory for each source, the latter is optional.
Similar to the PubMed MEDLINE and PMC OA corpora, the two MeSH vo-
cabularies (descriptor and supplementary terms) are provided in XML files.
Hence, an XML parser has been implemented that transverse the vocabular-
ies from XML to the Python dictionary. In contrast to the XML parser for the
corpora, this time the parser is not implemented using the SAX paradigm
but using an ElementTree parser [Pyt20]. This decision was made as the tree-
based parser allows more convenient access to objects within the vocabulary,
and furthermore, there is no need for performance optimization as the vo-
cabulary data is small compared to the corpora data (approximately 620 MB
for the supplementary terms and 288 MB for the descriptor terms).

Finally, the mediator also is implemented through a Python dictionary.
Each vocabulary wrapper is added as a value to the mediator dictionary and
assigned a key that uniquely identifies the within the mediator. Listing 17
shows an example implementation of the initialization of the vocabulary me-
diator by adding two source vocabularies to the mediator vocabulary.
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1 mediator_voc = {}
2 src_voc_list = ['MESH_DESC_2020','MESH_SUPP_2020']
3 for src_voc in src_voc_list:
4 v = json.load(

open('./dicts/wrapper/'+src_voc+'_voc_wrapper.json','r',encoding='utf8'))↪→

5 mediator_voc[src_voc] = {}
6 for term, metadata in v.items():
7 mediator_voc[src_voc][term] = metadata

LISTING 17: Initialization of Vocabulary Mediator

Compared to the mediator for the corpora, which is implemented through
the Solr framework, the prototypical solution for the vocabularies fully im-
plemented in Python is very lightweight and easy to store and maintain.
However, it provides all necessary functionality for the NLP related use cases
with state-of-the-art Python performance.

4.1.3 Queries and Resultsets

In this subsection the prototypical implementation of the data schema ele-
ments queries and resultsets is demonstrated. This includes the implemen-
tations of the functions Boosting and Faceted Search supporting the use cases
eNE Based Ranking, eNER Based Filtering, emerging Knowledge Discovery, and
Document Linking Through eNEs. The prototypical implementations are based
on the information and data model of the index and the result set (abstract:
Information) as introduced in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. The implementation uti-
lizes the Solr Schema of the index as introduced above.

For the prototypical implementation, the Solr index is used that has been
populated with eNEs and emerging arguments using the Final eNER-eAE-IRS
Pipeline (see 4.3.1) from the perspective of 2012. Hence, the year range of the
example queries is limited to the years 1970 - 2012. The prototype of the Final
eNER-eAE-IRS Pipeline used for this proof-of-concept utilizes a GBC classifier
for the temporal classification. The eNEs to populate the index have been
extracted from 5000 randomly chosen documents from 2012. Overall from
these documents 916 eNEs have been extracted through the Final eNER-eAE-
IRS Pipeline.

The first example is an implementation of a standard text query on the
fields emerging_named_entitities, emerging_arguments, and AbstractText using
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Solrs default ranking mechanism. Listing 18 shows the Python implementa-
tion of the request using Solr’s JSON Request API2.

1 import json
2 import requests
3

4 CORPUS = "MEDLINE_baseline_2020"
5 url = 'http://localhost:8983/solr/'+CORPUS+'/select'
6 q= {"query":
7 {
8 "edismax":
9 {

10 "query":"\"antibacterial agent\"",
11 "qf":"emerging_named_entities^1 emerging_arguments^1

AbstractText^1"↪→

12 }},
13 "params":
14 {
15 "fl":"Year,ArticleTitle, emerging_arguments,

emerging_named_entities",↪→

16 "fq":"Year:[1970 TO 2012]"
17 }
18 }
19 response = requests.post(url,

headers={"Content-Type":"application/json"},json=q)↪→

LISTING 18: Implementation of Simple Text Request

The example query requests information for the common medical
concept “antibacterial agent”. For the query the Solr EDISMAX
query parser3 is used. The parameter qf specifies the fields that are
searched. The carets indicate the impact factor of each field. In this
example, all fields have the same impact factor (1̂), so they influence
the ranking result equally (Using Solr’s Default Ranking algorithm
BM25). The same result can be obtained using SOLRs URL API as follows
http://localhost:8983/solr/MEDLINE_baseline_2020/query?defType=

edismax&q=\%22antibacterial\%20agent\%22&qf=emerging_named_

entities\%5E1+emerging_arguments\%5E1+AbstractText\%5E1&fl=Year,

2https://lucene.apache.org/solr/guide/7_5/json-request-api.html
3https://lucene.apache.org/solr/guide/7_5/the-extended-dismax-query-parser.

html
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ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,emerging_named_entities&fq=Year:

[1970\%20TO\%202012]

The following Listing 19 shows an excerpt of the JSON result output of
Solr generated through the query implementations above.

1 {
2 "responseHeader":{
3 "zkConnected":true,
4 "status":0,
5 "QTime":35,
6 "params":{
7 "q":"\"antibacterial agent\"",
8 "defType":"edismax",
9 "qf":"emerging_named_entities^1 emerging_arguments^1 AbstractText^1",

10 "fl":"Year,ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,emerging_named_entities",
11 "fq":"Year:[1970 TO 2012]"}},
12 "response":{"numFound":989,"start":0,"docs":[
13 {
14 "Year":[2002],
15 "ArticleTitle":["Effect of ambient conditions on the antibacterial

activity of antibacterial agent based on sodium titanium
phosphate."]},

↪→

↪→

16 {
17 "Year":[2009],
18 "ArticleTitle":["[Effects of tetrapod-like zinc oxide whiskers

incorporation on antibacterial activity of composite resin]."]},↪→

19 {
20 "Year":[2002],
21 "ArticleTitle":["3-Chloro-DL-alanine resistance by

L-methionine-alpha-deamino-gamma-mercaptomethane-lyase
activity."]},

↪→

↪→

22 ".."]
23 }}

LISTING 19: Excerpt of JSON Resultset without Boosting and
Faceting, Articles in the Resultset:[Yan+02; Niu+09; Yos+02]

It turns out that the result set neither contains information from the field
emerging_named_entitities, nor it contains information from the field emerg-
ing_arguments. The reason is that the default search algorithm treats all index
fields equally, and hence, the larger AbstractField seems to overrule the other
ranking fields that contain emerging knowledge.
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Hence, in the following prototypical request (Listing 20), both fields con-
taining emerging knowledge are boosted by factor 1000, while the impact of
the field AbstractText is lowered by factor 0.3. For this demonstration, the fac-
tors are chosen arbitrarily to demonstrate the impact of the mechanism. In
a real-world application, a careful balancing of the impact factors it advised
that considers, e.g., users’ feedback on the document relevance.

1 import json
2 import requests
3

4 CORPUS = "MEDLINE_baseline_2020"
5 url = 'http://localhost:8983/solr/'+CORPUS+'/select'
6 q= {"query":
7 {
8

9 "edismax":
10 {
11 "query":"\"antibacterial agent\"",
12 "qf":"emerging_named_entities^1000.0

emerging_arguments^1000.0 AbstractText^0.3"↪→

13 }},
14

15 "params":
16 {
17 "fl":"Year,ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,

emerging_named_entities",↪→

18 "fq":"Year:[1970 TO 2012]"
19 }
20 }
21 response = requests.post(url,

headers={"Content-Type":"application/json"},json=q)↪→

LISTING 20: Python Implementation of Text Request with
Boosting of emerging_named_entitiy and emerging_argument

Fields

The same query is performed by the following URL API request:
http://localhost:8983/solr/MEDLINE_baseline_2020/select?defType=

edismax&q=\%22antibacterial\%20agent\%22&qf=emerging_named_

entities\%5E1000.0+emerging_arguments\%5E1000.0+AbstractText\

%5E0.3&fl=Year,ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,emerging_named_

entities&fq=Year:[1970\%20TO\%202012]. The result is shown in Listing
21.
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1 {
2 "responseHeader":{
3 "zkConnected":true,
4 "status":0,
5 "QTime":15,
6 "params":{
7 "q":"\"antibacterial agent\"",
8 "defType":"edismax",
9 "qf":"emerging_named_entities^1000.0 emerging_arguments^1000.0

AbstractText^0.3",↪→

10 "fl":"Year,ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,emerging_named_entities",
11 "fq":"Year:[1970 TO 2012]"}},
12 "response":{"numFound":989,"start":0,"docs":[
13 {
14 "Year":[2007],
15 "ArticleTitle":["Linezolid-associated peripheral and optic

neuropathy, lactic acidosis, and serotonin syndrome."],↪→

16 "emerging_named_entities":["linezolid"],
17 "emerging_arguments":["Linezolid is an oxazolidinone antibacterial

agent indicated for serious gram-positive infections."]},↪→

18 {
19 "Year":[2008],
20 "ArticleTitle":["An organocatalytic approach to the construction of

chiral oxazolidinone rings and application in the synthesis of
antibiotic linezolid and its analogues."],

↪→

↪→

21 "emerging_named_entities":["linezolid"],
22 "emerging_arguments":["An efficient, catalytic asymmetric approach

to antibacterial agent linezolid has been developed."]},↪→

23 ".."]
24 }}

LISTING 21: Excerpt of JSON Resultset Boosting but without
Faceting, Articles in the Resultset: [NTY07; Son+08; BF03]

Due to page size limitation, the displayed result set is limited to the first
two entries. All entries contain the 2012 eNE linezolid, which has been added
to MeSH in 2016 (MeSH ID: D000069349). However, the remaining not dis-
played result set entries showed the same fields. It turns out that this result
set only contains results that represent emerging knowledge through eNEs
and emerging Arguments. Hence, the boosting mechanism technically sup-
ports the utilization of emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical ar-
gumentation use cases.

In addition, the third example as shown in Listing 23 also utilizes the
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emerging_named_entities field as a facet field to provide filtering. In this exam-
ple again query boosting as introduced before is used.

1 import json
2 import requests
3

4 CORPUS = "MEDLINE_baseline_2020"
5 url = 'http://localhost:8983/solr/'+CORPUS+'/select'
6 r= {"query":
7 {
8

9 "edismax":
10 {
11 "query":"\"antibacterial agent\"",
12 "qf":"emerging_named_entities^1000.0

emerging_arguments^1000.0 AbstractText^0.3"↪→

13 }},
14 "params":
15 {
16 "facet.field":"emerging_named_entities",
17 "fl":"Year,ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,

emerging_named_entities",↪→

18 "fq":"Year:[1970 TO 2012]",
19 "facet.mincount":"1",
20 "facet":"on"
21 }
22 }
23 response = requests.post(url,

headers={"Content-Type":"application/json"},json=r)↪→

LISTING 22: Python Implementation of Text Request with
Boosting of emerging_named_entitiy and emerging_argument

Fields and Faceting through emerging_named_entities

The resultset contains the same entries as the boosted resultset without
faceting. In addition, it contains a list of facets (and the facet count), which is
shown in extracts in Listing 23
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1 {
2 "responseHeader":{
3 "zkConnected":true,
4 "status":0,
5 "QTime":4,
6 "params":{
7 "q":"\"antibacterial agent\"",
8 "defType":"edismax",
9 "facet.field":"emerging_named_entities",

10 "qf":"emerging_named_entities^1000.0 emerging_arguments^1000.0
AbstractText^0.3",↪→

11 "fl":"Year,ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,emerging_named_entities",
12 "fq":"Year:[1970 TO 2012]",
13 "facet.mincount":"1",
14 "facet":"on"}},
15 "response":{"numFound":989,"start":0,"docs":[
16 {
17 "Year":[2007],
18 "ArticleTitle":["Linezolid-associated peripheral and optic

neuropathy, lactic acidosis, and serotonin syndrome."],↪→

19 "emerging_named_entities":["linezolid"],
20 "emerging_arguments":["Linezolid is an oxazolidinone antibacterial

agent indicated for serious gram-positive infections."]},↪→

21 {
22 "Year":[2008],
23 "ArticleTitle":["An organocatalytic approach to the construction of

chiral oxazolidinone rings and application in the synthesis of
antibiotic linezolid and its analogues."],

↪→

↪→

24 "emerging_named_entities":["linezolid"],
25 "emerging_arguments":["An efficient, catalytic asymmetric approach

to antibacterial agent linezolid has been developed."]},↪→

26 ".."]
27 },
28 "facet_counts":{
29 "facet_queries":{},
30 "facet_fields":{
31 "emerging_named_entities":[
32 "linezolid",21,
33 "tigecycline",7,
34 "moxifloxacin",6,
35 ".."]},
36 "facet_ranges":{},
37 "facet_intervals":{},
38 "facet_heatmaps":{}}}

LISTING 23: Excerpt of JSON Resultset Boosting with Faceting,
Articles in the Resultset: [NTY07; Son+08]
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It turns out that for the generic query “antibacterial agent” leads
to a variety of facets that can be utilized by the users supporting the
information-seeking strategy of browsing. Indeed the three top-ranked
facets are eNEs that have been added to MeSH after 2012 and were correctly
classified by the hybrid approach implemented in the Final eNER-eAE-IRS
pipeline (linezolid: 2016, tigecycline, moxifloxacin: 2019). To better illustrate
the faceting the following URL API request is used. It contains the same
query as above but in addition it requests the output through Solr’s
Velocity UI4 which is an rudimentary web based UI for rapid prototyping.
http://localhost:8983/solr/MEDLINE_baseline_2020/select?defType=

edismax&q=\%22antibacterial\%20agent\%22&qf=emerging_named_

entities\%5E1000.0+emerging_arguments\%5E1000.0+AbstractText\

%5E0.3&fl=Year,ArticleTitle,emerging_arguments,emerging_named_

entities&fq=Year:[1970\%20TO\%202012]&facet=on&facet.mincount=

1&wt=velocity&v.template=browse&v.layout=layout&facet.field=

emerging_named_entities

The resulting graphical output is shown in Figure 4.2. As this is a rapid
prototyping solution, a more detailed implementation of visualization as-
pects, including faceting, is explained in Section 4.2.5

In this prototypical implementation, different implementations of the
data schema elements Request and Resultsets have been successfully shown.
Furthermore, this prototypical implementation shows that eNEs and emerg-
ing Arguments can be utilized to support emerging knowledge access for
both information-seeking strategies, i.e., searching and browsing.

4.2 Sub-Component Implementation

While in the previous section the different element of the information model
and data schema have been prototypically implemented in the following the
system’s sub components are implemented whose design has been described
in Section 3.7

4.2.1 Baseline NLP/NER Component

As introduced in Section 3.7.3, three variants for the baseline NLP/NER com-
ponent are implemented. These are 1) a rule-based approach implemented
through spaCy’s dependency parser, 2) supervised learning an own model

4https://lucene.apache.org/solr/guide/7_5/velocity-search-ui.html
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using spaCy’s NER statistical model, and 3) using an unsupervised pre-
trained embedding-based model using ScispaCy. These three approaches are
described in the following.

The rule-based approach utilizes two spaCy components, i.e., the Depency
Parser and the Phrase Matcher [AI20f]. The Dependency Parser is used to pro-
duce noun-chunks from the input text. “Noun chunks are ‘base noun phrases’
– flat phrases that have a noun as their head. You can think of noun chunks as
a noun plus the words describing the noun – for example, ‘the lavish green grass’
or ‘the world’s largest tech fund” [AI20f]. In addition to the Depency Parser,
spaCy’s Phrase Matcher is used. The Phrase Matcher identifies terms of vo-
cabulary within a text and tags them accordingly. For the implementation of
the rule-based NLP/NER, the Phrase Matcher is loaded with all vocabularies
from the vocabulary mediator, i.e., all already known NEs from all system
and users’ vocabularies. The following step of the rule-based approach is
straightforward: All chunks that contain at least one match from the Phrase
Matcher are classified as NE chunks. All chunks that do not contain a match
from the Phrase Matcher are classified as eNE candidates. This approach is
easy to implement and to maintain (no training required) and runs fast due
to its complete rule-based implementation. However, it comes with two lim-
itations: 1.) It assumes that there exist no chunks that contain a NE and an
eNE, and 2) it assumes that there do not exist any eNEs outside of noun-
chunks, e.g., names for verbs. The general approach of this thesis does not
focus on the most exact matching of an eNE in a text (as most of the native
eNE benchmarks do) but on a more relaxed matching to support best-match
IR, which itself also is a relaxed approach itself. Hence, the limitations of the
rule-based approach are acceptable from this thesis’ perspective.

The second implementation option for the baseline NLP/NER compo-
nent is the use of spaCy’s NER model and train its own model based on su-
pervised learning. As supervised learning implies, this approach requires an
annotated corpus (“gold-standard”) in which all the entities that should be
learned are tagged accordingly. Tagging tests and training corpora by experts
requires expertise in the respective domain (e.g., medicine) and linguistic ex-
pertise too. Hence, the training of gold-standard corpora is expensive, time-
consuming, and may be limited to a small expertise domain [KMK12]. For
this thesis, an automated training corpus generation is used. [KMK12] pro-
pose a similar automated approach using chunks, they call “silver standard”.
In contrast to our approach, they do not utilize temporal information. The
general approach of eNEs has a temporal dimension, as defined in Section
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3.1. Hence, it is easy to retrospectively create a training corpus that annotates
the eNEs that are acknowledged in the meantime. For this thesis, a training
corpus based on documents of the year 2012 or earlier has been automatically
created that contains eNEs that is acknowledged between 2012 and 2020. To
illustrate the generated training data, Listing 24 shows an automatically gen-
erated spaCy training set based on sentences from the 2010 article [Taw+10].
Within the sentences, the chunks that contain MeSH terms that have been
added to MeSH after 2012 are tagged as eNE.

1 ('Potent antifungal cyclic lipopeptides, burkholdines (Bk), were isolated
from a culture of Burkholderia ambifaria 2.2N. Bk-1229 (1) and Bk-1097
(2) are octapeptides comprised of nonproteinogenic amino acids,
including beta-hydroxytyrosine, beta-hydroxyasparagine, and a new fatty
acyl amino acid. 1 and 2 are fungicidal against a panel of fungi with
potencies 2-60-fold better than amphotericin B control.', {'entities':
[(0, 37, 'eNE'), (77, 86, 'eNE'), (90, 112, 'eNE'), (177, 205, 'eNE'),
(217, 237, 'eNE'), (338, 343, 'eNE'), (381, 403, 'eNE')]})

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

LISTING 24: Training Set for spaCy NER Training (Example
Sentence from [Taw+10])

The so created training instances (for details on the used training set, see
Section 3.6.6) are passed to the training component of spaCys NER model.
The training of the spaCy NER model follows the description in [AI20i] as
displayed in Figure 4.3. Over a number of iteration during training a gradi-
ent loss function is trained on the training set and optimized that aims at a
generalizeable model. The overall aim of the model is to predict previously
unseen Named Entities.

As for the rule-based approach, the aim of the training is not to produce
the most accurate model. Hence, the number of training iterations in the
prototype is limited to 25, and no further parameter optimization is con-
ducted. The advantage of this model is that it is more focused on (emerg-
ing) Named Entities compared to the general rule-based model as introduced
above. However, it requires an annotated training corpus that may not be
available or has to be automatically created using the approach, as shown
above. The limitation of this approach is that it can only create training data
retrospectively. As the textual training data does not contain temporal infor-
mation per se, this is acceptable. Furthermore, the model that was trained in
this way could have problems to distinguish between regular NEs and eNEs
as the language features do not contain any information about the temporal
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properties of the NEs / eNEs. However, as a comparison to this thesis, the
model is used without any post-processing.

The third option for the baseline NLP/NER component is the use of a Pre-
Trained embedding based model. As a model the general ScispaCy model
en_core_sci_lg, that is “A full spaCy pipeline for biomedical data with a larger
vocabulary and 600k word vectors” [AI20a] is used. As the eNE approach of
this thesis aims at general use, this general Scisapcy model has been favored
over more specific ScispaCy models trained on the CRAFT, JNLPBA, or other
more specific corpora. Hence, the output of the ScispaCy model is gen-
eral NEs tagged as ENTITY. These ENTITY tagged terms are preprocessed
using the mediator vocabulary to filter those terms that are already known
in the vocabulary, similar to the rule-based approach. The remaining terms
are then classified as eNE candidates. In contrast to the rule based and the
spaCy-learning based approach does not aim at noun chunks but provides a
more precise granularity on single terms or compound terms level, includ-
ing verbs. In addition to already known NEs from the vocabulary mediator,
the post-processing component for the ScispaCy approach utilizes two re-
sources to filter stopwords. These resources are list. One is the Oxford 5000
List [Pre20b] that contains the 5000 most common word in English and the
other one is the Oxford Academic Word List [Pre20a] that contains the most
common academic words. The vocabularies and stop word integration is
implemented through spaCy’s Entity Ruler [] is used. This leads to a cas-
cade of the following NER components: 1) ScispaCy, 2) Entity Ruler user and
system vocabularies, 3) Oxford English 5000, and 4) Oxford Academic. The
Entity Rulers are configured with the overwrite_ents=True option. This way,
from the initial ScispaCy model, only those terms remain that have not been
overwritten by one of the following Entity Rulers. These remaining terms
are classified as eNE candidates. The ScispaCy Pre-Trained model approach
has the advantage that it does not require manual or automated annotated
textual training material, that it is more precise regarding textual boundaries
compared to the chunk-based approaches, and that it is straightforward to
implement and to run. Furthermore, from a technological point of view, it
utilizes the latest word embedding based vector models.
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4.2.2 Feature Engineering sub-component

As introduced during conceptual design, the feature engineering sub-
component’s task is to transform result vectors ~rq into feature vectors ~rq. Re-
sult vectors contain the raw temporal information of a query term from the
underlying corpus mediator, i.e., the full list of publication years of all the
documents retrieved by the respective query term. In the proof of concept
implementation, this vector is extracted from the JSON output of the under-
lying Apache Solr implementation. From the JSON output, all the publica-
tion years are extracted and converted into a Python list structure. Listing 25
shows an example of the Apache Solr output for the 2012 eNE tigecycline and
the result vector represented by a Python list ordered ascending by year.
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1 {
2 "responseHeader":{
3 "zkConnected":true,
4 "status":0,
5 "QTime":14,
6 "params":{
7 "q":"AbstractText:\"tigecycline\"",
8 "fl":"Year",
9 "fq":"Year:[1970 TO 2012]",

10 "sort":"Year asc",
11 "_":"1605048649131"}},
12 "response":{"numFound":870,"start":0,"docs":[
13 {
14 "Year":[2002]},
15 {
16 "Year":[2002]},
17 {
18 "Year":[2002]},
19 {
20 "Year":[2002]},
21 {
22 "Year":[2002]},
23 {
24 "Year":[2003]},
25 {
26 "Year":[2003]},
27 {
28 "Year":[2003]},
29 {
30 "Year":[2003]},
31 {
32 "Year":[2003]},
33 ".."
34 ]
35 }}

LISTING 25: Raw Features from Solr for 2012 eNE tigecycline
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1 [2002, 2002, 2002, 2002, 2002, 2003, 2003, 2003, 2003, 2003, 2003, 2003,
2003, 2003, 2003, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004,
2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2004, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005,
2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, 2005,
2005, 2005, 2005, 2005, "..", 2012, 2012, 2012, 2012, 2012, 2012, 2012,
2012, 2012, 2012, 2012, 2012]

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

LISTING 26: Excerpt of Result Vector Implementation for 2012
eNE tigecycline

On the result vectors the statistic methods as introduced above are ap-
plied. They are implemented through Python statstics module5 for mean and
median and through the native Python functions min and max as is demon-
strated in Listing 27.

1 import statistics
2 def feature_engineering(raw_features, pivot):
3 fe_features = {}
4 for key, value in raw_features.items():
5 if raw_features[key]['num_found'] == 0:
6 fe_features[key] = [0,0,0,0,0,0]
7 else:
8 years = [pivot - x for x in raw_features[key]['years']]
9 fe_features[key] = []

10 fe_features[key].append(raw_features[key]['num_found'])
11 fe_features[key].append(pivot -

raw_features[key]['top_rank'][0])↪→

12 fe_features[key].append(statistics.median(years))
13 fe_features[key].append(statistics.mean(years))
14 fe_features[key].append(max(years))
15 fe_features[key].append(min(years))
16 return fe_features

LISTING 27: Feature Engineering Implementation with
Python’s Statistic Methods

In the implementation the pivot specifies the year from which relative
features are calculated. A pivot value of 0 leads to absolute features. Hence,
this implemntation can be applied for absolute and relative feature engin-
nering. Furthermore, it turns out, that terms without a match in the result

5https://docs.python.org/3/library/statistics.html
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set receive a feature vector of [0,0,0,0,0,0]. At his stage of the prototyp-
ical implementation these functions are sufficient. If in future work more
complex features shall be used the utilization of a more sophisticated Python
Data Science framework, e.g. Pandas6 is advised. Listings 28 29 shows the
resulting feature vectors after applying feature engineering, i.e., the number
of documents returned for the query term, the publication year of the top
ranked document, furthermore, median, mean, max, and min of the publica-
tion years.

1 {'tigecycline': [870, -2007, -2009.0, -2008.8862068965518, -2002, -2012]}

LISTING 28: Temporal Feature Vector Implementation after
Feature Engineering (Absolute Features) for 2012 eNE tigecy-

cline

1 {'tigecycline': [870, 5, 3.0, 3.113793103448276, 10, 0]}

LISTING 29: Temporal Feature Vector Implementation after
Feature Engineering (Relative Features)

Above, Listing 28 represents an absolute feature vector, whereas Listing
29 represents a relative feature vector with a PIVOT_YEAR = 2012.

4.2.3 Temporal eNER Classification Pipeline

Similar to the baseline NLP/NER component, the temporal eNER classi-
fication pipeline is implemented to test and compare different approaches
and algorithms. The prototypical implementation of the eNER Classification
pipeline has been already published as follows [NEH20, pp. 34]:

The t-eNER-CLF component is prototypically implemented
through a scikit-learn [Gé17] pipeline (see Figure 4.4). This
initial proof-of-concept pipeline implementation consists of
one of the scikit-learn Standard Scaler [Gé17]. The scaler
is followed by the imbalance handling method, which is
SMOTE, RS, or SMOTEEN. This way, we consider each
general imbalance handling strategy, namely oversampling,

6https://pandas.pydata.org/
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undersampling, and a combination of both. The final step is
one of the following classifiers, as introduced in section 2.1.3:
AB, DT, GBC, LSV, KERAS-MLP, QDA, RF, or SGD. The
choice of these ML techniques is based on the insight that of-
ten, machine learning strategies have to be investigated em-
pirically [Cho18]. So the choice comprises different ML mod-
els that have proven to be sufficient for several ML problems
[Gé17] and that utilize different basic ML approaches (e.g.,
Vector Machines, Trees, Neural Networks). To investigate
class imbalance between eNE and non-eNE, the training and
test input data is split in the following ratios between eNE
and non-eNE class: 1:1, 1:2, 1:5, 1:10, 1:50, and 1:100. For
the evaluation, we tested all possible pipeline combinations
and ratios.

The pipeline API of scikit-learn allows the straightforward implementa-
tion of the above-introduced test and training pipeline in Python code, as
shown in Listing 30.
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1 classifiers = [GradientBoostingClassifier(max_depth=10, random_state=seed),
DecisionTreeClassifier(max_depth=5, random_state=seed),
SGDClassifier(loss="hinge", penalty="l2",
max_iter=25,random_state=seed), RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=5,
n_estimators=10, max_features=1,random_state=seed),
AdaBoostClassifier(), LinearSVC(C=2,
loss="hinge",random_state=seed,max_iter=100)]

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

2 imb_handlders = [SMOTE(random_state=seed),
RandomUnderSampler(random_state=seed), SMOTEENN(random_state=seed)]↪→

3

4

5 pipeline_steps = []
6 pipeline_steps.append(StandardScaler())
7 for imb in imb_handlders:
8 pipeline_steps.append(imb)
9 for clf in classifiers:

10 pipeline_steps.append(clf)
11 clf_pipeline = make_pipeline(*pipeline_steps)
12 # train and test pipeline
13 pipeline_steps.pop()
14 pipeline_steps.pop()

LISTING 30: Python Implementation of Test and Training
Pipeline

The Python code shows that the different Imbalance Handlers and the
different classifiers are part of Python lists. Although the Keras/Tensorflow
implementation of a Multi-Layer Perceptron is used, it can be used within
the scikit-learn pipeline as it provides a respective interface to allow the in-
tegration of Keras and scikit-learn. Besides the two-component list, the Stan-
dard Scaler of scikit-learn is used as an initial pipeline component to align
the different scales of the input features. The iteration over the two lists is
implemented by two loops that append or remove (“pop”) the components
to/from the pipeline. The fit method trains the complete pipeline model with
the training Data X_train (Training Features) and y_train (Training Labels).

4.2.4 Emerging Argument Extractor

The implementation of is published in German in [NDH21] and translated as
follows:
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The eAX as introduced in is built on a state-of-the-art ex-
ternal argumentation mining framework, like, e.g., Argu-
menText [Sta+18; Dax+20] or a rule-based approach using
an external lexicon, e.g., the spaCy MPQA Arguing Lexicon
[SRW07]. To that extent, we developed a generic interface
to allow the integration of different argumentation mining
frameworks. All sentences classified as arguments are then
passed to the medical eAX output and attached to the prepro-
cessed document. Recognized eAEs in the output also include
metadata from the argumentation mining framework. Argu-
mentation metadata from ArgumenText is different compared
to the spaCy ArguingLexicon (MPQA). The spaCy approach
provides the pattern label of the argument category as intro-
duced above. In contrast, ArgumenText provides a stance la-
bel that indicates whether the argument expresses a pro or a
contra position towards a topic. Furthermore, ArgumenText
provides a value that indicates the classification confidence of
ArgumenText.

In the following, both approaches (ArgumenText, MPQA) are demon-
strated from a technical perspective.

ArgumenText provides an API that allows the classification of sentences
in a list as arguments for a given topic that is specified by the users. List-
ing 31 demonstrates an exemplary excerpt of ArgumenText API request for
the topic moxifloxacin. moxifloxacin is an eNE in MEDLINE Baseline 2012 and
derived from the prototypical Final Pipeline Case Study (see Section 4.1.3) as
well are the sentences in the listing. The sentences are extracted from differ-
ent documents in MEDLINE Baseline 2012 that contain the term moxifloxacin.
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1 {"topic": "moxiflocacin", "sentences": ["The method is successfully applied
to plasma drug level monitoring in a volunteer receiving single
therapeutic doses of levofloxacin or moxifloxacin at two different
occasions.", "Moxifloxacin- and rifapentine-based regimens are under
investigation for the treatment of tuberculosis.", "However, rifapentine
may induce enzymes that metabolize moxifloxacin, resulting in decreased
moxifloxacin concentrations."], "showOnlyArguments": true, "userID":
"XXXXXXX", "apiKey": "XXXXXXX"}

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

LISTING 31: Exemplary Excerpt of ArgumenText API Re-
quest for the Topic moxifloxacin, (Text Fragments from Article:

[Sch+06])

The resulting API response is shown in Listing 32.
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1 {"metadata": {"computeAttention": false, "language": "en", "modelVersion":
0.1, "predictStance": true, "removeDuplicates": true,
"showOnlyArguments": true, "sortBy": "argumentConfidence",
"timeArgumentPrediction": 0.03738093376159668,
"timeAttentionComputation": -1, "timeLogging": 0.03557467460632324,
"timePreprocessing": 1.4781951904296875e-05, "timeStancePrediction": -1,
"timeTotal": 0.15740656852722168, "topic": "moxiflocacin",
"totalArguments": 2, "totalClassifiedSentences": 3,
"totalContraArguments": 1, "totalNonArguments": 1, "totalProArguments":
1, "userMetadata": ""}, "sentences": [{"argumentConfidence":
0.9931070366874337, "argumentLabel": "argument", "sentenceOriginal":
"The method is successfully applied to plasma drug level monitoring in a
volunteer receiving single therapeutic doses of levofloxacin or
moxifloxacin at two different occasions.", "sentencePreprocessed": "The
method is successfully applied to plasma drug level monitoring in a
volunteer receiving single therapeutic doses of levofloxacin or
moxifloxacin at two different occasions.", "sortConfidence":
0.9954397198599696, "stanceConfidence": 0.9977724030325055,
"stanceLabel": "pro"}, {"argumentConfidence": 0.9817137718200684,
"argumentLabel": "argument", "sentenceOriginal": "However, rifapentine
may induce enzymes that metabolize moxifloxacin, resulting in decreased
moxifloxacin concentrations.", "sentencePreprocessed": "However,
rifapentine may induce enzymes that metabolize moxifloxacin, resulting
in decreased moxifloxacin concentrations.", "sortConfidence":
0.9698896054077228, "stanceConfidence": 0.9580654389953774,
"stanceLabel": "contra"}]}

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

LISTING 32: Exemplary Excerpt of ArgumenText API Re-
sponse for the Topic moxifloxacin, (Text Fragments from Article:

[Sch+06])

The listing indicates that besides the classification result, ArgumenText
provides different metadata information on a single sentence level as well as
on request level (e.g., classification statistics).

While ArgumenText is integrated using an external service with a JSON
based API, the MPQA arguing lexicon is directly integrated via a Python
module and added to the spaCy pipeline after loading the ScispaCy base
model en_core_sci_lg as shown in Listing 33.
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1 import spaCy
2 import ScispaCy
3 import en_core_sci_lg
4 from spaCy_arguing_lexicon import ArguingLexiconParser
5

6

7 nlp = en_core_sci_lg.load()
8 nlp.add_pipe(ArguingLexiconParser(lang=nlp.lang))
9

10 nlp_doc = nlp('The method is successfully applied to plasma drug level
monitoring in a volunteer receiving single therapeutic doses of
levofloxacin or moxifloxacin at two different occasions. Moxifloxacin-
and rifapentine-based regimens are under investigation for the treatment
of tuberculosis. However, rifapentine may induce enzymes that metabolize
moxifloxacin, resulting in decreased moxifloxacin concentrations.')

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

11

12

13 argument_span = next(nlp_doc._.arguments.get_argument_spans())
14 print("Argument lexicon:", argument_span.text)
15 print("Label of lexicon:", argument_span.label_)
16 print("Sentence where lexicon occurs:", argument_span.sent.text.strip())

LISTING 33: Exemplary Python Code for spaCy Arguing Lexi-
con. Python Code Based on pypi Entry of spaCy Arguing Lexi-

con [Ber18], (Text Fragments from Article: [Sch+06])

Furthermore the listing shows that the spaCy arguing lexicon uses
spaCy’s API elemnts (e.g. span and sent). Listing 34 displays the console
text output of the code above.

1 Argument lexicon: However
2 Label of lexicon: inconsistency
3 Sentence where lexicon occurs: However, rifapentine may induce enzymes that

metabolize moxifloxacin, resulting in decreased moxifloxacin
concentrations.

↪→

↪→

LISTING 34: Exemplary Output of spaCy Arguing Lexicon

It turns out that, in contrast to ArgumenText, the spaCy arguing lexicon
only classified the first sentence as an argument. The classifcation as an ar-
gument is based on the term "However" that is characterized as and “incon-
stency” by the spaCy arguing lexicon.
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Overall the advantage of the spaCy arguing lexicon is the full integra-
tion into the spaCy pipeline and the possibility to directly use other spaCy
pipeline components on top of the arguing lexicon results. In contrast, the
ArgumenText API provides the more sophisticated and detailed classifica-
tion and can be used idenpendently from spaCy, e.g., in native Python code.
Hence, in the remainder of this thesis both approaches are tested and evalu-
ated from the medical expert users’ perspective.

4.2.5 Prototypical GUI Implementation

The GUI was implemented and described in the thesis [Her20] under super-
vision of the author of this dissertation thesis. The implementation is based
on an earlier conceptual design and a separate Solr instance due to. Hence,
the integration of the final pipeline as introduced above and the prototypical
GUI implementation remains future work. However, the prototypical GUI
implements all required and designed functionalities as introduced during
conceptual design. The key results of the prototypical GUI implementation
have been published in [Naw+20] as follows:

The [...] visualization subsystem has to consider chal-
lenges posed by the big data characteristics of the underly-
ing document corpora and vocabularies. Hence, to address
these challenges for the visualization subsystem[...], we ap-
plied the IVIS4BigData Framework [Bor+16]. In general,
IVIS4BigData aims to make big data resources available and
beneficial for users through visualization. Fig. 4.5 shows how
we use the IVIS4BigData Framework to transform raw tex-
tual data from medical corpora into views that allow medical
expert users’ visual data insight and emerging knowledge ef-
fectuation. Compared to the full IVIS4BigData Framework
in our work, [only] the pipeline part and a feedback channel
(user empowerment) are implemented. Furthermore, we focus
on the end-user’s view, but we do not implement the views on
the first three components of the full IVIS4BigData pipeline.
Textual Big Data Sources for our system are the two corpora
PubMed and MEDLINE, as introduced above. The raw tex-
tual data is collected in the medical document corpus [i.e. the
corpus mediator] from the system architecture design [...].
In the IVIS4BigData, the medical document corpus refers
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to the “Data Collection” component. The analytics layer of
IVIS4BigData in our system design is represented by the two
components that perform analytic tasks (eNER) on the raw
data and turn the raw data into data structures: The baseline
NLP and NER and the temporal eNER classifier in the con-
troller layer as described above. The following IVIS4BigData
component “Data Structures” in our work is represented by
a JSON structure that encodes the mapping between a cor-
pus document and the automatically recognized eNEs. These
mappings are then transformed into a visual structure that
is stored in a search engine index whose Entity-Relationship
Model (ERM) is shown in Fig. 4.6. The Article entity has
several attributes derived directly from the underlying corpus
metadata, such as Author, Abstract, or its corpus ID (e.g.,
for MEDLINE/PubMed: PMID). In contrast, Entity itself
and its attributes are not taken from metadata but extracted
through the eNER-IRS. For example, those attributes contain
the Date Created (time of first use in the corpus), the name,
and a possible category of it. Hence, more generally speak-
ing, the mapping introduced above maps already existing cor-
pus knowledge to new knowledge extracted by the eNER-IRS.
The final component of the IVIS4BigData Framework is the
eNER-IRS-GUI that we discuss in the remainder of this pa-
per. We present a prototypical proof-of-concept implementa-
tion following the three initial use cases (eNE retrieval sup-
port, document linking through NEs, emerging Knowledge
Discovery) in the following section. This section describes
the prototypical proof-of-concept implementation of the visual
eNER-eAE-IRS use cases based on the IVIS4BigData frame-
work using several methods and packages. First, we give a
brief overview of the technical implementation followed by de-
scriptions of each of the visual eNER-eAE-IRS use cases fol-
lowed by a description of the graphical user interface (GUI)
aspects.

In the following, we describe the prototypical technical im-
plementation of the previously introduced visual eNER-eAE-
IRS use cases based on eNEs. The underlying concept of
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the Visualization Subsystem (see Fig. 3.8) can be con-
sidered as two independent software systems based on the
IVIS4BigData Framework as follows: To transform data
structures into visual structures (see Figure 4.6) as a first
step, we developed a batch application based on the Spring
Batch Java-Framework. It converts all the eNER-eAE-IRS
output JSON files, including data about eNEs such as its
name and occurrences in medical documents, into processed
and consolidated XML files. These files are then indexed
by Apache Solr to create the eNEs visual data structures
(IVIS4BigData: Visual Mappings). These files are also used
in another batch processing step that reads the raw data of
the different medical corpus (PMC, ClinicalTrials), extracts
relevant data attributes, and enriches the data by adding in-
formation about entities such as MeSH concepts and eNEs.
Also, these XML output files are indexed by Apache Solr, and
as a result, two visual data structures for medical documents
and eNEs are created. The second system is a client-server
architecture software based on the Spring Web Model-View-
Controller (MVC) Java-Framework. It generally reads the vi-
sual structure data from Apache Solr and displays it on differ-
ent web pages to provide the described visual eNER-eAE-IRS
uses cases (IVIS4BigData: View Transformations). The web
page design and functionality are based on frameworks such
as Bootstrap7 and jQuery8. Additionally, for the specific use
case of visual linking and highlighting of eNEs, we rely on
the JS-Library D3.js9 for diagram and PDF.js10 for document
visualization. To transport data from server to client, mul-
tiple REST API endpoints are available and tailored for the
specific visual eNER-eAE-IRS use case. In the following, the
prototypical implementations of the use cases are explained.

The document search enables users to browse through the dif-
ferent document collections (PubMed, ClinicalTrials) easily
with two filter categories (eNEs and Medical Subject Head-
ings): The main search field and the result of the document

7https://getbootstrap.com/
8https://jquery.com/
9https://d3js.org/

10https://mozilla.github.io/pdf.js/getting_started/
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search are displayed in the right view area. Above, next to
the search field, there is an additional button to control on
which document collection the search should be performed.
Below, the matching documents, including title, publication
date, unique identifiers, entity categories, and source docu-
ment collection, are listed separately. The detailed view of a
paper shows the authors, the assigned entities. If available,
the abstract in which the assigned entities are highlighted is
shown. The left sidebar contains all necessary controls to con-
veniently browse the data set of eNEs and Medical Subject
Headings. As a result, the documents are filtered based on
the selected entities. Furthermore, the sorting of the search re-
sult can be influenced by the green Learning To Rank (LTR)
button next to the main search field. Generally speaking, the
documents are sorted by an individual score in descending
order. This score is a measurement for how relevant each
document is for the given user query. The gray shaded nu-
merical value reflects the default sorting, whereas the green
shaded value also considers the information about eNEs. In
detail, this score increases based on the number of assigned
eNEs and on whether the user query also matches these enti-
ties. To improve user search experience, the main search field
is extended by an auto-completion functionality (see Fig. 4.7)
that lists query suggestions from multiple data sets based on
the current user input. Depending on the selected document
collections, the first suggestions are made by matching doc-
ument titles and eNEs. Also, further suggestions [are] de-
rive[d] from the entity categories eNEs and Medical Subject
Headings (see Fig. 4.8). Selecting an entity suggestion re-
sults in automatically adding the entity as a filter criterion
in the left sidebar. The relationships between entities are cre-
ated once multiple entities appear in a single document. The
greater the number of documents in which two related entities
appear, the closer their relationship is. Such relationships can
be researched interactively with the help of the network graph
accessible under the navigation item Emerging Named En-
tity Graph (see Fig. 4.9). In the left sidebar, all entities with
at least one relationship are displayed. The list can be filtered
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regarding the type, reference, and name. Additionally, the
list automatically updates once an entity is selected by only
showing entities in a direct relationship. The network graph
itself is shown in the right view area and refreshes automati-
cally once the entities’ selection is updated. A node represents
each chosen eNE, and its size depends on the total number of
documents from the different collections it is assigned to. The
links between nodes display the connecting documents, and
their amount is represented by edge width. By clicking on the
link, details of the relationship are revealed.

The detailed view of a document contains all mandatory at-
tributes such as title, unique identifiers, document collection,
and also optional attributes such as authors, assigned entities
(eNEs and non-eNEs (MeSH)), and the abstract or original
PDF-document. The availability of the optional attributes de-
pends on the collection source of the document. For example,
only for documents from the PubMed Central Open Access
(PMC OA) collection, the original document in PDF-format
can be displayed. In the left sidebar, the assigned eNEs and
non-eNEs are listed as interactive buttons. Also, these enti-
ties are highlighted in the continuous text of the abstract or
the PDF-document, if available (see Fig. 4.10). In case of
viewing a PDF-document, additional buttons to [navigate]
backward[s] and forwards and to download the document are
displayed. For eNEs, the interactive button can be expanded
to a drop-down list showing all the document pages on which
the term appears.

This visual eNER-eAE-IRS use case provides the highest
[level of] interaction between expert medical users and the
eNER-eAE-IRS processes. Hence, the user can acknowledge
or reject an eNE candidate suggested by the eNER-eAE-IRS.
The requested feedback (and the respective interface) is inten-
tionally binary (ACKNOWLEDGE / REJECT), keeping in
mind that expert medical users may lack data science knowl-
edge to give a more differentiated assessment. However, for
those expert medical users with data science / ML skills,
the visualization provides two metadata parameters from the
eNER-eAE-IRS for their decision process. The data types of
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the result set of the ML process for this visual eNER-eAE-
IRS use case are terms/tokens representing eNEs and tem-
poral (statistical) metadata derived from the big data analy-
sis of the temporal feature search engine. Besides the tempo-
ral metadata, the classification threshold from the underlying
eNER-eAE-IRS component is displayed (see Fig. 4.11).

The detailed view of an entity contains all mandatory at-
tributes. These are unique identifiers, category, type, name,
and also optional attributes such as references to documents
from different collections, overall frequency, and multiple
dates related to the creation, revision, and establishment (See
Fig. 4.12). The buttons in the left sidebar grouped by docu-
ment collection reflect the related entities. An additional bar
chart showing the frequency of occurrence on an annual basis
is displayed depending on data availability. Two drop-down
lists can change the plotted range of years on the right side
above the diagram. Additionally, related entities’ occurrence
data can be added interactively by the buttons shown on the
right-hand side.

4.3 Prototypical Full System Case Studies

In this section, three prototypical full system case studies are introduced that
show how to combine the different subsystems in full, executable system
prototypes. The first case study Final Pipeline is an end-to-end prototype
that recognizes and extracts emerging knowledge to provide it for IR use.
The second case study focuses on extracting and visualizing emerging argu-
ments. Finally, the third case study implements a prototypical integration of
the eNER-eAE-IRS into an existing legacy knowledge-management system
for real-world use by expert users.

4.3.1 Final eNER-eAE-IRS Pipeline Case Study

The Final eNER-eAE-IRS Pipeline case study implements an end-to-end pro-
totype for the recognition of emerging knowledge in medical document cor-
pora based on the system design, the implementation of the sub-components,
the initial evaluations of the baseline NLP/NER components (see Section
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5.1.1), and the temporal eNER classification (see Section 5.1.2). Hence, as the
baseline NLP/NER model, the hybrid approach with a pre-trained ScispaCy
neural model and rule-based post-processing with already known MeSH
NEs and Oxford Dictionary stop words as introduced above is used.

The final pipeline prototype focuses on the functionalities of the model
and controller layer of the MVC model. Again, it is implemented through a
Jupyter Notebook. The final pipeline prototype is applied for the two cor-
pora MEDLINE Baseline, PMC OA, in the year 2012 (to allow a retrospective
lookahead evaluation).

Part 1 is the training and evaluation of the baseline NLP/NER and tem-
poral eNER component implementations.

1. Load the Vocabulary Mediator for MeSH Descriptor and MeSH Sup-
plementary Terms.

2. Create the prediction baseline NLP/NER model with ScispaCy, MeSH
2012, Oxford Dictionaries, hand-crafted rules

3. Create the silver-standard NLP/NER model with MeSH 2020 (Descrip-
tor and Supplementary Terms) for evaluation.

4. Load approximately 1500 documents from the test/training data set.
(Full list: see Appendix)

5. Process all documents with the prediction and the silver-standard
pipeline (separately)

6. Obtain raw features from Solr and calculate FE features for each eNE
candidate and each true eNE in the documents

7. Split the documents into a training and a test set.

8. Train the temporal component using the training document set.

9. Evaluate the trained model using the test document set using the full
pipeline with baseline NLP/NER and temporal classification. (Results
and discussion see Section)

The steps of the previous part and the discussion of the evaluation results
(see Section 5.1.3) lead to the selection of a final model that is recommended
for the use in the pipeline.

Hence, the final recommended pipeline is, as shown in Figure 4.13.
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Part 2 of the final pipeline case study is the application of the selected,
trained pipeline for the application of the eNER System Algorithm and the
eAX Algorithm. For the algorithm execution, 5.000 randomly chosen seed
documents from the year 2012 are used. Each abstract of the seed documents
is processed with the final pipeline, i.e., with baseline NLP/NER and tempo-
ral classification. All automatically detected eNEs are stored in the Greylist,
all terms identified as non eNEs are store in the Blacklist. To evaluate the per-
formance of the approach, the different execution times are recorded, which
are evaluated in Section 5.2 w.r.t. the system’s performance.

In the following implementation step, all terms in the greylist are used to
retrieve documents that contain the terms. For each document, the following
steps of the eNER and eAX algorithms are applied:

1. Process the document with a spaCy Tokenizer and Sentence splitter.
As this is required as preprocessing for using the ArgumenText API by
performance reasons, no further NLP steps are conducted, including
POS tagging and eNER.

2. Send an API request with all sentences to the ArgumenText system.

3. Receive the ArgumenText API result. An excerpt of an exemplary Ar-
gumenText API request for the 2012 eNE moxifloxacin has been shown
in Listing 31, the resulting ArgumenText repsonse in Listing 32.

4. Select the arguments that are detected by ArgumenText. Select argu-
ments that contain the respective eNE as emerging arguments.

5. Update the document in the index with the fields emerg-
ing_named_entities, emerging_arguments, and arguments.

These steps are repeated for each document in the result set of an eNE
and for all eNEs extracted from the initial seed documents.
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1 [{"id": "9e3ec814-2397-4b5b-988f-c1ee900d2c35",
2 "emerging_named_entities": {"add": "moxifloxacin"},
3 "emerging_arguments": {"add": ["The effectiveness of moxifloxacin

monotherapy was comparable to that seen in mice receiving isoniazid
alone.",

↪→

↪→

4 "Combination therapy with moxifloxacin plus isoniazid was superior to
that with moxifloxacin or with isoniazid alone in reducing bacillary
counts in the organs studied.",

↪→

↪→

5 "These results indicate that moxifloxacin is highly effective in
reducing M. tuberculosis infection in mice and has activity
comparable to that of isoniazid.",

↪→

↪→

6 "Combination therapy with moxifloxacin and isoniazid was highly
effective, suggesting that moxifloxacin may be useful in
multiple-drug regimens for human tuberculosis."]},

↪→

↪→

7 "arguments": {"add": []}},".."]

LISTING 35: Solr Index Update for Documents with the 2012
eNE “moxifloxacin” through Solr’s JSON API. (Text Fragments

from Example Article: [Miy+99])

4.3.2 Argumentation Mindmapping

This section describes the prototypical proof-of-concept implementation of
the design and the use cases of the eAR-IRS as introduced before. In contrast
to the remaining use cases, the use case emerging Argument Entity Discovery
and its visual sub use cases are not prototypically implemented using the
GUI of the previous section but using an alternative visualization approach
based on the mindmap paradigm. The alternative concept was developed
based on observations of a mindmap based laboratory research processes
of a senior medical expert. The following part is published in German in
[NDH21] and translated and extended here:

Each mindmap created by the [emerging Mindmap Extrac-
tion algorithm] has a central node for the MAIN_TOPIC
specified by the user. In the next level, one finds a node repre-
senting the OVERVIEW_ARTICLE and one or more nodes
representing the FILTER_CRITERION specified by the user.
If the user does not provide filter criteria, there is only one
node named NO_FILTER. The next level of the mindmap rep-
resents the Articles. Each article is identified by its PubMed
ID (PMID) [Med20c], and the title is attached as metadata.
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While the OVERVIEW_ARTICLE node has only one Ar-
ticle sub-node, the FILTER_CRITERION has 1..n Article
sub-nodes, depending on the size of the docs result sets as
indicated in the algorithm. The final level in the mindmap is
the eAE level that contains all recognized eAEs of the asso-
ciated article. The eAE node also includes a list of eNEs in
the eAE and metadata from the eAX, as indicated above. The
proof-of-concept system is implemented through Jupyter Lab
[Jup20] with Python 3 [Fou20c], spaCy as b-NLP-NER and
scikit-learn for the t-medical eNER-C. Figure 4.14 displays
the eAX Output in the Jupyter Lab Prototype.

As the underlying t-FSE, Apache SOLR [Fou20a] is used.
For Mindmaps creation and visualization MindManager
(TM) [Min20] is used. To transform data structures to visual
structures as a first step, the medical eAX output as intro-
duced above is used, which transforms all the medical eAR-
IRS output JSON files. The JSON files include data about
medical eNEs such as its name and occurrences in medical
documents into preprocessed sentences, which are again en-
coded in JSON.

In the proof-of-concept implementation, these sentences are
then passed to the next layer that includes the visual struc-
tures. In the proof-of-concept system, they are implemented
through CSV files. Besides the medical eAX output data,
the visual structures also contain columns that store the
users’ constraints for filtering and structuring the argu-
ments. These visual structures are then transformed into a
MindMap using the MindManager (TM) Excel(TM) Data
Mapper [Min20] for the visualization for the end-users.

4.3.3 RecomRatio KM-EP Integration

The third full system case study covers the proof-of-concept integration of
the eNER-eAE-IRS into an existing (legacy) knowledge-management ecosys-
tem, the Knowledge-Management Ecosystem Portal (KM-EP) [VH19]. For
this proof-of-concept implementation, two use cases from the system design
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are utilized. These are emerging knowledge discovery (i.e., through recog-
nizing and visualizing eNEs in documents) and document Linking through
eNEs. Figure 4.17 shows a screenshot of the RecomRatio KM-EP.

The aim of this proof-of-concept implementation is to provide the func-
tionality of the eNER-eAE-IRS to expert end-users, e.g., in the context of the
related project RecomRatio. For RecomRatio, there exists an own KM-EP in-
stance, the RecomRatio KM-EP (see Figure 4.17).

The advantage of integrating the eNER-eAE-IRS with KM-EP is that the
eNER-eAE-IRS can focus on its core functionality, i.e., ML-based eNER. In
addition, other functionalities that are required for a real-world-use are pro-
vided through the KM-EP, e.g., content management, user management, and
storage management.

Therefore, the RecomRatio KM-EP has been developed to provide pow-
erful web-based tools for managing knowledge resources and content. The
underlying KM-EP technology consists of five subsystems as displayed in
Figure 4.18 and described as follows[VH19]:

• “IR Subsystem (IRS) indexes contents and lets the user search for them in a
quick manner.”

• “Learning Management Subsystem (LMS) helps, e.g., a course creator, who is
not an expert of the KM-EP and the underlying Learning Management System
- Moodle, to create and manage courses.”

• “Content and Knowledge Management Subsystem (CKMS) manages contents
and knowledge resources. It allows users to create, edit, remove and rate dif-
ferent types of contents in the ecosystem.”

• “User Management Subsystem (UMS) manages users, groups of users, au-
thentication, and access control for all subsystems.”

• “Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) preserves the integrity of the digital
file and its metadata for the lifetime of an asset.”

While the medical RecomRatio IR use cases provided by the RecomRatio
KM-EP, the eNER-eAE-IRS in the controller layer is new and additional func-
tionality. As the eNER-eAE-IRS service is implemented through a python
server, it is provided through a restful API to the other controller layer com-
ponents of KM-EP. Besides the components introduced above, KM-EP con-
tains an advanced visual Web-interface that implements the view layer in the
MVC and provides the visual use cases [NEH20].
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The prototypical integration of the eNER-eAE-IRS with KM-EP has been
implemented during academic advising by [STV20]. For the prototypical in-
tegration beforehand two use cases have been specified (see Figures 4.19 and
4.20). These to use cases aim to demonstrate the general capability to in-
tegrate KM-EP with eNER-eAE-IRS through REST API. Hence, they imple-
ment two basic use cases of the eNER-eAE-IRS but allow the extension of the
interface for further complex use cases, e.g., argumentation tree support.

Use case one works as follows: an expert medical user adds a document
to KM-EP, e.g., a recent medical article. The document is then passed through
the API interface to the eNER-eAE-IRS. Within the eNER-eAE-IRS, the docu-
ment is then passed to the eNER engine that recognizes the eNEs within the
document. The eNER Engine then transfers the documents back to the API
interface, which transfers them to the KM-EP. In the KM-EP the document
and the eNEs are persisted and finally displayed to the users.

For use case two, not only the eNEs in the submitted document are rec-
ognized. In addition, the eNEs are used to find related documents in the
underlying document corpus. This corpus may be the same one the initial
document submitted by the expert medical user belongs. Furthermore, it
may be another document corpus, so that the eNEs are used to provide cross
corpus document linking. The initial document and the eNEs within are re-
turned to KM-EP and a list of linked documents that have been retrieved
using eNEs.

Based on these two initial use case descriptions for the overall system
consisting of KM-EP and eNER-eAE-IRS [STV20] developed the following
use cases from the perspective of KM-EP uses. The work has been conducted
under academic supervision of this dissertation thesis author. The following
part is translated from German from [STV20, p. 8] 11:

• “The user can create a new ENER publication (publication type “ener-
document”). This includes the creation and persistence of an ENERCheck
object, consisting of the publication ID and MD5 hash of the full text of the
publication.”

• “If the user adds the publication type “ener-document” to an existing publica-
tion, an ENERCheck object consisting of the publication ID and MD5 hash of
the full text is also generated and saved.”

11[STV20] use an alternative notation compared to the remainder of this thesis (ENER
instead of eNER) which is kept in the cited translation.
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• “If the user changes an ENER publication, the current MD5 hash of the full
text is compared with the hash entry in the ENERCheck entry.”

• “Changing the publication type to a value not equal to “ener-document”, as
well as deleting an ENER publication by the user, will remove the correspond-
ing ENERCheck entry from the database.”

The sequence diagram (see Figure 4.21) shows the sequence in which sys-
tem components take action when a publication is saved. The following is
translated from [STV20, p. 8]:

The user first interacts with the publication controller, which
controls the changes to the publication date. If the publication
is of the “ener-document” type, further processing is trans-
ferred to the ENERManager. The ENERManager is respon-
sible for the administration of the ENER data (see database
model), where it accesses the database component.

KM-EP uses a cronjob mechanism to run scheduled tasks, e.g., batch sub-
mitting of documents to the eNER-eAE-IRS. Figure 4.22 shows the KM-EP
cronjob manager with the integration of the eNER-eAE-IRS cronjob12.

[STV20, p. 9] explain the use of the KM-EP cronjob mechanism for the
prototypical KM-EP/eNER-eAE-IRS integration as follows (translated from
German):

The functionality of the cronjob comprises only one use case.
At runtime, the cronjob searches for all ENERCheck entries
that have not yet been checked. In the next step, all full texts
of the associated publications are loaded from the database
and transformed into a JSON string according to the in-
terface specification for forwarding to the web service (see
database model). The received JSON response is converted
into corresponding entities, which are then checked individu-
ally. First, a comparison of all received named entities with
the named entities persisted in KM-EP takes place based on
the snipped. Named entities that do not yet exist are persisted
in the database, including the related documents. Otherwise,

12At the time of implementation the RecomRatio KM-EP, as shown above, was not fully
operational yet and hence another instance of KM-EP (RAGE instance) has been used for
prototyping.
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an update takes place. To do this, the related documents for
the named entity in the database are first deleted before the
new related documents are added to the database. After suc-
cessful processing, the check date of the ENERCheck entry
is set to the execution date. Figure 4.23 shows the compo-
nents involved in the execution of the cronjob. The cronjob
starts calling the ENERManager as a central component for
handling with the eNER system. This first gets all the neces-
sary publications from the database component. The publica-
tions to be checked are then transferred to the ENERWebser-
vice component for communication with the eNER-eAE-IRS.
After the received data has been transformed into entities, the
ENERManager takes over the further processing and com-
pares/updates the required database entries.

Both initial use cases required the persistence of the results computed by
the eNER-eAE-IRS within KM-EP. Hence, [STV20, pp. 10] developed an ex-
tension of the KM-EP database. Its descriptions is translated as follows from
[STV20, pp. 10]:

The database extension is linked to the table “con-
tent_publication” of the KM-EP database. A change
in the original tables of the KM-EP was not planned;
therefore, this data record is extended with the table
“ener_content_publication_check”. This also contains infor-
mation about whether the eNER system must carry out a
check and when this was last carried out. The MD5 hash
is also available for checking to determine whether the full
text of a publication has changed. After the eNER sys-
tem’s request to check the publications, the named entities re-
ceived are stored in the “ener_emerging_names” table. The
following applies here: the emerging name is saved under
“snipped”, and a foreign key of the eNER system is saved
in the “fk_ener_id” column, which uniquely references this
named entity. The named entities are attached to the publi-
cations with an N: N relationship, thus preventing duplicate
data records and updating the related documents of the named
entities as soon as the eNER system provides an update for a
publication. The related documents are stored in the table
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“ener_related_documents”. The PMID, the link to the doc-
ument, and its title are always saved. To create a technical
summary, all new tables begin with the prefix “ener”. Figure
4.24 shows the described extension as an ER model.

To realize the API between KM-EP and eNER-eAE-IRS, an OpenAPI is
used. OpenAPI is “[...], a technical specification that describes certain APIs, and
there is the OpenAPI Initiative (OAI), an organization that enables specifications like
OAS to thrive. The OAS defines a standard, programming language-agnostic inter-
face description for REST APIs, which allows both humans and computers to dis-
cover and understand the capabilities of a service without requiring access to source
code, additional documentation, or inspection of network traffic. When properly de-
fined via OAS, a consumer can understand and interact with the remote service with
a minimal amount of implementation logic. Similar to what interface descriptions
have done for lower-level programming, the OAS removes guesswork in calling a
service” [Fou20b].

An OpenAPI contract based on JSON objects has been developed and
described by [STV20, pp. 11] as follows (translated from German):

In the recent prototype, eNER-eAE-IRS provides exactly
one service for KM-EP using the following termina-
tion: http: <host>/enerirs/ emergingnamedentities/
find The service accepts the list of key-value-pairs, con-
sisting of publication ID and the text document that is in-
tended to be analyzed. The response for each request con-
tains the publication ID and the recognized named entities.
Each named entity consists of the associated text fragment,
a list of linked documents [i.e., for use case 2], and an array
of MeSH IDs. Furthermore, each linked document consists
of document ID (PMID), document title, and the link to the
document.

The recognized NEs and eNEs are identified by an ID. For already NEs
the MeSH ID is used that is taken from the MeSH vocabulary (see Section
2.2.3). In contrast, for eNEs, an internal eNE ID is created by the system and
used.
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1 [
2 {
3 "docid":"id1",
4 "content":"Das ist der Text zu id1"
5 },
6 {
7 "docid":"id2",
8 "content":"Ein anderer Text für id2"
9 }

10 ]

LISTING 36: Exemplarly KM-EP JSON Request [STV20, p. 12]

1 [
2 {
3 "docid":"id1",
4 "entities":[
5 {
6 "snipped":"Fragment",
7 "relateddocuments":[
8 {
9 "pmid":"1234",

10 "title": "Doc-Titel",
11 "link":"http://link.de"
12 }
13 ],
14 "meshids":[
15 "MESH_ID"
16 ]
17 }
18 ]
19 }
20 ]

LISTING 37: Exemplarly eNER-eAE-IRS JSON Response
[STV20, p. 12]

Listing 36 shows an example for a JSON request from KM-EP, while List-
ing 37 displays an exemplary response from eENR-eAE-IRS.
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4.4 Summary and Conclusion

Overall in this chapter, a full prototypical implementation of all elements of
the conceptual design from chapter 3 has been demonstrated which was the
major reuirement from RC (14) and the related RO (5.2). This included ini-
tial implementations of the information model and Data Schema Model, i.e.,
mediator/wrapper implementations of corpora and vocabularies, and im-
plementation of queries and result sets. All designed sub-components, i.e.,
baseline NLP/NER (RC (10)), feature search and engineering, temporal clas-
sification (RC (11)), emerging argument extraction (RC (12)), and GUI, have
been implemented prototypically. To address the related project, an integra-
tion to the RecomRatio KM-EP system has been implemented and demon-
strated using a REST approach. Finally, the implemented sub-components
have been integrated into two prototypical full system case studies that im-
plement the system algorithms of the conceptual design. Overall the chap-
ter showed that all aspects of the conceptual design could be implemented.
Hence, RC (14) related to RO (5.2) has been successfully addressed in this
chapter. For some aspects, e.g., baseline NLP/NER, temporal classification,
and emerging Argument Extraction, alternative implementation approaches
have been introduced to allow a comparative evaluation. The implementa-
tion is the basis for the now following evaluation. However, all the imple-
mented sub-components, data structures, and models have been iteratively
used in the evaluation that is introduced in the following section.
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FIGURE 4.3: spaCy’s NER Training Model [AI20i]
.

FIGURE 4.4: t-eNER-CLF Pipeline Implemented with scikit-
learn [NEH20, Figure 4]

FIGURE 4.5: Visual eNER Based on IVIS4BigData [Naw+20]
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FIGURE 4.6: Entity Relationship Model of Visual Structure
[Her20]

FIGURE 4.7: Visual eNER-eAE-IRS: Autocompletion for User
Query [Her20].
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FIGURE 4.8: Visual eNER-eAE-IRS: Search for Medical Docu-
ments [Her20].

FIGURE 4.9: Visual Linking through eNEs [Her20].
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FIGURE 4.10: Visual eNE Highlighting in Documents [Her20]
(Article: [Sir+15]).

FIGURE 4.11: Acknowledgement of eNEs [Her20].
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FIGURE 4.12: Visual eNE Detailed Views [Her20]

FIGURE 4.13: Final eNER-eAE-IRS Pipeline for eNER
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FIGURE 4.14: eAX Output in Jupyter Lab [NDH21, Fig. 9.10],
Example Article: [Hu+19a]
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FIGURE 4.15: Mindmap of emerging Arguments (MPQA)
[NDH21, Fig. 9.10], Example Sentence from [Jor+12]
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FIGURE 4.16: Mindmap of emerging Arguments (Argu-
menText) [NDH21], Example Sentence from [Sha+19]
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FIGURE 4.18: KM-EP General Architecture [VH19]

FIGURE 4.19: Prototypical Use Case 1 for KM-EP Integration
[Naw20]
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FIGURE 4.20: Prototypical Use Case 2 for KM-EP Integration
[Naw20]

FIGURE 4.21: Sequence Diagram Create / Edit Content [STV20,
p. 9]
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FIGURE 4.22: Cropped Screenshot of Cronjob Interface of KM-
EP with Prototypical eNER-eAE-IRS Integration (from Supple-

mentary Video Clip of [STV20])

FIGURE 4.23: Sequence Diagram Cronjob [STV20, p. 10]
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FIGURE 4.24: Database Model for KM-EP/eNER-eAE-IRS Inte-
graion [STV20, p. 11]
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

After the design of the eNER-eAE-IRS and the prototypical implementation
of its sub-components and their integration into a prototypical full appli-
cation solution system the evaluation is required to show that the design
and the implementation are sufficient and feasible. In the methodology of
[NCP90] this refers to the Experimentation phase. Furthermore, the UCD
workflow [Ser17] (see Figure 3.7 approach also requires an “Evaluate Design”
step. The evaluation requirements of the methodologies are reflected in the
research questions and the research objectives. Hence, this section covers RQ
(5) and the related ROs, i.e., RO (5.2), RO (5.3), RO (5.4), and RO (5.5). The
required experimental system of RO (5.1) has already been implemented in
the previous chapter. In this chapter, first, different evaluation methodolo-
gies are introduced that support different evaluation strategies (algorithmic
evaluation, processing performance evaluation, and evaluation of user ex-
perience). Based on these general evaluation approaches in Section 5.1, a
technical evaluation strategy that utilizes the automatically created silver-
standard and a retrospective temporal approach. This strategy is used to
implement a detailed algorithmic evaluation of the sub-components (base-
line NLP/NER, temporal classification) and a combined evaluation of a full
eNER pipeline. Hence, Section 5.1 covers RO (5.2) and RO (5.3). To assess the
systems’ processing performance in Section 5.2, a brief execution time mea-
surement and assessment is given which is an additional technical evaluation
parameter and hence belongs to RO (5.3). Besides technical evaluation, the
user based evaluation is another important evaluation step as required by RO
(5.4). The user-based evaluation is conducted using the prototypically GUI
implementation using the UMUX approach, as introduced in Section 2.4. Fi-
nally, in Section 5.4 an expert interview to asses the outcomes of the Argumen-
tation Mindmapping implementation case study is conducted that addresses
RO (5.5).
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5.1 Algorithmic Evaluation

In this section, the evaluation of the algorithmic performance is conducted.
First, the sub-components baseline NLP/NER and the temporal eNER clas-
sification are evaluated individually, followed by a full eNER pipeline evalu-
ation that comprises a combined evaluation of baseline NLP/NER and tem-
poral eNER. The design of the test and training data has been introduced
in detail in 3.6.6. Due to the lack of manually-annotated training material,
the approach is to use an automatically created silver standard as introduced
above. Hence, the evaluation in both corpora, MEDLINE and PMC OA goes
back to the year 2012 and evaluates the recognition performance of eNEs that
have been acknowledged between 2012 and 2020 in the 2012 corpus. (i.e.
these terms have been eNEs in 2012 according to Definition 1. A list of the
document set is shown in Appendix A.1 and A.2.
To evaluate the outcome of our eNER approach, we use the standard mea-
sure F1 on the class ’eNE’ for the b-NLP-NER as well as for the t-eNER-CLF.
Due to its weaknesses with imbalanced data sets, we do not use accuracy for
evaluation. We evaluate the performance of the b-NLP-NER, followed by a
detailed evaluation of t-eNER-CLF with regard to balanced and imbalanced
class ratios and evaluation of imbalance handling strategies.

5.1.1 Baseline NLP NER Evaluation

In [NEH20, p. 36], the evaluation of the baseline NER for the naive rule-based
approach and the spaCy learning-based approach is published as follows:

The first evaluation phase addresses the b-NLP-NER outcome
for the eNERD sub task. Table 5.1 displays the results for
both corpora, MEDLINE and PMC OA. For both corpora,
it becomes clear that the training-based approach delivers a
medium recall (approx. 0.5) while maintaining a low preci-
sion leading to a low F1 in both corpora. In contrast, the rule-
based approach is based on an (initially) naive rule set, which
explicitly aims at a high recall of 1.00 to identify all relevant
eNE candidates for further processing in the t-eNER-CLF. So
the low F1 of 0.04 for both corpora resulting from a low preci-
sion of only 0.02 at this point is not surprising. The outcome
of the rule-based approach reveals that the "real world" ratio
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in the 2012 document selections between noun chunks con-
taining eNEs and non-eNE noun chunks is 1:50. Due to the
limitations of textual NER approaches [Guo+09] for NERQ,
no textual NER is applied to queries. Hence, no b-NLP-NER
baseline for the subtask of eNERQ is calculated.

TABLE 5.1: Baseline NER Performance [Naw+20]

Task NER Method Rec. Prec. F1

MEDLINE spaCy Training Model 0.50 0.04 0.07
MEDLINE spaCy Rule Based Model 1.00 0.02 0.04

PMC OA spaCy Training Model 0.55 0.03 0.06
PMC OA spaCy Rule Based Model 1.00 0.02 0.04

After publishing the above results, with ScispaCy, an additional pre-
trained model has been evaluated for the use in the eNER-AER-IRS and is
initially published in this thesis. In comparison to the above-mentioned ap-
proaches, ScispaCy has been added to eNER-AER-IRS later, as it has been
initially released in August 2019 [Neu+19]. Furthermore, to evaluate Scis-
paCy, the evaluation methodology has been changed to reflect ScispaCy’s
more sophisticated capabilities and the "lessons learned" from the above-
mentioned evaluations. The methodology is changed as follows: 1) The
above-mentioned evaluations use MeSH on the descriptor level. However,
descriptors sometimes are quite generic (e.g.). Hence, for the ScispaCy based
evaluation, MeSH is used on descriptor level and on supplementary term
level to cover a significantly larger and more specific terminology. 2) Initial
assessments of ScispaCy show that it provides a more detailed granularity in
comparison to the chunk based approaches introduced above. Hence, Scis-
paCy is evaluated on a single or compound-term level with a more detailed
granularity instead of only chunks. 3) To ensure comparability between
MEDLINE Baseline 2020 and PMC OA 2020 from PMC OA, only the Ab-
stractTexts are used. 4) For baseline NLP/NER also five-fold cross-validation
is used to ensure a high generalization of the models and the results.

Besides these changes, the evaluation methodology remains identical.
The following Table 5.2 shows the results:
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TABLE 5.2: Baseline NER Performance for ScispaCy Model

Task min
Rec.

min
Prec.

min
F1

max
Rec.

max
Prec.

max
F1

mean
Rec.

mean
Prec.

mean
F1

MED
LINE

0.701 0.046 0.086 0.751 0.057 0.106 0.7258 0.051 0.0952

PMC
OA

0.692 0.037 0.071 0.779 0.048 0.09 0.7376 0.0426 0.0806

Despite the more strict evaluation methodology as introduced above, the
ScispaCy pre-trained model with rule-based post-processing shows better F1

performance compared to the rule-based and the own trained spaCy models.
Although the max Rec. is below the rule-based model (with naive 100%), the
spaCy pre-trained model shows robust performance in all folds w.r.t. preci-
sion and overall performance indicated by a mean F1 = 0.0952 for MEDLINE
and a mean F1 = 0.0806 for PMC OA. As further evaluations in the follow-
ing sections will show, precision is a crucial factor for temporal classification.
Hence, for the final eNER-eAE-IRS Pipeline, the pre-trained ScispaCy model
is selected (see Section 4.2.1).

5.1.2 Temporal eNER Classification Evaluation

In the second evaluation phase, the outcome of the t-eNER-CLF is evaluated.
To avoid overfitting, for evaluation of t-eNER-CLF, five-fold cross-validation
is applied. The results of this evaluation are published in [NEH20, pp. 36] as
follows:

That means, every pipeline combination is tested five times
with stratified test and training data. Hence, for each of
the prototypical classifier implementations, we identify the
pipeline combination that leads to the best max. and mean
F1 out of five folds for a 1:1 class ratio between eNEs and
non-eNEs. To achieve the overall benchmarks, we calculated
an F1 for all eNEs from the time range 2012 - 2020. This
benchmarks the ability to recognize an arbitrary eNE from
the time range 2012 to 2020 from the perspective of the year
2020. For the described task setting to the best of our knowl-
edge, there exists no baseline benchmark. Hence, for the 1:1
class ratio we choose a common-sense baseline as proposed by
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[Cho18] in cases there is "known solution (yet)." For F1 a
common-sense baseline is 0.68, as this is the F1 of the trivial
combination from a Recall of 1 and a Precision of 0.5. In con-
trast, a trivial random classifier achieves a F1 of 0.5, which
could also be used for baseline. We decided to use the higher
baseline for benchmarking to ensure the robustness and gen-
erability of our models. Figure 5.1 displays the resulting max.
and mean. F1 results for absolute and relative features for eN-
ERD on both corpora.

FIGURE 5.1: eNERD Overall Benchmark 2012 - 2020 for Ratio
1:1 [NEH20, Figure 6]

For the sub-task of eNERD the max. values for F1 for the
different pipeline combinations are in a span of [0.68, 0.72]
for absolute features and [0.59, 0.71] for relative features for
MEDLINE. For PMC OA the range of max F1 values for
absolute features is [0.69, 0.71] and [0.72, 0.75] for relative
features. Looking at the mean values for both tasks and cor-
pora indicates that the respective spans are broader, due to a
bad mean overall performance of SGD. Figure 5.2 displays
the resulting max. and mean. F1 results for absolute and rel-
ative features for eNERD on both corpora. For the sub-task
of eNERD the max. values for F1 for all pipeline combina-
tions are in a span of [0.71, 0.76] for absolute features and
[0.69, 0.73] for relative features for MEDLINE. For PMC OA
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FIGURE 5.2: eNERQ Overall Benchmark 2012 - 2020 for Ratio
1:1 [NEH20, Figure 7]

the range of max F1 values for absolute features is [0.69, 0.73]
and [0.71, 0.73] for relative features. The lowest F1 for each
measure again is provided by SGD classifier pipeline. Com-
paring Figures 5.1 and 5.2 it becomes clear that the overall
performance of the classification pipelines is slightly better
for the subtask of eNERQ. Furthermore, for eNERQ the vari-
ance of the results is lower, again with exception of the SGD
result. Overall the evaluation of t-eNER-CLF in 1:1 class
ratio showed satisfactory F1 results with a max of 0.76 for
eNERQ that can keep up with generic baselines. However, in
real world scenarios label imabalance plays a major role that
is evalauted in the following subsection.

While the evaluation of the overall F1 aims at all eNEs ins the full-time
range between 2012 and 2020, the next evaluation step is intended to achieve
a year based evaluation. It is published in [NEH20, pp. 37]:

Based on the absolute or relative training material of 2012
we evaluated the F1 values per year, with regard to the TACK

years of the eNEs in the range 2012 - 2020. Figure 5.3 dis-
plays the mean F1 values per year for both corpora and ab-
solute and relative feature sets for eNERD. It becomes clear
that the mean F1 for MEDLINE in both features sets mostly
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meanders above and below the baseline. In contrast, for PMC
OA, the mean F1 values are predominantly above the baseline
for both feature sets.

FIGURE 5.3: eNERD Lookahead 2012 - 2020 for Ratio 1:1
[NEH20, Figure 8]

Figure 5.4 displays the mean F1 values per year for both cor-
pora and absolute and relative feature sets for eNERQ. Com-
pared to eNERD the lookahead performance for eNERQ is
higher. With the exception of SGD the mean F1 of other clas-
sifier pipelines predominantly remains above the baseline. For

FIGURE 5.4: eNERQ Lookahead for Ratio 1:1 [NEH20, Figure
9]
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both tasks eNERD and eNERQ, it is visible that the F1 rises
with an increasing TACK year. We argue that the features of
eNEs with TACK in the “remote future” are more discrim-
inable compared to eNEs that have a TACK close to the year of
the analysis. The lookahead analysis showed that the best t-
eNER-CLF classifier pipelines are able to correctly recognize
eNEs in a range of at least 8 years with approx. baseline or
better performance. However, as displayed in Figure 3.2 the
number of eNEs that are in use eight years before TACK is
highly dependent on the text corpus.

While the subsection before was intended to evaluate the general appro-
priateness of our model, this subsection is intended to evaluate our approach
with regard to a real-world scenario. The following results are published in
[NEH20, p. 38]:

We evaluate the t-eNER-CLF approach in a scenario with im-
balanced class labels, i.e., the classes “eNE” and “non-eNE”
have a ratio of 1:50. This ratio is derived from the naive rule-
based approach of the b-NLP-NER task that revealed approx-
imately this ratio between eNE and non-eNE noun-chunks.
In this subsection, we changed the scales of the plots to have
a better-detailed view. Hence, the plots are not visually com-
parable to ones from the former subsection. The common-
sense baseline, as used in the balanced ratio for the 1:50 ra-
tio, is 0.04 for a trivial classifier with recall 1.0 and precision
0.02. In addition, we introduce a second baseline that comes
from our real-world b-NLP-NER setup: The spaCy training
model, based only on textual features, achieves a F1 value of
0.07 for MEDLINE and 0.06 for PMC OA (see Table 5.1).

Figure 5.5 displays the resulting max. and mean. F1 results
for absolute and relative features for eNERD on both corpora.
For the sub-task of eNERD the max. values for F1 for the
different pipeline combinations are in a span of [0.06, 0.18]
for absolute features and [0.10, 0.18] for relative features for
MEDLINE. For PMC OA the range of max F1 values for
absolute features is [0.08, 0.10] and [0.08, 0.17] for relative
features.
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FIGURE 5.5: eNERD Overall Benchmark 2012 - 2020 for Ratio
1:50 [NEH20, Figure 10]

Figure 5.6 displays the resulting max. and mean. F1 results
for absolute and relative features for eNERQ on both corpora.
For the sub-task of eNERQ the max. values for F1 for the dif-
ferent pipeline combinations are in a span of [0.08, 0.2] for ab-
solute features and [0.09, 0.2] for relative features for MED-
LINE. For PMC OA the range of max F1 values for absolute
features is [0.08, 0.22] and [0.08, 0.23] for relative features.

Overall, Figures 5.6 and 5.6 indicate that for all corpora, sub-
tasks and feature sets the mean and max F1 values outperform
the generic baseline. However, for eNERD, the spaCy base-
lines are only exceeded by max. F1 values of selected classifier
pipelines. Only for the eNERD task on absolute features with
PMC OA also the mean F1 outperform the spaCy baseline.
This indicates that our temporal approach in principle is ca-
pable of keeping up with state-of-the-art learning-based NER,
especially when there are only small training sets available
(see above). During our experiments, we found out that for
a 1:50 class ratio pipeline without imbalance handling is not
capable of achieving an F1 > 0, so for both evaluations above,
we did not consider them for the max. and mean F1 values
indicated in Figures 5.6 and 5.6. The following Figures 5.7
and 5.8 display the impact of different imbalance handling
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FIGURE 5.6: eNERD Overall Benchmark 2012 - 2020 for Ratio
1:50 [NEH20, Figure 11]

strategies on the F1 values in dependency on the class ratio.
They show exemplarily the F1 performance of a GBC classifier
pipeline. We have chosen GBC as in the 1:50 class ratio. It
has shown good overall performance in all subtasks, corpora,
and feature sets, compared to other classifiers (see above).

For all subtasks, corpora, and feature sets it becomes clear,
that with imbalanced class label ratios of < 1

2 without im-
balance handling for the respective F1 is decreasing immedi-
ately towards 0. In all these cases imbalance handling signif-
icantly increases F1 for smaller ratios. However, the plots in-
dicate that the choice of concrete imbalance handling strategy
(SMOTE, RUS, SMOTEENN) only influences the outcome
marginally.

As with the balanced class ratio, the last evaluation step again
is the lookahead performance. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 indicate
that for all analyzed cases, the lookahead performance over the
whole time range again oscillates around the baselines with
an overall increase towards the end of the time range, similar
to the 1:1 class ratio. For eNERD towards the end of the
time range, selected classifiers outperform the spaCy baseline.
This leads to the conclusion that in general, t-eNER-CLF is
better capable of early recognizing eNEs compared to a textual
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FIGURE 5.7: Imbalance Handling for GBC (F1, eNERD)
[NEH20, Figure 12]

training based approach.

5.1.3 Full eNER Pipeline Evaluation

The evaluations before have addressed the single components of the eNER
pipeline, i.e., the baseline NLP/NER component and the temporal classifi-
cation pipeline consisting of a scaler, an imbalance handler, and finally, a
classifier. In the now following full eNER pipeline evaluation, the combined
performance of a baseline NLP/NER component and the temporal classifi-
cation component is evaluated. The evaluation results of this pipeline will
lead to the component recommendation for the Final Pipeline. The evaluation
task is NER in documents. The document set is for training and testing is
the same as used for the baseline NLP/NER evaluation of ScispaCy as intro-
duced above.

As indicated above, the evaluation methods for the rule-based and own
spaCy training model on the one side and the ScispaCy baseline NLP/NER
on the other side differ significantly. Hence, it is not feasible to compare all
three approaches in this final pipeline evaluation. Rather, the best perform-
ing baseline NLP/NER component is selected, i.e., ScispaCy with rule-based
post-processing. In contrast, for finding the best combination with a tempo-
ral classifier, all temporal classifiers introduced above are tested. In addition,
SMOTE is used as imbalance handling, and the scikit-learn standard scaler
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FIGURE 5.8: Imbalance Handling for GBC (F1, eNERQ)
[NEH20, Figure 13]

is used as a first pipeline step. Again, five-fold cross-validation is used. Ta-
ble 5.3 shows the results for MEDLINE, while Table 5.4 shows the results for
PMC OA. For the three evaluation parameters, Recall (REC), Precision (PRE),
and F1 (F1) min, max, and mean are shown. The bold values indicate the max
value of the respective category.
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FIGURE 5.9: eNERD Lookahead for Ratio 1:50 [NEH20, Figure
14]

TABLE 5.3: Final Pipeline Evaluation for MEDLINE [NEH21,
Tab. 2]

M CLF min
(REC)

min
(PRE)

min
(F1)

max
(REC)

max
(PRE)

max
(F1)

mean
(REC)

mean
(PRE)

mean
(F1)

abs AB 0.157 0.053 0.079 0.279 0.119 0.167 0.2306 0.0826 0.1208
abs DT 0.169 0.056 0.084 0.4 0.107 0.158 0.2946 0.0768 0.1204
abs GBC 0.196 0.462 0.296 0.282 0.602 0.367 0.248 0.5368 0.3364
abs MLP 0.247 0.066 0.111 0.507 0.108 0.177 0.3852 0.084 0.1372
abs LSV 0.314 0.05 0.088 0.675 0.088 0.155 0.4984 0.0676 0.1188
abs RF 0.196 0.598 0.304 0.264 0.676 0.379 0.2376 0.6336 0.3448
abs SGD 0.314 0.046 0.081 0.696 0.087 0.154 0.4866 0.066 0.1162

rel AB 0.157 0.052 0.078 0.279 0.11 0.154 0.2256 0.0798 0.1174
rel DT 0.216 0.06 0.095 0.407 0.104 0.162 0.3098 0.0774 0.1236
rel GBC 0.196 0.487 0.287 0.286 0.567 0.38 0.2448 0.5364 0.3348
rel MLP 0.271 0.069 0.117 0.497 0.123 0.197 0.3732 0.0896 0.144
rel LSV 0.31 0.049 0.085 0.675 0.089 0.157 0.48 0.0664 0.1166
rel RF 0.2 0.595 0.307 0.268 0.75 0.395 0.2364 0.6696 0.3482
rel SGD 0.243 0.046 0.08 0.654 0.093 0.162 0.459 0.0674 0.1174
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FIGURE 5.10: eNERQ Lookahead for Ratio 1:50 [NEH20, Figure
15]

TABLE 5.4: Final Pipeline Evaluation for PMC OA[NEH21,
Tab. 3]

M CLF min
(REC)

min
(PRE)

min
(F1)

max
(REC)

max
(PRE)

max
(F1)

mean
(REC)

mean
(PRE)

mean
(F1)

abs AB 0.19 0.071 0.11 0.283 0.098 0.146 0.2242 0.0852 0.1232
abs DT 0.279 0.064 0.105 0.387 0.096 0.154 0.3048 0.077 0.1228
abs GBC 0.205 0.515 0.311 0.25 0.652 0.337 0.2292 0.551 0.322
abs MLP 0.339 0.067 0.113 0.455 0.084 0.142 0.4178 0.0762 0.129
abs LSV 0.575 0.057 0.104 0.623 0.071 0.127 0.5908 0.0644 0.116
abs RF 0.195 0.57 0.294 0.255 0.811 0.353 0.217 0.6418 0.322
abs SGD 0.59 0.058 0.106 0.665 0.074 0.133 0.6328 0.0656 0.119

rel AB 0.227 0.068 0.106 0.307 0.095 0.145 0.2638 0.0824 0.1254
rel DT 0.293 0.065 0.111 0.387 0.096 0.153 0.3494 0.0792 0.1286
rel GBC 0.209 0.51 0.306 0.25 0.593 0.347 0.23 0.5524 0.3244
rel MLP 0.405 0.078 0.133 0.455 0.089 0.148 0.424 0.0834 0.139
rel LSV 0.505 0.057 0.104 0.571 0.071 0.127 0.5308 0.0642 0.1148
rel RF 0.2 0.579 0.319 0.259 0.786 0.358 0.2258 0.6444 0.332
rel SGD 0.5 0.057 0.103 0.628 0.072 0.129 0.5494 0.0644 0.1154

Overall it turns out that Random Forest (RF) and Gradient Boosting Clas-
sifier (GBC) reach the highest F1 values in both corpora and for both modes
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(abs / rel). The higher F1 values are reached through significantly increasing
precision compared to other temporal classifiers and compared to the base-
line NLP/NER. However, the price for increasing precision is a significantly
lower recall compared to the baseline NLP/NER and other temporal classi-
fiers.

5.1.4 Discussion of Algorithmic Evaluation

The algorithmic evaluations of the sub-components and the full eNER
pipeline evaluation lead to two significant results that determine the rec-
ommendation and the prototypical implementation of the Final Pipeline. 1.)
As a baseline NLP/NER model, a pre-trained ScispaCy model is used with
rule-based post-processing. The advantage of using the pre-trained model is
that it does not require hand-annotated (and expensive) training material 2.)
To increase precision (and increase F1 en passé), a temporal classifier imple-
mented through GBC or RF is advised. This is highly dependent on the use
case. In use cases with a high level of user interaction, a high precision may
be feasible to ensure user acceptance. Training material for relative features
may be created automatically from observations of relative temporal features
of eNEs in the past that are acknowledged meanwhile.

Although the setting is not fully comparable and hence an exact compar-
ison is not possible, the results reported by [Der+17] for the WNUT 2017 are
used as a rough reference point to assess the evaluation results of this thesis.
The max F1 reported by [Der+17] is 41.86%. In the full system evaluation
with the Final Pipeline the max. F1 is 39.50% (RF with relative temporal fea-
tures on MEDLINE). This shows that the results shown here are in a compa-
rable range as reported by [Der+17] and hence they are assessed as “realistic”
result values in a real-world setting.

5.2 System Performance Evaluation

To assess the system’s processing performance, two types of execution time
measurement analysis have been conducted. The test system is a Notebook
with Windows 10 64 Bit, Intel Core i3-7100U CPU with 2.40 GHz, and 16
GB RAM. The analysis is conducted using an implementation of the Final
Pipeline. As indicated in Section for baseline NLP/NER, the Scisapcy model
with rule-based post-processing is used. For the temporal classification, a
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corpus timing_step min
(time)

max
(time)

mean
(time)

median
(time)

MEDLINE timing_baseline 0.019 0.533 0.157 0.160
MEDLINE timing_temporal 0.000 37.191 1.876 1.368
MEDLINE timing_full 0.019 37.445 2.033 1.524

PMC OA timing_baseline 0.033 0.324 0.131 0.128
PMC OA timing_temporal 0.001 7.219 0.995 0.841
PMC OA timing_full 0.065 7.436 1.126 0.977

TABLE 5.5: Processing Performance Execution Times in s per
Document (n = 1000).

trained GBC model with relative features is used. The pipeline for temporal
classification is shown in Listing 38.

1 Pipeline(steps=[('standardscaler', StandardScaler()),
2 ('smote', SMOTE(random_state=42)),
3 ('gradientboostingclassifier',
4 GradientBoostingClassifier(max_depth=100,

random_state=42))])↪→

LISTING 38: Temporal Classification Pipeline used for Process-
ing Performance

For the processing performance evaluation, the executions times of the
two processing steps are recorded. For measuring the execution times, 1000
random documents for each of the corpora MEDLINE and PMC OA are pro-
cessed. The first execution times are measured and recorded for the ScispaCy
based baseline NLP/NER (timing_baseline). In a second step, the execution
times for the temporal classification are recorded. These execution times in-
clude the retrieving of the temporal features from the corpus and the feature
engineering (timing_temporal). Furthermore, the sum of both execution time
values is calculated (timing_full). Table 5.5 shows a summary of the results of
the performance measures.

It turns out that the execution times for the baseline NLP/NER are signif-
icantly lower compared to the temporal classification. The main bottleneck
for the temporal classification in both corpora is the retrieval of the tempo-
ral features from the corpus through the search engine implementation. The
baseline execution times are different among the corpora. For PMC OA, the
baseline NLP/NER in the mean is 16.56% lower compared to the mean ex-
ecution time for baseline NLP/NER of the MEDLINE corpus. In contrast,
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for PMC OA, the temporal classification execution times in the mean are
significantly lower compared to MEDLINE (approx. 53.03%). Overall this
leads to a full mean of 1.126s for PMC and 2.033s for MEDLINE, i.e., the
execution times of MEDLINE are 42.76% slower compared to PMC OA. No-
ticeable for MEDLINE is the difference between mean and median für the
timing_temporal caused by particular outliers (max. 37.191s for MEDLINE),
as visible in Figure 5.12. The plot in Figure 5.11 indicates the different pro-
cessing times for each document in sequence for both corpora. The blue line
indicates a smooth plot1 to indicate the overall tendency in the execution
times despite a large amount of heterogeneous individual plots (“Overplot-
ting”). For MEDLINE, it turns out that for approximately for the initial 600,
the smooth plot falls and then reaches a stable level of approximately 0.1s /
document. In contrast, for PMC OA, the smooth plot rises steadily.

FIGURE 5.11: Execution Times of Baseline NLP/NER

In contrast, 5.12 shows the execution times for the temporal classification,
including retrieval and engineering of the temporal features. Here for both
corpora, the smooth plot significantly falls for the initial documents and then
again reaches a stable level. Furthermore, the plots indicate that, especially
for MEDLINE, there are a few outliers with clearly above average execution

1https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/ggplot2/versions/3.3.2/topics/
geom_smooth
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times (max = 30.4s). The initially falling of the execution times can be ex-
plained with the growth of the greylist and the blacklist. While initially no
terms are known in these lists, with each document, the number of already
classified terms increases, and hence less new terms have to be classified and
retrieved.

FIGURE 5.12: Execution Times of Temporal Classification

Overall, the processing performance evaluation shows that depending on
the corpus, even with the testing notebook, a new document can be processed
within a mean time of 1.35s - 2.07s. This is a challenge if all existing MED-
LINE documents should be processed initially. For the 30.420.660, this would
take approximately 728 days. With a more modern server CPU and using
parallelization, the required time should drastically be reducible. Another
option to reduce initial processing time could be to reduce the considered
time frame of the documents, e.g., for ten years, as it is unlikely to find a lot
of eNEs in documents that are older. However, even with the evaluated note-
book setup, it would be possible to process the documents that are added to
MEDLINE daily within 2.14h (for 3,854 documents added to MEDLINE on
average per day in 2019).
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5.3 GUI Evaluation

The GUI Evaluation was part of [Her20] during academic advising and pub-
lished in [Naw+20].

5.3.1 Test Questions

[Naw+20] introduces the following test scenario:

Based on the first preparatory study results, three medical test
scenarios have been designed, as described in the question-
naire. The test scenarios aim to figure out to which extent
the users can use the eNER-eAE-IRS visualization to fulfill
particular use case scenarios. For each scenario, the question-
naire provides a detailed task description:

1. Medical Document Search In this scenario, an exem-
plary search for medical documents is conducted. The
search includes, on the one hand, the filtering of search
results and, on the other hand, the visual highlight
of Emerging Named Entities. In particular, the high-
lighting of eNEs enables the user to perform a context-
sensitive and professional evaluation of the terms.

2. Details of eNEs This scenario covers the detailed con-
sideration of all the available information about Emerg-
ing Named Entities.

3. Relationships between eNEs This scenario shows how
the use and configure the network graph to identify and
investigate the relationships between eNEs.

For each of the scenarios, we defined 2-5 multiple choice test
questions (TQs). For each TQ, one or more answer options
are correct. Users’ answers with all correct answer options
are classified as correct, with some correct answer options
as partly_correct and with no correct answer options as
wrong. Figure 5.13 envisions the evaluation for the test
questions (overall results and results per question).

It becomes clear that there is a share of ≥ 2
3 of correct or par-

tially correct answers for all three scenarios. This finding con-
cludes that, in general, the users were able to fulfill the three
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FIGURE 5.13: Test Questions’ Results [Naw+20]

test scenarios defined above. However, within the questions
of the particular scenarios, a variance regarding the outcome
can be observed. In scenario (1), the TQ04, and scenario (2),
the TQ06 has an outcome of correct answers of < 0.5. TQ04
deals with the highlighting of single eNEs in a document,
TQ06 is about ranking statistics. This finding concludes that
only the visualization details have to be improved while the
overall system is working well and can be utilized.

5.3.2 Usability Metrics

The following passage is published [Naw+20]:

The goal of this step is to assess the perceived usability of the
user based on ISO 9241-11. Therefore, the Usability Met-
ric for User Experience (UMUX) [see Section 2.4.3] with its
four-item Likert scale is used [Fin10] with the following ques-
tions:

• Q01 The system’s capabilities meet my requirements.

• Q02 Using [this system] is a frustrating experience.

• Q03 [This system] is easy to use.

• Q04 I have to spend too much time correcting things
with [this system].
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[...] Hence, we envision the results in two different plots to
point out the positive/negative aspects of the results. First,
Figure 5.14 envisions the results of Q01 and Q03.

FIGURE 5.14: Usability Assessment I [Naw+20]

It becomes clear that a more than 0.5 of the participants gave
a positive or neutral assessment for both questions. However,
for Q03, it becomes clear that a significant portion of partic-
ipants do not think that the system is easy to use. We argue
that this is not surprising but emphasizes that the system is
an expert system that may require more extensive training
to be used beneficially. Secondly, Figure 5.15 envisions the
results of Q02 and Q04, now with a reversed colour scale
compared to Figure 5.14 as explained before.

FIGURE 5.15: Usability Assessment II [Naw+20]
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Again, it becomes clear that more than half of the partici-
pants have a positive or neutral assessment regarding Q02
and Q04.

Thirdly, the mean results and the standard deviations for all
questions are plotted (See Figure 5.16).

FIGURE 5.16: Overall Usability Assessment (Means) [Naw+20]

The plots of the mean and standard deviation [...] reflect the
results introduced earlier. For Questions Q01 and Q03, the
mean is greater or equal to the neutral assessment, while for
Q02 and Q04, it is below. We argue that the relatively strong
standard deviations result from the heterogeneous participant
group evaluating our system, with different experiences in the
medical domain, and using expert retrieval systems.

Overall the usability evaluation showed a positive outcome,
leading to the conclusion that the system, in general, has re-
liable usability while there again are improvements in visual-
ization details. Furthermore, it shows the need for sufficient
training on the system for users inexperienced in using expert
systems or who are new to the medical domain.

5.3.3 Added Value in Professional Terms

This part of the evaluation has also been published in [Naw+20]:

The following questions are intended to assess the added value
in professional terms related to certain areas in the prototypi-
cal application. In contrast to UMUX, here the 5-point Likert
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scale is used to express how much the tester agrees (5) or dis-
agrees (1) with a particular statement [PW10], (Neutral: (3),
N/A: (0)):

• Q05 The possibility to filter medical documents with the
help of eNEs can generate a true added value during the
research process.

• Q06 The visually highlighted eNEs in continuous text
and original medical documents support the assessment
in terms of their quality and professional relevance.

• Q07 The possibility to download the original medical
document with visually highlighted eNEs allows dis-
tributing the information with expert colleagues simply.

• Q08 The interactive bar chart is a valuable visualization
to display the occurrences of eNEs.

• Q09 The interactive network graph is a valuable visual-
ization to display the relationships between eNEs.

• Q10 The visualized relationships between eNEs support
the assessment in terms of their quality and professional
relevance.

Figure 5.17 envsisions the results of the questions above.

FIGURE 5.17: Added Value in Professional Terms [Naw+20]

Here, it becomes clear that again all questions have an of neu-
tral or better outcome in more than half of the answers given.
Except for Q08, the more than 50% even have a better than
neutral outcome. The high ratings for Q05, Q06, and Q09
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are promising for us. These questions reflect the core of our
work and our use case. They show that our concept of eNE
and its utilization within IR use cases and their visualiza-
tion is seen as beneficial by most participants. In contrast,
the questions Q07 and Q08 aim at detail visual implemen-
tations. They emphasize that there is room for improvement
regarding the aspects of the visualization. Again, we plotted
the mean results per question, including the standard devia-
tion (see Figure 5.18).

FIGURE 5.18: Added Value in Professional Terms (Means)
[Naw+20]

For all questions, it shows mean values significantly above
the neutral value of (3). Question seven has the strongest
standard deviation, while the other standard deviations are
more moderate. That again reflects a strong variance among
the participants when it comes to using a detailed implemen-
tation feature. The great means for questions Q05, Q06, and
Q09 demonstrate that our concept of eNEs and their visual-
ization is useful and beneficial amongst the participants.

5.4 Argumentation Support Evaluation

The qualitative assessment of the argumentation support is discussed in
[NDH21] in German and translated as follows:
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At this point in the prototyping, no quantitative compara-
tive study of the visual output was conducted. However, as
a preparatory study and as a first impression of the outcome
of our concept, an interview-based evaluation with a senior
medical expert from the domain of laboratory medicine was
conducted. The expert provided an overview article on the
topic “Vitamin-D-Metabolism” [YX18] and a list of filter-
ing constraints, which are CYP2R1, CYP27B1, CYP24A1,
VDR, and GC/VDBP. In the overview article, we conducted
a medical eNER using our approach and found 48 medical
eNEs. Based on the medical eNEs and the spaCy Arguing
Lexicon, we identified three medical eAE in the review ar-
ticle. In a second step, according to our algorithm, we re-
trieved articles from PMC OA using the identified medical
eNEs as queries utilizing the filtering constraints provided
by the users. From the result set, the first n=100 documents
are again processed using b-NLP-NER, followed by the med-
ical eAX based on spaCy ArguingLexicon with MPQA. The
result is then finally transferred into the mindmap shown in
Figure 4.15.

We repeated the experiment using a different argumenta-
tion mining approach, which is ArgumenText, as introduced
above. With ArgumenText in the review article, we recog-
nized ten eAEs. Hence, also, Figure 4.16 displays a section of
the resulting mindmap based on the same review article.

For each mindmap the senior expert on laboratory medicine
assessed the extracted eAEs in three categories:

• POSITIVE: The identified item is an eAE and is helpful.

• NEUTRAL: The identified item is an eAE but is not
helpful (i.e., the content is already known to the expert)

• NEGATIVE: The identified item is not an eAE (i.e. a
false positive)

Figure 5.19 shows exemplarily the qualitative expert’s assesments in the
MindManager software.

Figure 5.20 shows the summarized results of these assess-
ments.
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Overall, the ArgumenText approach identified 66 arguments,
of which 65 were assessed by the expert. The spaCy ap-
proach identified 72 arguments, of which 58 were assessed
by the expert. It becomes clear that the approach using Ar-
gumenText is assessed significantly better by the expert. 31
out of 65 (0.48) items were rated as POSITIVE, while only
8 (0.12) were rated as NEGATIVE. In contrast, for spaCy
MPQA, only a minority of 10 out of 58 (0.17) were assessed
POSITIVE, while the vast majority of 34 (0.59) were as-
sessed NEUTRAL. This early expert assessment shows that
combining eNER with state-of-the-art argumentation mining
supports medical argumentation on most recent knowledge.
However, it becomes clear that the choice of the argumenta-
tion mining framework significantly influences the quality of
the outcome. The next step in our work is using a hybrid
approach combining rule-based and neural network-based ar-
gumentation mining in the eAX component.

5.5 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, a detailed evaluation has been presented that addresses tech-
nical and algorithmic performance, processing performance, and user- and
expert assessments of the system design and the prototypical implementa-
tions. Through the design of the technical evaluation approach RC (13) and
the related RO (5.2) have been successfully solved (partly already in Chapter
4). A technical evaluation strategy was designed that overcomes the lack of
available hand-annotated test- and training material by using a “silver stan-
dard” approach combined with a retrospective temporal view. This approach
has been successfully implemented using the prototypical system implemen-
tation and hence solves the RC (15) and the related RO (5.3). Overall, the
implementation of the technical algorithmic evaluation has shown that the
approach of this thesis in general (Final Pipeline) is capable of recognizing
eNEs in medical document corpora with a max. F1 that is in near the range
of results reported by [Der+17] in a different setup that, however, in general
addresses a similar challenge. Due to the lack of training and test material,
the retrospective approach has been used as introduced above. However,
this thesis argues that the approach that has been successfully evaluated on
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a past corpus also will be successful in a recent setup. The evaluation with
recent (and then coercively hand-crafted test and training material) remains
future work. The evaluation of the execution timings also belongs to RC (15)
and the related RO (5.3) and has shown that the processing of the documents
that are added to a medical corpus daily can be conducted in acceptable ex-
ecution time using standard hardware. However, for the initial processing
of all existing documents in the corpora, the use of recent cutting-edge pro-
cessing hardware and utilizing parallelization is advised to avoid overlong
processing times. The user-based evaluation of the GUI and the use cases
represented through the GUI has been conducted in section 5.3 and provides
a solution for the RC (16) and the related RO (5.4). Overall the usability evalu-
ation showed a positive outcome as shown above. While showing a solid vi-
sualization and utilization of emerging knowledge, improvements in imple-
mentation details have been shown. Furthermore, the need for training of the
users has been revealed. As future work, a broader usability evaluation with
a higher number of expert medical users is advised (they were not available
in this dissertation project). Finally, the expert interviews successfully solve
the RC (17) and the related RO (5.5) and provide feedback to the support
of evidence-based medical argumentation through emerging knowledge us-
ing a mindmap visualization. The expert interview has revealed the general
appropriateness of the mindmap-based approach. Furthermore, the inter-
view showed that the implementation using ArgumenText for this use case
provided better emerging Arguments compared to the rule/lexicon based
MPQA based local approach. However, the mindmap visualization in this
thesis only supports the visualization of retrieval results showing medical
arguments in retrieved documents based on filtering criteria. Future work is
the visualization of an Argumentation Tree that also visualizes the structure of
the argumentation itself, e.g., how do different pro-/con-arguments lead to a
final conclusion during the discourse.
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FIGURE 5.20: Assessment of the ArgumenText / spaCy Argu-
ing Lexicon (MPQA) Mindmaps [NDH21]
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The fields of ML and NLP are highly emerging fields at the time of writ-
ing this thesis. Within the time of writing, significant and groundbreaking
achievements on conceptual and implementation level have been made, e.g.,
the publication of embedding-based language models like ELMo (see Section
2.5.10) and BERT (see Section 2.5.11) or the open-source publication of Keras
and TensorFlow (see Section 2.3.16). Hence, this thesis represents a scientific
and technological snapshot at the time of writing from the first half of 2020.
The enormous progress in the fields mentioned above has led to multiple
conceptual and implementation changes during this dissertation project that
initially started in 2014. However, as will be summarized in the following,
the final conceptual design has an adequate level of generality and, at the
same time, allows flexible integration of future new technologies in the fields
mentioned above.

6.1 Scientific Contributions

In this section the scientific contributions of this thesis are summarized and
grouped.

6.1.1 Contributions in the Field of State-of-the-art Research

A detailed literature review is provided in Section 2.1 that covers the field of
IR. Starting with the Anomalous State of Knowledge, Informational Behav-
ior, information-seeking strategies, and information needs have been intro-
duced. These concepts lead to the general system design of IRS, including
their technical design and their main functionalities, i.e., indexing, ranking,
and finally, interactive IR. As part of the scientific contribution to this re-
search objective, an overview of recent IR technologies and frameworks is
given. This contribution refers to RO (1.1). In Section 2.2 a literature review
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of vocabularies and corpora is given. Furthermore, the concepts of Named
Entities and Entity Retrieval are introduced and discussed in the context of
medical vocabularies. The main scientific contribution of that review is a dis-
cussion of the role of named entities and eNEs in medical vocabularies. This
contribution refers to RO (1.2).

Different ML approaches have been introduced and discussed in the fol-
lowing, which refers to RO (2.3). These included neural and traditional, i.e.,
non-neural approaches and technology frameworks. The introduction and
discussion at this point were intentionally on a general ML level to 1) pro-
vide a basic understanding of ML and the related technologies and 2) to have
a broad base of approaches and technologies for the discussions, design-
and implementation decisions in the remainder of the thesis with a focus on
emerging knowledge. The last part of the ML section includes an overview
of recent ML technologies and frameworks. The discussion leads to the con-
clusion to use scikit-learn for non-neural ML and Tensorflow with Keras for
neural ML in the proof-of-concept implementation of this thesis. The ML
section is followed by an introduction of evaluation approaches that are rel-
evant for the thesis. The introduction of the evaluation approaches refers to
RO (5.1).

Recent NLP technologies have been introduced and discussed in the fol-
lowing section. This includes an introduction of general NLP tasks used in
the baseline NLP components of the conceptual system design and the proof-
of-concept implementation. For the NLP tasks, algorithmic and conceptual
approaches are introduced, i.e., rule-based, supervised, and unsupervised
learning approaches. The section finishes with an introduction to recent NLP
technologies and frameworks. The discussion leads to the selection of spaCy
as the NLP framework used in the proof-of-concept implementation of this
work. An emphasis of this work is on emerging knowledge and emerging
entities. Hence, in state-of-the-art research, the topic of Emerging Entities is
covered in a separate section. Focus is the overview and discussion on the
WNUT 2017 shared task and other approaches related to detecting emerging
entities. The discussion concludes that a hybrid approach of combining tex-
tual and non-textual (i.e., temporal) features may be sufficient for the tasks
given for this thesis. Overall this part of state-of-the-art research refers to RO
(2.3). The final part of the start-of-the-art research covers the field of argu-
mentation mining. The state-of-the-art research in that field covered general
linguistic and structural aspects of arguments and argumentation. From a
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technology perspective, state-of-the-art research covered multiple argumen-
tation mining frameworks and technology approaches for argumentation ex-
traction. Furthermore, with AIF a format for the structured interchange of
arguments has been introduced. These state-of-the-art observations relate to
RO (1.4).

Although different minor contributions (i.e., results of literature observa-
tions and discussions) have been outlined above, the main contribution in
the field of state-of-the-art research is the overall state-of-the art chapter it-
self, i.e., the selection, curation, and consolidation of the relevant scientific
topics and technologies with regard to the overall research goal. Concerning
the overall research goal of this thesis, a further contribution resulting from
the state-of-the-art research is identifying 17 remaining challenges (RCs). In
the following, the contributions are discussed with regard to the ROs and the
RCs.

6.1.2 Contributions in the Field of Conceptual Design

In the field of conceptual design, there are three main contributions of this
thesis. Based on the literature review, the concepts of eNEs, emerging argu-
ment entities, and emerging arguments are discussed and formally defined
for use in this thesis medical context. This modeling addresses RC (4) and
the related RO (2.1).

The second main contributions in the conceptual design are different
preparatory studies that revealed the incidence and the use of emerging
knowledge and eNEs in medical contexts. A single expert interview showed
the relevance of eNEs in medical documents and the expert’s medical lit-
erature research. In addition, this expert interview also showed a lack of
knowledge regarding all of the eNEs and, hence, concluded that the recogni-
tion and extraction of emerging knowledge should be technically supported.
This expert interview addresses RC (3) with the related RO (1.7). The sec-
ond preparatory study was a detailed and thoroughly temporal analysis of
the incidence of emerging knowledge and eNEs in medical document cor-
pora. This quantitative temporal analysis revealed that eNEs representing
emerging knowledge are in use in medical document corpora, and they
present more recent knowledge compared to non-eNEs. In addition, the third
preparatory study revealed that emerging knowledge also plays a role in
medical argumentation. The study showed that up to 9.5% of the arguments
within the analyzed medical literature contain eNEs representing emerging
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knowledge depending on the topic. These quantitative studies addressed RC
(2) with the related RO (1.6). Finally, the fourth preparatory study analyzed
a query log of a medical IR system (MEDLINE/PubMed) and showed that
a significant portion of queries contains eNEs. This documents that medical
IR system users have information needs regarding emerging knowledge and
hence have to be supported in accessing it. This fourth preparatory study
addressed the RC (1) related to RO (1.5).

The third main contribution from conceptual design is the eNER-eAE-
IRS system design based on a user-centered design approach. Different use
cases for utilizing eNEs representing emerging knowledge and supporting
evidence-based medical argumentation have been introduced and modeled
in detail addressing the RC (6) related to RO (3.1) and RO (3.2). Based on
these use cases an information and data model has been derived. The data
model addresses RC (8). The data model is based on a key-value architecture
that allows flexible adoption of relevant parameters, features, and attributes,
supporting the research-oriented approach of the whole system design. Part
of the system design is the conceptual design of the combined NLP and ML
pipeline that utilizes linguistic and temporal features to recognize and ex-
tract eNEs from medical document corpora, which addresses RC (7). An
additional element of the system design that also addresses RC (7) is the GUI
design developed in the master thesis related to this dissertation during aca-
demic advising [Her20]. Part of the data design is an initial feature engineer-
ing to derived temporal features based on general concepts from literature
adopted for the medical document corpora. The feature engineering is part
of RC (5). Finally, the system design covers different algorithms to extract
and utilize eNEs and emerging arguments from medical document corpora.
This includes the selection, adaption and development of index structures
(RC (9)), NLP and EER algorithms (RC (10) and RC (11)), as well as argu-
mentation mining algorithms (RC (12)).

6.1.3 Contributions in the Field of Proof-of-Concept Imple-

mentation

The proof-of-concept implementation leads to three main contributions.
First, it shows practically the seamless integration of different technologies.
These technologies are Java-based Solr for the IR, native Python for overall
system control and data structures, Python-based scikit-learn for ML, spaCy
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for baseline NLP/NER, and ArgumenText / spaCy arguing lexicon for argu-
ment extraction. Furthermore, the integration with an existing legacy system,
i.e., KM-EP, has been successfully shown through a proof-of-concept imple-
mentation. Overall, the prototypical integration of these technologies leads
to a full running system capable of extracting emerging knowledge to sup-
port information retrieval and argumentation extraction for expert medical
users in medical document corpora. With this system, different case studies
have been implemented, i.e., using emerging knowledge for different Infor-
mation Retrieval use cases and the extraction and visualization of emerging
arguments.

As a second core contribution, the proof-of-concept implementation pro-
vides successful implementation and adaption of required technologies on
the sub-component level. For IR, the index structure, requests, and resultsets
from the conceptual design that support emerging knowledge for evidence-
based medical argumentation have been successfully implemented using
Solr’s index schema and JSON-based Request API. For baseline NLP/NER
supporting eNER, three different general comparative approaches have been
successfully implemented, i.e., a fully rule-based approach, an own trained
NER model, and a combination of an embedding-based pre-trained model
(ScispaCy) with rule-based post-processing. For the temporal classifier,
a scikit-learn pipeline has been implemented to train and apply different
general ML classification approaches (traditional and neural-based). This
pipeline implementation addresses the aspect of label imbalance handling.
With this pipeline, a case study is implemented. This case study is the ex-
traction of eNEs and emerging arguments from MEDLINE/PubMed and
PMC OA for the general utilization in IR using the implemented Solr index
and the requests and resultsets. Furthermore, the pipeline and the baseline
NLP/NER are used to evaluate and compare the approaches of the thesis in
chapter five.

The third contribution is implementing two visualization components
that focus on aspects of emerging knowledge and emerging argumentation
in medical contexts. The first proof-of-concept visualization is an IR GUI
based on the Spring-Batch Framework that implements different visual use
cases, i.e., eNE retrieval support, document linking through NEs, emerging
Knowledge Discovery. The second visualization component is an innovative
approach to map resultsets from emerging argument retrieval to mindmaps,
e.g., for medical laboratory work, using the MindManager software. The lat-
ter visualization is used to implement a case study from laboratory medicine
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evaluated in the remainder by a medical expert. Overall, the contributions in
the field of proof-of-concept implementation refer to RC (14) and the related
RO (5.2).

6.1.4 Contributions in the Field of Evaluation

In this field, as a core contribution an evaluation strategy has been developed
to overcome the lack of expert annotated test and training material. This
strategy uses a retrospective evaluation approach to create a silver-standard
corpus automatically with eNE annotations from the perspective of the past
(i.e., the year 2012). This approach can be characterized as “looking to the
future from the past”. The development of this evaluation strategy addresses
RC (13) and the related remaining part of RO (5.1) that has not been answered
through literature observations.

Different comparative evaluations of the proof-of-concept implemented
technological eNER approaches have been conducted, partly implemented
as five-fold-cross validation, using this general evaluation strategy. The strat-
egy has included separate evaluations of the baseline NLP/NER algorithms,
the temporal classification algorithms, and, finally, the full end-to-end eNER
pipeline. The effects of label imbalance and label imbalance handling strate-
gies have been evaluated extensively. Intermediate evaluation results have
been utilized to adjust and further develop the proof-of-concept implemen-
tation iteratively. The results of the different evaluation steps and the overall
evaluation results are the second significant contribution in evaluation. This
contribution refers to RC (15) and the related RO (5.3). The results conclude
that for the baseline NLP/NER, a pre-trained embedding-based model pro-
vides the best baseline NLP/NER performance (max. F1 = 10.6 for MED-
LINE). Regarding label, imbalance evaluation has revealed that using an im-
balance handling strategy is required. However, the concrete implementa-
tion (i.e., SMOTE, random undersampling, SMOTEENN) affects evaluation
results only negligible. For temporal classification, the evaluation revealed
the best performance using Random Forest or Gradient Boosting. Finally,
for the Final Pipeline a mean F1 = 34.82% and a max. F1 = 39.50% have
been reached for MEDLINE with relative temporal features. To the best of
the author’s knowledge, there exists no exact comparable baseline for the
specified task of eNER in the medical domain. Hence, as a further contribu-
tion, this evaluation result is a new baseline for future work in eNER in this
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silver-standard set up in the medical domain. Besides algorithmic evalua-
tion, another contribution in evaluation is a user study regarding the over-
all usability of eNEs for medical IR support using the proof-of-concept GUI
that shows the general usability and usefulness of the approach. The user
study addresses RC (16) and the related RO (5.4) Furthermore, the final con-
tribution is the result of a qualitative expert assessment of the innovative
mindmap-based visualization approach of emerging arguments for a given
medical topic that also leads to the general appropriateness of the mindmap-
ping based approach. This expert interview addresses RC (17) and the related
RO (5.5).

6.2 Future Work

While all of the remaining challenges have been addressed by the contribu-
tions of this thesis as discussed above, during research, different questions
have been revealed that were not addressed in this thesis and hence remain
future work. They are outlined in the following.

6.2.1 Feature Engineering and Parameter Optimization

The thesis has shown the general capability of the hybrid approach of uti-
lizing a state-of-the-art baseline NLP/NER approach and combining it with
corpus related and temporal features. As indicated, the optimization of these
features was not the focus of this thesis. Hence, a more sophisticated feature
engineering and the investigation of more corpus or user-related features is
advised. E.g., the supplementary material of the work of [FREA16] outlines
a vast number of feature candidates they use for their Wikipedia related ap-
proach. A transformation of a selection of these features to the medical do-
main may be considerable. Furthermore, the ML and NLP algorithms in
this work have been used predominantly with default parameters. Hence,
parameter optimization could be conducted as future work to optimize ML
classification outcomes.

6.2.2 Investigation of Further Neural Models

In the prototypical implementation of the temporal classifier one neural
based ML approach was implemented (i.e., Keras MLP). Besides the feature
engineering and prameter optimization as indidacted above further neural
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based models for temporal classification could be implemented and inves-
tigated. An example for a possible research question is how time-series re-
lated RNNs (see Section 2.3.11) could be used to model and predict temporal
trends of eNEs in corpora.

6.2.3 Integration of Further Vocabularies

As indicated, MeSH was intentionally selected as the reference vocabulary
for this thesis to balance vocabulary scope and complexity. In future work,
more vocabularies, e.g., from UMLS, could be added to the approach. These
new vocabularies would require additional evaluation if the additional vo-
cabularies increase performance or increase the algorithms and systems’
complexity.

6.2.4 Transferring the Approach to Other Domains

Due to the related project RecomRatio, this thesis has been conducted in the
medical domain with a vast amount of available and curated textual material
and vocabularies. The transfer to a domain (with fewer resources available)
remains future work. Possible domains may be domains with a high level
of emergence, e.g., the IT-Security domain, the artificial intelligence (AI) do-
main, or the domain of scholar and vocational education.

6.2.5 Full KM-EP Integration

For the integration in KM-EP in this thesis, a REST interface has been out-
lined and successfully prototypically implemented using KM-EP’s cron job
mechanism. Furthermore, a GUI on a distinct prototype and a mindmap
based visualization have been developed that both have not been integrated
with KM-EP. Therefore, the full integration of the eNER-eAE-IRS in KM-EP,
including the GUI, the full functionality, and the mindmap visualization, re-
mains future work.

6.2.6 Supporting Argumentation Trees and the Argument In-

terchange Format

In this thesis, a mindmap-based visualization of a tree structure based on a
retrieval process with emerging knowledge has been conceptually designed
and prototypically implemented. However, this tree structure only reflects
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arguments and emerging knowledge in IR based results and does not re-
flect an argumentation structure. Hence, the support of argumentation trees
[MM11, pp. 99], which also reflect the complete argumentation structure, is
advised as future work. This may include using the Argument Interchange
Format (see Section 2.7.2) for the RDF-based representation of arguments and
argumentation.

6.3 Scientific Publications

In the context of this thesis, different conference articles and a book chapter
have been published in which this thesis author was the main author:

• C. Nawroth et al. “Towards Cloud-Based Knowledge Capturing Based
on Natural Language Processing”. In: Procedia Computer Science.
Vol. 68. 2015. DOI: 10.1016/j.procs.2015.09.236 The abstract of
the article is published as follows [Naw+15, p. 206]:

The organized capturing and sharing of knowledge is very
important, and a lot of tools, such as wikis, social com-
munities and knowledge-management or e-learning por-
tals, exist for supporting this purpose. The commu-
nity content- and knowledge-capturing, management and
sharing portal of the European project “Realising an Ap-
plied Gaming Eco-system” (RAGE) combines such tools.
The goal of the RAGE project is to boost the collaborative
knowledge asset management for software development
in European applied gaming (AG) research and develop-
ment (R&D). To support this process, the so-called RAGE
ecosystem implements a portal to support the related asset,
content and knowledge exchange between diverse actors
in AG communities. Therefore, the community portal in
RAGE is designed as a so-called ecosystem and is intended
to provide its users different tools for the capturing, man-
agement, and sharing of knowledge. In this study, we rely
on the term and model definition of spiraling knowledge
exchange between explicit and tacit knowledge given by
Nonaka and Takeuchi. To achieve the goal of extracting,
i.e., externalizing and explicitly representing and sharing
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this knowledge to its users, we propose to generate a taxon-
omy for faceted search automatically by extracting named
entities form the knowledge sources and to classify doc-
uments using Support Vector Machines (SVM). In this
paper we present our architectural approach for the NLP-
based IR concepts and discuss how cloud services based
on data distribution and cloud computing can improve the
outcome of our system.

• C. Nawroth et al. “Towards enabling emerging named entity recogni-
tion as a clinical information and argumentation support”. In: DATA
2018 - Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Data Science, Tech-
nology and Applications. 2018. ISBN: 978-989-758-318-6

The abstract of the article is published as follows [Naw+18, p. 47]:

In this paper we discuss the challenges of growing
amounts of clinical literature for medical staff. We in-
troduce our concepts emerging Named Entity (eNE) and
emerging Named Entity Recognition (eNER) and show
the results of an empirical study on the incidence of eNEs
in the PubMed document set, which is the main contri-
bution of this article. We discuss how emerging Named
Entities can be used for argumentation Support, Informa-
tion Retrieval (IR) Support and Trend Analysis in Clin-
ical Virtual Research Environments (VREs) dealing with
large amounts of medical literature. Based on the empir-
ical study and the discussion we derive use cases and a
data science and user-feedback based architecture for the
detection and the use of eNEs for IR and Argumentation
Support in clinical VREs, like the related project Recom-
Ratio

• Christian Nawroth et al. “Emerging Named Entity Recognition on Re-
trieval Features in an Affective Computing Corpus”. In: 2019 IEEE
International Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM). Nov.
2019, pp. 2860–2868. DOI: 10.1109/BIBM47256.2019.8983247

The abstract of the article is published as follows [Naw+19, p. 2860]:
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Affective Computing (AC) is a relatively new, dynamic
and interdisciplinary research field. Numerous contribu-
tions from fields like computer science, psychology, cog-
nitive science, sociology, physiology and medical science
have been made. Consequently, it is difficult to track all
recently published trends for early insight utilisation in
practise or as basis for innovative research. Even if this fact
holds true for many other research fields, AC in this respect
is stimulating, due to its dynamic and interdisciplinary
characteristics. However, Emergent Entities Recognition
is a new concept introduced for early detection and predic-
tion of developing professional terminology. Initial soft-
ware developments have been completed and briefly anal-
ysed in general databases (e.g. MEDLINE). Here, we are
interested in its evaluation for AC. In this respect, we have
created and used a new Benchmark for Emergent Entities
recognition specifially for the field of AC and show evalua-
tion results in comparison to state of the art trained named
entity recognition models and to a generic corpus (MED-
LINE).

• Christian Nawroth et al. “Emerging Knowledge Extraction and Visu-
alization in Medical Document Corpora”. In: Proceedings Collaborative
European Research Conference (CERC 2020). Belfast, 2020. URL: http:

//ceur-ws.org/Vol-2815/CERC2020_paper15.pdf

The abstract of the article is published as follows [Naw+20]:

In this paper, we demonstrate our concept of emerging
Named Entities (eNEs) for the tasks of Emerging Knowl-
edge Extraction and Visualization in medical document
corpora. We derive four use cases that utilize eNEs in med-
ical document corpora to support medical expert users ac-
cessing emerging knowledge. We design the visual Emerg-
ing Named Entity Recognition and Information Retrieval
System (visual eNER-IRS), supporting three of these use
cases. We demonstrate proof-of-concept emerging knowl-
edge visualizations for the different use cases. Finally, we
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present a detailed user evaluation of our visualization ap-
proach. The evaluation concludes that our approach helps
users utilize eNEs on a corpus and a single document level.
Overall, this paper demonstrates the benefits of our ap-
proach for the related project RecomRatio by providing re-
cent and emerging knowledge for evidence-based medical
use cases. Hence, the main contribution is a visualization
of new medical concepts and emerging knowledge in liter-
ature for medical experts for supporting medical informa-
tion, decision-making, and reporting in medical research
and treatment

• Christian Nawroth., Felix Engel., and Matthias Hemmje. “Emerg-
ing Named Entity Recognition in a Medical Knowledge Management
Ecosystem”. In: Proceedings of the 12th International Joint Conference on
Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management
- Volume 2: KEOD,. INSTICC. SciTePress, 2020, pp. 29–41. ISBN: 978-
989-758-474-9. DOI: 10.5220/0010061200290041

The article has been granted the KEOD 2020 Best Student Paper Award.
The abstract of the article is published as follows [NEH20, p. 29]:

In this paper, we present a knowledge engineering project
in the medical domain. The objective of the project
is to identify recent medical knowledge represented by
emerging Named Entities. Hence, we introduce the con-
cept of emerging Named Entities and present our stud-
ies on their occurrence and use in medical document cor-
pora. We derive an approach for the emerging Named
Entity Recognition utilizing textual and temporal fea-
tures through Natural Language Processing and Machine
Learning and present detailed evaluation results. Further-
more, we present a complementary system design that uti-
lizes emerging Named Entity Recognition support several
K[nowledge] E[ngineering] use cases in the medical do-
main.
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• Christian Nawroth, Alexander Duttenhöfer, and Matthias Hemmje.
“Argumentationsunterstützung durch emergentes Wissen in der Medi-
zin”. In: Wilhelm Bauer, Joachim Warschat, Innovation durch Natural
Language Processing - Mit Künstlicher Intelligenz die Wettbewerbsfähigkeit
verbessern. Carl Hanser Verlag GmbH, 2021. ISBN: 978-3446462625
[NDH21]

This book chapter provides an end-to-end case study on the argumen-
tation related aspects of this thesis and a publication of the results of
the preparatory studies. The book chapter is written in German.

• Christian Nawroth, Felix Engel, and Matthias Hemmje. “Utilizing
Emerging Knowledge to Support Medical Argument Retrieval”. In:
Accepted for: Special Issue "Argumentation Technology" of it - Information
Technology (2021) [NEH21] The abstract of the article will be published
as follows [NEH21]:

This article summarizes selected aspects of a dissertation
project and prior publications related to the DFG-funded
RecomRatio research project. As such, it provides an end-
to-end overview of a research project that aims at extract-
ing and utilizing Emerging Knowledge represented by two
concepts that we define as Emerging Named Entities and
Emerging Argument Entities to support medical argu-
mentation retrieval. We use these two concepts to model
novelty in general scientific literature and, in particular,
in medical argumentation. Therefore, this paper will pro-
vide an overview of Emerging Knowledge and definitions
of Emerging Named Entities and Emerging Argument
Entities. It includes a review of state-of-the-art and related
work. A preparatory study shows that Emerging Argu-
ment Entities are in use in the medical literature. Based on
the state of the art review and the preparatory study, a con-
ceptual system design based on Emerging Named Entity
Recognition and a state-of-the-art Argumentation Min-
ing framework (ArgumenText) is introduced to extract
Emerging Argument Entities from medical literature and
make them available for Argument Retrieval. The concep-
tual system design supports two Argument Retrieval use
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cases: 1.) Ranking of result sets based on Emerging Argu-
ment Entities, and 2.) Highlighting Emerging Argument
Entities within result sets. A case study for the extrac-
tion and visualization of Emerging Named Entities and
Emerging Argument Entities is implemented based on the
conceptual design. This proof-of-concept system is used
to conduct technical evaluations regarding the Emerging
Named Entity Recognition. Furthermore, prior results of
an expert-based evaluation are presented. The article fin-
ishes with a conclusion and brief outlook of future work,
e.g., supporting the Argument Interchange Format.

• Translated and paraphrased parts of Section 1 (Information in Action)
and Section 2.1.1 (Anomalous State of Knowledge) will be published in
Matthias Hemmje. Daten-, Dokumenten-, Informations- und Wissensman-
agement im Internet. Lehrunterlage Kurs 1877, KE1, Sommersemester
2021. Hagen: FernUniversität in Hagen, 2021 [Hem21]

6.4 Academic Advising

In the context of this thesis, the following academic works have been con-
ducted under academic supervision by the author of this thesis at the Chair
of Multimedia and Internet Applications, Faculty of Mathematics and Com-
puter Science, at the University of Hagen. Those parts of these works which
have been integrated into this thesis have been cited accordingly.

• Michael Hoffmann. Asset Annotation auf Basis von Namend Entity Recog-
nition im RAGE Eco-system. Masterthesis. Hagen: FernUniversität in
Hagen, 2016 [Hof16]

• Anna Meier. Vergleich von Natural Language Processing Frameworks für
den Information Retrieval Support im RAGE-Ecosystem. Masterthesis. Ha-
gen: FernUniversität in Hagen, 2016 [Mei16]

• Julia Becker. Analyse von Query-Log-Daten der Fachdatenbank PubMed
Central mit Fokus auf Named Entity Recognition im Kontext von Oncoadept.
Bachelorthesis. Hagen: FernUniversität in Hagen, 2017 [Bec17]
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• Alexander Duttenhöfer. Seminar: Studie zur Nutzung von emergent
Named Entities (eNEs) in medizinischen Virtual Research Environments
(VREs). Seminararbeit. FernUniversität in Hagen, 2018 [Dut18]

• Alexander Duttenhöfer. Automated Feedback Based Emergent Named En-
tity Recognition (ENER) in medical Virtual Research Environments (VREs).
Masterthesis. Hagen: FernUniversität in Hagen, 2020 [Dut20]

• Björn Fastabend. Evaluation of Machine-Learning methods for emerging
Named Entity Recognition. Masterthesis. Hagen: FernUniversität in Ha-
gen, 2020 [Fas20]

• Marc Herrmann. Visualisierung von Emerging Named Entities im Rahmen
von Information Retrieval in medizinischen virtuellen Forschungsumgebun-
gen. Masterthesis. Hagen: FernUniversität in Hagen, 2020 [Her20]
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Named Entity Recognition for KM-EP. Fachpraktikum, Betreuer: Chris-
tian Nawroth. Hagen: FernUniversität in Hagen, 2020 [STV20]
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Appendix A

Documents for Test and Training
Sets

A.1 PubMed/MEDLINE 2012

For training and testing of the baseline NLP/NER and the temporal ML
classification the following documents from PubMed/MEDLINE in the year
2012 have been used (PMIDs). These list contains PubMed/MEDLINE Doc-
uments of 2012 or earlier:

7301, 34080, 37227, 83135, 107313, 115793, 118996, 157180,

195028, 231458, 231883, 234948, 364926, 417039, 429535, 436123,

521877, 571004, 571434, 618871, 629217, 630314, 637168, 654299,

678774, 697346, 725229, 761989, 765354, 776206, 793053, 808179,

809741, 830331, 879770, 896486, 937200, 940773, 949113, 971587,

979149, 988459, 1164284, 1164698, 1167436, 1180542, 1188119,

1194245, 1201970, 1232599, 1262302, 1283243, 1291288, 1308748,

1318774, 1319594, 1323635, 1361545, 1364413, 1368897, 1372798,

1401029, 1443552, 1450760, 1504322, 1528628, 1539577, 1542847,

1551936, 1563445, 1583102, 1612454, 1620255, 1639637, 1644106,

1644815, 1648054, 1652627, 1690874, 1712799, 1733521, 1737975,

1740123, 1753887, 1778980, 1785721, 1806040, 1818397, 1829838,

1838421, 1848100, 1863222, 1863712, 1880121, 1893329, 1906160,

1920011, 1921919, 1941189, 1948108, 1962326, 1972488, 1973929,

1982281, 1992023, 1993750, 2028234, 2035432, 2040084, 2049468,

2070330, 2086751, 2102823, 2111872, 2140579, 2150039, 2167304,

2172098, 2172349, 2180890, 2195177, 2217538, 2233984, 2266539,

2271912, 2306666, 2312688, 2313160, 2314337, 2324350, 2345149,

2350209, 2355744, 2378884, 2380249, 2444028, 2493173, 2500323,

2502880, 2514360, 2525873, 2531944, 2537678, 2546961, 2558082,

2571071, 2585840, 2589076, 2593058, 2593768, 2616116, 2631506,
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2640157, 2654784, 2684175, 2705783, 2715729, 2761512, 2778435,

2793827, 2807625, 2818128, 2830697, 2850301, 2850956, 2859827,

2877511, 2885845, 2886355, 2891543, 2913799, 2947086, 2971216,

2980276, 2988684, 2990206, 2997594, 3005976, 3020192, 3023418,

3027020, 3036636, 3037411, 3046955, 3075615, 3082761, 3106324,

3117693, 3138437, 3139054, 3139834, 3162402, 3247286, 3258925,

3341120, 3344084, 3368246, 3436482, 3443416, 3454375, 3485642,

3499339, 3527107, 3546298, 3548592, 3548975, 3565167, 3589156,

3606623, 3652094, 3655028, 3667305, 3689420, 3706726, 3730459,

3747696, 3775482, 3776983, 3812701, 3833880, 3839428, 3866054,

3940245, 3980666, 3982493, 4031653, 4048925, 4093519, 4146278,

4220132, 4743871, 4790601, 4909355, 5052733, 5118676, 5409476,

6087130, 6088221, 6094511, 6095353, 6127210, 6139944, 6192736,

6210597, 6221208, 6238883, 6261293, 6275257, 6286422, 6383218,

6386746, 6392187, 6418168, 6432838, 6448639, 6472199, 6476795,

6479471, 6502495, 6520885, 6571989, 6641761, 6643438, 6657939,

6715460, 6715510, 6720991, 6725604, 6801889, 6815123, 6825020,

6848412, 6850628, 6859416, 6865454, 6884348, 6958674, 6995852,

7011211, 7029269, 7070305, 7103479, 7123221, 7127319, 7130900,

7251829, 7275312, 7301417, 7311447, 7397131, 7402129, 7433497,

7448831, 7464201, 7475983, 7476081, 7488526, 7516796, 7527204,

7535252, 7557543, 7574150, 7582293, 7607245, 7625102, 7626171,

7643100, 7644502, 7716791, 7726507, 7745011, 7750217, 7750734,

7764464, 7780307, 7784809, 7799889, 7813045, 7817203, 7822101,

7828018, 7840865, 7866539, 7887718, 7922149, 7929793, 7947448,

7977769, 7981853, 7989489, 7998835, 8008203, 8012049, 8038031,

8050065, 8051025, 8095232, 8099587, 8109181, 8114067, 8125211,

8134548, 8184810, 8188123, 8190990, 8200491, 8216794, 8240951,

8249740, 8260473, 8279017, 8280778, 8296538, 8326995, 8328649,

8339334, 8353322, 8358726, 8365476, 8378113, 8393091, 8393705,

8396965, 8421301, 8460495, 8485402, 8494736, 8500778, 8530628,

8536551, 8552639, 8560667, 8582193, 8592358, 8619828, 8660514,

8664814, 8733238, 8758564, 8807676, 8858128, 8858909, 8863407,

8863409, 8863428, 8868236, 8872496, 8880978, 8896286, 8899085,

8903419, 8910821, 8957333, 8980968, 8983524, 8999430, 9004292,

9040502, 9049336, 9103610, 9104911, 9119205, 9144637, 9162575,

9170025, 9170254, 9185952, 9200028, 9233784, 9244286, 9257933,

9287171, 9315299, 9322673, 9327553, 9379197, 9381359, 9393694,
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9395463, 9399506, 9440506, 9463925, 9503629, 9512201, 9513069,

9531628, 9539518, 9547007, 9573085, 9574693, 9587198, 9608666,

9609708, 9620381, 9639927, 9653891, 9678968, 9683651, 9700377,

9707047, 9707627, 9708921, 9711852, 9726851, 9734033, 9734040,

9745901, 9758803, 9771665, 9799288, 9812516, 9813352, 9828415,

9857602, 9869393, 9876244, 9877200, 9878362, 9878876, 9881633,

9886832, 9888721, 9923736, 9925524, 9933341, 10028362, 10092624,

10096958, 10225902, 10321973, 10325405, 10394408, 10424238,

10453095, 10456910, 10474199, 10493860, 10514999, 10516950,

10529114, 10550677, 10556489, 10580385, 10616713, 10629278,

10632710, 10648180, 10654876, 10664138, 10678425, 10679194,

10681624, 10691722, 10692071, 10694697, 10725208, 10734159,

10735880, 10737186, 10739935, 10740862, 10747783, 10748191,

10770055, 10775286, 10780988, 10786061, 10788389, 10792542,

10815656, 10843069, 10853801, 10893156, 10900051, 10908569,

10923856, 10924516, 10940599, 10941921, 10946835, 10957708,

10960719, 10970415, 10975791, 10985502, 10995458, 11003141,

11037578, 11081792, 11084394, 11095707, 11100800, 11134325,

11137427, 11154557, 11211250, 11230406, 11234007, 11243863,

11252480, 11261970, 11280037, 11284202, 11285258, 11293643,

11300651, 11309267, 11316255, 11327836, 11336338, 11347947,

11348560, 11369900, 11375201, 11415994, 11416979, 11434548,

11459996, 11478516, 11485019, 11491327, 11491352, 11514569,

11535360, 11539679, 11553373, 11566573, 11577152, 11583992,

11595839, 11600156, 11669957, 11671413, 11707648, 11716227,

11719003, 11722009, 11722543, 11765083, 11772592, 11803019,

11807080, 11837314, 11845993, 11864633, 11888589, 11904695,

11914503, 11931150, 11931151, 11931175, 11937103, 11951989,

11964727, 11971199, 11983518, 11984998, 11997375, 12007816,

12009126, 12017283, 12020035, 12030302, 12036362, 12039729,

12044443, 12054264, 12062297, 12069407, 12086142, 12101445,

12102234, 12130738, 12135744, 12148615, 12152901, 12173104,

12198166, 12218020, 12235925, 12237824, 12243559, 12355088,

12358600, 12393505, 12401213, 12401990, 12403458, 12409826,

12419960, 12423133, 12437560, 12440735, 12446592, 12454282,

12469320, 12470940, 12480170, 12503852, 12514409, 12522540,

12522584, 12533458, 12537461, 12554735, 12613876, 12620354,

12634405, 12637090, 12656163, 12733046, 12734240, 12746603,
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12782582, 12811805, 12838400, 12846547, 12855723, 12856100,

12884819, 12885063, 12892144, 12899701, 12901667, 12915394,

12932739, 12939721, 12940358, 12940878, 12952786, 12957918,

13680008, 14538087, 14552179, 14577669, 14624746, 14677919,

14703162, 14747076, 14747699, 14766859, 14963012, 14997474,

15009644, 15013018, 15015846, 15023945, 15023952, 15030486,

15031655, 15043212, 15047911, 15053317, 15053322, 15072543,

15081392, 15109791, 15133110, 15139303, 15143001, 15143004,

15143008, 15143046, 15147703, 15171938, 15174307, 15175293,

15179526, 15188962, 15200387, 15214635, 15214641, 15220420,

15229375, 15240592, 15259608, 15282134, 15288120, 15299732,

15305747, 15316973, 15322357, 15326048, 15327648, 15334921,

15336412, 15356855, 15387959, 15454580, 15471990, 15475453,

15489535, 15490551, 15496381, 15505778, 15516574, 15526196,

15526484, 15544358, 15545456, 15548009, 15550854, 15558450,

15560929, 15563622, 15570972, 15575875, 15579317, 15582737,

15602345, 15607029, 15617736, 15627343, 15637728, 15640198,

15651981, 15653927, 15691225, 15709368, 15721324, 15752444,

15757506, 15770973, 15774658, 15778027, 15787436, 15821039,

15824911, 15825019, 15825074, 15837214, 15844935, 15866516,

15869869, 15879257, 15885658, 15886522, 15892377, 15901703,

15905060, 15909545, 15914908, 15919631, 15925361, 15926088,

15929989, 15957061, 15958286, 15959727, 15974008, 15999537,

16006038, 16007180, 16047925, 16048974, 16078039, 16085827,

16085869, 16112463, 16137703, 16139363, 16169025, 16170308,

16207011, 16208743, 16214161, 16223085, 16232650, 16233447,

16235987, 16246520, 16253810, 16275760, 16309720, 16315012,

16329871, 16329899, 16329925, 16343434, 16345911, 16346836,

16347212, 16348883, 16369022, 16401136, 16402916, 16403894,

16413520, 16423019, 16427261, 16428853, 16432746, 16440984,

16445018, 16470371, 16514020, 16514024, 16517661, 16535333,

16536702, 16537132, 16545979, 16559157, 16603448, 16627644,

16635591, 16657568, 16663058, 16663466, 16664643, 16666134,

16667830, 16680795, 16758863, 16779472, 16780223, 16791589,

16801328, 16825643, 16826844, 16835374, 16838985, 16844349,

16852486, 16859689, 16875169, 16875436, 16902017, 16911106,

16926100, 16928683, 16933623, 16936064, 16937656, 16946516,

16950497, 16956644, 16960381, 16984735, 16999034, 17006741,
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17012577, 17014497, 17022455, 17023915, 17033962, 17034214,

17088020, 17092201, 17126008, 17158985, 17158993, 17159319,

17164266, 17169114, 17169997, 17174667, 17177521, 17180336,

17181632, 17186672, 17194719, 17196653, 17198703, 17213909,

17226482, 17236110, 17259310, 17268859, 17273961, 17278391,

17286426, 17289203, 17289426, 17291567, 17303096, 17327677,

17329822, 17359410, 17373906, 17392198, 17404730, 17418637,

17426723, 17428090, 17467691, 17467928, 17473886, 17514326,

17517995, 17518269, 17526564, 17553485, 17557831, 17563207,

17574352, 17610048, 17622164, 17625174, 17627084, 17634302,

17638115, 17651383, 17653106, 17653769, 17660292, 17672295,

17690073, 17702496, 17713818, 17718018, 17724332, 17740296,

17763768, 17764196, 17766106, 17790851, 17855479, 17886010,

17918596, 17935718, 17955160, 17961766, 17982511, 17993395,

17994392, 18006391, 18029263, 18044421, 18045957, 18066112,

18079605, 18083875, 18084255, 18092474, 18098315, 18162473,

18175924, 18192393, 18217715, 18218936, 18235867, 18240524,

18244910, 18266853, 18270207, 18271546, 18283962, 18296529,

18309260, 18319451, 18319475, 18322653, 18322667, 18324435,

18335338, 18336556, 18348563, 18363164, 18374930, 18390433,

18390551, 18393767, 18403233, 18431569, 18447329, 18449220,

18459836, 18462755, 18462822, 18469105, 18475422, 18485359,

18495391, 18496880, 18498048, 18520079, 18523190, 18536571,

18547668, 18548714, 18564186, 18572646, 18573155, 18573373,

18581436, 18585256, 18590317, 18593371, 18599686, 18603799,

18613581, 18618455, 18618647, 18622766, 18635110, 18645237,

18656986, 18657594, 18661307, 18662883, 18667321, 18668835,

18674745, 18692463, 18692659, 18711340, 18713766, 18721267,

18727860, 18768597, 18768626, 18778117, 18790625, 18792044,

18797754, 18804553, 18829115, 18923065, 18941440, 18943058,

18943136, 18944184, 18944654, 18950055, 18952864, 18974952,

18984682, 19001767, 19001835, 19012507, 19013231, 19016868,

19052754, 19060040, 19060042, 19060967, 19064552, 19065022,

19080491, 19086641, 19088284, 19088908, 19097083, 19132869,

19142897, 19143996, 19166063, 19172379, 19179091, 19190402,

19192741, 19205190, 19215382, 19219743, 19224545, 19236483,

19246975, 19248511, 19251944, 19261797, 19287753, 19299513,

19317437, 19324443, 19326475, 19329601, 19329609, 19376895,
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19423535, 19425002, 19428383, 19432076, 19469995, 19482921,

19485358, 19492830, 19498233, 19502331, 19502339, 19502342,

19505345, 19527840, 19542136, 19553897, 19562468, 19567577,

19581087, 19609710, 19620384, 19625422, 19625426, 19625440,

19628617, 19636693, 19643772, 19643873, 19643879, 19643904,

19644432, 19646514, 19648328, 19666106, 19666814, 19667397,

19671718, 19678681, 19694172, 19708704, 19719661, 19737103,

19758728, 19761433, 19767403, 19767844, 19774650, 19795108,

19804721, 19805556, 19809730, 19815342, 19818609, 19818612,

19819921, 19823920, 19832708, 19835775, 19847349, 19854878,

19876076, 19877152, 19938609, 19940155, 19952410, 19955418,

20000497, 20011707, 20012965, 20016121, 20023027, 20035556,

20077566, 20085289, 20109541, 20113374, 20138455, 20158192,

20163532, 20172013, 20182745, 20192847, 20225186, 20228210,

20333440, 20336234, 20358236, 20361519, 20369962, 20383342,

20416285, 20417096, 20430808, 20445810, 20447273, 20452151,

20455778, 20478786, 20484515, 20491079, 20494496, 20515045,

20521548, 20540977, 20541477, 20544423, 20557982, 20560105,

20570043, 20579099, 20585501, 20590449, 20592205, 20601947,

20607856, 20624467, 20631085, 20631560, 20650590, 20678015,

20679704, 20686349, 20688230, 20688974, 20690981, 20720358,

20726561, 20728122, 20807649, 20817099, 20834139, 20866063,

20872915, 20881012, 20889892, 20932259, 20933390, 20964320,

21036996, 21037948, 21049241, 21058505, 21061087, 21062327,

21062804, 21075908, 21111455, 21124797, 21134899, 21138752,

21140495, 21142107, 21149676, 21158381, 21186288, 21193883,

21202595, 21204229, 21207951, 21212073, 21214436, 21243317,

21255163, 21257694, 21259412, 21282905, 21299216, 21300507,

21304738, 21306295, 21317261, 21317328, 21350853, 21353543,

21387913, 21392994, 21410281, 21417313, 21424456, 21432713,

21437824, 21447491, 21457185, 21460083, 21472297, 21487838,

21495007, 21510709, 21512668, 21522964, 21524522, 21535012,

21537018, 21540029, 21542358, 21549861, 21565142, 21569902,

21571053, 21576954, 21580259, 21596560, 21599019, 21602397,

21604748, 21605309, 21608998, 21613975, 21624972, 21628502,

21637472, 21656354, 21656844, 21688105, 21698135, 21705387,

21722964, 21724959, 21730013, 21743208, 21748182, 21750116,

21757023, 21762220, 21764981, 21776994, 21780760, 21780793,
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21785826, 21816619, 21817365, 21837978, 21841003, 21841008,

21853191, 21856987, 21864624, 21873479, 21885227, 21887641,

21893419, 21900876, 21907573, 21914864, 21924027, 21924278,

21937111, 21947430, 21967089, 21968479, 21971424, 21974979,

21984248, 21984670, 21988591, 22008018, 22008983, 22048701,

22059658, 22061525, 22068751, 22086463, 22086763, 22100875,

22103739, 22117995, 22134241, 22146687, 22154265, 22163636,

22174871, 22191391, 22199466, 22202869, 22210213, 22213334,

22218677, 22223272, 22223376, 22242713, 22251460, 22258694,

22260050, 22271304, 22275899, 22285513, 22292460, 22307934,

22313111, 22313778, 22316001, 22322152, 22327168, 22328744,

22334151, 22342142, 22349738, 22352686, 22355652, 22363233,

22385469, 22404663, 22432719, 22441407, 22447909, 22456911,

22458526, 22461663, 22463809, 22466736, 22480232, 22486178,

22493756, 22500444, 22528306, 22537975, 22544247, 22561518,

22576808, 22585615, 22614820, 22622620, 22633818, 22634331,

22646128, 22665012, 22676376, 22683240, 22686689, 22690577,

22695988, 22701451, 22709267, 22720933, 22728202, 22733798,

22737020, 22749826, 22750010, 22757678, 22760058, 22768237,

22769032, 22774462, 22781834, 22850382, 22898872, 22916707,

22919635, 22974293, 22978223, 22991485, 23002317, 23007655,

23025179, 23116852, 23251772, 23605013, 23765997, 24031943,

24190308, 24193631, 24249416, 24272694, 24414367, 24425253,

26050007, 27034227, 30731925, 30754365, 30769623, 30780469,

30781147, 30791248, 30791315, 30795425, 30812724, 30831819,

30832112, 30841234, 30841257

A.2 PMC OA 2012

For training and testing of the baseline NLP/NER and the temporal ML clas-
sification the following documentsfrom PMC OA in the year 2012 have been
used (PMIDs). These list contains PMC OA documents of 2012 or earlier:

204321, 264116, 702058, 1483951, 1520587, 1560030, 1684908,

1742253, 1875186, 1931605, 2147858, 2211830, 2736231, 2789951,

3104023, 3297662, 3383819, 3479995, 3709449, 3935149, 4085427,

4199659, 4206592, 4436384, 4563148, 4812633, 5428610, 6090576,

6291262, 6606011, 6758373, 7547230, 7591966, 7669579, 7698091,

7821284, 7848584, 7947110, 8054281, 8319619, 8340259, 8426115,
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8471421, 8478605, 8494731, 8593865, 8611371, 8795567, 9064338,

9064356, 9126447, 9166944, 9204294, 9275028, 9294144, 9314547,

9414664, 9621208, 9626752, 9702587, 9730882, 9925825, 10408399,

10811570, 10970684, 10983704, 11018059, 11034610, 11069003,

11335186, 11335191, 11382806, 11509123, 11509124, 11720446,

11752991, 12014995, 12117646, 12194779, 12377103, 12470301,

12507404, 12620104, 12948895, 15028112, 15200813, 15310007,

15331016, 15579421, 15626330, 15626648, 15642164, 15642699,

15716620, 15743722, 15752444, 15770064, 15770208, 15790392,

15804359, 15986037, 15987522, 16022780, 16079079, 16144543,

16221303, 16229745, 16259070, 16277711, 16318707, 16336043,

16352867, 16426445, 16473849, 16485467, 16489253, 16494746,

16494750, 16494752, 16494769, 16512902, 16542416, 16573691,

16600046, 16684361, 16704813, 16722551, 16734917, 16753068,

16768189, 16768800, 16789834, 16820057, 16831221, 16835065,

16836827, 16859534, 16936320, 17029557, 17038178, 17040564,

17088433, 17093351, 17105352, 17107616, 17111238, 17169997,

17173109, 17194310, 17233898, 17268874, 17286870, 17311090,

17329822, 17342201, 17346353, 17349044, 17366830, 17370524,

17386098, 17392683, 17407388, 17420630, 17430569, 17470297,

17479907, 17488508, 17520060, 17541466, 17549236, 17555570,

17561996, 17567609, 17567921, 17576683, 17617918, 17626620,

17634281, 17668050, 17687549, 17696647, 17724127, 17848959,

17878952, 17883863, 17895889, 17896864, 17897439, 17922765,

17942424, 17951898, 17957238, 17963333, 17980020, 17980032,

17995953, 18007289, 18007385, 18007525, 18021414, 18045507,

18053245, 18053269, 18154640, 18215278, 18219481, 18235852,

18237396, 18257924, 18258122, 18259127, 18263572, 18269691,

18269694, 18272535, 18274792, 18277385, 18279523, 18288256,

18305412, 18355417, 18356192, 18365061, 18390551, 18398482,

18402695, 18404434, 18404500, 18411272, 18423012, 18431453,

18433292, 18460197, 18461135, 18467324, 18472930, 18474097,

18475938, 18476162, 18476226, 18476237, 18487938, 18505548,

18507503, 18518989, 18554413, 18575612, 18596661, 18614570,

18629194, 18655699, 18678760, 18682840, 18684998, 18688280,

18706078, 18760016, 18787695, 18793453, 18794793, 18808382,

18811953, 18816376, 18820737, 18830156, 18830443, 18832299,

18836193, 18839141, 18852898, 18955365, 18958153, 18959794,
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19014632, 19017396, 19043313, 19043592, 19068128, 19073771,

19074982, 19077282, 19089270, 19093007, 19094195, 19094214,

19096516, 19105833, 19116057, 19116666, 19133117, 19149882,

19154574, 19169258, 19177187, 19177192, 19190778, 19256550,

19308257, 19320977, 19325743, 19381451, 19383174, 19397822,

19401679, 19426552, 19432442, 19436604, 19473496, 19494034,

19500344, 19513002, 19521547, 19523196, 19523201, 19525388,

19526080, 19555508, 19557196, 19561161, 19579003, 19584574,

19602544, 19603041, 19606228, 19617202, 19630951, 19633616,

19636425, 19639036, 19650930, 19662138, 19668516, 19668598,

19668726, 19668984, 19672399, 19701122, 19701714, 19705191,

19707255, 19707272, 19707459, 19708921, 19712450, 19714241,

19730435, 19740412, 19753133, 19753239, 19756815, 19763566,

19768134, 19781052, 19781076, 19783913, 19783941, 19785755,

19788817, 19802638, 19813054, 19818124, 19830250, 19838336,

19843610, 19851514, 19852833, 19852863, 19888463, 19889613,

19893767, 19902965, 19909497, 19911047, 19912440, 19921177,

19925655, 19925950, 19935470, 19936184, 19936530, 19946601,

19946624, 19949681, 19951421, 19953605, 19957099, 19965961,

19995454, 19995952, 20003296, 20021642, 20027221, 20033705,

20037647, 20041686, 20042082, 20046784, 20046828, 20053120,

20057948, 20066029, 20084283, 20087413, 20087465, 20110895,

20113461, 20118292, 20118294, 20122142, 20126366, 20127510,

20129873, 20140077, 20141183, 20142888, 20144239, 20167620,

20169071, 20174476, 20179738, 20181119, 20181195, 20182554,

20191335, 20198168, 20203057, 20209145, 20221251, 20222967,

20224817, 20226039, 20228805, 20228932, 20228933, 20236513,

20300297, 20331397, 20335938, 20335993, 20339559, 20348116,

20350380, 20351097, 20351769, 20357366, 20359345, 20361033,

20368133, 20368976, 20379787, 20386651, 20393147, 20396477,

20396531, 20398293, 20398344, 20400949, 20409375, 20413623,

20413936, 20419168, 20423694, 20428081, 20429031, 20444704,

20463879, 20467465, 20478037, 20490894, 20502461, 20511278,

20512150, 20519112, 20526368, 20531937, 20532950, 20534129,

20550679, 20565734, 20565777, 20565908, 20569477, 20576088,

20576129, 20582225, 20585647, 20587055, 20596293, 20603624,

20613937, 20625523, 20625541, 20634899, 20642832, 20646294,

20668678, 20676379, 20676397, 20682046, 20682065, 20685669,
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20686623, 20691150, 20703875, 20704710, 20706585, 20706679,

20707930, 20714288, 20739683, 20740180, 20797968, 20803239,

20811592, 20815895, 20824139, 20824973, 20840735, 20859542,

20862248, 20862337, 20871819, 20877204, 20877237, 20877565,

20890439, 20920169, 20920218, 20923556, 20927283, 20942947,

20943779, 20944207, 20944218, 20948792, 20948794, 20948906,

20949038, 20949052, 20949116, 20976249, 20981278, 21045009,

21050430, 21052511, 21059706, 21062474, 21085714, 21092190,

21103346, 21103383, 21107311, 21110849, 21116224, 21116392,

21118570, 21122152, 21123191, 21124800, 21124823, 21124845,

21126338, 21127743, 21127965, 21143841, 21143855, 21153406,

21161271, 21165254, 21170301, 21170356, 21183295, 21187975,

21188063, 21201857, 21202988, 21203090, 21203183, 21203504,

21207994, 21211038, 21217854, 21233793, 21234319, 21239871,

21249192, 21253020, 21253288, 21255332, 21255363, 21255376,

21258298, 21258417, 21258573, 21261861, 21261871, 21261955,

21263742, 21264301, 21269470, 21270541, 21297965, 21301964,

21304636, 21304644, 21304651, 21304688, 21304698, 21304705,

21304714, 21304715, 21304737, 21304745, 21314018, 21314912,

21318102, 21331177, 21336668, 21342474, 21343890, 21347304,

21359142, 21364905, 21394077, 21396092, 21403857, 21408057,

21414189, 21427286, 21436893, 21438154, 21441874, 21445333,

21445365, 21448673, 21455305, 21460018, 21464941, 21468330,

21471007, 21475587, 21475590, 21475592, 21478165, 21484177,

21487495, 21490571, 21504625, 21513523, 21521497, 21522264,

21522534, 21522795, 21522964, 21523207, 21525808, 21526192,

21532836, 21533281, 21535877, 21541052, 21541064, 21541274,

21544516, 21556165, 21556255, 21556317, 21559019, 21559295,

21559509, 21569540, 21572610, 21573016, 21573831, 21577282,

21578189, 21578306, 21578436, 21579398, 21579439, 21580014,

21583567, 21583639, 21583663, 21583664, 21583957, 21584217,

21584284, 21587811, 21589022, 21589111, 21589145, 21589895,

21595885, 21612627, 21613980, 21625547, 21629813, 21633365,

21637522, 21637846, 21637857, 21639881, 21647713, 21655098,

21655744, 21663601, 21668981, 21673796, 21673982, 21677848,

21677852, 21677856, 21677858, 21677859, 21679466, 21686161,

21686169, 21686187, 21691466, 21691516, 21694677, 21698135,

21698190, 21698263, 21699674, 21706171, 21707802, 21709630,
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21711515, 21716618, 21731299, 21731374, 21731433, 21738547,

21738787, 21747806, 21747809, 21749694, 21750553, 21750604,

21750606, 21753784, 21754166, 21754752, 21755326, 21760572,

21760931, 21760953, 21770392, 21771313, 21772599, 21772979,

21778179, 21779157, 21789046, 21789389, 21789513, 21792349,

21799754, 21799761, 21799856, 21811672, 21812981, 21814406,

21816131, 21818318, 21818349, 21819554, 21822440, 21822922,

21824242, 21829394, 21831297, 21833341, 21836164, 21837081,

21838232, 21838888, 21846611, 21850161, 21850171, 21853100,

21858194, 21861203, 21876660, 21878434, 21886859, 21887254,

21895629, 21897654, 21897746, 21901521, 21904670, 21906375,

21911330, 21911974, 21912370, 21912644, 21915708, 21927517,

21931479, 21931557, 21931675, 21931745, 21931773, 21934117,

21935370, 21938237, 21938262, 21941538, 21948044, 21959294,

21960741, 21961505, 21968909, 21977031, 21977072, 21978576,

21980241, 21980450, 21989255, 21991442, 21994424, 21995419,

21995752, 22000356, 22003465, 22005738, 22006726, 22016624,

22016629, 22022266, 22028787, 22028819, 22029628, 22031297,

22033276, 22039402, 22039480, 22045041, 22046236, 22048701,

22057634, 22065044, 22069616, 22069702, 22069751, 22069764,

22071129, 22072884, 22074389, 22075705, 22076156, 22082453,

22085497, 22086959, 22090890, 22091021, 22092393, 22093957,

22099947, 22103431, 22104369, 22106711, 22106715, 22108523,

22123527, 22124465, 22128247, 22131813, 22132066, 22132235,

22140429, 22140478, 22140577, 22143549, 22147614, 22156410,

22159814, 22163334, 22163636, 22163706, 22164134, 22171701,

22172164, 22174603, 22179427, 22180814, 22180816, 22185719,

22194723, 22194794, 22194970, 22199909, 22207334, 22211087,

22217184, 22218715, 22222909, 22224038, 22228654, 22228941,

22234536, 22235376, 22244361, 22247704, 22247863, 22247878,

22249085, 22253534, 22253657, 22253735, 22254152, 22259583,

22259767, 22272021, 22272179, 22272331, 22272658, 22279534,

22287921, 22289885, 22295096, 22300349, 22312520, 22314137,

22316246, 22319575, 22322495, 22333491, 22334062, 22337128,

22345884, 22346161, 22346756, 22347356, 22347549, 22347573,

22347600, 22347878, 22348110, 22351600, 22357621, 22358425,

22359583, 22360333, 22363230, 22363251, 22364438, 22366786,

22371738, 22373003, 22379555, 22382075, 22383881, 22383994,
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22384142, 22388969, 22389666, 22392020, 22394548, 22394555,

22395237, 22406904, 22407649, 22408393, 22418932, 22419743,

22422828, 22427863, 22428001, 22428040, 22438926, 22439642,

22439737, 22439880, 22443187, 22443334, 22446303, 22448145,

22452838, 22452970, 22453676, 22455480, 22463766, 22479446,

22485049, 22489111, 22493625, 22494387, 22496673, 22498845,

22500119, 22500161, 22504432, 22509174, 22509222, 22510606,

22511963, 22511988, 22512917, 22518301, 22524518, 22526470,

22529645, 22529932, 22530046, 22530841, 22531084, 22533923,

22534340, 22536016, 22536201, 22536950, 22537922, 22545049,

22547314, 22549692, 22557605, 22557795, 22557811, 22557814,

22558362, 22559055, 22559199, 22566756, 22567144, 22570635,

22570692, 22570744, 22571470, 22574070, 22574877, 22586511,

22589769, 22590547, 22591917, 22592085, 22592158, 22593550,

22594449, 22606026, 22606040, 22606475, 22607240, 22614861,

22615868, 22619558, 22619600, 22621766, 22622646, 22623984,

22624012, 22629300, 22629405, 22629431, 22643497, 22649385,

22649408, 22654489, 22654845, 22655051, 22657251, 22658747,

22660026, 22661922, 22662183, 22666063, 22666116, 22666666,

22672869, 22675380, 22675600, 22675601, 22675602, 22679477,

22683440, 22690104, 22693635, 22693641, 22693644, 22696299,

22699306, 22701279, 22701493, 22701519, 22701807, 22708803,

22709572, 22709801, 22716305, 22717578, 22719208, 22719474,

22719891, 22719937, 22719956, 22720059, 22720797, 22721417,

22723998, 22726316, 22728350, 22733798, 22734469, 22736973,

22737020, 22738670, 22739976, 22740651, 22741028, 22742769,

22745540, 22761957, 22767357, 22767603, 22768237, 22768248,

22768358, 22768981, 22768982, 22773111, 22781442, 22781658,

22783192, 22783229, 22785532, 22787376, 22791043, 22792002,

22792323, 22792386, 22798877, 22808033, 22817758, 22827843,

22829971, 22832882, 22836211, 22837685, 22837693, 22839737,

22843357, 22848206, 22848210, 22848606, 22848642, 22851923,

22852046, 22855623, 22863452, 22864397, 22865781, 22865911,

22870290, 22870919, 22871646, 22875400, 22875818, 22876180,

22879797, 22880044, 22890170, 22895629, 22900823, 22901953,

22904080, 22904661, 22904901, 22909934, 22912673, 22913534,

22914555, 22916258, 22919172, 22919635, 22921766, 22925825,

22928051, 22933716, 22937840, 22943597, 22949872, 22952627,
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22952710, 22952787, 22956764, 22956863, 22960503, 22963456,

22963659, 22965653, 22965825, 22966244, 22968474, 22969765,

22970112, 22970188, 22970232, 22973267, 22973473, 22978453,

22984471, 22984476, 22991629, 22993696, 22998838, 23002317,

23008808, 23011274, 23017583, 23018921, 23024445, 23024770,

23028507, 23028510, 23028659, 23028669, 23028793, 23028826,

23028951, 23029440, 23029521, 23033471, 23034806, 23035899,

23044625, 23045411, 23047245, 23049571, 23050013, 23055694,

23056141, 23056220, 23056508, 23057831, 23061005, 23066186,

23071502, 23071629, 23071706, 23071707, 23082176, 23087679,

23091054, 23091330, 23091566, 23093599, 23093652, 23093939,

23095120, 23107470, 23109858, 23109916, 23110039, 23110257,

23110753, 23112488, 23112589, 23113956, 23115443, 23117296,

23118725, 23130044, 23133391, 23134641, 23135099, 23138534,

23139840, 23144717, 23146305, 23148490, 23150025, 23152651,

23154431, 23157370, 23159923, 23162590, 23165309, 23166828,

23176172, 23181080, 23185274, 23185555, 23185960, 23186002,

23187289, 23197223, 23202308, 23202506, 23203115, 23208198,

23209354, 23209418, 23209504, 23209624, 23209648, 23209651,

23209720, 23210072, 23212172, 23213291, 23213405, 23213541,

23213587, 23222845, 23225994, 23226774, 23227057, 23227809,

23228021, 23229264, 23229564, 23230562, 23233461, 23234432,

23234466, 23235470, 23236484, 23240039, 23240087, 23241445,

23244770, 23248663, 23248746, 23250684, 23251484, 23251689,

23256143, 23259004, 23259077, 23259483, 23267527, 23271466,

23277737, 23281853, 23284494, 23285242, 23285296, 23287138,

23300672, 23300851, 23301186, 23304464, 23323137, 23326048,

23344187, 23346131, 23359635, 23407331, 23408234, 23408721,

23408754, 23420676, 23440079, 23459006, 23471225, 23484123,
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